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FOREWORD

The Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) of The Appraisal Foundation develops, publishes, interprets, and

amends the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) on behalf of appraisers and

users of appraisal services. The 2006 Edition of USPAP (2006 USPAP) is effective July 1, 2006.

The 2006 USPAP has five sections: DEFINITIONS, PREAMBLE, Rules, Standards and Standards Rules,

and Statements on Appraisal Standards.

For convenience of reference, this document also contains this Foreword, Advisory Opinions and an Index.

These reference materials are forms of “Other Communications” provided by the ASB for guidance only

and are not part of USPAP.

It is important that individuals understand and adhere to changes in each edition of USPAP. State and

federal regulatory authorities enforce the content of the current or applicable edition of USPAP.

History of USPAP

These Standards are based on the original Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice developed

in 1986–87 by the Ad Hoc Committee on Uniform Standards and copyrighted in 1987 by The Appraisal

Foundation. The effective date of the original Uniform Standards was April 27, 1987. Prior to the

establishment of the ASB in 1989, USPAP had been adopted by major appraisal organizations in North

America. USPAP represents the generally accepted and recognized standards of appraisal practice in the

United States.

At its organizational meeting on January 30, 1989, the Appraisal Standards Board unanimously approved

and adopted the original USPAP as the initial appraisal standards promulgated by the ASB. USPAP may be

amended, interpreted, supplemented, or retired by the ASB after exposure to the appraisal profession, users

of appraisal services, and the public in accordance with established rules of procedure.

Guidance

The ASB issues guidance in the form of Advisory Opinions. These communications do not establish new

Standards or interpret existing Standards and are not an integral part of USPAP. They illustrate the

applicability of Standards in specific situations and offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of

appraisal issues and problems.

The ASB also responds to questions with guidance issued in a question and answer format. The “USPAP

Q&A” is published monthly and available on The Appraisal Foundation website. These are compiled and

published in a Frequently Asked Questions document.

Changes to USPAP

Over the years, the USPAP document has evolved in content and organizational structure in response to

changes in appraisal practice. The ASB has developed a process for developing both Standards and
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guidance based, in part, on written comments submitted in response to exposure drafts and oral testimony

presented at public meetings.

Contacting the Appraisal Standards Board

The ASB invites commentary on USPAP and proposed changes to USPAP from all interested parties,

including appraisers, professional appraisal organizations, users of appraisal services, educators, regulators

and state enforcement agencies.

If you have any comments, questions, or suggestions regarding USPAP, please contact the ASB.

Appraisal Standards Board

The Appraisal Foundation

1155 15th Street, NW, Suite 1111

Washington, DC 20005

Phone: 202-347-7722

Fax: 202-347-7727

www.appraisalfoundation.org
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REVISIONS TO USPAP AND ADVISORY OPINIONS

The revisions in the 2006 Edition of USPAP are the result of two major Appraisal Standards Board (ASB)

initiatives: (1) examination of the proper role of the scope of work and departure concepts in the appraisal

process; and (2) specific review of STANDARDS 9 and 10. The ASB formally adopted the 2006 USPAP

on October 28, 2005 based on testimony presented at public meetings, responses to three Concept Papers,

six Exposure Drafts, and extensive deliberation by the ASB over a two-year period. The effective date of

the 2006 USPAP is July 1, 2006.

KEY CHANGES IN USPAP AND ADVISORY OPINIONS

CONCEPTUAL CHANGE: USPAP now identifies a minimum set of standards that apply in all appraisal,

appraisal review and appraisal consulting assignments. While this conceptual shift required significant

revisions to USPAP, these revisions did not change the appraiser’s obligations in the development process.

The importance of problem identification and the scope of work determination in the appraisal process are

emphasized in the new SCOPE OF WORK RULE. The appropriate scope of work (type and extent of

research and analyses) continues to be based on what is required to produce credible assignment results.

The scope of work appropriate for a given assignment under the 2005 USPAP continues to be appropriate

under the 2006 USPAP. The changes for 2006 do not permit a scope of work that was not appropriate

under the 2005 USPAP. The requirement to report the scope of work takes on greater significance because

intended users rely on this disclosure to understand the type and extent of research and analyses performed

in the assignment, rather than relying on the simple (and potentially misleading) labels, Complete Appraisal

and Limited Appraisal.

ITEMS REMOVED: The DEPARTURE RULE and associated defined terms (Complete Appraisal,

Limited Appraisal, Binding Requirement, and Specific Requirement) were removed. Statement No. 7,

Permitted Departure from Specific Requirements in Real Property and Personal Property Appraisal

Assignments, and Advisory Opinion 15, Using the DEPARTURE RULE in Developing a Limited Appraisal,

were retired. These actions were taken to resolve misunderstandings related to departure, enhance public

trust in appraisal practice, and improve USPAP clarity.

The scope of work decision drives the full range of activities in the development process. In contrast, the

DEPARTURE RULE only applied to portions of the development process governed by Specific

Requirements. Having two overlapping processes caused confusion.

Further, departure addressed only a single dimension of appraisal development (the application of a

specific requirement) while scope of work addresses both the application and extent of development. For

example, development of an approach may have been excluded by invoking departure, but the scope of

work analysis addresses both the decision to develop an approach and the determination of the appropriate

technique and what constitutes appropriate and sufficient data and analyses to support the conclusion.

In communicating assignment results, the emphasis of the DEPARTURE RULE on the use of associated

labels (Complete Appraisal and Limited Appraisal) was potentially misleading and may have been

insufficient for intended users to make informed decisions.

The DEPARTURE RULE requirement for client agreement “that the performance of a limited appraisal

service would be appropriate” has been removed. The SCOPE OF WORK RULE acknowledges that

appraisers have broad flexibility and significant responsibility in determining the appropriate scope of

work. Further, the Rule states that communication with the client is required to establish most of the

information necessary for problem identification. Finally, the requirement to develop credible assignment

results in the context of the intended use links the appropriate scope of work to the use or uses of the

assignment results as identified by the client. Thus, the role of the client in shaping the full range of the
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appraiser’s scope of work decision is recognized, but the need for client approval of the narrow band of

items addressed by the DEPARTURE RULE has been removed.

Advisory Opinion 8, Market Value vs. Fair Value in Real Property Appraisals, was retired. Since this

Advisory Opinion was created and revised, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) has issued

additional Statements of Financial Accounting Standards that require use of the “fair value” type of value.

Additionally, FASB has proposed clarification of its definition of fair value. For these reasons, the ASB

retired AO-8 with the possibility of issuing a revision after FASB finalizes its Statement of Financial

Accounting Standards addressing the definition of fair value.

DEFINITIONS: The definitions of Scope of Work and Appraiser’s Peers were edited for clarity. The term

Credible was defined because it is a central concept in USPAP.

PREAMBLE & ETHICS RULE: The PREAMBLE and the Record Keeping section of the ETHICS

RULE were edited to reflect the removal of the DEPARTURE RULE and the addition of the SCOPE OF

WORK RULE.

SCOPE OF WORK RULE: The SCOPE OF WORK RULE was added to emphasize the requirements for

problem identification, determining the appropriate scope of work, and disclosure of the scope of work that

was performed in appraisal, appraisal review, and appraisal consulting assignments.

STANDARD 1 & STANDARD 2: References to the DEPARTURE RULE and associated terminology

were removed, and the Standards were edited to establish consistency with the new SCOPE OF WORK

RULE.

The obligation to determine the scope of work required in an appraisal assignment was relocated

to the end of Standards Rule (SR) 1-2 (resulting in renumbering subsections of SR 1-2). This

places the scope of work determination in its proper sequence in the appraisal process.

The portion of the Comment to SR 1-2(e) addressing assignment conditions that limit research

opportunities was moved to the SCOPE OF WORK RULE.

The language in 2005 USPAP SR 1-2(f) addressing the acceptability of the scope of work was

moved to the SCOPE OF WORK RULE.

SR 1-4(g) was edited to clarify that opinions of value of portions of the overall subject property

that are not real property are appraisals and must be performed by appraisers with the appropriate

competence.

The 2005 USPAP SR 1-4(h) was deleted and the requirement for the identification of relevant

characteristics in the appraisal of proposed improvements was relocated to SR 1-2(e).

In the reporting options of STANDARD 2, the requirement to disclose departure was removed,

however the requirement to explain the exclusion of the sales comparison approach, cost

approach, or income approach was retained in SR 2-2 (a)(viii), (b)(viii) and (c)(viii).

STANDARD 3: References to the DEPARTURE RULE and associated terminology were removed, and

the Standard was edited to establish consistency with the new SCOPE OF WORK RULE. The Standard

was also edited to improve clarity.

STANDARD 4 & STANDARD 5: References to the DEPARTURE RULE and associated terminology

were removed, and the Standards were edited to establish consistency with the new SCOPE OF WORK

RULE. The Standards were also edited to improve clarity.

The obligation to determine the scope of work required in an appraisal consulting assignment was

relocated to the end of Standards Rule 4-2 (resulting in renumbering subsections of SR 4-2). This

places the scope of work determination in its proper sequence in the appraisal process.
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The language in 2005 USPAP SR 4-2(f) addressing the acceptability of the scope of work was

moved to the SCOPE OF WORK RULE.

The requirements in SR 5-2 were reorganized to mirror their order in STANDARD 4.

STANDARD 6: References to the DEPARTURE RULE and associated terminology were removed, and

the Standard was edited to establish consistency with the new SCOPE OF WORK RULE. The Standard

was also edited to improve clarity and consistency.

The obligation to determine the scope of work required in a mass appraisal consulting assignment

was relocated to the end of SR 6-2 (resulting in renumbering subsections of SR 6-2). This places

the scope of work requirement in its proper sequence in the appraisal process.

Standards Rule 6-3 was created from the portions of SR 6-2 that address highest and best use

analysis. This serves to separate the requirements related to problem identification (new SR 6-2)

and those related to highest and best use analysis (new SR 6-3). This edit also resulted in the

renumbering of subsections of the Standards Rules.

The 2005 USPAP SR 6-5(e) was deleted and the requirements related to the identification of

relevant characteristics for proposed improvements were relocated to renumbered SR 6-2(e).

In the reporting options of SR 6-8, the requirement to disclose any departures was removed, but

the requirement to explain the exclusion of the sales comparison approach, cost approach, or

income approach was retained in SR 6-8(j).

STANDARD 7 & STANDARD 8: References to the DEPARTURE RULE and associated terminology

were removed, and the Standards were edited to establish consistency with the new SCOPE OF WORK

RULE.

The obligation to determine the scope of work required in an appraisal assignment was relocated

to the end of SR 7-2 (resulting in renumbering subsections of SR 7-2). This places the scope of

work requirement in its proper sequence in the appraisal process.

Those portions of the Comment to SR 7-2(e) addressing assignment conditions that limit research

opportunities were moved to the SCOPE OF WORK RULE.

The language in 2005 USPAP SR 7-2(f) addressing the acceptability of the scope of work was

moved to the SCOPE OF WORK RULE.

SR 7-4(g) was edited to clarify that opinions of value of portions of the overall subject property

that are not personal property are appraisals and must be performed by appraisers with the

appropriate competence.

The 2005 USPAP SR 7-4(h) was deleted and the requirements for the identification of relevant

characteristics for proposed improvements were relocated to SR 7-2(e).

In the reporting options of STANDARD 8, the requirement to disclose any departures was

removed, however the requirement to explain the exclusion of the sales comparison approach, cost

approach, or income approach was retained in SR 8-2 (a)(viii), (b)(viii) and (c)(viii).

STANDARD 9 & STANDARD 10: Periodically, the Appraisal Standards Board performs a detailed

examination of the form and content of a portion of USPAP. The 2006 USPAP reflects the results of such a

process for STANDARDS 9 and 10. The extensive modifications are summarized below.

The Standards were edited to clarify that the subject of an appraisal assignment is the ownership

interest in a business enterprises and other intangible asset. This change increases clarity about the

appraisal process by recognizing that what is being appraised is an interest in the asset, not the

asset itself.

The concept of marketability/liquidity was incorporated.
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Concepts for business valuation and the appraisal of other intangible assets were better

distinguished.

STANDARDS 9 and 10 were edited to incorporate terminology used in this area of practice,

where appropriate.

The Standards were edited to improve clarity and consistency.

References to the DEPARTURE RULE and associated terminology were removed, and the

Standards were edited to establish consistency with the new SCOPE OF WORK RULE.

The obligation to determine the scope of work required in an appraisal assignment was relocated

to the end of SR 9-2. This places the scope of work requirement in its proper sequence in the

appraisal process.

The language in 2005 USPAP SR 9-2 addressing the acceptability of the scope of work was

moved to the SCOPE OF WORK RULE.

STATEMENTS ON APPRAISAL STANDARDS and ADVISORY OPINIONS: References to the

DEPARTURE RULE and associated terminology were removed, and the Statements and Advisory

Opinions were edited to establish consistency with the new SCOPE OF WORK RULE.

STATEMENT 9: SMT-9, Identification of the Intended Use and Intended Users, was revised because of

the importance of both intended use and intended users in determining the appropriate scope of work for an

assignment. References to the DEPARTURE RULE and associated terminology were removed, and the

Statement was edited to establish consistency with the new SCOPE OF WORK RULE.

STATEMENT 10: SMT-10, Assignments for Use by a Federally Insured Depository Institution in a

Federally Related Transaction, was edited to remove references to the DEPARTURE RULE and

associated terminology, and establish consistency with the new SCOPE OF WORK RULE. The majority of

the changes are in Section C (formerly titled “Departure Issues” and now re-titled “Scope of Work Issues”)

and Section E. 1. Additionally, in response to comment from the federal financial institutions regulatory

agencies (FDIC, FRB, OCC, OTS), the reference to residential tract development in Section E. 4 was

removed.

ADVISORY OPINION 2: AO-2, Inspection of Subject Property, was expanded to apply to both real

property and personal property and was revised to improve clarity and better illustrate the guidance.

ADVISORY OPINION 28: AO-28, Scope of Work Decision, Performance, and Disclosure, was added to

illustrate the requirements of the SCOPE OF WORK RULE related to problem identification,

determination of an appropriate scope of work, and disclosure of the scope of work that was performed.

Specific illustrations clarify the application of these procedures.

ADVISORY OPINION 29: AO-29, An Acceptable Scope of Work, was added to offer advice regarding

the measures of acceptability for the scope of work and to illustrate the application of the SCOPE OF

WORK RULE in the performance of assignments.

NOTE: USPAP and the Advisory Opinions were edited for conformity with the adopted changes.

Administrative edits were also made to improve consistency.
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1

UNIFORM STANDARDS OF PROFESSIONAL APPRAISAL PRACTICE1

as promulgated by the2

Appraisal Standards Board of3

The Appraisal Foundation4

DEFINITIONS5

For the purpose of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP), the following6

definitions apply:7

ADVOCACY: representing the cause or interest of another, even if that cause or interest does not8

necessarily coincide with one’s own beliefs, opinions, conclusions, or recommendations.9

APPRAISAL: (noun) the act or process of developing an opinion of value; an opinion of value.10

(adjective) of or pertaining to appraising and related functions such as appraisal practice or11

appraisal services.12

Comment: An appraisal must be numerically expressed as a specific amount, as a range13

of numbers, or as a relationship (e.g., not more than, not less than) to a previous value14

opinion or numerical benchmark (e.g., assessed value, collateral value).15

APPRAISAL CONSULTING: the act or process of developing an analysis, recommendation, or opinion16

to solve a problem, where an opinion of value is a component of the analysis leading to the assignment17

results.18

Comment: An appraisal consulting assignment involves an opinion of value but does not19

have an appraisal or an appraisal review as its primary purpose.20

APPRAISAL PRACTICE: valuation services performed by an individual acting as an appraiser,21

including but not limited to appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting.22

Comment: Appraisal practice is provided only by appraisers, while valuation services are23

provided by a variety of professionals and others. The terms appraisal, appraisal review,24

and appraisal consulting are intentionally generic and are not mutually exclusive. For25

example, an opinion of value may be required as part of an appraisal review and is26

required as a component of the analysis in an appraisal consulting assignment. The use of27

other nomenclature for an appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting assignment28

(e.g., analysis, counseling, evaluation, study, submission, or valuation) does not exempt29

an appraiser from adherence to the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal30

Practice.31

APPRAISAL REVIEW: the act or process of developing and communicating an opinion about the quality32

of another appraiser’s work that was performed as part of an appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal33

consulting assignment.34

Comment: The subject of an appraisal review assignment may be all or part of a report,35

workfile, or a combination of these.36

APPRAISER: one who is expected to perform valuation services competently and in a manner that is37

independent, impartial, and objective.38

Comment: Such expectation occurs when individuals, either by choice or by requirement39

placed upon them or upon the service they provide by law, regulation, or agreement with40

the client or intended users, represent that they comply. (See PREAMBLE.)41
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APPRAISER’S PEERS: other appraisers who have expertise and competency in a similar type of42

assignment.43

ASSIGNMENT: a valuation service provided as a consequence of an agreement between an appraiser and44

a client.45

ASSIGNMENT RESULTS: an appraiser’s opinions and conclusions developed specific to an assignment.46

Comment: Assignment results include an appraiser’s:47

opinions or conclusions developed in an appraisal assignment, such as value;48

opinions of adequacy, relevancy, or reasonableness developed in an appraisal review49

assignment; or50

opinions, conclusions, or recommendations developed in an appraisal consulting51

assignment.52

ASSUMPTION: that which is taken to be true.53

BIAS: a preference or inclination that precludes an appraiser’s impartiality, independence, or objectivity in54

an assignment.55

BUSINESS ENTERPRISE: an entity pursuing an economic activity.56

BUSINESS EQUITY: the interests, benefits, and rights inherent in the ownership of a business enterprise57

or a part thereof in any form (including, but not necessarily limited to, capital stock, partnership interests,58

cooperatives, sole proprietorships, options, and warrants).59

CLIENT: the party or parties who engage an appraiser (by employment or contract) in a specific60

assignment.61

Comment: The client identified by the appraiser in an appraisal, appraisal review, or62

appraisal consulting assignment (or in the assignment workfile) is the party or parties63

with whom the appraiser has an appraiser-client relationship in the related assignment,64

and may be an individual, group, or entity.65

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION: information that is either:66

identified by the client as confidential when providing it to an appraiser and that is67

not available from any other source; or68

classified as confidential or private by applicable law or regulation*.69

*NOTICE: For example, pursuant to the passage of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act in November 1999, some70

public agencies have adopted privacy regulations that affect appraisers. As a result, the Federal Trade71

Commission issued a rule focused on the protection of “non-public personal information” provided by72

consumers to those involved in financial activities “found to be closely related to banking or usual in73

connection with the transaction of banking.” These activities have been deemed to include “appraising real74

or personal property.” (Quotations are from the Federal Trade Commission, Privacy of Consumer Financial75

Information; Final Rule, 16 CFR Part 313.)76

COST: the amount required to create, produce, or obtain a property.77

Comment: Cost is either a fact or an estimate of fact.78
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CREDIBLE: worthy of belief.79

Comment: Credible assignment results require support, by relevant evidence and logic, to the80

degree necessary for the intended use.81

EXTRAORDINARY ASSUMPTION: an assumption, directly related to a specific assignment, which, if82

found to be false, could alter the appraiser’s opinions or conclusions.83

Comment: Extraordinary assumptions presume as fact otherwise uncertain information84

about physical, legal, or economic characteristics of the subject property; or about85

conditions external to the property, such as market conditions or trends; or about the86

integrity of data used in an analysis.87

FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS: a study of the cost-benefit relationship of an economic endeavor.88

HYPOTHETICAL CONDITION: that which is contrary to what exists but is supposed for the purpose of89

analysis.90

Comment: Hypothetical conditions assume conditions contrary to known facts about91

physical, legal, or economic characteristics of the subject property; or about conditions92

external to the property, such as market conditions or trends; or about the integrity of data93

used in an analysis.94

INTANGIBLE PROPERTY (INTANGIBLE ASSETS): nonphysical assets, including but not limited to95

franchises, trademarks, patents, copyrights, goodwill, equities, securities, and contracts as distinguished96

from physical assets such as facilities and equipment.97

INTENDED USE: the use or uses of an appraiser’s reported appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal98

consulting assignment opinions and conclusions, as identified by the appraiser based on communication99

with the client at the time of the assignment.100

INTENDED USER: the client and any other party as identified, by name or type, as users of the appraisal,101

appraisal review, or appraisal consulting report by the appraiser on the basis of communication with the102

client at the time of the assignment.103

JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION: an assignment condition that voids the force of a part or parts of104

USPAP, when compliance with part or parts of USPAP is contrary to law or public policy applicable to the105

assignment.106

107
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MARKET VALUE: a type of value, stated as an opinion, that presumes the transfer of a property (i.e., a107

right of ownership or a bundle of such rights), as of a certain date, under specific conditions set forth in the108

definition of the term identified by the appraiser as applicable in an appraisal.109

Comment: Forming an opinion of market value is the purpose of many real property110

appraisal assignments, particularly when the client’s intended use includes more than one111

intended user. The conditions included in market value definitions establish market112

perspectives for development of the opinion. These conditions may vary from definition113

to definition but generally fall into three categories:114

1. the relationship, knowledge, and motivation of the parties (i.e., seller and buyer);115

2. the terms of sale (e.g., cash, cash equivalent, or other terms); and116

3. the conditions of sale (e.g., exposure in a competitive market for a reasonable117

time prior to sale).118

Appraisers are cautioned to identify the exact definition of market value, and its119

authority, applicable in each appraisal completed for the purpose of market value.120

MASS APPRAISAL: the process of valuing a universe of properties as of a given date using standard121

methodology, employing common data, and allowing for statistical testing.122

MASS APPRAISAL MODEL: a mathematical expression of how supply and demand factors interact in a123

market.124

PERSONAL PROPERTY: identifiable tangible objects that are considered by the general public as being125

“personal” - for example, furnishings, artwork, antiques, gems and jewelry, collectibles, machinery and126

equipment; all tangible property that is not classified as real estate.127

PRICE: the amount asked, offered, or paid for a property.128

Comment: Once stated, price is a fact, whether it is publicly disclosed or retained in129

private. Because of the financial capabilities, motivations, or special interests of a given130

buyer or seller, the price paid for a property may or may not have any relation to the131

value that might be ascribed to that property by others.132

REAL ESTATE: an identified parcel or tract of land, including improvements, if any.133

REAL PROPERTY: the interests, benefits, and rights inherent in the ownership of real estate.134

Comment: In some jurisdictions, the terms real estate and real property have the same135

legal meaning. The separate definitions recognize the traditional distinction between the136

two concepts in appraisal theory.137

REPORT: any communication, written or oral, of an appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting138

service that is transmitted to the client upon completion of an assignment139

Comment: Most reports are written and most clients mandate written reports. Oral report140

requirements (see the Record Keeping section of the ETHICS RULE) are included to141

cover court testimony and other oral communications of an appraisal, appraisal review, or142

appraisal consulting service.143

SCOPE OF WORK: the type and extent of research and analyses in an assignment.144

145
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SIGNATURE: personalized evidence indicating authentication of the work performed by the appraiser and145

the acceptance of the responsibility for content, analyses, and the conclusions in the report.146

Comment: A signature can be represented by a handwritten mark, a digitized image147

controlled by a personal identification number, or other media, where the appraiser has148

sole personal control of affixing the signature.149

SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS: requirements issued by government agencies, government sponsored150

enterprises, or other entities that establish public policy which add to the purpose, intent and content of the151

requirements in USPAP, that have a material effect on the development and reporting of assignment results.152

Comment: Supplemental standards are published in regulations, rules, policies, and other153

similar documents, and have the same applicability to all properties or assignments in a154

particular category or class regardless of the contracting entity.155

Contractual agreements that are unique to the contracting entity and that apply156

specifically to a particular property or assignment are not supplemental standards.157

VALUATION SERVICES: services pertaining to aspects of property value.158

Comment: Valuation services pertain to all aspects of property value and include services159

performed both by appraisers and by others.160

VALUE: the monetary relationship between properties and those who buy, sell, or use those properties.161

Comment: Value expresses an economic concept. As such, it is never a fact but always an162

opinion of the worth of a property at a given time in accordance with a specific definition163

of value. In appraisal practice, value must always be qualified - for example, market164

value, liquidation value, or investment value.165

WORKFILE: documentation necessary to support an appraiser’s analyses, opinions, and conclusions.166

167
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PREAMBLE167

The purpose of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) is to promote and168

maintain a high level of public trust in appraisal practice by establishing requirements for appraisers. It is169

essential that appraisers develop and communicate their analyses, opinions, and conclusions to intended170

users of their services in a manner that is meaningful and not misleading.171

The Appraisal Standards Board promulgates USPAP for both appraisers and users of appraisal services.172

The appraiser’s responsibility is to protect the overall public trust and it is the importance of the role of the173

appraiser that places ethical obligations on those who serve in this capacity. USPAP reflects the current174

standards of the appraisal profession.175

USPAP does not establish who or which assignments must comply. Neither The Appraisal Foundation nor176

its Appraisal Standards Board is a government entity with the power to make, judge, or enforce law.177

Compliance with USPAP is required when either the service or the appraiser is obligated to comply by law178

or regulation, or by agreement with the client or intended users. When not obligated, individuals may still179

choose to comply.180

USPAP addresses the ethical and performance obligations of appraisers through DEFINITIONS, Rules,181

Standards, Standards Rules, and Statements.182

• The DEFINITIONS establish the application of certain terminology in USPAP.183

• The ETHICS RULE sets forth the requirements for integrity, impartiality,184

objectivity, independent judgment, and ethical conduct.185

• The COMPETENCY RULE presents pre-assignment and assignment conditions for186

knowledge and experience.187

• The SCOPE OF WORK RULE presents obligations related to problem188

identification, research and analyses.189

• The JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE preserves the balance of USPAP if a190

portion is contrary to law or public policy of a jurisdiction.191

• The SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE provides the means for government192

agencies, government sponsored enterprises, and other entities that establish public193

policy to augment USPAP.194

• The ten Standards establish the requirements for appraisal, appraisal review, and195

appraisal consulting service and the manner in which each is communicated.196

- STANDARDS 1 and 2 establish requirements for the development and197

communication of a real property appraisal.198

- STANDARD 3 establishes requirements for the development and199

communication of an appraisal review.200

- STANDARDS 4 and 5 establish requirements for the development and201

communication of a real property appraisal consulting assignment.202

- STANDARD 6 establishes requirements for the development and203

communication of a mass appraisal.204

- STANDARDS 7 and 8 establish requirements for the development and205

communication of a personal property appraisal.206

- STANDARDS 9 and 10 establish requirements for the development and207

communication of a business or intangible asset appraisal.208

• Statements on Appraisal Standards clarify, interpret, explain, or elaborate on a Rule209

or Standards Rule.210

• Comments are an integral part of USPAP and have the same weight as the211

component they address. These extensions of the DEFINITIONS, Rules, and212

Standards Rules provide interpretation and establish the context and conditions for213

application.214
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ETHICS RULE215

To promote and preserve the public trust inherent in professional appraisal practice, an appraiser216

must observe the highest standards of professional ethics. This ETHICS RULE is divided into four217

sections: Conduct, Management, Confidentiality, and Record Keeping. The first three sections apply218

to all appraisal practice, and all four sections apply to appraisal practice performed under219

STANDARDS 1 through 10.220

Comment: This Rule specifies the personal obligations and responsibilities of the221

individual appraiser. However, it should also be noted that groups and organizations222

engaged in appraisal practice share the same ethical obligations.223

Compliance with USPAP is required when either the service or the appraiser is obligated by law or224

regulation, or by agreement with the client or intended users, to comply. In addition to these225

requirements, an individual should comply any time that individual represents that he or she is226

performing the service as an appraiser.227

An appraiser must not misrepresent his or her role when providing valuation services that are228

outside of appraisal practice.
1

229

Comment: Honesty, impartiality, and professional competency are required of all230

appraisers under these Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP).231

To document recognition and acceptance of his or her USPAP-related responsibilities in232

communicating an appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting assignment233

completed under USPAP, an appraiser is required to certify compliance with USPAP.234

(See Standards Rules 2-3, 3-3, 5-3, 6-9, 8-3, and 10-3.)235

Conduct:236

An appraiser must perform assignments ethically and competently, in accordance with USPAP and237

any supplemental standards agreed to by the appraiser in accepting the assignment. An appraiser238

must not engage in criminal conduct. An appraiser must perform assignments with impartiality,239

objectivity, and independence, and without accommodation of personal interests.240

In appraisal practice, an appraiser must not perform as an advocate for any party or issue.241

Comment: An appraiser may be an advocate only in support of his or her assignment242

results. Advocacy in any other form in appraisal practice is a violation of the ETHICS243

RULE.244

An appraiser must not accept an assignment that includes the reporting of predetermined opinions245

and conclusions.246

An appraiser must not communicate assignment results in a misleading or fraudulent manner. An247

appraiser must not use or communicate a misleading or fraudulent report or knowingly permit an248

employee or other person to communicate a misleading or fraudulent report.249

An appraiser must not use or rely on unsupported conclusions relating to characteristics such as250

race, color, religion, national origin, gender, marital status, familial status, age, receipt of public251

assistance income, handicap, or an unsupported conclusion that homogeneity of such characteristics252

is necessary to maximize value.253

1 See Advisory Opinion 21, USPAP Compliance. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate

Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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Comment: An individual appraiser employed by a group or organization that conducts254

itself in a manner that does not conform to these Standards should take steps that are255

appropriate under the circumstances to ensure compliance with the Standards.256

Management:257

The payment of undisclosed fees, commissions, or things of value in connection with the procurement258

of an assignment is unethical.259

Comment: Disclosure of fees, commissions, or things of value connected to the260

procurement of an assignment must appear in the certification and in any transmittal261

letter in which conclusions are stated. In groups or organizations engaged in appraisal262

practice, intra-company payments to employees for business development are not263

considered unethical. Competency, rather than financial incentives, should be the primary264

basis for awarding an assignment.265

It is unethical for an appraiser to accept an assignment, or to have a compensation arrangement for266

an assignment, that is contingent on any of the following:267

1. the reporting of a predetermined result (e.g., opinion of value);268

2. a direction in assignment results that favors the cause of the client;269

3. the amount of a value opinion;270

4. the attainment of a stipulated result; or271

5. the occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the appraiser’s opinions and specific272

to the assignment’s purpose.273

Advertising for or soliciting assignments in a manner that is false, misleading, or exaggerated is274

unethical.275

Comment: In groups or organizations engaged in appraisal practice, decisions concerning276

finder or referral fees, contingent compensation, and advertising may not be the277

responsibility of an individual appraiser, but for a particular assignment, it is the278

responsibility of the individual appraiser to ascertain that there has been no breach of279

ethics, that the assignment is prepared in accordance with these Standards, and that the280

report can be properly certified when required by Standards Rules 2-3, 3-3, 5-3, 6-9, 8-3,281

or 10-3.282

Confidentiality:283

An appraiser must protect the confidential nature of the appraiser-client relationship.284

An appraiser must act in good faith with regard to the legitimate interests of the client in the use of285

confidential information and in the communication of assignment results.286

An appraiser must be aware of, and comply with, all confidentiality and privacy laws and regulations287

applicable in an assignment.*288

An appraiser must not disclose confidential information or assignment results prepared for a client289

to anyone other than the client and persons specifically authorized by the client; state enforcement290

agencies and such third parties as may be authorized by due process of law; and a duly authorized291

professional peer review committee except when such disclosure to a committee would violate292

applicable law or regulation. It is unethical for a member of a duly authorized professional peer293

review committee to disclose confidential information presented to the committee.294
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Comment: When all confidential elements of confidential information are removed295

through redaction or the process of aggregation, client authorization is not required for296

the disclosure of the remaining information, as modified.297

*NOTICE: Pursuant to the passage of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act in 1999, numerous agencies have298

adopted new privacy regulations. Such regulations are focused on the protection of information provided by299

consumers to those involved in financial activities “found to be closely related to banking or usual in300

connection with the transaction of banking.” These activities have been deemed to include “appraising real301

or personal property.” (Quotations are from the Federal Trade Commission, Privacy of Consumer Financial302

Information; Final Rule, 16 CFR Part 313.)303

Record Keeping:304

An appraiser must prepare a workfile for each appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting305

assignment. The workfile must include:306

• the name of the client and the identity, by name or type, of any other intended users;307

• true copies of any written reports, documented on any type of media;308

• summaries of any oral reports or testimony, or a transcript of testimony, including the309

appraiser’s signed and dated certification; and310

• all other data, information, and documentation necessary to support the appraiser’s311

opinions and conclusions and to show compliance with this Rule and all other applicable312

Standards, or references to the location(s) of such other documentation.313

An appraiser must retain the workfile for a period of at least five (5) years after preparation or at314

least two (2) years after final disposition of any judicial proceeding in which the appraiser provided315

testimony related to the assignment, whichever period expires last.316

An appraiser must have custody of his or her workfile, or make appropriate workfile retention,317

access, and retrieval arrangements with the party having custody of the workfile.318

Comment: A workfile preserves evidence of the appraiser’s consideration of all319

applicable data and statements required by USPAP and other information as may be320

required to support the appraiser’s opinions, conclusions, and recommendations.321

A photocopy or an electronic copy of the entire actual written appraisal, appraisal review, or322

appraisal consulting report sent or delivered to a client satisfies the requirement of a true copy.323

As an example, a photocopy or electronic copy of the Self-Contained Appraisal Report,324

Summary Appraisal Report, or Restricted Use Appraisal Report actually issued by an appraiser325

for a real property appraisal assignment satisfies the true copy requirement for that assignment.326

Care should be exercised in the selection of the form, style, and type of medium for327

written records, which may be handwritten and informal, to ensure that they are328

retrievable by the appraiser throughout the prescribed record retention period.329

A workfile must be in existence prior to and contemporaneous with the issuance of a330

written or oral report. A written summary of an oral report must be added to the workfile331

within a reasonable time after the issuance of the oral report.332

A workfile must be made available by the appraiser when required by state enforcement333

agencies or due process of law. In addition, a workfile in support of a Restricted Use334
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Appraisal Report must be sufficient for the appraiser to produce a Summary Appraisal335

Report (for assignments under STANDARDS 2 and 8) or an Appraisal Report (for336

assignments under STANDARD 10), and must be available for inspection by the client in337

accordance with the Comment to Standards Rules 2-2(c)(viii), 8-2(c)(viii), and 10-338

2(b)(ix).339

340
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COMPETENCY RULE340

Prior to accepting an assignment or entering into an agreement to perform any assignment, an341

appraiser must properly identify the problem to be addressed and have the knowledge and342

experience to complete the assignment competently; or alternatively, must:343

1. disclose the lack of knowledge and/or experience to the client before accepting the344

assignment;345

2. take all steps necessary or appropriate to complete the assignment competently; and346

3. describe the lack of knowledge and/or experience and the steps taken to complete the347

assignment competently in the report.348

Comment: Competency applies to factors such as, but not limited to, an appraiser’s349

familiarity with a specific type of property, a market, a geographic area, or an analytical350

method. If such a factor is necessary for an appraiser to develop credible assignment351

results, the appraiser is responsible for having the competency to address that factor or352

for following the steps outlined above to satisfy this COMPETENCY RULE.353

The background and experience of appraisers varies widely, and a lack of knowledge or354

experience can lead to inaccurate or inappropriate appraisal practice. The355

COMPETENCY RULE requires an appraiser to have both the knowledge and the356

experience required to perform a specific appraisal service competently.357

If an appraiser is offered the opportunity to perform an appraisal service but lacks the358

necessary knowledge or experience to complete it competently, the appraiser must359

disclose his or her lack of knowledge or experience to the client before accepting the360

assignment and then take the necessary or appropriate steps to complete the appraisal361

service competently. This may be accomplished in various ways, including, but not362

limited to, personal study by the appraiser, association with an appraiser reasonably363

believed to have the necessary knowledge or experience, or retention of others who364

possess the required knowledge or experience.365

In an assignment where geographic competency is necessary, an appraiser preparing an366

appraisal in an unfamiliar location must spend sufficient time to understand the nuances367

of the local market and the supply and demand factors relating to the specific property368

type and the location involved. Such understanding will not be imparted solely from a369

consideration of specific data such as demographics, costs, sales, and rentals. The370

necessary understanding of local market conditions provides the bridge between a sale371

and a comparable sale or a rental and a comparable rental. If an appraiser is not in a372

position to spend the necessary amount of time in a market area to obtain this373

understanding, affiliation with a qualified local appraiser may be the appropriate response374

to ensure development of credible assignment results.375

Although this Rule requires an appraiser to identify the problem and disclose any376

deficiency in competence prior to accepting an assignment, facts or conditions uncovered377

during the course of an assignment could cause an appraiser to discover that he or she378

lacks the required knowledge or experience to complete the assignment competently. At379

the point of such discovery, the appraiser is obligated to notify the client and comply with380

items 2 and 3 of this Rule.381

382
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SCOPE OF WORK RULE
2

382

For each appraisal, appraisal review, and appraisal consulting assignment, an appraiser must:383

1. identify the problem to be solved;384

2. determine and perform the scope of work necessary to develop credible assignment results;385

and386

3. disclose the scope of work in the report.387

An appraiser must properly identify the problem to be solved in order to determine the appropriate388

scope of work. The appraiser must be prepared to demonstrate that the scope of work is sufficient to389

produce credible assignment results.390

Comment: Scope of work includes, but is not limited to:391

• the extent to which the property is identified;392

• the extent to which tangible property is inspected;393

• the type and extent of data researched; and394

• the type and extent of analyses applied to arrive at opinions or conclusions.395

Appraisers have broad flexibility and significant responsibility in determining the396

appropriate scope of work for an appraisal, appraisal review, and appraisal consulting397

assignment.398

Credible assignment results require support by relevant evidence and logic. The399

credibility of assignment results is always measured in the context of the intended use.400

Problem Identification401

An appraiser must gather and analyze information about those assignment elements that are402

necessary to properly identify the appraisal, appraisal review or appraisal consulting problem to be403

solved.404

Comment: The assignment elements necessary for problem identification are addressed in405

the applicable Standards Rules (i.e., SR 1-2, SR 3-1, SR 4-2, SR 6-2, SR 7-2 and SR 9-2).406

In an appraisal assignment, for example, identification of the problem to be solved407

requires the appraiser to identify the following assignment elements:408

• client and any other intended users;409

• intended use of the appraiser’s opinions and conclusions;410

• type and definition of value;411

• effective date of the appraiser’s opinions and conclusions;412

• subject of the assignment and its relevant characteristics; and413

• assignment conditions.414

This information provides the appraiser with the basis for determining the type and extent415

of research and analyses to include in the development of an appraisal. Similar416

information is necessary for problem identification in appraisal review and appraisal417

consulting assignments.418

2 See Advisory Opinion 28, Scope of Work Decision, Performance, and Disclosure and Advisory Opinion 29, An Acceptable Scope

of Work. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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Communication with the client is required to establish most of the information necessary419

for problem identification. However, the identification of relevant characteristics is a420

judgment made by the appraiser that requires competency in that type of assignment.421

Assignment conditions include assumptions, extraordinary assumptions, hypothetical422

conditions, supplemental standards, jurisdictional exceptions, and other conditions that423

affect the scope of work.424

Scope of Work Acceptability3425

The scope of work must include the research and analyses that are necessary to develop credible426

assignment results.427

Comment: The scope of work is acceptable when it meets or exceeds:428

• the expectations of parties who are regularly intended users for similar assignments;429

and430

• what an appraiser’s peers’ actions would be in performing the same or a similar431

assignment.432

Determining the scope of work is an ongoing process in an assignment. Information or433

conditions discovered during the course of an assignment might cause the appraiser to434

reconsider the scope of work.435

An appraiser must be prepared to support the decision to exclude any investigation,436

information, method, or technique that would appear relevant to the client, another437

intended user, or the appraiser’s peers.438

An appraiser must not allow assignment conditions to limit the scope of work to such a degree that439

the assignment results are not credible in the context of the intended use.440

Comment: If relevant information is not available because of assignment conditions that441

limit research opportunities (such as conditions that place limitations on inspection or442

information gathering), an appraiser must withdraw from the assignment unless the443

appraiser can:444

• modify the assignment conditions to expand the scope of work to include gathering445

the information; or446

• use an extraordinary assumption about such information, if credible assignment447

results can still be developed.448

An appraiser must not allow the intended use of an assignment or a client’s objectives to cause the449

assignment results to be biased.450

451

3 See Advisory Opinion 29, An Acceptable Scope of Work. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not

incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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Disclosure Obligations451

The report must contain sufficient information to allow intended users to understand the scope of452

work performed.453

Comment: Proper disclosure is required because clients and other intended users rely on454

the assignment results. Sufficient information includes disclosure of research and455

analyses performed and might also include disclosure of research and analyses not456

performed.457

458
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JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE458

If any part of USPAP is contrary to the law or public policy of any jurisdiction, only that part shall459

be void and of no force or effect in that jurisdiction.460

Comment: The purpose of the JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE is strictly461

limited to providing a saving or severability clause intended to preserve the balance of462

USPAP if one or more of its parts are determined to be contrary to law or public policy of463

a jurisdiction. By logical extension, there can be no violation of USPAP by an appraiser464

disregarding, with proper disclosure, only the part or parts of USPAP that are void and of465

no force and effect in a particular assignment by operation of legal authority. It is466

misleading for an appraiser to disregard a part or parts of USPAP as void and of no force467

and effect in a particular assignment without identifying in the appraiser’s report the part468

or parts disregarded and the legal authority justifying this action.469

As used in the JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE, law means a body of rules with470

binding legal force established by controlling governmental authority. This broad471

meaning includes, without limitation, the federal and state constitutions; legislative and472

court-made law; and administrative rules, regulations, and ordinances. Public policy473

refers to more or less well-defined moral and ethical standards of conduct, currently and474

generally accepted by the community as a whole, and recognized by the courts with the475

aid of statutes, judicial precedents, and other similar available evidence. Jurisdiction476

refers to the legal authority to legislate, apply, or interpret law in any form at the federal,477

state, and local levels of government.478

479
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SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE479

USPAP provides the common basis for all appraisal practice. Supplemental standards applicable to480

assignments prepared for specific purposes or property types may be issued (i.e., published) by481

government agencies, government sponsored enterprises, or other entities that establish public482

policy. An appraiser and client must ascertain whether any such published supplemental standards483

in addition to USPAP apply to the assignment being considered.
4

484

Comment: The purpose of the SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE is to provide a485

reasonable means to augment USPAP with requirements that add to the requirements set486

forth by USPAP.487

Supplemental standards cannot diminish the purpose, intent, or content of the488

requirements of USPAP.489

Upon agreeing to perform an assignment that includes acceptable supplemental490

standards, an appraiser is obligated to competently satisfy those supplemental standards,491

as well as applicable USPAP requirements.492

An appraiser who represents that an assignment is or will be completed in compliance493

with agreed-upon supplemental standards and who then knowingly fails to comply with494

those supplemental standards violates the ETHICS RULE, or who then inadvertently fails495

to comply with those supplemental standards violates the COMPETENCY RULE. (See496

the ETHICS RULE and the COMPETENCY RULE.)497

498

4 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 10, Assignments for Use by a Federally Insured Depository Institution in a Federally
Related Transaction. See also Advisory Opinion 7,Marketing Time Opinions. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance

only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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STANDARD 1: REAL PROPERTY APPRAISAL, DEVELOPMENT498

In developing a real property appraisal, an appraiser must identify the problem to be solved,499

determine the scope of work necessary to solve the problem, and correctly complete research and500

analyses necessary to produce a credible appraisal.501

Comment: STANDARD 1 is directed toward the substantive aspects of developing a502

credible appraisal of real property. The requirements set forth in STANDARD 1 follow503

the appraisal development process in the order of topics addressed and can be used by504

appraisers and the users of appraisal services as a convenient checklist.505

Standards Rule 1-1506

In developing a real property appraisal, an appraiser must:507

(a) be aware of, understand, and correctly employ those recognized methods and techniques508

that are necessary to produce a credible appraisal;509

Comment: This Standards Rule recognizes that the principle of change continues to affect510

the manner in which appraisers perform appraisal services. Changes and developments in511

the real estate field have a substantial impact on the appraisal profession. Important512

changes in the cost and manner of constructing and marketing commercial, industrial, and513

residential real estate as well as changes in the legal framework in which real property514

rights and interests are created, conveyed, and mortgaged have resulted in corresponding515

changes in appraisal theory and practice. Social change has also had an effect on516

appraisal theory and practice. To keep abreast of these changes and developments, the517

appraisal profession is constantly reviewing and revising appraisal methods and518

techniques and devising new methods and techniques to meet new circumstances. For519

this reason, it is not sufficient for appraisers to simply maintain the skills and the520

knowledge they possess when they become appraisers. Each appraiser must continuously521

improve his or her skills to remain proficient in real property appraisal.522

(b) not commit a substantial error of omission or commission that significantly affects an523

appraisal; and524

Comment: An appraiser must use sufficient care to avoid errors that would significantly525

affect his or her opinions and conclusions. Diligence is required to identify and analyze526

the factors, conditions, data, and other information that would have a significant effect on527

the credibility of the assignment results.528

(c) not render appraisal services in a careless or negligent manner, such as by making a series of529

errors that, although individually might not significantly affect the results of an appraisal, in530

the aggregate affects the credibility of those results.531

Comment: Perfection is impossible to attain, and competence does not require perfection.532

However, an appraiser must not render appraisal services in a careless or negligent533

manner. This Standards Rule requires an appraiser to use due diligence and due care.534
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Standards Rule 1-2535

In developing a real property appraisal, an appraiser must:536

(a) identify the client and other intended users;
5

537

(b) identify the intended use of the appraiser’s opinions and conclusions;
6

538

Comment: An appraiser must not allow the intended use of an assignment or a client’s539

objectives to cause the assignment results to be biased.7540

(c) identify the type and definition of value, and, if the value opinion to be developed is market541

value, ascertain whether the value is to be the most probable price:542

(i) in terms of cash; or543

(ii) in terms of financial arrangements equivalent to cash; or544

(iii) in other precisely defined terms; and545

(iv) if the opinion of value is to be based on non-market financing or financing with546

unusual conditions or incentives, the terms of such financing must be clearly547

identified and the appraiser’s opinion of their contributions to or negative influence548

on value must be developed by analysis of relevant market data;549

Comment: When developing an opinion of market value, the appraiser must also550

develop an opinion of reasonable exposure time linked to the value opinion.8551

(d) identify the effective date of the appraiser’s opinions and conclusions;
9

552

(e) identify the characteristics of the property that are relevant to the type and definition of553

value and intended use of the appraisal,
10
including:554

(i) its location and physical, legal, and economic attributes;555

(ii) the real property interest to be valued;556

(iii) any personal property, trade fixtures, or intangible items that are not real property557

but are included in the appraisal;558

5 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
6 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
7 See Advisory Opinion 19, Unacceptable Assignment Conditions in Real Property Appraisal Assignments. References to Advisory
Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.

8 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 6, Reasonable Exposure Time in Real Property and Personal Property Market Value
Opinions. See also Advisory Opinion 7,Marketing Time Opinions, and Advisory Opinion 22, Scope of Work in Market Value
Appraisal Assignments, Real Property. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory

Opinions into USPAP.
9 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 3, Retrospective Value Opinions, and Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 4,
Prospective Value Opinions.

10 See Advisory Opinion 2, Inspection of Subject Property, and Advisory Opinion 23, Identifying the Relevant Characteristics of the
Subject Property of a Real Property Appraisal Assignment. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not
incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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(iv) any known easements, restrictions, encumbrances, leases, reservations, covenants,559

contracts, declarations, special assessments, ordinances, or other items of a similar560

nature; and561

(v) whether the subject property is a fractional interest, physical segment, or partial562

holding;563

Comment on (i)–(v): The information used by an appraiser to identify the property564

characteristics must be from sources the appraiser reasonably believes are reliable.565

An appraiser may use any combination of a property inspection and documents, such as a566

physical legal description, address, map reference, copy of a survey or map, property567

sketch, or photographs, to identify the relevant characteristics of the subject property.568

When appraising proposed improvements, an appraiser must examine and have available569

for future examination, plans, specifications, or other documentation sufficient to identify570

the extent and character of the proposed improvements.11571

Identification of the real property interest appraised can be based on a review of copies or572

summaries of title descriptions or other documents that set forth any known573

encumbrances.574

An appraiser is not required to value the whole when the subject of the appraisal is a575

fractional interest, a physical segment, or a partial holding.576

(f) identify any extraordinary assumptions necessary in the assignment;577

Comment: An extraordinary assumption may be used in an assignment only if:578

• it is required to properly develop credible opinions and conclusions;579

• the appraiser has a reasonable basis for the extraordinary assumption;580

• use of the extraordinary assumption results in a credible analysis; and581

• the appraiser complies with the disclosure requirements set forth in USPAP for582

extraordinary assumptions.583

(g) identify any hypothetical conditions necessary in the assignment; and584

Comment: A hypothetical condition may be used in an assignment only if:585

• use of the hypothetical condition is clearly required for legal purposes, for purposes586

of reasonable analysis, or for purposes of comparison;587

• use of the hypothetical condition results in a credible analysis; and588

• the appraiser complies with the disclosure requirements set forth in USPAP for589

hypothetical conditions.590

(h) determine the scope of work necessary to produce credible assignment results in accordance591

with the SCOPE OF WORK RULE.
12

592

11 See Advisory Opinion 17, Appraisals of Real Property with Proposed Improvements. References to Advisory Opinions are for
guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.

12 See Advisory Opinion 28, Scope of Work Decision, Performance, and Disclosure, and Advisory Opinion 29, An Acceptable Scope

of Work. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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Standards Rule 1-3593

When necessary for credible assignment results in developing a market value opinion, an appraiser594

must:595

(a) identify and analyze the effect on use and value of existing land use regulations, reasonably596

probable modifications of such land use regulations, economic supply and demand, the597

physical adaptability of the real estate, and market area trends; and598

Comment: An appraiser must avoid making an unsupported assumption or premise about599

market area trends, effective age, and remaining life.600

(b) develop an opinion of the highest and best use of the real estate.601

Comment: An appraiser must analyze the relevant legal, physical, and economic factors to the602

extent necessary to support the appraiser’s highest and best use conclusion(s).603

Standards Rule 1-4604

In developing a real property appraisal, an appraiser must collect, verify, and analyze all605

information necessary for credible assignment results.606

(a) When a sales comparison approach is necessary for credible assignment results, an607

appraiser must analyze such comparable sales data as are available to indicate a value608

conclusion.609

(b) When a cost approach is necessary for credible assignment results, an appraiser must:610

(i) develop an opinion of site value by an appropriate appraisal method or technique;611

(ii) analyze such comparable cost data as are available to estimate the cost new of the612

improvements (if any); and613

(iii) analyze such comparable data as are available to estimate the difference between614

the cost new and the present worth of the improvements (accrued depreciation).615

(c) When an income approach is necessary for credible assignment results, an appraiser must:616

(i) analyze such comparable rental data as are available and/or the potential earnings617

capacity of the property to estimate the gross income potential of the property;618

(ii) analyze such comparable operating expense data as are available to estimate the619

operating expenses of the property;620

(iii) analyze such comparable data as are available to estimate rates of capitalization621

and/or rates of discount; and622

(iv) base projections of future rent and/or income potential and expenses on reasonably623

clear and appropriate evidence.
13

624

13 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 2, Discounted Cash Flow Analysis.
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Comment: In developing income and expense statements and cash flow625

projections, an appraiser must weigh historical information and trends, current626

supply and demand factors affecting such trends, and anticipated events such as627

competition from developments under construction.628

(d) When developing an opinion of the value of a leased fee estate or a leasehold estate, an629

appraiser must analyze the effect on value, if any, of the terms and conditions of the lease(s).630

(e) When analyzing the assemblage of the various estates or component parts of a property, an631

appraiser must analyze the effect on value, if any, of the assemblage. An appraiser must632

refrain from valuing the whole solely by adding together the individual values of the various633

estates or component parts.634

Comment: Although the value of the whole may be equal to the sum of the separate635

estates or parts, it also may be greater than or less than the sum of such estates or parts.636

Therefore, the value of the whole must be tested by reference to appropriate data and637

supported by an appropriate analysis of such data.638

A similar procedure must be followed when the value of the whole has been established639

and the appraiser seeks to value a part. The value of any such part must be tested by640

reference to appropriate data and supported by an appropriate analysis of such data.641

(f) When analyzing anticipated public or private improvements, located on or off the site, an642

appraiser must analyze the effect on value, if any, of such anticipated improvements to the643

extent they are reflected in market actions.644

(g) When personal property, trade fixtures, or intangible items are included in the appraisal,645

the appraiser must analyze the effect on value of such non-real property items.646

Comment: When the scope of work includes an appraisal of personal property, trade647

fixtures or intangible items, competency in personal property appraisal (see STANDARD648

7) or business appraisal (see STANDARD 9) is required.649

Standards Rule 1-5650

When the value opinion to be developed is market value, an appraiser must, if such information is651

available to the appraiser in the normal course of business:
14

652

(a) analyze all agreements of sale, options, and listings of the subject property current as of the653

effective date of the appraisal; and654

(b) analyze all sales of the subject property that occurred within the three (3) years prior to the655

effective date of the appraisal.
15

656

Comment: See the Comments to Standards Rules 2-2(a)(viii), 2-2(b)(viii), and 2-657

2(c)(viii) for corresponding reporting requirements relating to the availability and658

relevance of information.659

14 See Advisory Opinion 24, Normal Course of Business. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not

incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
15 See Advisory Opinion 1, Sales History. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory
Opinions into USPAP.
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Standards Rule 1-6660

In developing a real property appraisal, an appraiser must:661

(a) reconcile the quality and quantity of data available and analyzed within the approaches662

used; and663

(b) reconcile the applicability or suitability of the approaches used to arrive at the value664

conclusion(s).665

Comment: See the Comments to Standards Rules 2-2(a)(viii), 2-2(b)(viii), and 2-666

2(c)(viii) for corresponding reporting requirements.667

668
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STANDARD 2: REAL PROPERTY APPRAISAL, REPORTING668

In reporting the results of a real property appraisal, an appraiser must communicate each analysis,669

opinion, and conclusion in a manner that is not misleading.670

Comment: STANDARD 2 addresses the content and level of information required in a671

report that communicates the results of a real property appraisal.672

STANDARD 2 does not dictate the form, format, or style of real property appraisal673

reports. The form, format, and style of a report are functions of the needs of intended674

users and appraisers. The substantive content of a report determines its compliance.675

Standards Rule 2-1676

Each written or oral real property appraisal report must:677

(a) clearly and accurately set forth the appraisal in a manner that will not be misleading;678

(b) contain sufficient information to enable the intended users of the appraisal to understand the679

report properly; and680

(c) clearly and accurately disclose all assumptions, extraordinary assumptions, hypothetical681

conditions, and limiting conditions used in the assignment.682

Standards Rule 2-2683

Each written real property appraisal report must be prepared under one of the following three684

options and prominently state which option is used: Self-Contained Appraisal Report, Summary685

Appraisal Report, or Restricted Use Appraisal Report.
16

686

Comment: When the intended users include parties other than the client, either a Self-687

Contained Appraisal Report or a Summary Appraisal Report must be provided. When the688

intended users do not include parties other than the client, a Restricted Use Appraisal689

Report may be provided.690

The essential difference among these three options is in the content and level of691

information provided. The appropriate reporting option and the level of information692

necessary in the report are dependent on the intended use and the intended users.693

An appraiser must use care when characterizing the type of report and level of694

information communicated upon completion of an assignment. An appraiser may use any695

other label in addition to, but not in place of, the label set forth in this Standard for the696

type of report provided.697

The report content and level of information requirements set forth in this Standard are698

minimums for each type of report. An appraiser must supplement a report form, when699

necessary, to ensure that any intended user of the appraisal is not misled and that the700

report complies with the applicable content requirements set forth in this Standards Rule.701

16 See Advisory Opinion 11, Content of the Appraisal Report Options of Standards Rules 2-2 and 8-2, and Advisory Opinion 12, Use
of the Appraisal Report Options of Standards Rules 2-2 and 8-2. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do

not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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A party receiving a copy of a Self-Contained Appraisal Report, Summary Appraisal702

Report, or Restricted Use Appraisal Report in order to satisfy disclosure requirements703

does not become an intended user of the appraisal unless the appraiser identifies such704

party as an intended user as part of the assignment.705

(a) The content of a Self-Contained Appraisal Report must be consistent with the intended use706

of the appraisal and, at a minimum:707

(i) state the identity of the client and any intended users, by name or type;
17

708

Comment: An appraiser must use care when identifying the client to ensure a709

clear understanding and to avoid violations of the Confidentiality section of the710

ETHICS RULE. In those rare instances when the client wishes to remain711

anonymous, an appraiser must still document the identity of the client in the712

workfile but may omit the client’s identity in the report.713

Intended users of the report might include parties such as lenders, employees of714

government agencies, partners of a client, and a client’s attorney and accountant.715

(ii) state the intended use of the appraisal;
18

716

(iii) describe information sufficient to identify the real estate involved in the appraisal,717

including the physical and economic property characteristics relevant to the718

assignment;
19

719

Comment: The real estate involved in the appraisal can be specified, for720

example, by a legal description, address, map reference, copy of a survey or721

map, property sketch and/or photographs or the like. The information can722

include a property sketch and photographs in addition to written comments723

about the legal, physical, and economic attributes of the real estate relevant to724

the type and definition of value and intended use of the appraisal.725

(iv) state the real property interest appraised;726

Comment: The statement of the real property rights being appraised must be727

substantiated, as needed, by copies or summaries of title descriptions or other728

documents that set forth any known encumbrances.729

(v) state the type and definition of value and cite the source of the definition;730

Comment: Stating the definition of value also requires any comments needed to731

clearly indicate to intended users how the definition is being applied.20732

When reporting an opinion of market value, state whether the opinion of value733

is:734

17 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
18 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
19 See Advisory Opinion 2, Inspection of Subject Property, and Advisory Opinion 23, Identifying the Relevant Characteristics of the
Subject Property of a Real Property Appraisal Assignment. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not
incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.

20 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 6, Reasonable Exposure Time in Real Property and Personal Property Market Value
Opinions. See also Advisory Opinion 7,Marketing Time Opinions, and Advisory Opinion 22, Scope of Work in Market Value
Appraisal Assignments, Real Property. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory

Opinions into USPAP.
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• in terms of cash or of financing terms equivalent to cash, or735

• based on non-market financing or financing with unusual conditions or736

incentives.737

When an opinion of market value is not in terms of cash or based on financing738

terms equivalent to cash, summarize the terms of such financing and explain739

their contributions to or negative influence on value.740

(vi) state the effective date of the appraisal and the date of the report;
21

741

Comment: The effective date of the appraisal establishes the context for the742

value opinion, while the date of the report indicates whether the perspective of743

the appraiser on the market or property use conditions as of the effective date of744

the appraisal was prospective, current, or retrospective.745

Reiteration of the date of the report and the effective date of the appraisal at746

various stages of the report in tandem is important for the clear understanding of747

the reader whenever market or property use conditions on the date of the report748

are different from such conditions on the effective date of the appraisal.749

(vii) describe the scope of work used to develop the appraisal;
22

750

Comment: Because intended users’ reliance on an appraisal may be affected by751

the scope of work, the report must enable them to be properly informed and not752

misled. Sufficient information includes disclosure of research and analyses753

performed and might also include disclosure of research and analyses not754

performed.755

When any portion of the work involves significant real property appraisal756

assistance, the appraiser must describe the extent of that assistance. The signing757

appraiser must also state the name(s) of those providing the significant real758

property appraisal assistance in the certification, in accordance with SR 2-3.759

(viii) describe the information analyzed, the appraisal methods and techniques employed,760

and the reasoning that supports the analyses, opinions, and conclusions; exclusion of761

the sales comparison approach, cost approach, or income approach must be762

explained;763

Comment: A Self-Contained Appraisal Report must include sufficient764

information to indicate that the appraiser complied with the requirements of765

STANDARD 1. The amount of detail required will vary with the significance of766

the information to the appraisal.767

The appraiser must provide sufficient information to enable the client and768

intended users to understand the rationale for the opinions and conclusions,769

including reconciliation of the data and approaches, in accordance with770

Standards Rule 1-6.771

21 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 3, Retrospective Value Opinions, and Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 4,
Prospective Value Opinions.

22 See Advisory Opinion 28, Scope of Work Decision, Performance, and Disclosure and Advisory Opinion 29, An Acceptable Scope of

Work. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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When reporting an opinion of market value, a summary of the results of772

analyzing the subject sales, options, and listings in accordance with Standards773

Rule 1-5 is required. If such information is unobtainable, a statement on the774

efforts undertaken by the appraiser to obtain the information is required. If such775

information is irrelevant, a statement acknowledging the existence of the776

information and citing its lack of relevance is required.777

(ix) state the use of the real estate existing as of the date of value and the use of the real778

estate reflected in the appraisal; and, when an opinion of highest and best use was779

developed by the appraiser, describe the support and rationale for that opinion;780

(x) clearly and conspicuously:781

• state all extraordinary assumptions and hypothetical conditions; and782

• state that their use might have affected the assignment results; and783

(xi) include a signed certification in accordance with Standards Rule 2-3.784

(b) The content of a Summary Appraisal Report must be consistent with the intended use of the785

appraisal and, at a minimum:786

Comment: The essential difference between the Self-Contained Appraisal Report and the787

Summary Appraisal Report is the level of detail of presentation.788

(i) state the identity of the client and any intended users, by name or type;
23

789

Comment: An appraiser must use care when identifying the client to ensure a790

clear understanding and to avoid violations of the Confidentiality section of the791

ETHICS RULE. In those rare instances when the client wishes to remain792

anonymous, an appraiser must still document the identity of the client in the793

workfile but may omit the client’s identity in the report.794

Intended users of the report might include parties such as lenders, employees of795

government agencies, partners of a client, and a client’s attorney and accountant.796

(ii) state the intended use of the appraisal;
24

797

(iii) summarize information sufficient to identify the real estate involved in the798

appraisal, including the physical and economic property characteristics relevant to799

the assignment;
25

800

Comment: The real estate involved in the appraisal can be specified, for801

example, by a legal description, address, map reference, copy of a survey or802

map, property sketch, and/or photographs or the like. The summarized803

information can include a property sketch and photographs in addition to written804

comments about the legal, physical, and economic attributes of the real estate805

relevant to the type and definition of value and intended use of the appraisal.806

(iv) state the real property interest appraised;807

23 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
24 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
25 See Advisory Opinion 2, Inspection of Subject Property, and Advisory Opinion 23, Identifying the Relevant Characteristics of the
Subject Property of a Real Property Appraisal Assignment. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not

incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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Comment: The statement of the real property rights being appraised must be808

substantiated, as needed, by copies or summaries of title descriptions or other809

documents that set forth any known encumbrances.810

(v) state the type and definition of value and cite the source of the definition;811

Comment: Stating the definition of value also requires any comments needed to812

clearly indicate to the intended users how the definition is being applied.26813

When reporting an opinion of market value, state whether the opinion of value814

is:815

• in terms of cash or of financing terms equivalent to cash, or816

• based on non-market financing or financing with unusual conditions or817

incentives.818

When an opinion of market value is not in terms of cash or based on financing819

terms equivalent to cash, summarize the terms of such financing and explain820

their contributions to or negative influence on value.821

(vi) state the effective date of the appraisal and the date of the report;
27

822

Comment: The effective date of the appraisal establishes the context for the823

value opinion, while the date of the report indicates whether the perspective of824

the appraiser on the market or property use conditions as of the effective date of825

the appraisal was prospective, current, or retrospective.826

Reiteration of the date of the report and the effective date of the appraisal at827

various stages of the report in tandem is important for the clear understanding of828

the reader whenever market or property use conditions on the date of the report829

are different from such conditions on the effective date of the appraisal.830

(vii) summarize the scope of work used to develop the appraisal;
28

831

Comment: Because intended users’ reliance on an appraisal may be affected by832

the scope of work, the report must enable them to be properly informed and not833

misled. Sufficient information includes disclosure of research and analyses834

performed and might also include disclosure of research and analyses not835

performed.836

When any portion of the work involves significant real property appraisal837

assistance, the appraiser must summarize the extent of that assistance. The838

signing appraiser must also state the name(s) of those providing the significant839

real property appraisal assistance in the certification, in accordance with SR 2-3.840

26 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 6, Reasonable Exposure Time in Real Property and Personal Property Market Value

Opinions. See also Advisory Opinion 7,Marketing Time Opinions, and Advisory Opinion 22, Scope of Work in Market Value
Appraisal Assignments, Real Property. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory
Opinions into USPAP.

27 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 3, Retrospective Value Opinions, and Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 4,
Prospective Value Opinions.

28 See Advisory Opinion 28, Scope of Work Decision, Performance, and Disclosure, and Advisory Opinion 29, An Acceptable Scope

of Work. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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(viii) summarize the information analyzed, the appraisal methods and techniques841

employed, and the reasoning that supports the analyses, opinions, and conclusions;842

exclusion of the sales comparison approach, cost approach, or income approach843

must be explained;844

Comment: A Summary Appraisal Report must include sufficient information to845

indicate that the appraiser complied with the requirements of STANDARD 1.846

The amount of detail required will vary with the significance of the information847

to the appraisal.848

The appraiser must provide sufficient information to enable the client and849

intended users to understand the rationale for the opinions and conclusions,850

including reconciliation of the data and approaches, in accordance with851

Standards Rule 1-6.852

When reporting an opinion of market value, a summary of the results of853

analyzing the subject sales, options, and listings in accordance with Standards854

Rule 1-5 is required. If such information is unobtainable, a statement on the855

efforts undertaken by the appraiser to obtain the information is required. If such856

information is irrelevant, a statement acknowledging the existence of the857

information and citing its lack of relevance is required.858

(ix) state the use of the real estate existing as of the date of value and the use of the real859

estate reflected in the appraisal; and, when an opinion of highest and best use was860

developed by the appraiser, summarize the support and rationale for that opinion;861

(x) clearly and conspicuously:862

• state all extraordinary assumptions and hypothetical conditions; and863

• state that their use might have affected the assignment results; and864

(xi) include a signed certification in accordance with Standards Rule 2-3.865

(c) The content of a Restricted Use Appraisal Report must be consistent with the intended use of866

the appraisal and, at a minimum:867

(i) state the identity of the client, by name or type;
29
and state a prominent use868

restriction that limits use of the report to the client and warns that the appraiser’s869

opinions and conclusions set forth in the report may not be understood properly870

without additional information in the appraiser’s workfile;871

Comment: An appraiser must use care when identifying the client to ensure a872

clear understanding and to avoid violations of the Confidentiality section of the873

ETHICS RULE. In those rare instances when the client wishes to remain874

anonymous, an appraiser must still document the identity of the client in the875

workfile but may omit the client’s identity in the report.876

The Restricted Use Appraisal Report is for client use only. Before entering into877

an agreement, the appraiser should establish with the client the situations where878

this type of report is to be used and should ensure that the client understands the879

restricted utility of the Restricted Use Appraisal Report.880

29 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
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(ii) state the intended use of the appraisal;
30

881

Comment: The intended use of the appraisal must be consistent with the limitation on882

use of the Restricted Use Appraisal Report option in this Standards Rule (i.e., client883

use only).884

(iii) state information sufficient to identify the real estate involved in the appraisal;
31

885

Comment: The real estate involved in the appraisal can be specified, for886

example, by a legal description, address, map reference, copy of a survey or887

map, property sketch, and/or photographs or the like.888

(iv) state the real property interest appraised;889

(v) state the type of value, and cite the source of its definition;
32

890

(vi) state the effective date of the appraisal and the date of the report;
33

891

Comment: The effective date of the appraisal establishes the context for the892

value opinion, while the date of the report indicates whether the perspective of893

the appraiser on the market or property use conditions as of the effective date of894

the appraisal was prospective, current, or retrospective.895

(vii) state the scope of work used to develop the appraisal;
34

896

Comment: Because the client’s reliance on an appraisal may be affected by the897

scope of work, the report must enable them to be properly informed and not898

misled. Sufficient information includes disclosure of research and analyses899

performed and might also include disclosure of research and analyses not900

performed.901

When any portion of the work involves significant real property appraisal902

assistance, the appraiser must state the extent of that assistance. The signing903

appraiser must also state the name(s) of those providing the significant real904

property appraisal assistance in the certification, in accordance with SR 2-3.905

(viii) state the appraisal methods and techniques employed, state the value opinion(s) and906

conclusion(s) reached, and reference the workfile; exclusion of the sales comparison907

approach, cost approach, or income approach must be explained;908

Comment: An appraiser must maintain a specific, coherent workfile in support909

of a Restricted Use Appraisal Report. The contents of the workfile must include910

sufficient information to indicate that the appraiser complied with the911

requirements of STANDARD 1 and for the appraiser to produce a Summary912

30 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
31 See Advisory Opinion 2, Inspection of Subject Property. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not
incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.

32 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 6, Reasonable Exposure Time in Real Property and Personal Property Market Value

Opinions. See also Advisory Opinion 7,Marketing Time Opinions, and Advisory Opinion 22, Scope of Work in Market Value
Appraisal Assignments, Real Property. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory
Opinions into USPAP.

33 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 3, Retrospective Value Opinions, and Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 4,
Prospective Value Opinions.

34 See Advisory Opinions 28, Scope of Work Decision, Performance, and Disclosure, and Advisory Opinion 29, An Acceptable

Scope of Work. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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Appraisal Report. The file must be available for inspection by the client (or the913

client’s representatives, such as those engaged to complete an appraisal review),914

state enforcement agencies, such third parties as may be authorized by due915

process of law, and a duly authorized professional peer review committee except916

when such disclosure to a committee would violate applicable law or regulation.917

When reporting an opinion of market value, information analyzed in compliance918

with Standards Rule 1-5 is significant information that must be disclosed in a919

Restricted Use Appraisal Report. If such information is unobtainable, a920

statement on the efforts undertaken by the appraiser to obtain the information is921

required. If such information is irrelevant, a statement acknowledging the922

existence of the information and citing its lack of relevance is required.923

(ix) state the use of the real estate existing as of the date of value and the use of the real924

estate reflected in the appraisal; and, when an opinion of highest and best use was925

developed by the appraiser, state that opinion;926

(x) clearly and conspicuously:927

• state all extraordinary assumptions and hypothetical conditions; and928

• state that their use might have affected the assignment results; and929

(xi) include a signed certification in accordance with Standards Rule 2-3.930

Standards Rule 2-3931

Each written real property appraisal report must contain a signed certification that is similar in932

content to the following form:933

I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:934

— the statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.935

— the reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported936

assumptions and limiting conditions and are my personal, impartial, and unbiased937

professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions.938

— I have no (or the specified) present or prospective interest in the property that is939

the subject of this report and no (or the specified) personal interest with respect to940

the parties involved.941

— I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to942

the parties involved with this assignment.943

— my engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or944

reporting predetermined results.945

— my compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the946

development or reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that947

favors the cause of the client, the amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a948

stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the949

intended use of this appraisal.950

— my analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been951

prepared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal952

Practice.953

— I have (or have not) made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject954

of this report. (If more than one person signs this certification, the certification955
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must clearly specify which individuals did and which individuals did not make a956

personal inspection of the appraised property.)
35

957

— no one provided significant real property appraisal assistance to the person958

signing this certification. (If there are exceptions, the name of each individual959

providing significant real property appraisal assistance must be stated.)960

Comment: A signed certification is an integral part of the appraisal report. An appraiser961

who signs any part of the appraisal report, including a letter of transmittal, must also sign962

this certification.963

In an assignment that includes only assignment results developed by the real property964

appraiser(s), any appraiser(s) who signs a certification accepts full responsibility for all965

elements of the certification, for the assignment results, and for the contents of the966

appraisal report. In an assignment that includes personal property, business or intangible967

asset assignment results not developed by the real property appraiser(s), any real property968

appraiser(s) who signs a certification accepts full responsibility for the real property969

elements of the certification, for the real property assignment results, and for the real970

property contents of the appraisal report.971

When a signing appraiser(s) has relied on work done by others who do not sign the972

certification, the signing appraiser is responsible for the decision to rely on their work.973

The signing appraiser(s) is required to have a reasonable basis for believing that those974

individuals performing the work are competent and that their work is credible.36975

The names of individuals providing significant real property appraisal assistance who do976

not sign a certification must be stated in the certification. It is not required that the977

description of their assistance be contained in the certification, but disclosure of their978

assistance is required in accordance with SR 2-2(a), (b), or (c)(vii), as applicable.979

Standards Rule 2-4980

To the extent that it is both possible and appropriate, an oral real property appraisal report must981

address the substantive matters set forth in Standards Rule 2-2(b).982

Comment: See the Record Keeping section of the ETHICS RULE for corresponding983

requirements.984

985

35 See Advisory Opinion 2, Inspection of Subject Property. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not
incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.

36 See Advisory Opinion 5, Assistance in the Preparation of an Appraisal. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and

do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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STANDARD 3: APPRAISAL REVIEW, DEVELOPMENT AND REPORTING985

In performing an appraisal review assignment, an appraiser acting as a reviewer must develop and986

report a credible opinion as to the quality of another appraiser’s work and must clearly disclose the987

scope of work performed.988

Comment: Appraisal review is the act or process of developing and communicating an989

opinion about the quality of all or part of the work of another appraiser that was990

performed as part of an appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting assignment.991

The reviewer’s opinion about quality must encompass the completeness, adequacy,992

relevance, appropriateness, and reasonableness of the work under review, developed in993

the context of the requirements applicable to that work.994

The COMPETENCY RULE applies to the reviewer, who must correctly employ those995

recognized methods and techniques necessary to develop credible appraisal review996

opinions and also avoid material errors of commission or omission. A misleading or997

fraudulent appraisal review report violates the ETHICS RULE.998

Appraisal review requires the reviewer to prepare a separate report setting forth the scope999

of work performed and the results of the appraisal review.1000

Appraisal review is distinctly different from the cosigning activity addressed in Standards1001

Rules 2-3, 5-3, 6-9, 8-3, and 10-3. To avoid confusion between these activities, a1002

reviewer performing an appraisal review must not sign the work under review unless he1003

or she intends to accept the responsibility of a cosigner of that work.1004

Standards Rule 3-11005

In developing an appraisal review, the reviewer must:1006

(a) identify the reviewer’s client and intended users, the intended use of the reviewer’s opinions1007

and conclusions, and the purpose of the assignment;
37

1008

Comment: The intended use is in the context of the client’s use of the reviewer’s opinions1009

and conclusions; examples include, without limitation, quality control, audit,1010

qualification, or confirmation. The purpose of the assignment relates to the reviewer’s1011

objective; examples include, without limitation, to evaluate compliance with relevant1012

USPAP requirements, with a client’s requirements, or with applicable regulations.1013

A reviewer must ascertain whether the assignment includes the development of his or her1014

own opinion of value about the subject property of the work under review.1015

If the assignment includes the reviewer developing his or her own opinion of value about1016

the subject property of the work under review, that opinion is an appraisal whether it:1017

• concurs with the opinion of value in the work under review, as of the date of value in1018

that work or a different date of value; or1019

• differs from the opinion of value in the work under review, as of the date of value in1020

that work or a different date of value.1021

37 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users. See also Advisory Opinion 20, An
Appraisal Review Assignment That Includes the Reviewer’s Own Opinion of Value. References to Advisory Opinions are for

guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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(b) identify the:1022

(i) subject of the appraisal review assignment,1023

(ii) effective date of the review,1024

(iii) property and ownership interest appraised (if any) in the work under review,1025

(iv) date of the work under review and the effective date of the opinion or conclusion in1026

the work under review, and1027

(v) appraiser(s) who completed the work under review, unless the identity was1028

withheld;1029

Comment: The subject of an appraisal review assignment may be all or part of a1030

report, a workfile, or a combination of these, and may be related to an appraisal,1031

appraisal review, or appraisal consulting assignment.1032

(c) determine the scope of work necessary to produce credible assignment results in accordance1033

with the SCOPE OF WORK RULE;
38

1034

Comment: In making the scope of work decision, the reviewer must identify any1035

extraordinary assumptions necessary in the assignment. An extraordinary assumption1036

may be used in an appraisal review assignment only if:1037

• it is required to properly develop credible opinions and conclusions;1038

• the reviewer has a reasonable basis for the extraordinary assumption;1039

• use of the extraordinary assumption results in a credible analysis; and1040

• the reviewer complies with the disclosure requirements set forth in SR 3-2(d) for1041

extraordinary assumptions.1042

The appraisal review must be conducted in the context of market conditions as of the effective1043

date of the opinion in the work being reviewed. Information available to the reviewer that could1044

not have been available to the appraiser as of or subsequent to the date of the work being1045

reviewed must not be used by a reviewer in the development of an opinion as to the quality of1046

the work under review.1047

When the reviewer’s scope of work includes developing his or her own opinion of value,1048

the following apply:1049

• The reviewer’s scope of work in developing his or her own opinion of value may be1050

different from that of the work under review.1051

• The effective date of the reviewer’s opinion of value may be the same or different1052

from the date of the work under review.1053

38 See Advisory Opinion 28, Scope of Work Decision, Performance, and Disclosure, and Advisory Opinion 29, An Acceptable Scope

of Work. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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• The reviewer is not required to replicate the steps completed by the original1054

appraiser. Those items in the work under review that the reviewer concludes are1055

credible and in compliance with the applicable development Standard (STANDARD1056

1, 3, 4, 6, 7, or 9) can be extended to the reviewer’s value opinion development1057

process on the basis of an extraordinary assumption by the reviewer. Those items not1058

deemed to be credible or in compliance must be replaced with information or1059

analysis by the reviewer, developed in conformance with STANDARD 1, 3, 4, 6, 7,1060

or 9, as applicable, to produce a credible value opinion.1061

• The reviewer may use additional information available to him or her that was not1062

available to the original appraiser in the development of his or her value opinion;1063

however, the reviewer must not use such information as the basis to discredit the1064

original appraiser’s opinion of value.1065

(d) develop an opinion as to the completeness of the material under review, given the reviewer’s1066

scope of work;1067

Comment: The reviewer is required to develop an opinion as to the completeness of the1068

work under review within the context of the requirements applicable to that work.1069

(e) develop an opinion as to the apparent adequacy and relevance of the data and the propriety1070

of any adjustments to the data, given the reviewer’s scope of work;1071

Comment: When reviewing a mass appraisal report and considering the propriety of any1072

adjustment to value for isolated differences in data, the reviewer must develop an opinion1073

as to the use of the coefficients from decomposition of a statistical model.1074

(f) develop an opinion as to the appropriateness of the appraisal methods and techniques used,1075

given the reviewer’s scope of work, and develop the reasons for any disagreement; and1076

(g) develop an opinion as to whether the analyses, opinions, and conclusions are appropriate1077

and reasonable, given the reviewer’s scope of work, and develop the reasons for any1078

disagreement.1079

Comment: When reviewing a mass appraisal report, the reviewer must develop an1080

opinion as to the standards of accuracy and adequacy of the mass appraisal testing1081

performed and develop the reasons for any disagreement.1082

Standards Rule 3-21083

In reporting the results of an appraisal review, the reviewer must:1084

(a) state the identity of the client, by name or type, and intended users; the intended use of the1085

assignment results; and the purpose of the assignment;
39

1086

(b) state the information that must be identified in accordance with Standards Rule 3-1(b);1087

Comment: If the identity of the appraiser(s) in the work under review was withheld, state1088

that fact in the review report.1089

39 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users. See also Advisory Opinion 20, An
Appraisal Review Assignment That Includes the Reviewer’s Own Opinion of Value. References to Advisory Opinions are for

guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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(c) state the scope of work used to develop the appraisal review;
40

1090

Comment: Because intended users’ reliance on an appraisal review may be affected by1091

the scope of work, the report must enable them to be properly informed and not misled.1092

Sufficient information includes disclosure of research and analyses performed and might1093

also include disclosure of research and analyses not performed.1094

When any portion of the work involves significant appraisal, appraisal review, or1095

appraisal consulting assistance, the reviewer must state the extent of that assistance. The1096

signing reviewer must also state the name(s) of those providing the significant assistance1097

in the certification, in accordance with SR 3-3.1098

(d) state the opinions, reasons, and conclusions required in Standards Rule 3-1(d–g), given the1099

reviewer’s scope of work;1100

Comment: When the reviewer’s scope of work includes expressing his or her own1101

opinion of value, the reviewer must:1102

1. state which information, analyses, opinions, and conclusions in the material under review1103

that the reviewer accepted as credible and used in developing the reviewer’s opinion of1104

value;1105

2. summarize any additional information relied on and the reasoning and basis for the1106

reviewer’s opinion of value;1107

3. state all assumptions and limiting conditions; and1108

4. clearly and conspicuously:1109

• state all extraordinary assumptions and hypothetical conditions connected with1110

the reviewer’s opinion of value; and1111

• state that their use might have affected the assignment results.1112

The reviewer may include his or her own value opinion within the appraisal review report1113

itself without preparing a separate appraisal report. However, data and analyses provided1114

by the reviewer to support a different value conclusion must match, at a minimum, the1115

reporting requirements for a Summary Appraisal Report for a real property appraisal (SR1116

2-2(b)) and a personal property appraisal (SR 8-2(b)), an appraisal consulting report for1117

real property appraisal consulting (SR 5-2), a mass appraisal report for mass appraisal1118

(SR 6-8), and an Appraisal Report for business appraisal (SR 10-2(a)).1119

(e) include all known pertinent information; and1120

Comment: The reviewer must provide sufficient information to enable the client and intended1121

users to understand the rationale for the reviewer’s opinions and conclusions.1122

(f) include a signed certification in accordance with Standards Rule 3-3.1123

1124

40 See Advisory Opinion 28, Scope of Work Decision, Performance, and Disclosure, and Advisory Opinion 29, An Acceptable Scope

of Work. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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Standards Rule 3-31124

Each written appraisal review report must contain a signed certification that is similar in content to1125

the following form:1126

I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:1127

— the facts and data reported by the reviewer and used in the review process are1128

true and correct.1129

— the analyses, opinions, and conclusions in this review report are limited only by1130

the assumptions and limiting conditions stated in this review report and are my1131

personal, impartial, and unbiased professional analyses, opinions, and1132

conclusions.1133

— I have no (or the specified) present or prospective interest in the property that is1134

the subject of the work under review and no (or the specified) personal interest1135

with respect to the parties involved.1136

— I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of the work under1137

review or to the parties involved with this assignment.1138

— my engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or1139

reporting predetermined results.1140

— my compensation is not contingent on an action or event resulting from the1141

analyses, opinions, or conclusions in this review or from its use.1142

— my analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed and this review report was1143

prepared in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal1144

Practice.1145

— I have (or have not) made a personal inspection of the subject property of the1146

work under review. (If more than one person signs this certification, the1147

certification must clearly specify which individuals did and which individuals did1148

not make a personal inspection of the subject property of the work under review.)1149

— no one provided significant appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting1150

assistance to the person signing this certification. (If there are exceptions, the1151

name of each individual(s) providing appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal1152

consulting assistance must be stated.)1153

Comment: A signed certification is an integral part of the appraisal review report. A1154

reviewer who signs any part of the appraisal review report, including a letter of1155

transmittal, must also sign this certification.1156

Any reviewer(s) who signs a certification accepts full responsibility for all elements of1157

the certification, for the assignment results, and for the contents of the appraisal review1158

report.1159

When a signing reviewer(s) has relied on work done by others who do not sign the1160

certification, the signing reviewer is responsible for the decision to rely on their work.1161

The signing reviewer(s) is required to have a reasonable basis for believing that those1162

individuals performing the work are competent and that their work is credible.1163

The names of individuals providing significant appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal1164

consulting assistance who do not sign a certification must be stated in the certification. It1165

is not required that the description of their assistance be contained in the certification, but1166

disclosure of their assistance is required in accordance with SR 3-2(c).1167

For reviews of business or intangible asset appraisal reports, the inspection portion of the1168

above certification is not applicable.1169
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Standards Rule 3-41170

To the extent that it is both possible and appropriate, an oral appraisal review report must address1171

the substantive matters set forth in Standards Rule 3-2.1172

Comment: See the Record Keeping section of the ETHICS RULE for corresponding1173

requirements.1174

1175
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STANDARD 4: REAL PROPERTY APPRAISAL CONSULTING, DEVELOPMENT1175

In developing a real property appraisal consulting assignment, an appraiser must identify the1176

problem to be solved, determine the scope of work necessary to solve the problem, and correctly1177

complete the research and analyses necessary to produce credible results.1178

Comment: Real property appraisal consulting assignments encompass a wide variety of1179

problems to be solved. However, the purpose of an assignment under this Standard is1180

always to develop, without advocacy, an analysis, recommendation, or opinion where at1181

least one opinion of value is a component of the analysis leading to the assignment1182

results.1183

In some assignments, the opinion of value may originate from a source other than the1184

consulting appraiser. In other assignments, the consulting appraiser may have to develop1185

the opinion of value as a step in the analyses leading to the assignment results.1186

An opinion of value or an opinion as to the quality of another appraiser’s work cannot be1187

the purpose of an appraisal consulting assignment. Developing an assignment for those1188

purposes is an appraisal or an appraisal review assignment, respectively. Misrepresenting1189

the purpose of an assignment performed under this Standard is a violation of the ETHICS1190

RULE.1191

The ETHICS and COMPETENCY RULES apply to the appraiser performing an1192

appraisal consulting assignment. Appraisers practicing under this Standard must perform1193

the assignment with impartiality, objectivity, independence, and without accommodation1194

of personal interests.1195

Except when required by law, regulation, agreement, or choice, this appraisal consulting1196

STANDARD does not apply to services provided by an appraiser acting under the1197

standards of other professions or business activities. For example, when an appraiser who1198

is also an investment consultant provides a service that does not require an opinion of1199

value, that appraiser, acting as an investment consultant, is not performing an assignment1200

addressed by this Standard.1201

Standards Rule 4-11202

In performing a real property appraisal consulting assignment, an appraiser must:1203

(a) be aware of, understand, and correctly employ those recognized methods and techniques1204

that are necessary to produce credible results;1205

(b) not commit a substantial error of omission or commission that significantly affects the1206

results of an appraisal consulting assignment; and1207

(c) not render appraisal consulting services in a careless or negligent manner, such as by1208

making a series of errors that, although individually might not significantly affect the1209

results, in the aggregate affect the credibility of those results.1210
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Standards Rule 4-21211

In developing real property appraisal consulting assignment results, an appraiser must:1212

(a) identify the client and other intended users;
41

1213

(b) identify the intended use of the appraisal consulting assignment results;
42

1214

(c) identify:1215

(i) the analysis, recommendation or opinion to be developed; and1216

(ii) the type and definition of value developed in the appraisal(s) that is a necessary1217

component of an analysis supporting the appraisal consulting assignment results;1218

Comment: If the applicable type and definition of value is market value,1219

ascertain whether that value is to be the most probable price:1220

• in terms of cash; or1221

• in terms of financial arrangements equivalent to cash; or1222

• in other precisely defined terms; and1223

• if the opinion of value is to be based on non-market financing or financing1224

with unusual conditions or incentives, the terms of such financing must be1225

clearly identified and the appraiser’s opinion of their contributions to or1226

negative influence on value must be developed by analysis of relevant1227

market data.1228

(d) identify the effective date of the appraisal consulting assignment results;
43

1229

(e) identify the physical, legal, and economic characteristics of the property, properties,1230

property type(s), or market area that are relevant
44
to:1231

(i) the analysis, recommendation or opinion to be developed in the appraisal consulting1232

assignment; and1233

(ii) an opinion of value that is a necessary component of an analysis supporting the1234

appraisal consulting assignment results;1235

(f) identify any extraordinary assumptions necessary in the appraisal consulting assignment1236

and in developing the opinion(s) of value necessary to support the appraisal consulting1237

assignment results;1238

Comment: An extraordinary assumption may be used in an assignment only if:1239

• it is required to properly develop credible opinions and conclusions;1240

• the appraiser has a reasonable basis for the extraordinary assumption;1241

• use of the extraordinary assumption results in a credible analysis; and1242

41 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
42 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
43 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 3, Retrospective Value Opinions and Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 4,

Prospective Value Opinions.
44 See Advisory Opinion 2, Inspection of Subject Property, and Advisory Opinion 23, Identifying the Relevant Characteristics of the
Subject Property of a Real Property Appraisal Assignment. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not

incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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• the appraiser complies with the disclosure requirements set forth in USPAP for1243

extraordinary assumptions.1244

(g) identify any hypothetical conditions necessary in the appraisal consulting assignment and in1245

developing the opinion(s) of value necessary to support the appraisal consulting assignment1246

results; and1247

Comment: A hypothetical condition may be used in an assignment only if:1248

• use of the hypothetical condition is clearly required for legal purposes, for purposes1249

of reasonable analysis, or for purposes of comparison;1250

• use of the hypothetical condition results in a credible analysis; and1251

• the appraiser complies with the disclosure requirements set forth in USPAP for1252

hypothetical conditions.1253

(h) determine the scope of work necessary to produce credible assignment results in accordance1254

with the SCOPE OF WORK RULE
45
, including:1255

(i) the appraisal consulting methods and techniques to be employed, and1256

(ii) the research and analysis required to:1257

• ascertain the relevance and credibility of an opinion of value obtained from a1258

source other than the appraiser performing the appraisal consulting1259

assignment, or1260

• develop an opinion of value that is a necessary component of an analysis1261

supporting the appraisal consulting assignment results;1262

Comment: An appraiser must ensure that any opinion of value used in an appraisal1263

consulting assignment was developed in compliance with STANDARD 1.1264

If an opinion of value used in a real property appraisal consulting assignment is from a1265

source other than the consulting appraiser, the assignment may include a review, prepared1266

in compliance with STANDARD 3, of that appraisal. Alternatively, the appraiser may1267

accept an appraisal from another source using an extraordinary assumption in the1268

appraisal consulting assignment, provided that all conditions necessary to use such an1269

extraordinary assumption are fulfilled.1270

If the opinion of value is from an appraisal developed by the appraiser performing the1271

real property appraisal consulting assignment, the appraiser must complete the steps set1272

forth in STANDARD 1.1273

1274

45 See Advisory Opinion 28, Scope of Work Decision, Performance, and Disclosure, and Advisory Opinion 29, An Acceptable Scope
of Work. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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STANDARD 5: REAL PROPERTY APPRAISAL CONSULTING, REPORTING1274

In reporting the results of a real property appraisal consulting assignment, an appraiser must1275

communicate each analysis, opinion, and conclusion in a manner that is not misleading.1276

Comment: STANDARD 5 addresses the content and level of information required in a1277

report that communicates the results of a real property appraisal consulting assignment.1278

An appraiser must explain logically and convincingly the reasoning that leads to his or1279

her conclusions. The flow of information must be orderly and progressive. The level of1280

information necessary in the report is dependent on the intended use and intended users.1281

The level of information detail in the report must be sufficient to enable the client and1282

intended users of the report to understand the appraisal consulting assignment results and1283

not be misled.1284

STANDARD 5 does not dictate the form, format, or style of real property appraisal1285

consulting reports. The form, format, and style of a report are functions of the needs of1286

intended users and appraisers. The substantive content of a report determines its1287

compliance.1288

Standards Rule 5-11289

Each written or oral real property appraisal consulting report must:1290

(a) clearly and accurately set forth the appraisal consulting assignment results in a manner that1291

will not be misleading;1292

(b) contain sufficient information to enable the intended users of the appraisal consulting1293

assignment results to understand the report properly; and1294

(c) clearly and accurately disclose all assumptions, extraordinary assumptions, hypothetical1295

conditions, and limiting conditions used in the assignment.1296

Comment: The content of a real property appraisal consulting report must be sufficiently1297

comprehensive so that an intended user can understand the problem addressed and the1298

analyses, and follow the reasoning through each step of the analytical process. It is1299

essential that throughout the report the data, analyses, assumptions and conclusions are1300

logical and adequately supported.1301

Standards Rule 5-21302

The content of each written real property appraisal consulting report must be consistent with the1303

intended use of the appraisal consulting assignment results and, at a minimum:1304

(a) state the identity of the client and any intended users, by name or type;
46

1305

Comment: An appraiser must use care when identifying the client to ensure a clear1306

understanding and to avoid violations of the Confidentiality section of the ETHICS1307

RULE. In those rare instances where the client wishes to remain anonymous, an appraiser1308

must still document the identity of the client in the workfile, but may omit the client’s1309

identity in the report.1310

46 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
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Intended users of the report might include parties such as lenders, employees of1311

government agencies, partners of a client, and a client’s attorney and accountant.1312

(b) state the analysis, recommendation or opinion developed;1313

(c) state the intended use of the appraisal consulting assignment;
47

1314

(d) state information sufficient to identify the real property pertinent to the appraisal consulting1315

assignment, and state the physical, legal, and economic characteristics of the property,1316

properties, property types, or market area pertinent to the assignment;
48

1317

(e) state the effective date of the appraisal consulting assignment results, the date of appraisal1318

pertinent to each opinion of value used in an analysis in support of the appraisal consulting1319

results, and the date of the appraisal consulting report;
49

1320

(f) state the scope of work used to develop the assignment results;
50

1321

Comment: Because intended users’ reliance on assignment results may be affected by the1322

scope of work, the report must enable them to be properly informed and not misled.1323

Sufficient information includes disclosure of research and analyses performed and might1324

also include disclosure of research and analyses not performed.1325

When any portion of the work involves significant real property appraisal or appraisal1326

consulting assistance, the appraisal consultant must describe the extent of that assistance.1327

The signing consulting appraiser must also state the name(s) of those providing1328

significant real property appraisal or appraisal consulting assistance in the certification, in1329

accordance with SR 5-3.1330

(g) summarize the information used in the appraisal consulting analyses, the appraisal1331

consulting methods and techniques employed, and the reasoning that supports the analyses,1332

opinions, and conclusions;1333

Comment: If the value opinion used in the appraisal consulting assignment was not1334

performed by the consulting appraiser, the appraisal consulting report must include:1335

• the information required in Standards Rule 3-2, or1336

• a statement of the appraisal review results, and a reference to the appraisal review1337

documentation retained in the appraisal consultant’s appraisal consulting assignment1338

workfile, or1339

• a statement supporting the use of that appraisal as an extraordinary assumption in the1340

appraisal consulting assignment.1341

If an opinion of value was developed by the consulting appraiser, the appraisal consulting1342

report must include the information required to comply with Standards Rule 2-2(a) or1343

(b)(ii) through (x). Standards Rule 2-2(c)(ii) through (x) is also permitted if the client is the1344

only intended user of the assignment results.1345

47 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
48 See Advisory Opinion 2, Inspection of Subject Property. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not
incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.

49 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 3, Retrospective Value Opinions, and Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 4,
Prospective Value Opinions.

50 See Advisory Opinion 28, Scope of Work Decision, Performance, and Disclosure, and 29, An Acceptable Scope of Work.

References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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(h) state the appraiser’s appraisal consulting recommendations (if any), and conclusions or1346

opinions;1347

(i) clearly and conspicuously:1348

• state all extraordinary assumptions and hypothetical conditions; and1349

• state that their use might have affected the assignment results; and1350

(j) include a signed certification in accordance with Standards Rule 5-3.1351

Standards Rule 5-31352

Each written real property appraisal consulting report must contain a signed certification that is1353

similar in content to the following form:1354

I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:1355

— the statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.1356

— the reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported1357

assumptions and limiting conditions, and are my personal, impartial, and1358

unbiased professional analyses, opinions, conclusions, and recommendations.1359

— I have no (or the specified) present or prospective interest in the property that is1360

the subject of this report, and I have no (or the specified) personal interest with1361

respect to the parties involved.1362

— I have no bias with respect to any property that is the subject of this report or to1363

the parties involved with this assignment.1364

— my engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or1365

reporting predetermined results.1366

— my compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the1367

development or reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that1368

favors the cause of the client, the amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a1369

stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the1370

intended use of this appraisal consulting assignment.1371

— my analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been1372

prepared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal1373

Practice.1374

— I have (or have not) made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject1375

of this report. (If more than one person signs this certification, the certification1376

must clearly specify which individuals did and which individuals did not make a1377

personal inspection of the property).
51

1378

— no one provided significant real property appraisal or appraisal consulting1379

assistance to the person signing this certification. (If there are exceptions, the1380

name of each individual providing significant real property appraisal or appraisal1381

consulting assistance must be stated.)1382

Comment: A signed certification is an integral part of the appraisal consulting report. An1383

appraiser who signs any part of the appraisal consulting report, including a letter of1384

transmittal, must also sign the certification.1385

In an assignment that includes only assignment results developed by the real property1386

appraiser(s), any appraiser(s) who signs a certification accepts full responsibility for all1387

51 See Advisory Opinion 2, Inspection of Subject Property. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not

incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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elements of the certification, for the assignment results, and for the contents of the1388

appraisal consulting report. In an assignment that includes personal property, business or1389

intangible asset assignment results not developed by the real property appraiser(s), any1390

real property appraiser(s) who signs a certification accepts full responsibility for the real1391

property elements of the certification, for the real property assignment results, and for the1392

real property contents of the appraisal consulting report.1393

If the signing consulting appraiser(s) has relied on work from others, who do not sign the1394

certification, then the signing consulting appraiser(s) is responsible for the decision to1395

rely on such work. The signing consulting appraiser is required to have a reasonable basis1396

for believing that those individuals performing the work are competent and that their1397

work is credible.1398

The names of individuals providing significant real property appraisal or appraisal1399

consulting assistance who do not sign the certification must be stated in the certification.1400

It is not required that the description of their assistance be contained in the certification,1401

but disclosure of their assistance is required in accordance with SR 5-2(f).1402

Standards Rule 5-41403

To the extent that it is both possible and appropriate, an oral real property appraisal consulting1404

report must address the substantive matters set forth in Standards Rule 5-2.1405

Comment: See the Record Keeping section of the ETHICS RULE for corresponding1406

requirements.1407

1408
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STANDARD 6: MASS APPRAISAL, DEVELOPMENT AND REPORTING1408

In developing a mass appraisal, an appraiser must be aware of, understand, and correctly employ1409

those recognized methods and techniques necessary to produce and communicate credible mass1410

appraisals.1411

Comment: STANDARD 6 applies to all mass appraisals of real or personal property1412

regardless of the purpose or use of such appraisals. STANDARD 6 is directed toward the1413

substantive aspects of developing and communicating credible analyses, opinions, and1414

conclusions in the mass appraisal of properties. Mass appraisals can be prepared with or1415

without computer assistance. The reporting and jurisdictional exceptions applicable to1416

public mass appraisals prepared for ad valorem taxation do not apply to mass appraisals1417

prepared for other purposes.1418

A mass appraisal includes:1419

1) identifying properties to be appraised;1420

2) defining market area of consistent behavior that applies to properties;1421

3) identifying characteristics (supply and demand) that affect the creation of value1422

in that market area;1423

4) developing a model structure that reflects the relationship among the1424

characteristics affecting value in the market area;1425

5) calibrating the model structure to determine the contribution of the individual1426

characteristics affecting value;1427

6) applying the conclusions reflected in the model to the characteristics of the1428

property(ies) being appraised; and1429

7) reviewing the mass appraisal results.1430

The JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE may apply to several sections of1431

STANDARD 6 because ad valorem tax administration is subject to various state, county,1432

and municipal laws.1433

Standards Rule 6-11434

In developing a mass appraisal, an appraiser must:1435

(a) be aware of, understand, and correctly employ those recognized methods and techniques1436

necessary to produce a credible mass appraisal;1437

Comment: Mass appraisal provides for a systematic approach and uniform application of1438

appraisal methods and techniques to obtain estimates of value that allow for statistical1439

review and analysis of results.1440

This requirement recognizes that the principle of change continues to affect the manner in1441

which appraisers perform mass appraisals. Changes and developments in the real1442

property and personal property fields have a substantial impact on the appraisal1443

profession.1444

To keep abreast of these changes and developments, the appraisal profession is constantly1445

reviewing and revising appraisal methods and techniques and devising new methods and1446

techniques to meet new circumstances. For this reason it is not sufficient for appraisers to1447

simply maintain the skills and the knowledge they possess when they become appraisers.1448

Each appraiser must continuously improve his or her skills to remain proficient in mass1449

appraisal.1450
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(b) not commit a substantial error of omission or commission that significantly affects a mass1451

appraisal; and1452

Comment: An appraiser must use sufficient care to avoid errors that would significantly1453

affect his or her opinions and conclusions. Diligence is required to identify and analyze1454

the factors, conditions, data, and other information that would have a significant effect on1455

the credibility of the assignment results.1456

(c) not render a mass appraisal in a careless or negligent manner.1457

Comment: Perfection is impossible to attain, and competence does not require perfection.1458

However, an appraiser must not render appraisal services in a careless or negligent1459

manner. This Standards Rule requires an appraiser to use due diligence and due care.1460

Standards Rule 6-21461

In developing a mass appraisal, an appraiser must:1462

(a) identify the client and other intended users;
52

1463

(b) identify the intended use of the appraisal;
53

1464

Comment: An appraiser must not allow the intended use of an assignment or a client’s1465

objectives to cause the assignment results to be biased.1466

(c) identify the type and definition of value, and, if the value opinion to be developed is market1467

value, ascertain whether the value is to be the most probable price:1468

(i) in terms of cash; or1469

(ii) in terms of financial arrangements equivalent to cash; or1470

(iii) in such other terms as may be precisely defined; and1471

(iv) if the opinion of value is based on non-market financing or financing with unusual1472

conditions or incentives, the terms of such financing must be clearly identified and1473

the appraiser’s opinion of their contributions to or negative influence on value must1474

be developed by analysis of relevant market data;1475

Comment: For certain types of appraisal assignments in which a legal definition of1476

market value has been established and takes precedence, the JURISDICTIONAL1477

EXCEPTION RULE may apply.1478

(d) identify the effective date of the appraisal;
54

1479

1480

52 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
53 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
54 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 3, Prospective Value Opinions, and Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 4,
Retrospective Value Opinions.
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(e) identify the characteristics of the properties that are relevant to the type and definition of1480

value and intended use
55
, including:1481

(i) the group with which a property is identified according to similar market influence;1482

(ii) the appropriate market area and time frame relative to the property being valued;1483

and1484

(iii) their location and physical, legal, and economic characteristics;1485

Comment: The properties must be identified in general terms, and each individual1486

property in the universe must be identified, with the information on its identity stored or1487

referenced in its property record.1488

When appraising proposed improvements, an appraiser must examine and have available1489

for future examination, plans, specifications, or other documentation sufficient to identify1490

the extent and character of the proposed improvements.561491

Ordinarily, proposed improvements are not appraised for ad valorem tax. Appraisers,1492

however, are sometimes asked to provide opinions of value of proposed improvements so1493

that developers can estimate future property tax burdens. Sometimes units in1494

condominiums and planned unit developments are sold with an interest in unbuilt1495

community property, the pro rata value of which, if any, must be considered in the1496

analysis of sales data.1497

(f) identify the characteristics of the market that are relevant to the purpose and intended use1498

of the mass appraisal including:1499

(i) location of the market area;1500

(ii) physical, legal, and economic attributes;1501

(iii) time frame of market activity; and1502

(iv) property interests reflected in the market;1503

(g) in appraising real property or personal property:1504

(i) identify the appropriate market area and time frame relative to the property being1505

valued;1506

(ii) when the subject is real property, identify and consider any personal property,1507

trade fixtures, or intangibles that are not real property but are included in the1508

appraisal;1509

(iii) when the subject is personal property, identify and consider any real property or1510

intangibles that are not personal property but are included in the appraisal;1511

55 See Advisory Opinion 23, Identifying the Relevant Characteristics of the Subject Property of a Real Property Appraisal
Assignment, if applicable. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into

USPAP.
56 See Advisory Opinion 17, Appraisals of Real Property with Proposed Improvements, if applicable. References to Advisory

Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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(iv) identify known easements, restrictions, encumbrances, leases, reservations,1512

covenants, contracts, declarations, special assessments, ordinances, or other items of1513

similar nature; and1514

(v) identify and analyze whether an appraised fractional interest, physical segment or1515

partial holding contributes pro rata to the value of the whole;1516

Comment: The above requirements do not obligate the appraiser to value the1517

whole when the subject of the appraisal is a fractional interest, physical segment,1518

or a partial holding. However, if the value of the whole is not identified, the1519

appraisal must clearly reflect that the value of the property being appraised1520

cannot be used to develop the value opinion of the whole by mathematical1521

extension.1522

(h) analyze the relevant economic conditions at the time of the valuation, including market1523

acceptability of the property and supply, demand, scarcity, or rarity;1524

(i) identify any extraordinary assumptions and any hypothetical conditions necessary in the1525

assignment; and1526

Comment: An extraordinary assumption may be used in an assignment only if:1527

• it is required to properly develop credible opinions and conclusions;1528

• the appraiser has a reasonable basis for the extraordinary assumption;1529

• use of the extraordinary assumption results in a credible analysis; and1530

• the appraiser complies with the disclosure requirements set forth in USPAP for1531

extraordinary assumptions.1532

A hypothetical condition may be used in an assignment only if:1533

• use of the hypothetical condition is clearly required for legal purposes, for1534

purposes of reasonable analysis, or for purposes of comparison;1535

• use of the hypothetical condition results in a credible analysis; and1536

• the appraiser complies with the disclosure requirements set forth in USPAP for1537

hypothetical conditions.1538

(j) determine the scope of work necessary to produce credible assignment results in accordance1539

with the SCOPE OF WORK RULE.
57

1540

Standards Rule 6-31541

When necessary for credible assignment results, an appraiser must:1542

(a) in appraising real property, identify and analyze the effect on use and value of the following1543

factors: existing land use regulations, reasonably probable modifications of such regulations,1544

economic supply and demand, the physical adaptability of the real estate, neighborhood1545

trends, and highest and best use of the real estate; and1546

Comment: This requirement sets forth a list of factors that affect use and value. In1547

considering neighborhood trends, an appraiser must avoid stereotyped or biased1548

assumptions relating to race, age, color, gender, or national origin or an assumption that1549

race, ethnic, or religious homogeneity is necessary to maximize value in a neighborhood.1550

57 See Advisory Opinion 28, Scope of Work Decision, Performance, and Disclosure, and Advisory Opinion 29, An Acceptable Scope

of Work. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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Further, an appraiser must avoid making an unsupported assumption or premise about1551

neighborhood decline, effective age, and remaining life. In considering highest and best1552

use, an appraiser must develop the concept to the extent required for a proper solution to1553

the appraisal problem.1554

(b) in appraising personal property: identify and analyze the effects on use and value of1555

industry trends, value-in-use, and trade level of personal property. Where applicable,1556

identify the effect of highest and best use by measuring and analyzing the current use and1557

alternative uses to encompass what is profitable, legal, and physically possible, as relevant to1558

the type and definition of value and intended use of the appraisal. Personal property has1559

several measurable marketplaces; therefore, the appraiser must define and analyze the1560

appropriate market consistent with the type and definition of value.1561

Comment: The appraiser must recognize that there are distinct levels of trade and each1562

may generate its own data. For example, a property may have a different value at a1563

wholesale level of trade, a retail level of trade, or under various auction conditions.1564

Therefore, the appraiser must analyze the subject property within the correct market1565

context.1566

Standards Rule 6-41567

In developing a mass appraisal, an appraiser must:1568

(a) identify the appropriate procedures and market information required to perform the1569

appraisal, including all physical, functional, and external market factors as they may affect1570

the appraisal;1571

Comment: Such efforts customarily include the development of standardized data1572

collection forms, procedures, and training materials that are used uniformly on the1573

universe of properties under consideration.1574

(b) employ recognized techniques for specifying property valuation models; and1575

Comment: The formal development of a model in a statement or equation is called model1576

specification. Mass appraisers must develop mathematical models that, with reasonable1577

accuracy, represent the relationship between property value and supply and demand1578

factors, as represented by quantitative and qualitative property characteristics. The1579

models may be specified using the cost, sales comparison, or income approaches to value.1580

The specification format may be tabular, mathematical, linear, nonlinear, or any other1581

structure suitable for representing the observable property characteristics. Appropriate1582

approaches must be used in appraising a class of properties. The concept of recognized1583

techniques applies to both real and personal property valuation models.1584

(c) employ recognized techniques for calibrating mass appraisal models.1585

Comment: Calibration refers to the process of analyzing sets of property and market data1586

to determine the specific parameters of a model. The table entries in a cost manual are1587

examples of calibrated parameters, as well as the coefficients in a linear or nonlinear1588

model. Models must be calibrated using recognized techniques, including, but not limited1589

to, multiple linear regression, nonlinear regression, and adaptive estimation.1590

Standards Rule 6-51591

In developing a mass appraisal, when necessary for credible assignment results, an appraiser must:1592
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(a) collect, verify, and analyze such data as are necessary and appropriate to develop:1593

(i) the cost new of the improvements;1594

(ii) accrued depreciation;1595

(iii) value of the land by sales of comparable properties;1596

(iv) value of the property by sales of comparable properties;1597

(v) value by capitalization of income or potential earnings—i.e., rentals, expenses,1598

interest rates, capitalization rates, and vacancy data;1599

Comment: This Standards Rule requires appraisers engaged in mass appraisal to take1600

reasonable steps to ensure that the quantity and quality of the factual data that are1601

collected are sufficient to produce credible appraisals. For example, in real property,1602

where applicable and feasible, systems for routinely collecting and maintaining1603

ownership, geographic, sales, income and expense, cost, and property characteristics data1604

must be established. Geographic data must be contained in as complete a set of cadastral1605

maps as possible, compiled according to current standards of detail and accuracy. Sales1606

data must be collected, confirmed, screened, adjusted, and filed according to current1607

standards of practice. The sales file must contain, for each sale, property characteristics1608

data that are contemporaneous with the date of sale. Property characteristics data must be1609

appropriate and relevant to the mass appraisal models being used. The property1610

characteristics data file must contain data contemporaneous with the date of appraisal1611

including historical data on sales, where appropriate and available. The data collection1612

program must incorporate a quality control program, including checks and audits of the1613

data to ensure current and consistent records.1614

(b) base estimates of capitalization rates and projections of future rental rates and/or potential1615

earnings capacity, expenses, interest rates, and vacancy rates on reasonable and appropriate1616

evidence;
58

1617

Comment: This requirement calls for an appraiser, in developing income and expense1618

statements and cash flow projections, to weigh historical information and trends, current1619

market factors affecting such trends, and reasonably anticipated events, such as1620

competition from developments either planned or under construction.1621

(c) identify and, as applicable, analyze terms and conditions of any available leases; and1622

(d) identify the need for and extent of any physical inspection.
59

1623

Standards Rule 6-61624

When necessary for credible assignment results in applying a calibrated mass appraisal model an1625

appraiser must:1626

(a) value improved parcels by recognized methods or techniques based on the cost approach,1627

the sales comparison approach, and income approach;1628

58 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 2, Discounted Cash Flow Analysis.
59 See Advisory Opinion 2, Inspection of Subject Property. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not

incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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(b) value sites by recognized methods or techniques; such techniques include but are not limited1629

to the sales comparison approach, allocation method, abstraction method, capitalization of1630

ground rent, and land residual technique;1631

(c) when developing the value of a leased fee estate or a leasehold estate, analyze the effect on1632

value, if any, of the terms and conditions of the lease;1633

Comment: In ad valorem taxation the appraiser may be required by rules or law to1634

appraise the property as if in fee simple, as though unencumbered by existing leases. In1635

such cases, market rent would be used in the appraisal, ignoring the effect of the1636

individual, actual contract rents.1637

(d) analyze the effect on value, if any, of the assemblage of the various parcels, divided interests,1638

or component parts of a property; the value of the whole must not be developed by adding1639

together the individual values of the various parcels, divided interests, or component parts;1640

and1641

Comment: When the value of the whole has been established and the appraiser seeks to1642

value a part, the value of any such part must be tested by reference to appropriate market1643

data and supported by an appropriate analysis of such data.1644

(e) when analyzing anticipated public or private improvements, located on or off the site,1645

analyze the effect on value, if any, of such anticipated improvements to the extent they are1646

reflected in market actions.1647

Standards Rule 6-71648

In reconciling a mass appraisal an appraiser must:1649

(a) reconcile the quality and quantity of data available and analyzed within the approaches used1650

and the applicability or suitability of the approaches used; and1651

(b) employ recognized mass appraisal testing procedures and techniques to ensure that1652

standards of accuracy are maintained.1653

Comment: It is implicit in mass appraisal that, even when properly specified and1654

calibrated mass appraisal models are used, some individual value conclusions will not1655

meet standards of reasonableness, consistency, and accuracy. However, appraisers1656

engaged in mass appraisal have a professional responsibility to ensure that, on an overall1657

basis, models produce value conclusions that meet attainable standards of accuracy. This1658

responsibility requires appraisers to evaluate the performance of models, using1659

techniques that may include but are not limited to, goodness-of-fit statistics, and model1660

performance statistics such as appraisal-to-sale ratio studies, evaluation of hold-out1661

samples, or analysis of residuals.1662

Standards Rule 6-81663

A written report of a mass appraisal must clearly communicate the elements, results, opinions, and1664

value conclusions of the appraisal.1665

Each written report of a mass appraisal must:1666

(a) clearly and accurately set forth the appraisal in a manner that will not be misleading;1667
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(b) contain sufficient information to enable the intended users of the appraisal to understand the1668

report properly;1669

Comment: Documentation for a mass appraisal for ad valorem taxation may be in the1670

form of (1) property records, (2) sales ratios and other statistical studies, (3) appraisal1671

manuals and documentation, (4) market studies, (5) model building documentation, (6)1672

regulations, (7) statutes, and (8) other acceptable forms.1673

(c) clearly and accurately disclose all assumptions, extraordinary assumptions, hypothetical1674

conditions, and limiting conditions used in the assignment;1675

Comment: The report must clearly and conspicuously:1676

• state all extraordinary assumptions and hypothetical conditions; and1677

• state that their use might have affected the assignment results.1678

(d) state the identity of the client and any intended users, by name or type;
60

1679

(e) state the intended use of the appraisal;
61

1680

(f) disclose any assumptions or limiting conditions that result in deviation from recognized1681

methods and techniques or that affect analyses, opinions, and conclusions;1682

(g) set forth the effective date of the appraisal and the date of the report;1683

Comment: In ad valorem taxation the effective date of the appraisal may be prescribed by1684

law. If no effective date is prescribed by law, the effective date of the appraisal, if not1685

stated, is presumed to be contemporaneous with the data and appraisal conclusions.1686

The effective date of the appraisal establishes the context for the value opinion, while the1687

date of the report indicates whether the perspective of the appraiser on the market or1688

property use conditions as of the effective date of the appraisal was prospective, current,1689

or retrospective.621690

Reiteration of the date of the report and the effective date of the appraisal at various1691

stages of the report in tandem is important for the clear understanding of the reader1692

whenever market or property use conditions on the date of the report are different from1693

such conditions on the effective date of the appraisal.1694

(h) state the type and definition of value and cite the source of the definition;1695

Comment: Stating the type and definition of value also requires any comments needed to1696

clearly indicate to intended users how the definition is being applied.631697

When reporting an opinion of market value, state whether the opinion of value is:1698

• In terms of cash or of financing terms equivalent to cash; or1699

• Based on non-market financing with unusual conditions or incentives.1700

60 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of the Intended Use and Intended Users.
61 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of the Intended Use and Intended Users.
62 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 3, Retrospective Value Opinions, and Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 4,

Prospective Value Opinions.
63 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 6, Reasonable Exposure Time in Real Property and Personal Property Market Value
Opinions. See also Advisory Opinion 7,Marketing Time Opinions. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do

not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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When an opinion of market value is not in terms of cash or based on financing terms1701

equivalent to cash, summarize the terms of such financing and explain their contributions1702

to or negative influence on value.1703

(i) identify the properties appraised including the property rights;1704

Comment: The report documents the sources for location, describing and listing the1705

property. When applicable, include references to legal descriptions, addresses, parcel1706

identifiers, photos, and building sketches. In mass appraisal this information is often1707

included in property records. When the property rights to be appraised are specified in a1708

statute or court ruling, the law must be referenced.1709

(j) describe the scope of work used to develop the appraisal;
64
exclusion of the sales comparison1710

approach, cost approach, or income approach must be explained;1711

Comment: Because intended users’ reliance on an appraisal may be affected by the scope1712

of work, the report must enable them to be properly informed and not misled. Sufficient1713

information includes disclosure of research and analyses performed and might also1714

include disclosure of research and analyses not performed.1715

When any portion of the work involves significant mass appraisal assistance, the1716

appraiser must describe the extent of that assistance. The signing appraiser must also state1717

the name(s) of those providing the significant mass appraisal assistance in the1718

certification, in accordance with SR 6-9.1719

(k) describe and justify the model specification(s) considered, data requirements, and the1720

model(s) chosen;1721

Comment: The appraiser must provide sufficient information to enable the client and1722

intended users to have confidence that the process and procedures used conform to1723

accepted methods and result in credible value conclusions. In the case of mass appraisal1724

for ad valorem taxation, stability and accuracy are important to the credibility of value1725

opinions. The report must include a discussion of the rationale for each model, the1726

calibration techniques to be used, and the performance measures to be used.1727

(l) describe the procedure for collecting, validating, and reporting data;1728

Comment: The report must describe the sources of data and the data collection and1729

validation processes. Reference to detailed data collection manuals must be made, as1730

appropriate, including where they may be found for inspection.1731

(m) describe calibration methods considered and chosen, including the mathematical form of the1732

final model(s); describe how value conclusions were reviewed; and, if necessary, describe the1733

availability of individual value conclusions;1734

(n) when an opinion of highest and best use was developed, discuss how that opinion was1735

determined;1736

Comment: The mass appraisal report must reference case law, statute, or public policy1737

that describes highest and best use requirements. When actual use is the requirement, the1738

report must discuss how use-value opinions were developed. The appraiser’s reasoning in1739

64 See Advisory Opinion 28, Scope of Work Decision, Performance, and Disclosure. References to Advisory Opinions are for

guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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support of the highest and best use opinion must be provided in the depth and detail1740

required by its significance to the appraisal.1741

(o) identify the appraisal performance tests used and set forth the performance measures1742

attained;1743

(p) describe the reconciliation performed, in accordance with Standards Rule 6-7; and1744

(q) include a signed certification in accordance with Standards Rule 6-9.1745

Standards Rule 6-91746

Each written mass appraisal report must contain a signed certification that is similar in content to1747

the following form:1748

I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:1749

— the statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.1750

— the reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported1751

assumptions and limiting conditions, and are my personal, impartial, and unbiased1752

professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions.1753

— I have no (or the specified) present or prospective interest in the property that is the1754

subject of this report, and I have no (or the specified) personal interest with respect1755

to the parties involved.1756

— I have no bias with respect to any property that is the subject of this report or to the1757

parties involved with this assignment.1758

— my engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting1759

predetermined results.1760

— my compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the1761

reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the1762

client, the amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result, or the1763

occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this1764

appraisal.1765

— my analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been1766

prepared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal1767

Practice.1768

— I have (or have not) made a personal inspection of the properties that are the1769

subject of this report. (If more than one person signs the report, this certification1770

must clearly specify which individuals did and which individuals did not make a1771

personal inspection of the appraised property.)
65

1772

— no one provided significant mass appraisal assistance to the person signing this1773

certification. (If there are exceptions, the name of each individual providing1774

significant mass appraisal assistance must be stated.)1775

Comment: The above certification is not intended to disturb an elected or appointed1776

assessor’s work plans or oaths of office. A signed certification is an integral part of the1777

appraisal report. An appraiser, who signs any part of the mass appraisal report, including1778

a letter of transmittal, must also sign this certification.1779

In an assignment that includes only assignment results developed by the real property1780

appraiser(s), any appraiser(s) who signs a certification accepts full responsibility for all1781

elements of the certification, for the assignment results, and for the contents of the1782

65 See Advisory Opinion 2, Inspection of Subject Property. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not

incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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appraisal report. In an assignment that includes personal property assignment results not1783

developed by the real property appraiser(s), any real property appraiser(s) who signs a1784

certification accepts full responsibility for the real property elements of the certification,1785

for the real property assignment results, and for the real property contents of the appraisal1786

report.1787

In an assignment that includes only assignment results developed by the personal1788

property appraiser(s), any appraiser(s) who signs a certification accepts full responsibility1789

for all elements of the certification, for the assignment results, and for the contents of the1790

appraisal report. In an assignment that includes real property assignment results not1791

developed by the personal property appraiser(s), any personal property appraiser(s) who1792

signs a certification accepts full responsibility for the personal property elements of the1793

certification, for the personal property assignment results, and for the personal property1794

contents of the appraisal report.1795

When a signing appraiser(s) has relied on work done by others who do not sign the1796

certification, the signing appraiser is responsible for the decision to rely on their work.1797

The signing appraiser(s) is required to have a reasonable basis for believing that those1798

individuals performing the work are competent and that their work is credible.661799

The names of individuals providing significant mass appraisal assistance who do not sign1800

a certification must be stated in the certification. It is not required that the description of1801

their assistance be contained in the certification, but disclosure of their assistance is1802

required in accordance with SR 6-8(j).1803

1804

66 See Advisory Opinion 5, Assistance in the Preparation of a Appraisal. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and

do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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STANDARD 7: PERSONAL PROPERTY APPRAISAL, DEVELOPMENT1804

In developing a personal property appraisal, an appraiser must identify the problem to be solved,1805

determine the scope of work necessary to solve the problem, and correctly complete research and1806

analyses necessary to produce a credible appraisal.1807

Comment: STANDARD 7 is directed toward the substantive aspects of developing a1808

credible appraisal of personal property. The requirements set forth in STANDARD 71809

follow the appraisal development process in the order of topics addressed and can be used1810

by appraisers and the users of appraisal services as a convenient checklist.1811

Standards Rule 7-11812

In developing a personal property appraisal, an appraiser must:1813

(a) be aware of, understand, and correctly employ those recognized methods and techniques1814

that are necessary to produce a credible appraisal;1815

Comment: This Standards Rule recognizes that the principle of change continues to affect1816

the manner in which appraisers perform appraisal services. Changes and developments in1817

personal property practice have a substantial impact on the appraisal profession.1818

Important changes in the cost and manner of acquiring, producing, and marketing1819

personal property and changes in the legal framework in which property rights and1820

interests are created, marketed, conveyed, and financed have resulted in corresponding1821

changes in appraisal theory and practice. Social change has also had an effect on1822

appraisal theory and practice. To keep abreast of these changes and developments, the1823

appraisal profession reviews and revises appraisal methods and techniques and develops1824

methods and techniques to meet new circumstances. For this reason, it is not sufficient1825

for appraisers to simply maintain the skills and the knowledge they possess when they1826

become appraisers. Each appraiser must continuously improve his or her skills to remain1827

proficient in personal property appraisal.1828

(b) not commit a substantial error of omission or commission that significantly affects an1829

appraisal; and1830

Comment: An appraiser must use sufficient care to avoid errors that would significantly1831

affect his or her opinions and conclusions. Diligence is required to identify and analyze1832

the factors, conditions, data, and other information that would have a significant effect on1833

the credibility of the assignment results.1834

(c) not render appraisal services in a careless or negligent manner, such as by making a series of1835

errors that, although individually might not significantly affect the results of an appraisal, in1836

the aggregate affect the credibility of those results.1837

Comment: Perfection is impossible to attain, and competence does not require perfection.1838

However, an appraiser must not render appraisal services in a careless or negligent1839

manner. This Standards Rule requires an appraiser to use due diligence and due care.1840

Standards Rule 7-21841

In developing a personal property appraisal, an appraiser must:1842
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(a) identify the client and other intended users;
67

1843

(b) identify the intended use of the appraiser’s opinions and conclusions;
68

1844

Comment: An appraiser must not allow the intended use of an assignment or a client’s1845

objectives to cause the assignment results to be biased.1846

(c) identify the type and definition of value, and, if the value opinion to be developed is market1847

value, ascertain whether the value is to be the most probable price:1848

(i) in terms of cash; or1849

(ii) in terms of financial arrangements equivalent to cash; or1850

(iii) in other precisely defined terms; and1851

(iv) if the opinion of value is to be based on non-market financing or financing with1852

unusual conditions or incentives, the terms of such financing must be clearly1853

identified and the appraiser’s opinion of their contributions to or negative influence1854

on value must be developed by analysis of relevant market data;1855

Comment: When developing an opinion of value in a specified market or at a1856

specified market level based on the potential sale of the property, the appraiser1857

must also develop an opinion of reasonable exposure time linked to the value1858

opinion.1859

(d) identify the effective date of the appraiser’s opinions and conclusions;
69

1860

(e) identify the characteristics of the property that are relevant to the type and definition of1861

value and intended use of the appraisal, including:1862

(i) sufficient characteristics to establish the identity of the item including the method of1863

identification;1864

(ii) sufficient characteristics to establish the relative quality of the item (and its1865

component parts, where applicable) within its type;1866

(iii) all other physical and economic attributes with a material effect on value;1867

Comment: Some examples of physical and economic characteristics include1868

condition, style, size, quality, manufacturer, author, materials, origin, age,1869

provenance, alterations, restorations, and obsolescence. The type of property, the1870

type and definition of value, and intended use of the appraisal determine which1871

characteristics have a material effect on value.1872

(iv) the ownership interest to be valued;1873

(v) any known restrictions, encumbrances, leases, covenants, contracts, declarations,1874

special assessments, ordinances, or other items of a similar nature; and1875

67 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
68 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
69 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 3, Retrospective Value Opinions, and Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 4,

Prospective Value Opinions.
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(vi) any real property or intangible items that are not personal property but which are1876

included in the appraisal;1877

Comment on (i)–(vi): The information used by an appraiser to identify the property1878

characteristics must be from sources the appraiser reasonably believes are reliable.1879

An appraiser may use any combination of a property inspection and documents or other1880

resources to identify the relevant characteristics of the subject property.1881

When appraising proposed modifications, an appraiser must examine and have available1882

for future examination, plans, specifications, or other documentation sufficient to identify1883

the extent and character of the proposed modifications.1884

An appraiser may not be required to value the whole when the subject of the appraisal is a1885

fractional interest, a physical segment, or a partial holding.1886

(f) identify any extraordinary assumptions necessary in the assignment;1887

Comment: An extraordinary assumption may be used in an assignment only if:1888

• it is required to properly develop credible opinions and conclusions;1889

• the appraiser has a reasonable basis for the extraordinary assumption;1890

• use of the extraordinary assumption results in a credible analysis; and1891

• the appraiser complies with the disclosure requirements set forth in USPAP for1892

extraordinary assumptions.1893

(g) identify any hypothetical conditions necessary in the assignment; and1894

Comment: A hypothetical condition may be used in an assignment only if:1895

• use of the hypothetical condition is clearly required for legal purposes, for purposes1896

of reasonable analysis, or for purposes of comparison;1897

• use of the hypothetical condition results in a credible analysis; and1898

• the appraiser complies with the disclosure requirements set forth in USPAP for1899

hypothetical conditions.1900

(h) determine the scope of work necessary to produce credible assignment results in accordance1901

with the SCOPE OF WORK RULE.
70

1902

Standards Rule 7-31903

In developing a personal property appraisal, when necessary for credible assignment results, an1904

appraiser must:1905

(a) identify the effect of highest and best use by measuring and analyzing the current use and1906

alternative uses to encompass what is profitable, legal, and physically possible, as relevant to1907

the type and definition of value and intended use of the appraisal;1908

Comment: In the context of personal property, highest and best use may equate to the1909

choice of the appropriate market or market level for the type of item, the type and1910

definition of value, and intended use of the appraisal.1911

70 See Advisory Opinion 28, Scope of Work Decision, Performance, and Disclosure, and Advisory Opinion 29, An Acceptable Scope

of Work. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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(b) define and analyze the appropriate market consistent with the type and definition of value;1912

and1913

Comment: The appraiser must recognize that there are distinct levels of trade (measurable1914

marketplaces) and each may generate its own data. For example, a property may have a1915

different value at a wholesale level of trade, a retail level of trade, or under various1916

auction conditions. Therefore, the appraiser must analyze the subject property within the1917

correct market context.1918

(c) analyze the relevant economic conditions at the time of the valuation, including market1919

acceptability of the property and supply, demand, scarcity, or rarity.1920

Standards Rule 7-41921

In developing a personal property appraisal, an appraiser must collect, verify, and analyze all1922

information necessary for credible assignment results.1923

(a) When a sales comparison approach is necessary for credible assignment results, an1924

appraiser must analyze such comparable sales data as are available to indicate a value1925

conclusion.1926

(b) When a cost approach is necessary for credible assignment results, an appraiser must:1927

(i) analyze such comparable cost data as are available to estimate the cost new of the1928

property; and1929

(ii) analyze such comparable data as are available to estimate the difference between1930

cost new and the present worth of the property (accrued depreciation).1931

(c) When an income approach is necessary for credible assignment results, an appraiser must:1932

(i) analyze such comparable data as are available to estimate the market income of the1933

property;1934

(ii) analyze such comparable operating expense data as are available to estimate the1935

operating expenses of the property;1936

(iii) analyze such comparable data as are available to estimate rates of capitalization1937

and/or rates of discount; and1938

(iv) base projections of future income and expenses on reasonably clear and appropriate1939

evidence.1940

Comment: An appraiser must, in developing income and expense statements and1941

cash flow projections, weigh historical information and trends, current supply1942

and demand factors affecting such trends, and competition.1943

(d) When developing an opinion of the value of a lease or leased property, an appraiser must1944

analyze the effect on value, if any, of the terms and conditions of the lease(s).1945

(e) When analyzing the assemblage of the various component parts of a property, an appraiser1946

must analyze the effect on value, if any, of the assemblage. An appraiser must refrain from1947

valuing the whole solely by adding together the individual values of the various component1948

parts.1949
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Comment: Although the value of the whole may be equal to the sum of the separate parts,1950

it also may be greater than or less than the sum of such parts. Therefore, the value of the1951

whole must be tested by reference to appropriate data and supported by an appropriate1952

analysis of such data.1953

A similar procedure must be followed when the value of the whole has been established1954

and the appraiser seeks to value a part. The value of any such part must be tested by1955

reference to appropriate data and supported by an appropriate analysis of such data.1956

(f) When analyzing anticipated modifications to the subject property, an appraiser must1957

analyze the effect on value, if any, of such modifications to the extent they are reflected in1958

market actions.1959

(g) When real property or intangible items are included in the appraisal, the appraiser must1960

analyze the effect on value of such non-personal property items.1961

Comment: When the scope of work includes an appraisal of real property or intangible1962

items, competency in real property appraisal (see STANDARD 1) or business appraisal1963

(see STANDARD 9) is required. In addition, competency in other types of personal1964

property outside of the appraiser’s specialty area may be necessary (see STANDARD 71965

and the COMPETENCY RULE).1966

Standards Rule 7-51967

When the value opinion to be developed is market value, an appraiser must, if such information is1968

available to the appraiser in the normal course of business:
71

1969

(a) analyze all agreements of sale, validated offers or third-party offers to sell, options, and1970

listings of the subject property current as of the effective date of the appraisal; and1971

(b) analyze all prior sales of the subject property that occurred within a reasonable and1972

applicable time period, given the intended use and the type of property involved.1973

Comment: The data needed for the required analyses in SR 7-5(a) and 7-5(b) may not be1974

available or relevant in all assignments. See the Comments to Standards Rules 8-1975

2(a)(viii), 8-2(b)(viii), and 8-2(c)(viii) for corresponding reporting requirements.1976

Standards Rule 7-61977

In developing a personal property appraisal, an appraiser must:1978

(a) reconcile the quality and quantity of data available and analyzed within the approaches1979

used; and1980

(b) reconcile the applicability or suitability of the approaches used to arrive at the value1981

conclusion(s).1982

Comment: See the Comments to Standards Rules 8-2(a)(viii), 8-2(b)(viii), and 8-1983

2(c)(viii) for corresponding reporting requirements.1984

1985

71 See Advisory Opinion 24, Normal Course of Business. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not

incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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STANDARD 8: PERSONAL PROPERTY APPRAISAL, REPORTING1985

In reporting the results of a personal property appraisal, an appraiser must communicate each1986

analysis, opinion, and conclusion in a manner that is not misleading.1987

Comment: STANDARD 8 addresses the content and level of information required in a1988

report that communicates the results of a personal property appraisal.1989

STANDARD 8 does not dictate the form, format, or style of personal property appraisal1990

reports, which are functions of the needs of intended users and appraisers. The1991

substantive content of a report determines its compliance.1992

Standards Rule 8-11993

Each written or oral personal property appraisal report must:1994

(a) clearly and accurately set forth the appraisal in a manner that will not be misleading;1995

(b) contain sufficient information to enable the intended users of the appraisal to understand the1996

report properly; and1997

(c) clearly and accurately disclose all assumptions, extraordinary assumptions, hypothetical1998

conditions, and limiting conditions used in the assignment.1999

Standards Rule 8-22000

Each written personal property appraisal report must be prepared under one of the following three2001

options and prominently state which option is used: Self-Contained Appraisal Report, Summary2002

Appraisal Report, or Restricted Use Appraisal Report.722003

Comment: When the intended users include parties other than the client, either a Self-2004

Contained Appraisal Report or a Summary Appraisal Report must be provided. When the2005

intended users do not include parties other than the client, a Restricted Use Appraisal2006

Report may be provided.2007

The essential difference among these three options is in the content and level of2008

information provided. The appropriate reporting option and the level of information2009

necessary in the report are dependent on the intended use and intended users.2010

An appraiser must use care when characterizing the type of report and level of2011

information communicated upon completion of an assignment. An appraiser may use any2012

other label in addition to, but not in place of, the label set forth in this Standard for the2013

type of report provided.2014

The report content and level of information requirements set forth in this Standard are2015

minimums for each type of report. An appraiser must supplement a report form, when2016

necessary, to ensure that any intended user of the appraisal is not misled and that the2017

report complies with the applicable content requirements set forth in this Standards Rule.2018

72 See Advisory Opinion 11, Content of the Appraisal Report Options of Standards Rules 2-2 and 8-2, and Advisory Opinion 12, Use
of the Appraisal Report Options of Standards Rules 2-2 and 8-2. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not

incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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A party receiving a copy of a Self-Contained Appraisal Report, Summary Appraisal2019

Report, or Restricted Use Appraisal Report in order to satisfy disclosure requirements2020

does not become an intended user of the appraisal unless the appraiser identifies such2021

party as an intended user as part of the assignment.2022

(a) The content of a Self-Contained Appraisal Report must be consistent with the intended use2023

of the appraisal and, at a minimum:2024

(i) state the identity of the client and any intended users, by name or type;
73

2025

Comment: An appraiser must use care when identifying the client to ensure a2026

clear understanding and to avoid violations of the Confidentiality section of the2027

ETHICS RULE. In those rare instances where the client wishes to remain2028

anonymous, an appraiser must still document the identity of the client in the2029

workfile but may omit the client’s identity in the report.2030

(ii) state the intended use of the appraisal;
74

2031

(iii) describe information sufficient to identify the property involved in the appraisal,2032

including the physical and economic property characteristics relevant to the2033

assignment;2034

(iv) state the property interest appraised;2035

(v) state the type and definition of value and cite the source of the definition;2036

Comment: Stating the definition of value also requires any comments needed to2037

clearly indicate to the intended users how the definition is being applied.752038

When reporting an opinion of market value, state whether the opinion of value2039

is:2040

• in terms of cash or of financing terms equivalent to cash, or2041

• based on non-market financing or financing with unusual conditions or2042

incentives.2043

When an opinion of market value is not in terms of cash or based on financing2044

terms equivalent to cash, summarize the terms of such financing and explain2045

their contributions to or negative influence on value.2046

(vi) state the effective date of the appraisal and the date of the report;
76

2047

Comment: The effective date of the appraisal establishes the context for the2048

value opinion, while the date of the report indicates whether the perspective of2049

the appraiser on the market or property use conditions as of the effective date of2050

the appraisal was prospective, current, or retrospective.2051

73 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
74 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
75 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 6, Reasonable Exposure Time in Real Property and Personal Property Market Value

Opinions. See also Advisory Opinion 7,Marketing Time Opinions. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do
not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.

76 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 3, Retrospective Value Opinions, and Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 4,

Prospective Value Opinions
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Reiteration of the date of the report and the effective date of the appraisal at2052

various stages of the report in tandem is important for the clear understanding2053

of the reader whenever market or property use conditions on the date of the2054

report are different from such conditions on the effective date of the appraisal.2055

(vii) describe the scope of work used to develop the appraisal;
77

2056

Comment: Because intended users’ reliance on an appraisal may be affected by2057

the scope of work, the report must enable them to be properly informed and not2058

misled. Sufficient information includes disclosure of research and analyses2059

performed and might also include disclosure of research and analyses not2060

performed.2061

When any portion of the work involves significant personal property appraisal2062

assistance, the appraiser must describe the extent of that assistance. The signing2063

appraiser must also state the name(s) of those providing the significant personal2064

property appraisal assistance in the certification, in accordance with SR 8-3.2065

(viii) describe the information analyzed, the appraisal methods and techniques employed,2066

and the reasoning that supports the analyses, opinions, and conclusions; exclusion of2067

the sales comparison approach, cost approach, or income approach must be2068

explained;2069

Comment: A Self-Contained Appraisal Report must include sufficient2070

information to indicate that the appraiser complied with the requirements of2071

STANDARD 7. The amount of detail required will vary with the significance of2072

the information to the appraisal.2073

The appraiser must provide sufficient information to enable the client and2074

intended users to understand the rationale for the opinions and conclusions,2075

including reconciliation of the data and approaches, in accordance with2076

Standards Rule 7-6.2077

When reporting an opinion of market value, a summary of the results of2078

analyzing the subject sales, offers, options, and listings in accordance with2079

Standards Rule 7-5 is required. If such information was unobtainable, a2080

statement on the efforts undertaken by the appraiser to obtain the information is2081

required. If such information is irrelevant, a statement acknowledging the2082

existence of the information and citing its lack of relevance is required.2083

(ix) state, as appropriate to the class of personal property involved, the use of the2084

property existing as of the date of value and the use of the property reflected in the2085

appraisal; and, when an opinion of highest and best use was developed by the2086

appraiser, describe the support and rationale for that opinion;2087

Comment: In the context of personal property, highest and best use may equate2088

to the choice of the appropriate market or market level for the type of item, the2089

type and definition of value, and intended use of the report.2090

2091

77 See Advisory Opinion 28, Scope of Work Decision, Performance, and Disclosure and Advisory Opinion 29, An Acceptable Scope of

Work. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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(x) clearly and conspicuously:2091

• state all extraordinary assumptions and hypothetical conditions; and2092

• state that their use might have affected the assignment results; and2093

(xi) include a signed certification in accordance with Standards Rule 8-3.2094

(b) The content of a Summary Appraisal Report must be consistent with the intended use of the2095

appraisal and, at a minimum:2096

Comment: The essential difference between the Self-Contained Appraisal Report and the2097

Summary Appraisal Report is the level of detail of presentation.2098

(i) state the identity of the client and any intended users, by name or type;
78

2099

Comment: An appraiser must use care when identifying the client to ensure a2100

clear understanding and to avoid violations of the Confidentiality section of the2101

ETHICS RULE. In those rare instances where the client wishes to remain2102

anonymous, an appraiser must still document the identity of the client in the2103

workfile but may omit the client’s identity in the report.2104

(ii) state the intended use of the appraisal;
79

2105

(iii) summarize information sufficient to identify the property involved in the appraisal,2106

including the physical and economic property characteristics relevant to the2107

assignment;2108

(iv) state the property interest appraised;2109

(v) state the type and definition of value and cite the source of the definition;2110

Comment: Stating the definition of value also requires any comments needed to2111

clearly indicate to the intended users how the definition is being applied.802112

When reporting an opinion of market value, state whether the opinion of value2113

is:2114

• in terms of cash or of financing terms equivalent to cash, or2115

• based on non-market financing or financing with unusual conditions or2116

incentives.2117

When an opinion of market value is not in terms of cash or based on financing2118

terms equivalent to cash, summarize the terms of such financing and explain2119

their contributions to or negative influence on value.2120

(vi) state the effective date of the appraisal and the date of the report;
81

2121

78 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
79 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
80 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 6, Reasonable Exposure Time in Real Property and Personal Property Market Value

Opinions. See also Advisory Opinion 7,Marketing Time Opinions. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do
not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.

81 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 3, Retrospective Value Opinions, and Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 4,

Prospective Value Opinions.
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Comment: The effective date of the appraisal establishes the context for the2122

value opinion, while the date of the report indicates whether the perspective of2123

the appraiser on the market or property use conditions as of the effective date of2124

the appraisal was prospective, current, or retrospective.2125

Reiteration of the date of the report and the effective date of the appraisal at2126

various stages of the report in tandem is important for the clear understanding of2127

the reader whenever market or property use conditions on the date of the report2128

are different from such conditions on the effective date of the appraisal.2129

(vii) summarize the scope of work used to develop the appraisal;
82

2130

Comment: Because intended users’ reliance on an appraisal may be affected by2131

the scope of work, the report must enable them to be properly informed and not2132

misled. Sufficient information includes disclosure of research and analyses2133

performed and might also include disclosure of research and analyses not2134

performed.2135

When any portion of the work involves significant personal property appraisal2136

assistance, the appraiser must summarize the extent of that assistance. The2137

signing appraiser must also state the name(s) of those providing the significant2138

personal property appraisal assistance in the certification, in accordance with SR2139

8-3.2140

(viii) summarize the information analyzed, the appraisal methods and techniques2141

employed, and the reasoning that supports the analyses, opinions, and conclusions;2142

exclusion of the sales comparison approach, cost approach, or income approach2143

must be explained;2144

Comment: A Summary Appraisal Report must include sufficient information to2145

indicate that the appraiser complied with the requirements of STANDARD 7.2146

The amount of detail required will vary with the significance of the information2147

to the appraisal.2148

The appraiser must provide sufficient information to enable the client and2149

intended users to understand the rationale for the opinion and conclusions,2150

including reconciliation of the data and approaches, in accordance with2151

Standards Rule 7-6.2152

When reporting an opinion of market value, a summary of the results of the2153

analysis of the subject sales, offers, options, and listings in accordance with2154

Standards Rule 7-5 is necessary. If such information was unobtainable, a2155

statement on the efforts undertaken by the appraiser to obtain the information is2156

required. If such information is irrelevant, a statement acknowledging the2157

existence of the information and citing its lack of relevance is required.2158

(ix) state, as appropriate to the class of personal property involved, the use of the2159

property existing as of the date of value and the use of the property reflected in the2160

appraisal; and, when an opinion of highest and best use was developed by the2161

appraiser, summarize the support and rationale for that opinion;2162

82 See Advisory Opinion 28, Scope of Work Decision, Performance, and Disclosure and Advisory Opinion 29, An Acceptable Scope of

Work. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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Comment: In the context of personal property, highest and best use may equate2163

to the choice of the appropriate market or market level for the type of item, the2164

type and definition of value, and intended use of the report.2165

(x) clearly and conspicuously:2166

• state all extraordinary assumptions and hypothetical conditions; and2167

• state that their use might have affected the assignment results; and2168

(xi) include a signed certification in accordance with Standards Rule 8-3.2169

(c) The content of a Restricted Use Appraisal Report must be consistent with the intended use of2170

the appraisal and, at a minimum:2171

(i) state the identity of the client, by name or type;
83
and state a prominent use2172

restriction that limits use of the report to the client and warns that the appraiser’s2173

opinions and conclusions set forth in the report may not be understood properly2174

without additional information in the appraiser’s workfile;2175

Comment: An appraiser must use care when identifying the client to ensure a2176

clear understanding and to avoid violations of the Confidentiality section of the2177

ETHICS RULE. In those rare instances when the client wishes to remain2178

anonymous, an appraiser must still document the identity of the client in the2179

workfile but may omit the client’s identity in the report.2180

The Restricted Use Appraisal Report is for client use only. Before entering into2181

an agreement, the appraiser should establish with the client the situations where2182

this type of report is to be used and should ensure that the client understands the2183

restricted utility of the Restricted Use Appraisal Report.2184

(ii) state the intended use of the appraisal;
84

2185

Comment: The intended use of the appraisal must be consistent with the2186

limitation on use of the Restricted Use Appraisal Report option in this Standards2187

Rule (i.e., client use only).2188

(iii) state information sufficient to identify the property involved in the appraisal;2189

(iv) state the property interest appraised;2190

(v) state the type of value, and cite the source of its definition;
85

2191

2192

83 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
84 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
85 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 6, Reasonable Exposure Time in Real Property and Personal Property Market Value
Opinions. See also Advisory Opinion 7,Marketing Time Opinions. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do

not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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(vi) state the effective date of the appraisal and the date of the report;
86

2192

Comment: The effective date of the appraisal establishes the context for the2193

value opinion, while the date of the report indicates whether the perspective of2194

the appraiser on the market or property use conditions as of the effective date of2195

the appraisal was prospective, current, or retrospective.2196

(vii) state the scope of work used to develop the appraisal;
87

2197

Comment: Because the client’s reliance on an appraisal may be affected by the2198

scope of work, the report must enable them to be properly informed and not2199

misled. Sufficient information includes disclosure of research and analyses2200

performed and might also include disclosure of research and analyses not2201

performed.2202

When any portion of the work involves significant personal property appraisal2203

assistance, the appraiser must state the extent of that assistance. The signing2204

appraiser must also state the name(s) of those providing the significant personal2205

property appraisal assistance in the certification, in accordance with SR 8-3.2206

(viii) state the appraisal methods and techniques employed, state the value opinion(s) and2207

conclusion(s) reached, and reference the workfile; exclusion of the sales comparison2208

approach, cost approach, or income approach must be explained;2209

Comment: An appraiser must maintain a specific, coherent workfile in support2210

of a Restricted Use Appraisal Report. The contents of the workfile must include2211

sufficient information to indicate that the appraiser complied with the2212

requirements of STANDARD 7 and for the appraiser to produce a Summary2213

Appraisal Report. The file must be available for inspection by the client (or the2214

client’s representatives, such as those engaged to complete an appraisal review),2215

state enforcement agencies, such third parties as may be authorized by due2216

process of law, and a duly authorized professional peer review committee except2217

when such disclosure to a committee would violate applicable law or regulation.2218

When reporting an opinion of market value, information analyzed in compliance2219

with Standards Rule 7-5 is significant information that must be disclosed in a2220

Restricted Use Appraisal Report. If such information was unobtainable, a2221

statement on the efforts undertaken by the appraiser to obtain the information is2222

required. If such information is irrelevant, a statement acknowledging the2223

existence of the information and citing its lack of relevance is required.2224

(ix) state, as appropriate to the class of personal property involved, the use of the2225

property existing as of the date of value and the use of the property reflected in the2226

appraisal; and, when an opinion of highest and best use was developed by the2227

appraiser, state that opinion;2228

Comment: In the context of personal property, highest and best use may equate2229

to the choice of the appropriate market or market level for the type of item, the2230

type and definition of value, and intended use of the report.2231

86 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 3, Retrospective Value Opinions, and Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 4,
Prospective Value Opinions.

87 See Advisory Opinion 28, Scope of Work Decision, Performance, and Disclosure and Advisory Opinion 29, An Acceptable Scope of

Work. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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(x) clearly and conspicuously:2232

• state all extraordinary assumptions and hypothetical conditions; and2233

• state that their use might have affected the assignment results; and2234

(xi) include a signed certification in accordance with Standards Rule 8-3.2235

Standards Rule 8-32236

Each written personal property appraisal report must contain a signed certification that is similar in2237

content to the following form:2238

I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:2239

— the statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.2240

— the reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported2241

assumptions and limiting conditions and are my personal, impartial, and unbiased2242

professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions.2243

— I have no (or the specified) present or prospective interest in the property that is2244

the subject of this report and no (or the specified) personal interest with respect to2245

the parties involved.2246

— I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to2247

the parties involved with this assignment.2248

— my engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or2249

reporting predetermined results.2250

— my compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the2251

development or reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that2252

favors the cause of the client, the amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a2253

stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the2254

intended use of this appraisal.2255

— my analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been2256

prepared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal2257

Practice.2258

— I have (or have not) made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject2259

of this report. (If more than one person signs this certification, the certification2260

must clearly specify which individuals did and which individuals did not make a2261

personal inspection of the appraised property.)2262

— no one provided significant personal property appraisal assistance to the person2263

signing this certification. (If there are exceptions, the name of each individual2264

providing significant personal property appraisal assistance must be stated.)2265

Comment: A signed certification is an integral part of the appraisal report. An appraiser2266

who signs any part of the appraisal report, including a letter of transmittal, must also sign2267

this certification.2268

In an assignment that includes only assignment results developed by the personal2269

property appraiser(s), any appraiser(s) who signs a certification accepts full responsibility2270

for all elements of the certification, for the assignment results, and for the contents of the2271

appraisal report. In an assignment that includes real property, business or intangible asset2272

assignment results not developed by the personal property appraiser(s), any personal2273

property appraiser(s) who signs a certification accepts full responsibility for the personal2274

property elements of the certification, for the personal property assignment results, and2275

for the personal property contents of the appraisal report.2276
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When a signing appraiser(s) has relied on work done by others who do not sign the2277

certification, the signing appraiser is responsible for the decision to rely on their work.2278

The signing appraiser(s) is required to have a reasonable basis for believing that those2279

individuals performing the work are competent and that their work is credible.882280

The names of individuals providing significant personal property appraisal assistance2281

who do not sign a certification must be stated in the certification. It is not required that2282

the description of their assistance be contained in the certification, but disclosure of their2283

assistance is required in accordance with SR 8-2(a), (b), or (c)(vii), as applicable.2284

Standards Rule 8-42285

To the extent that it is both possible and appropriate, an oral personal property appraisal report2286

must address the substantive matters set forth in Standards Rule 8-2(b).2287

Comment: See the Record Keeping section of the ETHICS RULE for corresponding2288

requirements.2289

2290

88 See Advisory Opinion 5, Assistance in the Preparation of an Appraisal. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and

do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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STANDARD 9: BUSINESS APPRAISAL, DEVELOPMENT2290

In developing an appraisal of an interest in a business enterprise or intangible asset, an appraiser2291

must identify the problem to be solved, determine the scope of work necessary to solve the problem,2292

and correctly complete the research and analyses necessary to produce a credible appraisal.2293

Comment: STANDARD 9 is directed toward the substantive aspects of developing a2294

credible appraisal of an interest in a business enterprise or intangible asset.2295

Standards Rule 9-12296

In developing an appraisal of an interest in a business enterprise or intangible asset, an appraiser2297

must:2298

(a) be aware of, understand, and correctly employ those recognized approaches, methods and2299

procedures that are necessary to produce a credible appraisal;2300

Comment: Changes and developments in the economy and in investment theory have a2301

substantial impact on the business and intangible asset appraisal profession. Important2302

changes in the financial arena, securities regulation, financial reporting requirements, and2303

law may result in corresponding changes in appraisal theory and practice.2304

(b) not commit a substantial error of omission or commission that significantly affects an2305

appraisal; and2306

Comment: An appraiser must use sufficient care to avoid errors that would significantly2307

affect his or her opinions and conclusions. Diligence is required to identify and analyze2308

the factors, conditions, data, and other information that would have a significant effect on2309

the credibility of the assignment results.2310

(c) not render appraisal services in a careless or negligent manner, such as by making a series of2311

errors that, although individually might not significantly affect the results of an appraisal, in2312

the aggregate affect the credibility of those results.2313

Comment: Perfection is impossible to attain, and competence does not require perfection.2314

However, an appraiser must not render appraisal services in a careless or negligent2315

manner. This Standards Rule requires an appraiser to use due diligence and due care.2316

Standards Rule 9-22317

In developing an appraisal of an interest in a business enterprise or intangible asset, an appraiser2318

must:2319

(a) identify the client and other intended users;
89

2320

(b) identify the intended use of the appraiser’s opinions and conclusions;
90

2321

Comment: An appraiser must not allow the intended use of an assignment or a client’s2322

objectives to cause the assignment results to be biased.2323

(c) identify the standard (type) and definition of value and the premise of value;2324

89 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
90 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
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(d) identify the effective date of the appraisal;2325

(e) identify the characteristics of the subject property that are relevant to the standard (type)2326

and definition of value and intended use of the appraisal, including:2327

(i) the subject business enterprise or intangible asset, if applicable;2328

(ii) the interest in the business enterprise, equity, asset, or liability to be valued;2329

Comment: The interest to be valued may represent all ownership rights or a2330

subset of those rights, such as a specific right to use the asset.2331

(iii) all buy-sell and option agreements, investment letter stock restrictions, restrictive2332

corporate charter or partnership agreement clauses, and similar features or factors2333

that may have an influence on value;2334

(iv) the extent to which the interest contains elements of ownership control; and2335

Comment: The elements of control in a given situation may be affected by law,2336

distribution of ownership interests, contractual relationships, and many other2337

factors.2338

(v) the extent to which the interest is marketable and/or liquid;2339

Comment on (i)-(v): An appraiser must identify the attributes of the interest being2340

appraised, including the rights and benefits of ownership.2341

The information used by an appraiser to identify the property characteristics must be2342

from sources the appraiser reasonably believes are reliable.2343

(f) identify any extraordinary assumptions necessary in the assignment;2344

Comment: An extraordinary assumption may be used in an assignment only if:2345

• it is required to properly develop credible opinions and conclusions;2346

• the appraiser has a reasonable basis for the extraordinary assumption;2347

• use of the extraordinary assumption results in a credible analysis; and2348

• the appraiser complies with the disclosure requirements set forth in USPAP for2349

extraordinary assumptions.2350

(g) identify any hypothetical conditions necessary in the assignment; and2351

Comment: A hypothetical condition may be used in an assignment only if:2352

• use of the hypothetical condition is clearly required for legal purposes, for purposes2353

of reasonable analysis, or for purposes of comparison;2354

• use of the hypothetical condition results in a credible analysis; and2355

• the appraiser complies with the disclosure requirements set forth in USPAP for2356

hypothetical conditions.2357
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(h) determine the scope of work necessary to produce credible assignment results in accordance2358

with the SCOPE OF WORK RULE.
91

2359

Standards Rule 9-32360

In developing an appraisal of an equity interest in a business enterprise with the ability to cause2361

liquidation, an appraiser must investigate the possibility that the business enterprise may have a2362

higher value by liquidation of all or part of the enterprise than by continued operation as is. If2363

liquidation of all or part of the enterprise is the indicated premise of value, an appraisal of any real2364

property or personal property to be liquidated may be appropriate.2365

Comment: This Standards Rule requires the appraiser to recognize that continued2366

operation of a business is not always the best premise of value because liquidation of all2367

or part of the enterprise may result in a higher value. However, this typically applies only2368

when the business equity being appraised is in a position to cause liquidation. If2369

liquidation of all or part of the enterprise is the appropriate premise of value, the scope of2370

work may include an appraisal of real property or tangible personal property. If so,2371

competency in real property appraisal (STANDARD 1) or tangible personal property2372

appraisal (STANDARD 7) is required.2373

Standards Rule 9-42374

In developing an appraisal of an interest in a business enterprise or intangible asset, an appraiser2375

must collect and analyze all information necessary for credible assignment results.2376

(a) An appraiser must develop value opinion(s) and conclusion(s) by use of one or more2377

approaches that are necessary for credible assignment results.2378

(b) An appraiser must, when necessary for credible assignment results, analyze the effect on2379

value, if any, of:2380

(i) the nature and history of the business enterprise or intangible asset;2381

(ii) financial and economic conditions affecting the business enterprise or intangible2382

asset, its industry, and the general economy;2383

(iii) past results, current operations, and future prospects of the business enterprise;2384

(iv) past sales of capital stock or other ownership interests in the business enterprise or2385

intangible asset being appraised;2386

(v) sales of capital stock or other ownership interests in similar business enterprises;2387

(vi) prices, terms, and conditions affecting past sales of similar ownership interests in2388

the asset being appraised or a similar asset; and2389

(vii) economic benefit of tangible and intangible assets.2390

Comment on (i)-(vii): This Standards Rule directs the appraiser to study the prospective2391

and retrospective aspects of the business enterprise and to study it in terms of the2392

economic and industry environment within which it operates.2393

91 See Advisory Opinion 28, Scope of Work Decision, Performance, and Disclosure, and Advisory Opinion 29, An Acceptable Scope

of Work. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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(c) An appraiser must, when necessary for credible assignment results, analyze the effect on2394

value, if any, of buy-sell and option agreements, investment letter stock restrictions,2395

restrictive corporate charter or partnership agreement clauses, and similar features or2396

factors that may influence value.2397

(d) An appraiser must, when necessary for credible assignment results, analyze the effect on2398

value, if any, of the extent to which the interest appraised contains elements of ownership2399

control and is marketable and/or liquid.2400

Comment: An appraiser must analyze factors such as holding period, interim benefits,2401

and the difficulty and cost of marketing the subject interest.2402

Equity interests in a business enterprise are not necessarily worth the pro rata share of the2403

business enterprise interest value as a whole. Also, the value of the business enterprise is2404

not necessarily a direct mathematical extension of the value of the fractional interests.2405

The degree of control, marketability and/or liquidity or lack thereof depends on a broad2406

variety of facts and circumstances that must be analyzed when applicable.2407

Standards Rule 9-52408

In developing an appraisal of an interest in a business enterprise or intangible asset, an appraiser2409

must:2410

(a) reconcile the quality and quantity of data available and analyzed within the approaches,2411

methods, and procedures used; and2412

(b) reconcile the applicability or relevance of the approaches, methods and procedures used to2413

arrive at the value conclusion(s).2414

Comment: The value conclusion is the result of the appraiser’s judgment and not2415

necessarily the result of a mathematical process.2416

2417
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STANDARD 10: BUSINESS APPRAISAL, REPORTING2417

In reporting the results of an appraisal of an interest in a business enterprise or intangible asset, an2418

appraiser must communicate each analysis, opinion, and conclusion in a manner that is not2419

misleading.2420

Comment: STANDARD 10 addresses the content and level of information required in a report2421

that communicates the results of an appraisal of an interest in a business enterprise or2422

intangible asset developed under STANDARD 9.2423

STANDARD 10 does not dictate the form, format, or style of business or intangible asset2424

appraisal reports, which are functions of the needs of intended users and appraisers. The2425

substantive content of a report determines its compliance.2426

Standards Rule 10-12427

Each written or oral appraisal report for an interest in a business enterprise or intangible asset must:2428

(a) clearly and accurately set forth the appraisal in a manner that will not be misleading;2429

(b) contain sufficient information to enable the intended user(s) to understand the report; and2430

(c) clearly and accurately disclose all assumptions, extraordinary assumptions, hypothetical2431

conditions, and limiting conditions used in the assignment.2432

Standards Rule 10-22433

Each written appraisal report for an interest in a business enterprise or intangible asset must be2434

prepared in accordance with one of the following options and prominently state which option is used:2435

Appraisal Report or Restricted Use Appraisal Report.2436

Comment: When the intended users include parties other than the client, an Appraisal2437

Report must be provided. When the intended users do not include parties other than the2438

client, a Restricted Use Appraisal Report may be provided.2439

The essential difference between these options is in the content and level of information2440

provided. The appropriate reporting option and the level of information necessary in the2441

report are dependent on the intended use and intended users.2442

An appraiser must use care when characterizing the type of report and level of2443

information communicated upon completion of an assignment. An appraiser may use2444

any other label in addition to, but not in place of, the label set forth in this Standard for2445

the type of report provided.2446

The report content and level of information requirements set forth in this Standard are2447

minimums for both types of report.2448

A party receiving a copy of an Appraisal Report or Restricted Use Appraisal Report does2449

not become an intended user of the appraisal unless the appraiser identifies such party as2450

an intended user as part of the assignment.2451

(a) The content of an Appraisal Report must be consistent with the intended use of the appraisal2452

and, at a minimum:2453
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(i) state the identity of the client and any other intended users, by name or type;
92

2454

Comment: An appraiser must use care when identifying the client to ensure a2455

clear understanding and to avoid violations of the Confidentiality section of the2456

ETHICS RULE. In those rare instances when the client wishes to remain2457

anonymous, an appraiser must still document the identity of the client in the2458

workfile but may omit the client’s identity in the report.2459

(ii) state the intended use of the appraisal;
93

2460

(iii) summarize information sufficient to identify the business or intangible asset and the2461

interest appraised;2462

Comment: The identification information must include property characteristics2463

relevant to the type and definition of value and intended use of the appraisal.2464

(iv) state the extent to which the interest appraised contains elements of ownership2465

control, including the basis for that determination;2466

(v) state the extent to which the interest appraised lacks elements of marketability2467

and/or liquidity, including the basis for that determination;2468

(vi) state the standard (type) and definition of value and the premise of value and cite2469

the source of the definition;2470

Comment: Stating the definition of value also requires any comments needed to2471

clearly indicate to the intended users how the definition is being applied.2472

(vii) state the effective date of the appraisal and the date of the report;2473

Comment: The effective date of the appraisal establishes the context for the2474

value opinion, while the date of the report indicates whether the perspective of2475

the appraiser on the market or property as of the effective date of the appraisal2476

was prospective, current, or retrospective.2477

(viii) summarize the scope of work used to develop the appraisal;
94

2478

Comment: Because intended users’ reliance on an appraisal may be affected by2479

the scope of work, the report must enable them to be properly informed and not2480

misled. Sufficient information includes disclosure of research and analyses2481

performed and might also include disclosure of research and analyses not2482

performed.2483

When any portion of the work involves significant business and/or intangible2484

asset appraisal assistance, the appraiser must summarize the extent of that2485

assistance. The signing appraiser must also state the name(s) of those providing2486

the significant business and/or intangible asset appraisal assistance in the2487

certification, in accordance with SR 10-3.2488

92 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
93 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
94 See Advisory Opinion 28, Scope of Work Decision, Performance, and Disclosure, and Advisory Opinion 29, An Acceptable Scope

of Work. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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(ix) summarize the information analyzed, the appraisal procedures followed, and the2489

reasoning that supports the analyses, opinions, and conclusions; exclusion of the2490

market approach, asset-based (cost) approach, or income approach must be2491

explained;2492

Comment: An Appraisal Report must include sufficient information to indicate2493

that the appraiser complied with the requirements of STANDARD 9. The2494

amount of detail required will vary with the significance of the information to2495

the appraisal.2496

The appraiser must provide sufficient information to enable the client and2497

intended users to understand the rationale for the opinions and conclusions,2498

including reconciliation in accordance with Standards Rule 9-5.2499

(x) clearly and conspicuously:2500

• state all extraordinary assumptions and hypothetical conditions; and2501

• state that their use might have affected the assignment results; and2502

(xi) include a signed certification in accordance with Standards Rule 10-3.2503

(b) The content of a Restricted Use Appraisal Report must be consistent with the intended use2504

of the appraisal and, at a minimum:2505

(i) state the identity of the client, by name or type;
95
and state a prominent use2506

restriction that limits use of the report to the client and warns that the appraiser’s2507

opinions and conclusions set forth in the report may not be understood properly2508

without additional information in the appraiser’s workfile;2509

Comment: An appraiser must use care when identifying the client to ensure a2510

clear understanding and to avoid violations of the Confidentiality section of the2511

ETHICS RULE. In those rare instances when the client wishes to remain2512

anonymous, an appraiser must still document the identity of the client in the2513

workfile but may omit the client’s identity in the report.2514

The Restricted Use Appraisal Report is for client use only. Before entering into2515

an agreement, the appraiser should establish with the client the situations where2516

this type of report is to be used and should ensure that the client understands the2517

restricted utility of the Restricted Use Appraisal Report.2518

(ii) state the intended use of the appraisal;
96

2519

Comment: The intended use of the appraisal must be consistent with the2520

limitation on use of the Restricted Use Appraisal Report option in this Standards2521

Rule (i.e. client use only).2522

(iii) state information sufficient to identify the business or intangible asset and the2523

interest appraised;2524

Comment: The identification information must include property characteristics2525

relevant to the type and definition of value and intended use of the appraisal.2526

95 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
96 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users.
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(iv) state the extent to which the interest appraised contains elements of ownership2527

control, including the basis for that determination;2528

(v) state the extent to which the interest appraised lacks elements of marketability2529

and/or liquidity, including the basis for that determination;2530

(vi) state the standard (type) of value and the premise of value, and cite the source of its2531

definition;2532

(vii) state the effective date of the appraisal and the date of the report;2533

Comment: The effective date of the appraisal establishes the context for the2534

value opinion, while the date of the report indicates whether the perspective of2535

the appraiser on the market or property as of the effective date of the appraisal2536

was prospective, current, or retrospective.2537

(viii) state the scope of work used to develop the appraisal;
97

2538

Comment: Because the client’s reliance on an appraisal may be affected by the2539

scope of work, the report must enable them to be properly informed and not2540

misled. Sufficient information includes disclosure of research and analyses2541

performed and might also include disclosure of research and analyses not2542

performed.2543

When any portion of the work involves significant business and/or intangible2544

asset appraisal assistance, the appraiser must state the extent of that assistance.2545

The signing appraiser must also state the name(s) of those providing the2546

significant business and/or intangible asset appraisal assistance in the2547

certification, in accordance with SR 10-3.2548

(ix) state the appraisal procedures followed, state the value opinion(s) and conclusion(s)2549

reached, and reference the workfile; exclusion of the market approach, asset-based2550

(cost) approach, or income approach must be explained;2551

Comment: An appraiser must maintain a specific, coherent workfile in support2552

of a Restricted Use Appraisal Report. The contents of the workfile must include2553

sufficient information to indicate that the appraiser complied with the2554

requirements of STANDARD 9 and for the appraiser to produce an Appraisal2555

Report. The file must be available for inspection by the client (or the client’s2556

representatives, such as those engaged to complete an appraisal review), such2557

third parties as may be authorized by due process of law, and a duly authorized2558

professional peer review committee except when such disclosure to a committee2559

would violate applicable law or regulation.2560

(x) clearly and conspicuously:2561

• state all extraordinary assumptions and hypothetical conditions; and2562

• state that their use might have affected the assignment results; and2563

(xi) include a signed certification in accordance with Standards Rule 10-3.2564

97 See Advisory Opinion 28, Scope of Work Decision, Performance, and Disclosure and Advisory Opinion 29, An Acceptable Scope

of Work. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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Standards Rule 10-32565

Each written appraisal report for an interest in a business enterprise or intangible asset must contain2566

a signed certification that is similar in content to the following form:2567

I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:2568

— the statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.2569

— the reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported2570

assumptions and limiting conditions and are my personal, impartial, and unbiased2571

professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions.2572

— I have no (or the specified) present or prospective interest in the property that is2573

the subject of this report, and I have no (or the specified) personal interest with2574

respect to the parties involved.2575

— I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to2576

the parties involved with this assignment.2577

— my engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or2578

reporting predetermined results.2579

— my compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the2580

development or reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that2581

favors the cause of the client, the amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a2582

stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the2583

intended use of this appraisal.2584

— my analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been2585

prepared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal2586

Practice.2587

— no one provided significant business and/or intangible asset appraisal assistance to2588

the person signing this certification. (If there are exceptions, the name of each2589

individual providing significant business and/or intangible asset appraisal2590

assistance must be stated.)2591

Comment: A signed certification is an integral part of the appraisal report. An appraiser2592

who signs any part of the appraisal report, including a letter of transmittal, must also sign2593

this certification.2594

In an assignment that includes only assignment results developed by the business and/or2595

intangible asset appraiser(s), any appraiser(s) who signs a certification accepts full2596

responsibility for all elements of the certification, for the assignment results, and for the2597

contents of the appraisal report. In an assignment that includes real property or personal2598

property assignment results not developed by the business and/or intangible asset2599

appraiser(s), any business and/or intangible asset appraiser(s) who signs a certification2600

accepts full responsibility for the business and/or intangible asset elements of the2601

certification, for the business and/or intangible asset assignment results, and for the2602

business and/or intangible asset contents of the appraisal report.2603

When a signing appraiser(s) has relied on work done by others who do not sign the2604

certification, the signing appraiser is responsible for the decision to rely on their work.2605

The signing appraiser(s) is required to have a reasonable basis for believing that those2606

individuals performing the work are competent.982607

98 See Advisory Opinion 5, Assistance in the Preparation of an Appraisal. References to Advisory Opinions are for guidance only and

do not incorporate Advisory Opinions into USPAP.
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The names of individuals providing significant business and/or intangible asset appraisal2608

assistance who do not sign a certification must be stated in the certification. It is not2609

required that the description of their assistance be contained in the certification but2610

disclosure of their assistance is required in accordance with SR 10-2(a) or (b)(vii), as2611

applicable.2612

Standards Rule 10-42613

To the extent that it is both possible and appropriate, an oral appraisal report for an interest in a2614

business enterprise or intangible asset must address the substantive matters set forth in Standards2615

Rule 10-2(a).2616

Comment: See the Record Keeping section of the ETHICS RULE for corresponding2617

requirements.2618

2619
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STATEMENTS ON APPRAISAL STANDARDS2619

Statements on Appraisal Standards are authorized by the by-laws of The Appraisal Foundation and2620

are specifically for the purposes of clarification, interpretation, explanation, or elaboration of the2621

Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP). Statements have the full weight of a2622

Standards Rule and can be adopted by the Appraisal Standards Board only after exposure and2623

comment.2624

Each Statement is labeled as to its applicability to the various appraisal disciplines. The abbreviations are:2625

• Real Property – RP2626

• Personal Property – PP2627

• Intangible Property – IP (includes business interests)2628

• All disciplines – ALL2629

INDEX TO STATEMENTS2630

SMT-1 Appraisal Review – Clarification of Comment on Standards Rule 3-1(g) - Retired ......................812631

SMT-2 Discounted Cash Flow Analysis (RP)................................................................................................822632

SMT-3 Retrospective Value Opinions (RP, PP) ............................................................................................852633

SMT-4 Prospective Value Opinions (RP, PP)................................................................................................872634

SMT-5 Confidentiality Section of the ETHICS RULE - Retired .................................................................892635

SMT-6 Reasonable Exposure Time in Real Property and Personal Property Market Value Opinions2636

(RP, PP)................................................................................................................................................902637

SMT-7 Permitted Departure from Specific Requirements in Real Property and Personal Property2638

Appraisal Assignments – Retired .......................................................................................................922639

SMT-8 Electronic Transmission of Reports – Retired...................................................................................932640

SMT-9 Identification of Intended Use and Intended User (ALL).................................................................942641

SMT-10 Assignments for Use by a Federally Insured Depository Institution in a Federally Related2642

Transaction (RP)..................................................................................................................................982643

2644
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STATEMENT ON APPRAISAL STANDARDS NO. 1 (SMT-1)2644

SUBJECT: Appraisal Review—Clarification of Comment on Standards Rule 3-1(g)2645

Adopted July 8, 19912646

Retired September 15, 19992647

2648
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STATEMENT ON APPRAISAL STANDARDS NO. 2 (SMT-2)2648

SUBJECT: Discounted Cash Flow Analysis2649

APPLICATION: Real Property2650

THE ISSUE:2651

Discounted cash flow (DCF) analysis is an accepted analytical tool and method of valuation within the2652

income capitalization approach to value. DCF is not a new method, but it did not enjoy widespread use2653

until modern computer technology enabled appraisers to automate the process. Because DCF analysis is2654

profit oriented and dependent on the analysis of uncertain future events, it is vulnerable to misuse. What2655

steps can the appraiser take to avoid misuse of DCF analysis?2656

THE STATEMENT:2657

The acceptance of DCF analysis as a method of valuation began in the institutional real estate market and2658

has spread to investment real estate in the general real estate market. DCF techniques may be applied in the2659

valuation or analysis of proposed construction, land development, condominium development or2660

conversion, rehabilitation development, and income-producing real estate of various types. DCF analysis is2661

becoming a requirement of advisors, asset managers, fiduciaries, portfolio managers, syndicators,2662

underwriters, and others dealing in investment-grade real estate. These users of appraisal services favor the2663

inclusion of DCF analysis as a management tool in projecting cash flow and return expectations, capital2664

requirements, refinancing opportunities, and timing of future property dispositions. DCF analysis is2665

regarded as one of the best methods of replicating steps taken to reach investor buy/sell/hold decisions and2666

is often a part of the exercise of due diligence in the evaluation of an investment.2667

DCF methodology is based on the principle of anticipation—i.e., value is created by the anticipation of2668

future benefits. DCF analysis reflects investment criteria and requires the appraiser to make empirical and2669

subjective assumptions. DCF analysis can be used for investment value and market value appraisals, as2670

well as for other purposes such as sensitivity tests.2671

DCF analysis is an additional tool available to the appraiser and is best applied in developing value2672

opinions in the context of one or more other approaches. This statement focuses on the criteria for proper2673

DCF analysis and does not imply that DCF analysis is or should be the only method employed.2674

To avoid misuse or misunderstanding when DCF analysis is used in an appraisal assignment to develop an2675

opinion of market value, it is the responsibility of the appraiser to ensure that the controlling input is2676

consistent with market evidence and prevailing market attitudes. Market value DCF analyses should be2677

supported by market derived data, and the assumptions should be both market and property specific.2678

Market value DCF analyses, along with available factual data, are intended to reflect the expectations and2679

perceptions of market participants. They should be judged on the support for the forecasts that existed when2680

made, not on whether specific items in the forecasts are realized at a later date. An appraisal report that2681

includes the results of DCF analysis must clearly state the assumptions on which the analysis is based and2682

must set forth the relevant data used in the analysis.2683

Standards Rule 1-1(b) states that the appraiser must not commit a substantial error of omission or2684

commission that significantly affects an appraisal. Standards Rule 1-1(c) states that the appraiser must not2685

render appraisal services in a careless or negligent manner, such as making a series of errors that, although2686

individually might not significantly affect the results of an appraisal, in the aggregate would affect the2687

credibility of those results. These two Standards Rules are significant for DCF analysis because of the2688

potential for the compounding effect of errors in the input, unrealistic assumptions, and programming2689

errors.2690
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Computer printouts showing the results of DCF analysis may be generated by commercial software or by2691

software prepared by the appraiser. Either way, the appraiser is responsible for the entire analysis including2692

the controlling input, the calculations, and the resulting output. If using commercial software the appraiser2693

should cite the name and version of the software and provide a brief description of the methods and2694

assumptions inherent in the software. Standards Rule 1-4(c)(iv) requires that projections of anticipated2695

future rent and/or income potential and expenses be based on reasonably clear and appropriate evidence.2696

The Comment to this Standards Rule makes specific reference to cash flow projections, the essence of DCF2697

analysis.2698

DCF accounts for and reflects those items and forces that affect the revenue, expenses, and ultimate earning2699

capacity of real estate and represents a forecast of events that would be considered likely within a specific2700

market. For example, in the appraisal of a multi-tenant property, a lease-by-lease analysis addresses2701

contract and market rents, specific escalations, operating expenses, pass-through provisions, market-2702

derived or specific concessions, capital expenditures, and any other measurable specific provisions2703

applicable. Revenue growth rate or decline rate assumptions are premised on analysis of supply/demand2704

factors and other economic conditions and trends within the market area of the subject. Operating expense2705

change rates should reflect both overall expense trends and the specific trend of significant expense items.2706

Discount rates applied to cash flows and estimates of reversion should be derived from data and2707

information in the real estate and capital markets. Surveys of investor opinion and yield indices are also2708

useful in the rate selection process, but only when the type of and market for the real estate being appraised2709

is consistent with the type of and market for the real estate typically acquired by the investors interviewed2710

in the survey. Considerations used in the selection of rates are risk, inflation, and real rates of return.2711

When reversion capitalization rates are used, they should reflect investor expectations considering the real2712

estate type, age and condition, cash flow characteristics, and related factors. The projection period is a2713

variable and should be set on the basis of the facts and circumstances of each analysis.2714

The results of DCF analysis should be tested and checked for errors and reasonableness. Because of the2715

compounding effects in the projection of income and expenses, even slight input errors can be magnified2716

and can produce unreasonable results. For example, it is good practice to test whether cash flows are2717

changing at reasonable rates and to compare the reversion capitalization rate with the inferred entrance2718

capitalization rate to see if the relationship between these rates is reasonable and explainable.2719

STANDARD 2 requires the appraiser to communicate each analysis, opinion, and conclusion in a manner2720

that is not misleading. Appraisals using the DCF method in the income capitalization approach may contain2721

computerized projections of itemized future cash flow supported by exhaustive printouts that can be2722

misleading. The seeming precision of computer-generated projections may give the appearance of certainty2723

to projections that are actually variable within a wide range. In DCF analysis, all of the assumptions2724

(growth rates, decline rates, rental rates, discount rates, financing terms, expense trends, capitalization2725

rates, etc.) directly affect the conclusion and must be clearly and accurately disclosed in the appraisal2726

report.2727

CONCLUSIONS:2728

• DCF analysis is an additional tool available to the appraiser and is best applied in2729

developing value opinions in the context of one or more other approaches.2730

• It is the responsibility of the appraiser to ensure that the controlling input is2731

consistent with market evidence and prevailing market attitudes.2732

• Market value DCF analyses should be supported by market-derived data, and the2733

assumptions should be both market- and property-specific.2734

• If using commercial software the appraiser should cite the name and version of the2735

software and provide a brief description of the methods and assumptions inherent in2736

the software.2737
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• DCF accounts for and reflects those items and forces that affect the revenue,2738

expenses, and ultimate earning capacity of real estate and represents a forecast of2739

events that would be considered likely within a specific market.2740

• The results of DCF analysis should be tested and checked for errors and2741

reasonableness.2742

• Standards Rule 1-1(b) states that the appraiser must not commit a substantial error of2743

omission or commission that significantly affects an appraisal.2744

Adopted July 8, 19912745

Last Revised September 16, 19982746

2747
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STATEMENT ON APPRAISAL STANDARDS NO. 3 (SMT-3)2747

SUBJECT: Retrospective Value Opinions2748

APPLICATION: Real Property, Personal Property2749

THE ISSUE:2750

Two dates are essential to an appraisal report. Standards Rules 2-2(a)(vi), (b)(vi), and (c)(vi), and 8-2751

2(a)(vi), (b)(vi), and (c)(vi) require that each appraisal report specify the effective date of the appraisal and2752

the date of the report. The date of the report indicates the perspective from which the appraiser is2753

examining the market. The effective date of the appraisal establishes the context for the value opinion.2754

Three categories of effective dates - retrospective, current, or prospective - may be used, according to the2755

intended use of the appraisal assignment.2756

When a retrospective effective date is used, how can the appraisal be prepared and presented in a manner2757

that is not misleading?2758

THE STATEMENT:2759

Retrospective appraisals (effective date of the appraisal prior to the date of the report) may be required for2760

property tax matters, estate or inheritance tax matters, condemnation proceedings, suits to recover damages,2761

and similar situations.2762

Current appraisals occur when the effective date of the appraisal is contemporaneous with the date of the2763

report. Since most appraisals require current value opinions, the importance of specifying both the date of2764

the report and the effective date of the analysis is sometimes lost.2765

Prospective appraisals (effective date of the appraisal subsequent to the date of the report) may be required2766

for valuations of property interests related to proposed developments, as the basis for value at the end of a2767

cash flow projection, and for other reasons. (See SMT-4 on Prospective Value Opinions.)2768

The use of clear and concise language and appropriate terminology in appraisal reports helps to eliminate2769

misleading reports. To avoid confusion, the appraiser must clearly establish the date to which the value2770

opinion applies. In retrospective value opinions, use of a modifier for the term “market value” and past verb2771

tenses increases clarity (e.g., “. . . the retrospective market value was . . .” instead of “. . . the market value2772

is . . .”).2773

A retrospective appraisal is complicated by the fact that the appraiser already knows what occurred in the2774

market after the effective date of the appraisal. Data subsequent to the effective date may be considered in2775

developing a retrospective value as a confirmation of trends that would reasonably be considered by a2776

buyer or seller as of that date. The appraiser should determine a logical cut-off because at some point2777

distant from the effective date, the subsequent data will not reflect the relevant market. This is a difficult2778

determination to make. Studying the market conditions as of the date of the appraisal assists the appraiser2779

in judging where he or she should make this cut-off. In the absence of evidence in the market that data2780

subsequent to the effective date were consistent with and confirmed market expectations as of the effective2781

date, the effective date should be used as the cut-off date for data considered by the appraiser.2782

Use of direct excerpts from then-current appraisal reports prepared at the time of the retrospective effective2783

date helps the appraiser and the reader understand market conditions as of the retrospective effective date.2784

2785
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CONCLUSIONS:2785

• A retrospective appraisal is complicated by the fact that the appraiser already knows2786

what occurred in the market after the effective date of the appraisal.2787

• Data subsequent to the effective date may be considered in developing a2788

retrospective value as a confirmation of trends.2789

• The appraiser should determine a logical cut-off.2790

• Use of direct excerpts from then-current appraisal reports prepared at the time of the2791

retrospective effective date helps the appraiser and the reader understand market2792

conditions as of the retrospective effective date.2793

• In the absence of evidence in the market that data subsequent to the effective date2794

were consistent with and confirmed market expectations as of the effective date, the2795

effective date should be used as the cut-off date.2796

Adopted July 8, 19912797

Last Revised September 16, 19982798

2799
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STATEMENT ON APPRAISAL STANDARDS NO. 4 (SMT-4)2799

SUBJECT: Prospective Value Opinions2800

APPLICATION: Real Property, Personal Property2801

THE ISSUE:2802

Two dates are essential to an appraisal report. Standards Rules 2-2(a)(vi), (b)(vi), and (c)(vi), and 8-2803

2(a)(vi), (b)(vi), and (c)(vi) require that each appraisal report specify the effective date of the appraisal and2804

the date of the report. The date of the report indicates the perspective from which the appraiser is2805

examining the market. The effective date of the appraisal establishes the context for the value opinion.2806

Three categories of effective dates - retrospective, current, or prospective - may be used, according to the2807

intended use of the appraisal assignment.2808

When a prospective effective date is used, how can the appraisal be prepared and presented in a manner2809

that is not misleading?2810

THE STATEMENT:2811

Retrospective appraisals (effective date of the appraisal prior to the date of the report) may be required for2812

property tax matters, estate or inheritance tax matters, condemnation proceedings, suits to recover damages,2813

and similar situations. (See SMT-3 on Retrospective Value Opinions.)2814

Current appraisals occur when the effective date of the appraisal is contemporaneous with the date of the2815

report. Since most appraisals require current value opinions, the importance of specifying both the date of2816

the report and the effective date of the analysis is sometimes lost.2817

Prospective appraisals (effective date of the appraisal subsequent to the date of the report) may be required2818

for valuations of property interests related to proposed developments, as the basis for value at the end of a2819

cash flow projection, and for other reasons.2820

The use of clear and concise language and appropriate terminology in appraisal reports helps to eliminate2821

misleading reports. To avoid confusion, the appraiser must clearly establish the date to which the value2822

opinion applies. In prospective value opinions, use of the term “market value” without a modifier such as2823

“forecasted” or “prospective” and without future verb tenses is improper (i.e., “…the prospective market2824

value is expected to be…” and not “…the market value is…”).2825

Prospective value opinions, along with available factual data, are intended to reflect the current2826

expectations and perceptions of market participants. They should be judged on the support for the forecasts2827

that existed when made, not on whether specific items in the forecasts are realized at a later date.2828

When prospective value opinions are required with regard to proposed improvements to real property, the2829

Comment to Standards Rule 1-2(e) regarding identification of the extent and character of the proposed2830

improvements and Standards Rule 1-4(c)(iv) regarding the basis for anticipated future rent and expenses2831

are relevant. Evidence that proposed improvements can be completed by the effective date of the appraisal2832

is important. Support for projected income and expenses at the time of completion of proposed2833

improvements and during the rent-up or sell-out period requires the incorporation of sufficient market2834

research in the appraisal and the consideration of existing and future competition. It is appropriate to study2835

comparable projects for evidence of construction periods, development costs, income and expense levels,2836

and absorption. Items such as rental concessions, commissions, tenant finish allowances, add-on factors,2837

and expense pass-throughs must be studied to develop realistic income expectancy. The same issues are2838

relevant when appraising personal property with proposed modifications, as set forth in Standards Rules 7-2839

2(e) and 7-4(c)(iv).2840
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With regard to proposed developments of real property, two prospective value opinions may be required:2841

one as of the time the development is to be completed and one as of the time the development is projected2842

to achieve stabilized occupancy. These prospective values form a basis for investment decisions and loan2843

underwriting.2844

In a prospective appraisal, the appraiser analyzes market trends to provide support for forecasted income2845

and expense or sell-out opinions, absorption periods, capitalization rates, and discount rates as of the2846

effective date of the appraisal. Economic trends such as growth in population, employment, and future2847

competition are also analyzed. The overall economic climate and variations in the business cycle should be2848

considered and weighed in the performance of the appraisal process. All value conclusions should include2849

reference to the time frame when the analysis was prepared to clearly delineate the market conditions and2850

the point of reference from which the appraiser developed the prospective value opinion. It is essential to2851

include a limiting condition citing the market conditions from which the prospective value opinion was2852

made and indicating that the appraiser cannot be held responsible for unforeseeable events that alter market2853

conditions prior to the effective date of the appraisal.2854

CONCLUSIONS:2855

• Prospective value opinions, along with available factual data, are intended to reflect2856

the current expectations and perceptions of market participants. They should be2857

judged on the market support for the forecasts when made, not on whether specific2858

items in the forecasts are realized.2859

• It is appropriate to study comparable projects for evidence of construction periods,2860

development costs, income and expense levels, and absorption.2861

• Items such as rental concessions, commissions, tenant finish allowances, add-on2862

factors, and expense pass-throughs must be studied to develop realistic income2863

expectancy.2864

• All value conclusions should include reference to the time frame when the analysis2865

was prepared to clearly delineate the market conditions and the point of reference2866

from which the appraiser developed the prospective value opinion.2867

• It is essential to include a limiting condition citing the market conditions from which2868

the prospective value opinion was made and indicating that the appraiser cannot be2869

held responsible for unforeseeable events that alter market conditions prior to the2870

effective date of the appraisal.2871

Adopted July 8, 19912872

Last Revised September 15, 19992873

2874
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STATEMENT ON APPRAISAL STANDARDS NO. 5 (SMT-5)2874

SUBJECT: Confidentiality Section of the ETHICS RULE2875

Adopted on September 10, 19912876

Retired June 12, 2001 *Effective July 1, 20012877

2878
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STATEMENT ON APPRAISAL STANDARDS NO. 6 (SMT-6)2878

SUBJECT: Reasonable Exposure Time in Real Property and Personal Property Market Value2879

Opinions2880

APPLICATION: Real Property, Personal Property2881

THE ISSUE:2882

In USPAP, the Comment to Standards Rules 1-2(c) states (SR 7-2(c) also includes a similar Comment):2883

When developing an opinion of market value, the appraiser must also develop an opinion2884

of reasonable exposure time linked to the value opinion.2885

The Comment to Standards Rules 2-2(a)(v), 2-2(b)(v), 8-2(a)(v), and 8-2(b)(v) states:2886

Stating the definition of value also requires any comments needed to clearly indicate to2887

intended users how the definition is being applied.2888

How is the opinion of reasonable exposure time developed? Is it presumed to occur prior to or starting from2889

the effective date of the appraisal?2890

THE STATEMENT:2891

Reasonable exposure time is one of a series of conditions in most market value definitions. Exposure time2892

is always presumed to precede the effective date of the appraisal.2893

Exposure time may be defined as: the estimated length of time the property interest being appraised would2894

have been offered on the market prior to the hypothetical consummation of a sale at market value on the2895

effective date of the appraisal; a retrospective opinion based on an analysis of past events assuming a2896

competitive and open market.2897

Exposure time is different for various types of property and under various market conditions. It is noted2898

that the overall concept of reasonable exposure encompasses not only adequate, sufficient, and reasonable2899

time but also adequate, sufficient, and reasonable effort. This statement focuses on the time component.2900

The fact that exposure time is always presumed to occur prior to the effective date of the appraisal is2901

substantiated by related facts in the appraisal process: supply/demand conditions as of the effective date of2902

the appraisal; the use of current cost information; the analysis of historical sales information (sold after2903

exposure and after completion of negotiations between the seller and buyer); and the analysis of future2904

income expectancy projected from the effective date of the appraisal.2905

Rationale and Method for Developing an Opinion of Reasonable Exposure Time2906

The opinion of the time period for reasonable exposure is not intended to be a prediction of a date of sale or2907

a one line statement. Instead, it is an integral part of the analyses conducted during the appraisal2908

assignment. The opinion may be expressed as a range and can be based on one or more of the following.2909

• statistical information about days on market;2910

• information gathered through sales verification; and2911

• interviews of market participants.2912

Related information garnered through this process may include the identification of typical buyers and2913

sellers for the type of property involved and typical equity investment levels and/or financing terms.2914
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The reasonable exposure period is a function of price, time, and use, not an isolated opinion of time alone.2915

As an example, an office building, an important artwork, a fine gemstone, a process facility, or an aircraft2916

could have been on the market for two years at a price of $2,000,000, which informed market participants2917

considered unreasonable. Then the owner lowered the price to $1,600,000 and started to receive offers,2918

culminating in a transaction at $1,400,000 six months later. Although the actual exposure time was 2.52919

years, the reasonable exposure time at a value range of $1,400,000 to $1,600,000 would be six months. The2920

answer to the question “what is reasonable exposure time?” should always incorporate the answers to the2921

question “for what kind of property at what value range?” rather than appear as a statement of an isolated2922

time period.2923

Applications to Client Uses of an Appraisal2924

When an appraisal is commissioned as the result of a mortgage application after a potential seller and buyer2925

enter into a Contract for Sale, no conflict exists between the presumption in the appraisal process that2926

exposure time occurs prior to the effective date of the appraisal and the intended use of the appraisal.2927

When an appraisal is commissioned for employee relocation, asset evaluation, foreclosure, or asset2928

management purposes, the presumption in the appraisal process that exposure time occurs prior to the2929

effective date of the appraisal may conflict with the intended use of the appraisal. Problems arise when2930

clients attempt to make business decisions or account for assets without understanding the difference2931

between reasonable exposure time and marketing time (see related Advisory Opinion 7, Marketing Time2932

Opinions).2933

CONCLUSIONS:2934

• The reasonable exposure time inherent in the market value concept is always2935

presumed to precede the effective date of the appraisal.2936

• Exposure time is different for various types of property and under various market2937

conditions.2938

• The answer to the question “what is reasonable exposure time?” should always2939

incorporate the answers to the question “for what kind of property at what value2940

range?” rather than appear as a statement of an isolated time period.2941

Adopted September 16, 19932942

Last Revised June 15, 20042943

2944
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STATEMENT ON APPRAISAL STANDARDS NO. 7 (SMT-7)2944

SUBJECT: Permitted Departure from Specific Requirements in Real Property and Personal2945

Property Appraisal Assignments2946

Adopted March 22, 19942947

Retired October 28, 20052948

2949
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STATEMENT ON APPRAISAL STANDARDS NO. 8 (SMT-8)2949

SUBJECT: Electronic Transmission of Reports2950

Adopted July 18, 19952951

Retired June 12, 20012952

2953
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STATEMENT ON APPRAISAL STANDARDS NO. 9 (SMT- 9)2953

SUBJECT: Identification of Intended Use and Intended Users2954

APPLICATION: Real Property, Personal Property, Intangible Property2955

THE ISSUE:2956

An appraiser must identify and consider the intended use and intended users of the appraiser’s reported2957

opinions and conclusions in order to identify the problem to be solved and to understand his or her2958

development and reporting responsibilities in an appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting2959

assignment. An appraiser must state the intended use and intended users of the opinions and conclusions in2960

a report.2961

What kind of information must an appraiser identify and consider regarding the intended use and intended2962

users in the course of accepting and completing an assignment, and how much of that information must an2963

appraiser include in the report?2964

THE STATEMENT:2965

Relevant USPAP References2966

The term “Client” is defined in the DEFINITIONS section of USPAP as2967

the party or parties who engage an appraiser (by employment or contract) in a specific2968

assignment.2969

The term “Intended Use” is defined as2970

the use or uses of an appraiser’s reported appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal2971

consulting assignment opinions and conclusions, as identified by the appraiser based on2972

communication with the client at the time of the assignment.2973

The term “Intended User” is defined as2974

the client and any other party as identified, by name or type, as users of the appraisal,2975

appraisal review, or appraisal consulting report by the appraiser on the basis of2976

communication with the client at the time of the assignment.2977

General2978

The SCOPE OF WORK RULE requires an appraiser to identify the intended use and intended users as part2979

of problem identification. Identifying the intended use and intended users is required to determine the scope2980

of work necessary to develop credible assignment results. The credibility of assignment results is always2981

measured in the context of their intended use.2982

STANDARDS 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 9 require an appraiser to identify the intended use and intended users in the2983

course of developing his or her opinions and conclusions in the assignment. In the context of a real property2984

appraisal, Standards Rules 1-2(a) and (b) (for example) state:2985

2986
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In developing a real property appraisal, an appraiser must:2986

(a) identify the client and other intended users;2987

(b) identify the intended use of the appraiser’s opinions and conclusions…2988

STANDARDS 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, and 10 require an appraiser to state the intended use in the report. In the context2989

of a written real property appraisal report, Standards Rule 2-2(a) (for example) states, The content of a Self-2990

Contained Appraisal Report must be consistent with the intended use of the appraisal… (bold added for2991

emphasis).2992

In the context of a real property appraisal report (for example), Standards Rules 2-2(a)(i) and (ii) require2993

the appraiser to:2994

(i) state the identity of the client and any intended users, by name or type;2995

(ii) state the intended use of the appraisal…2996

An appraiser identifies the intended use by communicating with the client before accepting an appraisal,2997

appraisal review, or appraisal consulting assignment. The intended use may encompass requirements of2998

intended users other than the client. An appraiser cannot reasonably identify the intended use without2999

having identified the client and communicating with the client or the client’s agent.3000

Although an appraiser must identify and consider the intended use of the appraiser’s opinions and3001

conclusions, an appraiser must not allow the objectives of the client or other intended users of the report to3002

affect the appraiser’s independence and objectivity. An appraiser must not allow the objectives of a client3003

or other intended users to cause the analysis or report to be biased.3004

Identification of the Client and Other Intended Users in an Assignment3005

In order to properly define the problem under study and to understand his or her responsibilities in an3006

assignment, an appraiser must identify the client and other intended users. This is accomplished by3007

communication with the client prior to accepting the assignment.3008

An appraiser should use care when identifying the client to avoid violations of the Confidentiality section3009

of the ETHICS RULE. The client may be identified as a person or entity, or as an agent of an intended user.3010

In instances where the client wishes to remain anonymous, the appraiser must still document the identity of3011

the client in the workfile but may omit the client’s identity in the appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal3012

consulting report.3013

Neither the client nor the appraiser is obligated to identify an intended user by name. If identification by3014

name is not appropriate or practical, an appraiser’s client and the appraiser may identify an intended user3015

by type.3016

An appraiser’s obligations to the client are established in the course of considering and accepting an3017

assignment. If an appraiser becomes aware of a change in the intended use of the report, the appraiser must3018

consider whether the extent of the development process and type of report initially identified are still3019

appropriate. If they are not, the appraiser must communicate with the client to establish an appropriate basis3020

upon which to proceed.3021

If the appraiser is contacted regarding an assignment or report by a party other than the appraiser’s client,3022

before responding the appraiser must review his or her obligations to that client. An appraiser may need to3023

review the Confidentiality section of the ETHICS RULE and Advisory Opinions 25, 26, and 27 for3024

guidance.3025
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An appraiser’s obligations to other intended users may impose additional development and reporting3026

requirements in the assignment. It is essential that an appraiser establish with the client a clear and mutual3027

understanding of the needs of all intended users prior to accepting an assignment. An appraiser’s obligation3028

to intended users other than the client is limited to addressing their requirements as identified by the3029

appraiser at the time the appraiser accepts the assignment.3030

A party receiving a report copy from the client does not, as a consequence, become a party to the appraiser-3031

client relationship.3032

Parties who receive a copy of an appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting report as a3033

consequence of disclosure requirements applicable to an appraiser’s client do not become intended users of3034

the report unless they were specifically identified by the appraiser at the time of the assignment.3035

Disclosure of Client and Other Intended User(s) in an Appraisal, Appraisal Review, or Appraisal3036

Consulting Report3037

Except when specifically requested not to do so as part of the agreement with the client, an appraiser must3038

disclose the identity of the client and any other intended users in an appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal3039

consulting report. The purpose of this reporting requirement is to (1) ensure that the client and any other3040

intended users can recognize their relationship to the assignment and report, and (2) ensure that unintended3041

users will not be misled by notifying them that they are neither the client nor an intended user. For3042

example, a statement similar to the following may be appropriate:3043

This report is intended for use only by (identify the client) and (identify any other3044

intended users by name or type). Use of this report by others is not intended by the3045

appraiser.3046

If the client’s identity is omitted from an appraisal report, the appraiser must (1) identify the client in the3047

workfile, and (2) provide a notice in the appraisal report that the identity of the client has been omitted in3048

accordance with the client’s request and that the report is intended for use only by the client and any other3049

intended users.3050

Identification of the Intended Use in an Appraisal, Appraisal Review, or Appraisal Consulting3051

Assignment3052

Identification of the intended use is one of the assignment elements necessary to properly identify the3053

appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting problem. Identification of the intended use helps the3054

appraiser and the client make two important decisions about the assignment:3055

• the appropriate scope of work for the appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal3056

consulting development process; and3057

• the level of detail to provide in the appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal3058

consulting report.3059

Disclosure of the Intended Use in an Appraisal, Appraisal Review, or Appraisal Consulting Report3060

An appraiser can avoid misleading parties in possession of an appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal3061

consulting report by clearly identifying the intended use in the report and stating that other uses are not3062

intended. For example, a statement similar to the following may be appropriate:3063

This report is intended only for use in (describe the use). This report is not intended for any3064

other use.3065
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The intended use description provided in the statement must be specific to the assignment.3066

CONCLUSIONS:3067

• An appraiser must identify the client and other intended users as part of the process3068

of identifying the client’s intended use of an appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal3069

consulting report, by communication with the client prior to accepting the3070

assignment.3071

• Identification of the intended use and intended users are necessary steps in3072

determining the appropriate scope of work.3073

• Whether or not assignment results are credible is measured in the context of the3074

intended use of the opinions and conclusions.3075

• An appraiser should use care when identifying the client to ensure a clear3076

understanding and to avoid violations of the Confidentiality section of the ETHICS3077

RULE.3078

• The appraiser’s obligations to the client are established in the course of considering3079

and accepting an assignment.3080

• The appraiser’s obligation to intended users other than the client is limited to3081

addressing their requirements as identified by the appraiser at the time the appraiser3082

accepts the assignment.3083

• Identification of the intended use and intended users of the report is one of the3084

essential steps in order to identify the problem to be solved.3085

• An appraiser identifies the intended use and any intended users of an appraisal,3086

appraisal review, or appraisal consulting report by communicating with the client3087

before accepting an assignment.3088

• Appraisers can avoid misleading parties in possession of a report by clearly3089

identifying the intended use and any intended users in the report and stating that3090

other uses and/or users are not intended by the appraiser.3091

• Except when specifically requested not to do so as part of the agreement with the3092

client, an appraiser must disclose the identity of the client and any other intended3093

users of an appraisal report in the report.3094

• If the client’s identity is omitted from an appraisal report, the appraiser must (1)3095

document the identity of the client in the workfile, and (2) provide a notice in the3096

appraisal report that the identity of the client has been omitted in accordance with the3097

client’s request and that the report is intended for use only by the client and any other3098

intended users.3099

Adopted August 27, 19963100

Last Revised October 28, 20053101

3102
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STATEMENT ON APPRAISAL STANDARDS NO. 10 (SMT-10)3102

SUBJECT: Assignments for Use by a Federally Insured Depository Institution in a Federally Related3103

Transaction3104

APPLICATION: Real Property3105

THE ISSUE:3106

Federal financial institution regulatory agencies (agencies) have experience that indicate some appraisers3107

are not following Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) and, when applicable,3108

the agencies’ appraisal regulations99 and guidelines100 issued by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation3109

(FDIC), Federal Reserve Board (FRB), Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), and Office of3110

Thrift Supervision (OTS). This is particularly true in appraisals of commercial real estate and residential3111

tract development projects. The agencies’ concerns involve three general appraisal areas: USPAP3112

compliance, appraiser independence and appraisal review.3113

Federally insured depository institutions recognize that the agencies’ appraisal regulations and guidelines3114

include the requirement that appraisals comply with USPAP in a federally related transaction.3115

Most appraisers recognize that the agencies’ appraisal regulations and guidelines supplement the USPAP3116

requirements when an intended user of the assignment results is a federally insured depository institution3117

for a federally related transaction. However, some appraisers are uncertain as to:3118

• What does USPAP require when the intended user of assignment results is a3119

federally insured depository institution and the intended use is in a federally related3120

transaction, and3121

• how do the agencies’ appraisal regulations and guidelines, which include supplemental3122

standards, affect the appraiser’s scope of work and report content requirements?3123

THE STATEMENT:3124

This Statement provides appraisers, users of appraisal services, and enforcement bodies with clarification,3125

interpretation, explanation, and elaboration to reaffirm an appraiser’s USPAP obligations when performing3126

an assignment for use by a federally insured depository institution in a federally related transaction.3127

The requirements in this Statement apply and are binding when an appraiser is developing an opinion of3128

market value of real property for intended use by a federally insured depository institution in a federally3129

related transaction.3130

ASB Response to the Issue3131

Each ASB response on how USPAP applies to a specific concern appears in italics followed by references3132

to USPAP and guidance material in the Advisory Opinions section.3133

When the agencies’ appraisal regulations and guidelines supplement USPAP requirements, this Statement3134

notes the agencies’ appraisal regulations or guidelines as supplemental standards. The ASB’s statements3135

about compliance with those requirements are in the context of the appraiser’s obligation to comply with3136

the ETHICS RULE or COMPETENCY RULE, as applicable.3137

Given the scope of this Statement, a Table of Contents is provided on the following page.3138

99 12 CFR 323 (FDIC); 12 CFR 225, subpart G (FRB); 12 CFR 34.44, subpart C (OCC); and 12 CFR 564 (OTS)
100 Interagency Appraisal and Evaluation Guidelines, October 27, 1994
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TABLE OF CONTENTS3139

A. GENERAL USPAP COMPLIANCE QUESTIONS3140

1. Applicability of USPAP3141

2. Competency is required3142

3. --Section Deleted--3143

4. Jurisdictional exception3144

5. Supplemental standards3145

B. APPRAISER INDEPENDENCE ISSUES3146

1. Failing to follow existing appraisal standards to disclose present or prospective3147

relationships with borrowers3148

2. Altering the title page, transmittal letter, or the identity of the intended user of an3149

appraisal report to mislead the reader to believe the report was originally prepared3150

for the lender and not the borrower3151

C. SCOPE OF WORK ISSUES – MISUSING THE SCOPE OF WORK RULE3152

1. Insufficiently supporting an opinion of value that results in a conclusion that is not3153

credible (by inappropriate use of the SCOPE OF WORK RULE)3154

2. --Section Deleted--3155

3. Omitting an approach to value that typical practice and peers would require3156

4. --Section Deleted--3157

D. USING HYPOTHETICAL CONDITIONS3158

1. Failing to disclose known facts concerning the physical, legal, or economic3159

characteristics of the property being appraised when using a hypothetical condition3160

2. Failing to indicate the “as is” value of the property as of the date of the report and3161

how the “as is” value differs from the value conclusion under a hypothetical3162

condition3163

E. ANALYSIS ISSUES3164

1. Failing to adequately address real estate market risk (trends)3165

2. Using comparable sales transactions that are not arm’s length3166

3. Reporting the sum of retail values of units in a tract development project (5 units or3167

more in a single development) as representing market value of the whole property3168

4. Using non-market-based time constraints when applying deductions and discounts3169

in the valuation of proposed construction or renovation, partially leased buildings,3170

and non-market lease terms3171

5. Providing an undiscounted value conclusion to an institution when the institution is3172

financing the development of and not the end purchase of the individual unit(s); and3173

failing to report appropriate deductions and discounts for a tract development3174

appraisal3175

6. Failing to analyze a current agreement of sale, option, or listing of the property3176

being appraised; and failing to identify and analyze all prior sales of the subject3177

property (within required time frames), which may facilitate “land flip” deals3178

F. APPRAISAL REVIEW ISSUES3179

1. Changing the market value opinion in the appraisal report without adequately3180

supporting their opinion, thus producing a conclusion that is not credible3181

2. Failing to meet minimum USPAP reporting requirements for an institution that3182

requires USPAP STANDARD 3 reviews3183

G. CONCLUSIONS3184
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A. GENERAL USPAP COMPLIANCE QUESTIONS:3185

Appraisers who provide valuation services to a federally insured depository institution for use in a3186

federally related transaction may be uncertain as to:3187

• when USPAP applies;3188

• whether the COMPETENCY RULE requirements extend to a client’s appraisal3189

regulations and guidelines, which supplement USPAP;3190

• whether the JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE applies in such assignments;3191

and3192

• whether compliance with the client’s appraisal regulations and guidelines that apply3193

under the SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE is a USPAP compliance3194

requirement.3195

1. Applicability of USPAP3196

Compliance with USPAP is required when either the service or the appraiser is obligated3197

by law or regulation, or by agreement with the client or intended users, to comply. The3198

agencies’ appraisal regulations and guidelines require appraisers’ compliance with3199

USPAP in an assignment where the intended user of the assignment results is a federally3200

insured depository institution and the intended use is in a federally related transaction.3201

Therefore, appraisers are bound to comply with USPAP in performing those3202

assignments.3203

USPAP Reference: ETHICS RULE Comment3204

Conduct section3205

2. Competency is Required3206

Competency to perform an assignment includes the ability to complete the assignment in3207

compliance with USPAP and any supplemental standards that the appraiser agrees are3208

applicable in the assignment at the time the assignment is accepted by the appraiser.3209

An appraiser violates the ETHICS RULE if he or she knowingly misrepresents his or her3210

competency to complete an assignment in compliance with USPAP and the agencies’3211

appraisal regulations and guidelines (supplemental standards).3212

Failure to complete the assignment competently, in accordance with the applicable3213

USPAP requirements and supplemental standards the appraiser agreed to in accepting3214

the assignment, violates the COMPETENCY RULE.3215

USPAP References: ETHICS RULE3216

COMPETENCY RULE3217

SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE3218

3. --Section Deleted--3219

4. Jurisdictional Exception3220

None of the requirements in the agencies’ appraisal regulations and guidelines cause a3221

need to apply the JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE.3222

USPAP Reference: JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE3223

3224
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5. Supplemental Standards3224

The agencies’ appraisal regulations and guidelines contain requirements that supplement3225

USPAP. These supplemental standards, which affect an appraiser’s obligations in3226

several areas, include:3227

a) Appraiser Independence: The agencies’ appraisal regulations require that an3228

appraiser have no direct or indirect interest, financial or otherwise, in the3229

property or the transaction.3230

b) Scope of Work: The agencies’ appraisal regulations require that appraisals3231

include sufficient information and analysis to support the institution’s decision3232

to engage in the transaction.3233

c) Analysis: The agencies’ guidelines require an appraisal to include the current3234

market value of the property in its actual physical condition and subject to the3235

zoning in effect as of the date of the appraisal (a current date of value).3236

d) Reporting: The agencies’ appraisal regulations require that appraisals be3237

written.3238

An appraiser accepting an assignment to be performed under the agencies’ appraisal3239

regulations and guidelines is obligated to complete that assignment in a manner that3240

complies with the above and any other supplemental standards included in the agencies’3241

appraisal regulations and guidelines.3242

USPAP Reference: SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE3243

Specific Concerns Involving Noncompliance, Inconsistencies, and Omissions in Assignments3244

Completed for Use by a Federally Insured Depository Institution in a Federally Related3245

Transaction Are As Follows:3246

Bankers and examiners report that some appraisers are not following USPAP and the agencies’3247

appraisal regulations and guidelines. Each area of noncompliance, inconsistency, or omission is noted3248

in bold and underlined text, followed by the ASB’s response in italicized text as to the appraiser’s3249

obligations to ensure compliance with USPAP. Where necessary, reference is also provided to the3250

agencies’ appraisal regulations and guidelines following the subheading of SUPPLEMENTAL3251

STANDARDS RULE.3252

B. APPRAISER INDEPENDENCE ISSUES:3253

1. Failing to follow existing appraisal standards to disclose present or prospective3254

relationships with borrowers3255

Accepting an assignment involving parties or property in which the appraiser has a3256

current or prospective interest that causes bias violates the ETHICS RULE.3257

Failure to disclose in the appraiser’s certification any present or prospective3258

relationships with a party involved with the assignment or the subject of the assignment3259

violates Standards Rule 2-3.3260

SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE: The agencies’ appraisal regulations do not3261

permit an appraiser to accept an assignment involving a property or transaction in which3262

the appraiser has a direct or indirect interest, financial or otherwise. If an appraiser who3263
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has such an interest violates the agencies’ appraisal regulations by accepting such an3264

assignment, he or she violates the SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE.3265

USPAP References: ETHICS RULE3266

COMPETENCY RULE3267

DEFINITIONS section, Bias3268

Standards Rule 2-33269

SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE3270

2. Altering the title page, transmittal letter, or the identity of the intended user of an3271

appraisal report to mislead the reader to believe the report was originally prepared3272

for the lender and not the borrower3273

Altering a report in a manner that conceals the original client or intended users in the3274

assignment is misleading and violates the Conduct section of the ETHICS RULE. For3275

example, an appraiser performs an appraisal and delivers the report to his client. The3276

appraiser’s client then asks the appraiser to readdress this appraisal to a specific3277

federally insured depository institution. The client knows that the appraiser is on that3278

institution’s approved appraiser list. The appraiser knows, when the original assignment3279

is offered, that the client intends to request a loan from that institution after the original3280

appraisal is completed. Accommodating the client’s request to readdress the appraisal3281

report in this example violates the ETHICS RULE. Indeed, even if the appraiser did not3282

know the client’s original intent, altering such a report in a manner to conceal the3283

original client or intended users violates the ETHICS RULE.3284

USPAP Reference: ETHICS RULE3285

USPAP Guidance: AO-26, Readdressing (Transferring) a Report to Another3286

Party3287

C. SCOPE OF WORK ISSUES—MISUSING THE SCOPE OF WORK RULE:3288

1. Insufficiently supporting an opinion of value that results in a conclusion that is not3289

credible (by inappropriate use of the SCOPE OF WORK RULE)3290

The appraiser must determine that the scope of work includes the research and analyses3291

that are necessary to develop credible assignment results. The appraiser must be3292

prepared to demonstrate that the scope of work is sufficient to produce credible3293

assignment results.3294

Failure to determine and complete the scope of work necessary to develop credible3295

assignment results violates the SCOPE OF WORK RULE and Standards Rule 1-2(h).3296

USPAP References: SCOPE OF WORK RULE3297

Standards Rule 1-2(h)3298

2. --Section Deleted--3299

3. Omitting an approach to value that typical practice and peers would require3300

Omitting an approach to value that would be completed by an appraiser’s peers in the3301

same or a similar assignment and would also be an expectation of parties who are3302

regularly intended users for a similar assignment, violates the SCOPE OF WORK RULE.3303

For example, using other approaches while failing to develop an indication of value by a3304

sales comparison approach [SR 1-4(a)] when there are sufficient sales for analysis and3305

the market response to the property is best indicated by sales analysis violates the3306

SCOPE OF WORK RULE.3307
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Failure to explain the reason for excluding the sales comparison approach, cost3308

approach, or income approach violates the applicable reporting rules [SR 2-2(a) or3309

(b)(viii)].3310

USPAP References: SCOPE OF WORK RULE3311

Standards Rule 1-4(a)3312

Standards Rules 2-2(a) and (b)(viii)3313

4. --Section Deleted--3314

D. USING HYPOTHETICAL CONDITIONS:3315

1. Failing to disclose known facts concerning the physical, legal, or economic3316

characteristics of the property being appraised when using a hypothetical condition3317

When a property is appraised for market value as of a current date based on a3318

hypothetical condition, an appraiser must ensure:3319

• That use of a hypothetical condition [SR 1-2(g)], such as when the subject3320

property involves proposed improvements as of a current date, is3321

appropriate and produces credible assignment results.3322

• The appraisal report states the property use as of the date of value and the3323

use reflected in the appraisal under the hypothetical condition [SR 2-2(a) or3324

(b)(ix)]. For example, the subject property that exists as of the date of3325

value, which is a current date, is raw land but is appraised under a3326

hypothetical condition as an improved property. The property use3327

information included in response to Standards Rule 2-2(a) or (b)(ix) must3328

include the property characteristics relevant to both the existing and3329

proposed uses.3330

When the client requests a prospective value for the property under an extraordinary3331

assumption [SR 1-2(f)] that the proposed improvement project or rehabilitation is3332

completed as of a future date, an appraiser must ensure compliance with Statement on3333

Appraisal Standards No. 4, “Prospective Value Opinions.” Additional guidance is3334

contained in Advisory Opinion 17, “Appraisals of Real Property with Proposed3335

Improvements.”3336

USPAP References: Standards Rules 1-2(f) and (g)3337

Standards Rules 2-2(a) and (b)(ix)3338

Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 4, Prospective Value3339

Opinions3340

USPAP Guidance: Advisory Opinion 17, Appraisals of Real Property with3341

Proposed Improvements3342

2. Failing to indicate the “as is” value of the property as of the date of the report and3343

how the “as is” value differs from the value conclusion under a hypothetical3344

condition3345

When a property is appraised for market value as of a current date based on a3346

hypothetical condition, an appraiser must ensure that the appraisal report contains3347

appropriate disclosure of the hypothetical condition, including that its use might have3348

affected the assignment results [SR 2-1(c) and SR 2-2(a) and (b)(x)].3349
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SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE: The agencies’ appraisal regulations require3350

sufficient information and analysis to support the regulated institution’s decision to3351

engage in the transaction. The agencies’ guidelines state that for federally related3352

transactions, “an appraisal is to include the current market value of the property in its3353

actual physical condition and subject to the zoning in effect as of the date of the3354

appraisal” (current date of value). If, by failing to provide this opinion, when possible,3355

an appraiser violates the agencies’ appraisal regulation and guidelines, the appraiser3356

violates the SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE.3357

If it is not possible to provide an opinion as to the current market value of the property in3358

its actual physical condition and subject to the zoning in effect as of the date of the3359

appraisal, the appraiser must clearly explain the circumstances and reasons why such an3360

opinion could not be developed and reported.3361

USPAP References: ETHICS RULE3362

COMPETENCY RULE3363

Standards Rule 2-1(c)3364

Standards Rules 2-2(a) and (b)(x)3365

SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE3366

E. ANALYSIS ISSUES:3367

1. Failing to adequately address real estate market risk (trends)3368

An appraiser must use sufficient care to avoid errors that would significantly affect his or3369

her opinions and conclusions. Diligence is required to identify and analyze the factors,3370

conditions, data, and other information that would have a significant effect on the3371

credibility of assignment results [SR 1-1(b), Comment].3372

An appraiser must have sound reasons in support of the scope of work decision and be3373

prepared to support the decision to exclude any investigation, information, method or3374

technique that would appear relevant to the client, another intended user, or the3375

appraiser’s peers. Failing to include in the scope of work sufficient market trend3376

research and analyses to develop credible results violates Standards Rules 1-1(a) and (b)3377

and Standards Rule 1-2(h).3378

SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE: The agencies’ appraisal regulations require3379

sufficient information and analysis to support the regulated institution’s decision to3380

engage in the transaction. Market area trend analysis information is essential to the3381

intended user’s understanding of market risk and how market trend was addressed in3382

developing the value opinion in a market value appraisal.3383

Analysis of market area trend information is a necessary part of the scope of work to3384

comply with the requirements stated in Standards Rules 1-2(e) and 1-4. An appraiser3385

must be prepared to demonstrate that the scope of work is sufficient to produce credible3386

assignment results in view of the agencies’ appraisal regulations that require sufficient3387

information and analysis to support the regulated institution’s decision to engage in the3388

transaction that prompted the need for the appraisal.3389

Standards Rule 1-3(a) includes the requirement to identify and analyze, among other3390

things, economic demand and market area trends. The Comment to Standards Rule 1-3391

3(a) states, “An appraiser must avoid making an unsupported assumption or premise3392

about market area trends, …” If an appraiser violates the agencies’ appraisal3393

regulations by failure to conduct sufficient research and analysis of market area trend3394

data or by failure to include the result of such analysis in the appraisal report, the3395

appraiser thus violates the SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE.3396
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Standards Rule 1-4(c)(iv) states, ”When an income approach is necessary for credible3397

assignment results, an appraiser must: … base projections of future rent and/or income3398

potential and expenses on reasonably clear and appropriate evidence.” The Comment to3399

Standards Rule 1-4(c)(iv) states, “In developing income and expense statements and cash3400

flow projections, an appraiser must weigh historical information and trends, current3401

supply and demand factors affecting such trends, and anticipated events such as3402

competition from developments under construction.” If an appraiser violates the3403

agencies’ appraisal regulations by failure to complete sufficient research and analysis of3404

market area trends affecting rental and expense levels and relationships in an appraisal3405

of income-producing commercial real estate in which an income approach was3406

completed, or by failure to include the result of such analysis in the appraisal report, the3407

appraiser thus violates the SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE.3408

USPAP References: Standards Rules 1-1(a) and (b)3409

Standards Rules 1-2(e) and (h)3410

Standards Rule 1-3(a)3411

Standards Rule 1-4(c)(iv)3412

Standards Rule 2-2(a) or (b)(viii)3413

SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE3414

2. Using comparable sales transactions that are not arm’s length3415

The definition of market value applicable in an assignment establishes the conditions for3416

an arm’s length sale transaction under that definition. When developing an opinion of3417

market value, using sales that are not arm’s length is not acceptable appraisal practice if3418

an adequate number of relevant arm’s length sales are available for analysis. If market3419

conditions result in the necessity to use sales that are not arm’s length in an appraisal,3420

the sale analysis must identify and apply appropriate adjustments to result in a value3421

indication consistent with the terms and conditions of sale set forth in the market value3422

definition applicable in the assignment.3423

USPAP References: Standards Rule 1-1(b)3424

Standards Rule 1-4(a)3425

3. Reporting the sum of retail values of units for a tract development project (5 units3426

or more in a single development) as representing the market value of the whole3427

property3428

The subject property in an appraisal of a subdivision or a tract development is the3429

project itself (e.g., land with entitlements to develop improved properties, such as lots or3430

finished lots with structures), not the individual units of finished product.3431

The sum of “retail values” for the lots or homes produced in tracts is not the market3432

value of the project in an appraisal developed for use in project development financing. It3433

is inappropriate to value a subdivision or tract development project by adding together3434

the values for the individual units of finished product. It is misleading to report the sum3435

of the values for individual units of production as the market value of the subdivision or3436

tract development project. If the market value for individual units of production (e.g.,3437

proposed residences) is requested by the client, such as for use in take-out loan3438

commitments, those value opinions must be developed in the context of that intended use.3439

The individual values must not be summed and characterized in an appraisal report as3440

the market value of the project.3441

USPAP References: Standards Rule 1-1(a)3442

Standards Rules 1-2(b) and (e)3443

Standards Rule 1-4(e)3444
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Standards Rule 2-2(a) or (b)(iii)3445

USPAP Guidance: Advisory Opinion 23, Identifying the Relevant Characteristics3446

of the Subject Property of a Real Property Appraisal3447

Assignment3448

4. Using non-market-based time constraints when applying deductions and discounts3449

in the valuation of proposed construction or renovation, partially leased buildings,3450

and non-market lease terms.3451

The use of non-market-based time constraints when analyzing a property produces a3452

result that is not market value. In the event a client requests use of non-market based3453

factors, or no discounting for a defined time period, the result is more in character with3454

an investment value or some other value under its specified marketing, loan liquidation3455

or collection criteria, or accounting applications. When an assignment includes client-3456

specified marketing, sale, or acquisition conditions that are distinct from typical market3457

conditions, it is misleading to label the result a market value opinion.3458

USPAP References: Standards Rules 1-2(b), (c) and (e)3459

Standard Rule 1-3(a)3460

Standards Rules 1-4(e) and (f)3461

Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 2, Discounted Cash3462

Flow Analysis3463

5. Providing an undiscounted value conclusion to an institution when the institution is3464

financing the development of and not the end purchase of the individual unit(s); and3465

failing to report appropriate deductions and discounts for a tract development3466

appraisal3467

When the intended use of assignment results is for tract development project financing3468

and a market value opinion is developed by use of a discounted cash flow analysis3469

(DCF), the DCF analyses must include appropriate market-based deductions and3470

discounts to reflect market value (present worth).3471

When the subject of the appraisal is a proposed project and an analysis method is a3472

DCF, or other methods that involve discounting, the time frame over which discounting3473

occurs must be consistent with the project’s overall production and completed unit3474

absorption period. The factors applied should be market-derived and must reflect the3475

market’s anticipated response to the difference between the date of value and receipt of3476

the cash flows, project risk, and market trends, not only the time-value of money.3477

USPAP References: Standards Rules 1-2(b) and (e)3478

Standards Rules 1-4(e)3479

Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 2, Discounted Cash3480

Flow Analysis3481

USPAP Guidance: Advisory Opinion 23, Identifying the Relevant Characteristics3482

of the Subject Property of a Real Property Appraisal3483

Assignment.3484

6. Failing to analyze a current agreement of sale, option, or listing of the property3485

being appraised; and failing to identify and analyze all prior sales of the subject3486

property (within required time frames), which may facilitate “land flip” deals3487

Given the intended use of the assignment results by a federally insured depository3488

institution, an appraiser must take all reasonable steps to gather and verify relevant3489
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information concerning the subject property’s current market activity and marketing3490

history.3491

An appraiser can demonstrate due diligence efforts, in compliance with Standards Rule3492

1-1(b), to obtain relevant information regarding all current agreements of sale, options,3493

or listing of the property being appraised [SR 1-5(a)] by documenting in the appraisal3494

report the appraiser’s direct inquiry to the federally insured depository institution, or its3495

agent, that requested the appraisal service. Failure to make such due diligence effort, or3496

failure to state adequate supporting reasons in response to Standards Rule 2-2(a) or3497

(b)(viii) why such information is not obtainable or is not relevant, violates Standards3498

Rule 1-1(b).3499

The time frames cited in Standards Rule 1-5(b) are minimums. If market activity3500

concerning the subject property from prior periods is known and relevant, it should also3501

be analyzed and addressed. The requirement is for an analysis of all sales that occurred3502

in the minimum time frame, not just the most recent sale. For example, if a property sold3503

twice within the minimum time frame, both sales must be analyzed. The summary of the3504

sales’ analyses reported in compliance with Standards Rule 2-2(a) or (b)(viii) must3505

include data sufficient to identify each relevant prior sale of the subject, including (when3506

available) sale date, amount, type and terms of financing if any, and names of the seller3507

and buyer. If relevant and necessary to a proper understanding of the sale, the conditions3508

of sale and the property condition at sale must also be reported.3509

USPAP References: Standards Rule 1-1(b)3510

Standards Rules 1-5(a) and (b)3511

Standards Rules 2-2(a) and (b)(viii), Comment3512

F. APPRAISAL REVIEW ISSUES:3513

1. Changing the market value opinion in the appraisal report without adequately3514

supporting their opinion, thus producing a conclusion that is not credible3515

An appraiser functioning as reviewer may state his or her own opinion of value as part of3516

the appraisal review assignment results. However, changes to the report content by the3517

reviewer to support a different value conclusion must match, at a minimum, the reporting3518

requirements for a Summary Appraisal Report. When appropriate, the reviewer can use3519

extraordinary assumptions regarding the elements of the work under review that the3520

reviewer accepts as credible in support of the reviewer’s value opinion. Elements of the3521

work under review that the reviewer does not deem credible or in compliance must be3522

replaced with information or analysis by the reviewer in developing his or her value3523

opinion.3524

USPAP References: Standards Rules 3-1(c)–(g)3525

Standards Rule 3-2(d)3526

USPAP Guidance: Advisory Opinion 20, An Appraisal Review Assignment3527

That Includes the Reviewer’s Own Opinion of Value3528

2. Failing to meet minimum USPAP reporting requirements for an institution that3529

requires USPAP STANDARD 3 reviews3530

An appraiser functioning as reviewer has the obligation to include information in the3531

appraisal review report as required in Standards Rules 3-2 and 3-3.3532

USPAP References: Standards Rule 3-23533

Standards Rule 3-33534

3535
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G. CONCLUSIONS:3535

• General USPAP Compliance Questions3536

Appraisers are bound to comply with USPAP in performing assignments where the intended user3537

of the assignment results is a federally insured depository institution and the intended use is in a3538

federally related transaction. Competency to perform an assignment includes the ability to3539

complete the assignment in compliance with USPAP and any supplemental standards that the3540

appraiser agrees are applicable in the assignment at the time the assignment is accepted by the3541

appraiser.3542

An appraiser accepting an assignment to be performed under the agencies’ appraisal regulations3543

and guidelines is obligated to complete that assignment in a manner that complies with USPAP3544

and the supplemental standards included in the agencies’ appraisal regulations and guidelines.3545

Accepting an assignment that the appraiser knowingly cannot complete in compliance with3546

USPAP and the agencies’ appraisal regulations and guidelines that the appraiser agreed to in3547

accepting the assignment violates the ETHICS RULE.3548

Failure to complete the assignment competently, in accordance with the applicable USPAP3549

requirements and supplemental standards the appraiser agreed to in accepting the assignment,3550

violates the COMPETENCY RULE.3551

• Appraiser Independence Issues3552

The agencies’ appraisal regulations, which supplement USPAP, do not permit an appraiser to3553

accept an assignment involving a property or transaction in which the appraiser has a direct or3554

indirect interest, financial or otherwise. If an appraiser who has such an interest violates the3555

agencies’ appraisal regulations by accepting such an assignment, he or she violates the3556

SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE.3557

Altering a report in a manner that conceals the original client or intended users in the assignment3558

is misleading and violates the Conduct section of the ETHICS RULE.3559

• Scope of Work Issues—Misusing the SCOPE OF WORK RULE3560

Failure to determine and complete the scope of work necessary to develop credible assignment3561

results violates the SCOPE OF WORK RULE and Standards Rule 1-2(h).3562

Failure to explain the reason for excluding the sales comparison approach, cost approach, or3563

income approach violates the applicable reporting rules [SR 2-2(a) or (b)(viii)].3564

• Using Hypothetical Conditions3565

The agencies’ appraisal regulations require sufficient information and analysis to support the3566

regulated institution’s decision to engage in the transaction. The agencies’ guidelines state that3567

for federally related transactions, an appraisal is to include the current market value of the3568

property in its actual physical condition and subject to the zoning in effect as of the date of the3569

appraisal.3570

When such an appraisal with a current date of value is based on a hypothetical condition, the3571

information in the appraisal report must include the appraiser’s opinion of the current market3572

value of the property in its actual physical condition and subject to the zoning in effect as of the3573

date of the appraisal (current date of value). If, by failing to provide this opinion when possible,3574

an appraiser violates the agencies’ appraisal regulation and guidelines, the appraiser violates the3575
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SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE. If it is not possible to provide an opinion as to the current3576

market value of the property in its actual physical condition and subject to the zoning in effect as3577

of the date of the appraisal, the appraiser must clearly explain the circumstances and reasons why3578

such an opinion could not be developed and reported.3579

• Analysis Issues3580

Failing to include in the scope of work sufficient market trend research and analyses to develop3581

credible results violates Standards Rules 1-1(a) and (b) and Standards Rule 1-2(h).3582

If an appraiser violates the agencies’ appraisal regulations by failure to conduct sufficient3583

research and analysis of market area trend data or failure to include the result of such analysis in3584

the appraisal report, an appraiser thus violates the SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE.3585

If an appraiser violates the agencies’ appraisal regulations by failure to complete sufficient3586

research and analysis of market area trends affecting rental and expense levels and relationships3587

in an appraisal of income-producing commercial real estate in which an income approach was3588

completed, or failure to include the result of such analysis in the appraisal report, the appraiser3589

thus violates the SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE.3590

When developing an opinion of market value, using sales that are not arm’s length is not3591

acceptable appraisal practice if an adequate number of relevant arm’s length sales are available3592

for analysis. If market conditions result in the necessity to use sales that are not arm’s length in an3593

appraisal, the sale analysis must identify and apply appropriate adjustments to result in a value3594

indication consistent with the terms and conditions of sale set forth in the market value definition3595

applicable in the assignment.3596

It is inappropriate to value a subdivision or tract development project by adding together the3597

values for the individual units of finished production. It is misleading to report the sum of the3598

values for individual units of production as the market value of the subdivision or tract3599

development project.3600

The use of non-market-based time constraints when analyzing a property produces a result that is3601

not market value. When an assignment includes client-specified marketing, sale, or acquisition3602

conditions that are distinct from typical market conditions, it is misleading to label the result a3603

market value opinion.3604

When the intended use of assignment results is for tract development project financing and a3605

market value opinion is developed by use of a discounted cash flow analysis (DCF), the DCF3606

analyses must include appropriate market-based deductions and discounts to reflect market value3607

(present worth).3608

When the subject of the appraisal is a proposed project and an analysis method is a DCF, or other3609

methods that involve discounting, the time frame over which discounting occurs must be consistent3610

with the project’s overall production and completed unit absorption period. The factors applied3611

should be market-derived and must reflect the market’s anticipated response to the difference3612

between the date of value and receipt of the cash flows, project risk, and market trends, not only3613

the time-value of money.3614

An appraiser must take all reasonable steps to gather and verify relevant information concerning3615

the subject property’s current market activity and marketing history. The time-frame cited in3616

Standards Rule 1-5(b) is a minimum requirement. If market activity concerning the subject3617

property from prior periods is known and relevant, it should also be analyzed and addressed. The3618

requirement is for an analysis of all sales that occurred in the minimum time-frame, not just the3619

most recent sale. The summary of the sales’ analyses reported in compliance with the Comment to3620
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Standards Rule 2-2(a) or (b)(viii) must include data sufficient to identify each relevant prior sale3621

of the subject, including (when available) sale date, amount, type and terms of financing if any,3622

and the seller and buyer. If relevant and necessary to a proper understanding of the sale, the3623

conditions of sale and the property condition at sale must also be reported.3624

• Appraisal Review Issues3625

An appraiser functioning as reviewer may state his or her own opinion of value as part of the3626

appraisal review assignment results. However, changes to the report content by the reviewer to3627

support a different value conclusion must match, at a minimum, the reporting requirements for a3628

Summary Appraisal Report.3629

An appraiser functioning as reviewer has the obligation to include information in the appraisal3630

review report as required in Standards Rule 3-2 and 3-3.3631

Adopted July 10, 20003632

Last Revised October 28, 20053633
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ADVISORY OPINIONS

Advisory Opinions issued by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) do not establish new standards or

interpret existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal

standards in specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and

problems. Advisory Opinions do not have the full weight of a Standards Rule and can be approved by the

ASB without exposure and comment.

Each Advisory Opinion is labeled as to its applicability to the various appraisal disciplines. The

abbreviations are:

• Real Property – RP

• Personal Property – PP

• Intangible Property – IP (includes business interests)

• All disciplines – ALL

INDEX TO ADVISORY OPINIONS
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AO-8 Market Value vs. Fair Value in Real Property Appraisals - Retired................................................130

AO-9 The Appraisal of Real Property That May Be Impacted by Environmental
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AO-11 Content of the Appraisal Report Options of Standards Rules 2-2 and 8-2 (RP, PP) ......................137

AO-12 Use of the Appraisal Report Options of Standards Rules 2-2 and 8-2 (RP, PP).............................142

AO-13 Performing Evaluations of Real Property Collateral to Conform with USPAP (RP).....................144

AO-14 Appraisals for Subsidized Housing (RP) ...........................................................................................149

AO-15 Using the DEPARTURE RULE in Developing a Limited Appraisal - Retired..............................152

AO-16 Fair Housing Laws and Appraisal Report Content (RP) ..................................................................153

AO-17 Appraisals of Real Property with Proposed Improvements (RP).....................................................157

AO-18 Use of an Automated Valuation Model (AVM) (ALL)....................................................................162

AO-19 Unacceptable Assignment Conditions in Real Property Appraisal Assignments (RP) ..................169
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ADVISORY OPINION 1 (AO-1)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: Sales History5

APPLICATION: Real Property6

THE ISSUE:7

The Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) and supplemental standards issued by8

others contain sales history requirements that obligate appraisers of real property to analyze and report9

pending and recent agreements, options, listings, and sales involving the property being appraised. Because10

of differences in federal law and regulations, state laws and operating practices relating to the disclosure11

and confidentiality of real property sales data, the ways in which appraisers comply with the sales history12

requirements vary according to the jurisdiction and the availability of information. This lack of consistency13

has raised questions regarding the applicability and relevance of the sales history requirements.14

How can the appraiser best comply with the sales history provisions of the applicable appraisal standards in15

the face of obstacles that are beyond the control of the appraiser?16

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE:17

Relevant USPAP & Advisory References18

• Advisory Opinion 24 which addresses the “normal course of business.”19

This Advisory Opinion offers advice and guidance for compliance with the requirements to analyze and20

report sales history and related information in the appraisal of real property.21

USPAP Standards Rules 1-5(a) and (b) require an appraiser, when the value opinion to be developed is22

market value, and if such information is available to the appraiser in the normal course of business1, to23

analyze (1) all agreements of sale, options, or listings of the subject property current as of the effective date24

of the appraisal and (2) all sales of the subject property that occurred within three (3) years prior to the25

effective date of the appraisal. USPAP Standards Rules 2-2(a)(viii), (b)(viii), and (c)(viii) call for the26

written appraisal report to contain sufficient information to indicate compliance with the sales history27

requirement. Standards Rules 2-2(a)(viii), (b)(viii), and (c)(viii) further require that, if sales history28

information is unobtainable, the written appraisal report must include a commentary on the efforts taken by29

the appraiser to obtain the information.30

Supplemental standards issued by government agencies, government sponsored enterprises, or other entities31

that establish public policy also contain requirements that require the appraiser to analyze and report sales32

history information, and these requirements vary according to jurisdiction.33

The requirement for the appraiser to analyze and report sales history and related information is fundamental34

to the appraisal process. Just as the appraiser must analyze pending and recent sales of comparable35

properties, the appraiser must take into account all pending and recent sales of the subject property itself.36

This is not to say that the agreed price in a pending or recent sale of the subject property is necessarily37

representative of value as defined in the report, but the appraiser’s failure to analyze and report these facts38

may exclude important information from the sales comparison approach. Information pertaining to the39

1 See Advisory Opinion 24, Normal Course of Business.
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current market status and the sales history of the subject property may also be useful information for the40

determination of highest and best use or the analysis of market trends.41

Sample Sales Histories42

The following sample sales histories are offered as examples of information that might be included in an43

appraisal report in compliance with the applicable standards.44

For a property that is not under agreement or option, that is not offered for sale on the open market and that45

has not changed hands within the past three years, the sales history might be shown in the appraisal report46

as follows:47

Research of the applicable public records, private data services and an interview of the current48

owner, revealed that the subject property is not under current agreement or option and is not49

offered for sale on the open market. Additionally, according to these sources, the subject property50

has not been transferred during the past three years.51

For a property that is offered for sale on the open market and that was acquired by the current owner during52

the past three years, the sales history to be included in the appraisal report might appear as follows.53

The subject property is currently offered for sale at a listing price of $XXX,XXX. A copy of the54

listing agreement with Mary Smith, real estate broker, is included in the addendum to this report.55

The subject property was sold by John Jones to the current owner on June 1, 20XX, for a reported56

price of $XXX,XXX. The parties to the transaction have affirmed that the seller received all cash57

and that the reported price was unaffected by special or creative financing or sales concessions58

granted by anyone associated with the sale. This sale is analyzed in the Sales Comparison59

Approach section of the appraisal report.60

According to the public records, there have been no other transfers of the subject property within61

the past three years.62

Sample Comments63

The following sample comments are offered as examples of comments that might be included in an64

appraisal report in cases where pertinent information is not available to the appraiser in the normal course65

of business. The comments are fictitious and are offered only for purposes of illustration.66

In cases where the property being appraised is known to be the subject of a pending transaction, but the67

appraiser is not privy to the terms of the pending transaction and the parties to the transaction have declined68

to disclose the terms of the transaction to the appraiser, the sales history to be included in the appraisal69

report might include a comment such as the one shown below.70

The property being appraised is known to be the subject of a pending purchase and sale71

agreement, but the appraiser was unable to obtain the terms of the agreement. The current owner72

confirmed that the property is under agreement but declined to disclose the terms of the agreement73

or to discuss the nature of the agreement.74

In jurisdictions where reliable price information cannot be found in the public records and where the75

appraiser is unable to obtain complete information in the normal course of business2, it would be76

appropriate to include in the appraisal report a comment similar to the one shown below.77

2 See Advisory Opinion 24, Normal Course of Business.
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The subject property was sold by John Jones to the current owner on June 1, 20XX, for an78

unknown price. The appraiser attempted to obtain the purchase price and other terms of the79

transaction without success. The parties to the transaction declined to discuss the terms or80

conditions of the sale.81

According to the public records, there have been no other transfers of the subject property within82

the past three years.83

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual84

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to85

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.86

Approved December 3, 199087

Last Revised June 11, 200288
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ADVISORY OPINION 2 (AO-2)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: Inspection of Subject Property5

APPLICATION: Real Property, Personal Property6

THE ISSUE:7

For real property and personal property appraisal assignments, USPAP requires the report to contain a8

certification indicating whether or not the subject property was personally inspected by the appraiser(s).9

• What is the purpose of inspecting the subject property?10

• Does USPAP mandate a minimum level of property inspection?11

• What are the disclosure obligations relating to inspection?12

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE13

Purpose of an Inspection14

The primary reason for inspection of a property is to gather information about the characteristics of the15

property that are relevant to its value. 116

While there are other ways to gather such information, in many cases the personal observations of the17

appraiser are the primary source of information regarding the subject property.18

Minimum Level of Inspection19

An inspection is not required by USPAP, but one is often conducted.20

The extent of the inspection process is an aspect of the scope of work, and may vary based on assignment21

conditions and the intended use of the assignment results.2 It is the appraiser’s responsibility to determine22

the appropriate scope of work, including the degree of inspection necessary to produce credible assignment23

results given the intended use.24

Every assignment is subject to conditions that limit, in one way or another, the inspection of the subject25

property. Regardless of the detail one employs, it is always possible to perform an inspection that is more26

thorough. The appraiser’s inspection commonly is limited to those things readily observable without the27

use of special testing or equipment.28

An appraiser may use any combination of property inspection, plans and specifications, asset records,29

photographs, property sketches, recorded media, etc., to gather information about the relevant30

characteristics of the subject property.3 For some assignments, it may be necessary to rely on reports31

prepared by other professionals. In such cases the appraiser must comply with USPAP requirements related32

to reliance on work done by others.33

1 See Advisory Opinion 23, Identifying the Relevant Characteristics of the Subject Property of a Real Property Appraisal Assignment.
2 See Advisory Opinion 28, Scope of Work Decision, Performance, and Disclosure.
3 See Comment to Standards Rules 1-2(e) and 7-2(e).
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There are many circumstances that influence the extent of the appraiser’s property inspection. In some34

assignments, the client may request that the appraiser perform an exterior-only inspection from the street or35

perform no inspection of the subject property (i.e. a “desktop appraisal”). There are situations where36

inspection of the subject property is not possible; for example, if the improvements have been destroyed,37

removed, or not yet built. In other cases the appraiser is denied access to the property.38

The appraiser must ensure that the degree of inspection is adequate to develop a credible appraisal. An39

appraiser cannot develop a credible appraisal if adequate information about the relevant characteristics of40

the subject property is not available. When adequate information about relevant characteristics is not41

available through a personal inspection or from sources the appraiser believes are reliable, an appraiser42

must withdraw from the assignment unless the appraiser can:43

• modify the assignment conditions to expand the scope of work to include gathering the44

necessary information; or45

• use an extraordinary assumption about such information, if credible assignment results can46

still be developed.47

An inspection conducted by an appraiser is usually not the equivalent of an inspection by an inspection48

professional (e.g., a structural engineer, a licensed home inspector, a Renaissance art expert). An49

appraiser’s observations must, at the minimum, be thorough enough to properly develop the appraisal and50

adequately report the relevant characteristics. Regardless of how the information is gathered, it must be51

sufficient for the development of relevant analyses, such as highest and best use, the application of the52

approaches, etc.53

Disclosure Requirements54

Appraisal reports for real and personal property must contain a signed certification indicating whether the55

appraiser has or has not personally inspected the subject property. All appraisal reports must also contain56

sufficient information to enable the intended users to understand the extent of the inspection that was57

performed.58

Because of the infinite variability of inspections, it is important that the appraisal report clearly59

communicates the degree of the inspection in order for the report to be meaningful.460

Illustrations61

1. I have been asked to appraise a single-family home based on an exterior-only inspection from the62

street. What are my development and reporting obligations?63

If an appraiser’s observations are limited to an exterior-only inspection from the street, then the64

appraiser must gather information on relevant characteristics from other data sources and/or use65

extraordinary assumptions.5 The data sources used are often the same sources used to gather66

information on comparable sales. For example, the size of the property might be obtained from67

public records, and other information might be obtained from interior photographs included in a68

listing of the property for sale, or information from the appraiser’s own files.69

The report must disclose the extent of the property inspection in a manner that is clear to the70

intended users. For example, in this case it would probably be insufficient to merely state that the71

property was inspected. The report must make clear that the appraisal was based on an “exterior72

only” inspection from the street and state the sources used to identify the relevant characteristics73

other than those observed during the inspection.74

4 See Standards Rules 2-2(a)(vii), 2-2(b)(vii), 2-2(c)(vii), 7-2(a)(vii), 7-2(b)(vii) and 7-2(c)(vii).
5 See Standards Rules 2-2(a)(x), 2-2(b)(x), 2-2(c)(x), 7-2(a)(x), 7-2(b)(x) and 7-2(c)(x).
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2. A dealer has asked me to appraise a Rolex watch. I will not be provided access to the piece. However,75

I have been given the serial number, a copy of an authenticity certificate and several recent76

photographs of the watch. Can I develop an appraisal based solely on this information?77

Yes, if the data provided contains sufficient information about the subject’s relevant78

characteristics, one could develop an appraisal based on the information described in the79

illustration. Without directly inspecting the watch, however, the information provided is80

“assumed” to be accurate. Because some of these assumptions will have a significant effect on the81

assignment results, the assignment will involve the use of extraordinary assumptions and require82

proper disclosure. The scope of work in the assignment, including the degree of the inspection,83

must provide results that are credible in the context of the intended use.684

3. I have been contacted by a property owner who is being transferred by his company to another city.85

The owner indicated that while he might want a “detailed appraisal” later, right now he only needs a86

rough idea of the value of the residence to begin negotiations related to the relocation. The owner has87

asked me to perform a “desktop” appraisal (i.e., an appraisal with no inspection of the property). I88

believe that, given this intended use, credible assignment results can be developed without an89

inspection. Is this permitted under USPAP?90

Yes, this is permitted if sufficient information regarding the relevant characteristics of the91

property is available. Such information could be obtained from public records, previous listings92

of the property for sale, appraiser’s files, etc. If use of extraordinary assumptions related to93

various relevant characteristics is necessary, then one must comply with the requirements for their94

use.95

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual96

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to97

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.98

Approved December 4, 199099

Last Revised October 28, 2005100

6 See SCOPE OF WORK RULE.
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ADVISORY OPINION 3 (AO-3)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: Update of a Prior Appraisal5

APPLICATION: Real Property, Personal Property, Intangible Property6

THE ISSUE:7

Once an appraisal of a property, or an appraisal consulting assignment, has been completed, there are many8

cases in which a client may need a subsequent appraisal or analysis involving the same property. Examples9

include:10

• In the appraisal of real property, a current value is commonly required by lenders11

and secondary market participants when the time frame between the effective date12

of a prior appraisal and the closing of a loan exceeds certain limits. A current value13

is also required by agencies in eminent domain cases when time has elapsed14

between a prior appraisal and the date of taking.15

• In the appraisal of business equity of privately held companies held by Employee16

Stock Ownership Trusts, current values are required at least annually.17

• In the appraisal of personal property, it may be necessary to appraise equipment18

every two years for financing purposes.19

• Similarly, a client may request an update of a prior appraisal consulting assignment,20

or a review assignment that included the reviewer’s opinion of value.21

Clients sometimes label such requests as “updates,” “reappraisals,” or “recertifications.” Does USPAP22

address these and how can an appraiser comply with USPAP for such assignments?23

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE:24

Clarification of Nomenclature25

Various nomenclature has been developed by clients and client groups for certain appraisal assignments,26

including “updates” and “recertifications”. While such terms may be convenient for use in a business27

setting, they do not necessarily impart the same meaning in every situation.28

The term “Update” is often used by clients when they are seeking a current appraisal of a property that was29

the subject of a prior assignment. This practice is addressed in this Advisory Opinion.30

The term “Recertification of Value” is often mistakenly used by some clients in lieu of the term “Update.”31

A Recertification of Value is performed to confirm whether or not the conditions of a prior appraisal have32

been met. A Recertification of Value does not change the effective date of the value opinion. If a client uses33

this term in an assignment request that includes an updated value opinion, then it constitutes a new34

appraisal assignment that must be completed as discussed in this Advisory Opinion.35
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A New Assignment of a Prior Assignment36

Regardless of the nomenclature used, when a client seeks a more current value or analysis of a property37

that was the subject of a prior assignment, this is not an extension of that prior assignment that was already38

completed – it is simply a new assignment. An “assignment” is defined in USPAP as:39

a valuation service provided as a consequence of an agreement between an appraiser and a client.40

The same USPAP requirements apply when appraising or analyzing a property that was the subject of a41

prior assignment. There are no restrictions on who the appraiser is in such a circumstance, who the client42

is1, what length of time may have elapsed between the prior and current assignments, or whether the43

characteristics of the subject property are unchanged or significantly different than in the prior assignment.44

Development Requirements45

For all assignments, the development of the assignment results must be in accordance with the46

requirements contained in the applicable STANDARD (1, 3, 4, 6, 7, or 9). When developing an opinion47

regarding a property that was the subject of a previous assignment, the scope of work in the new48

assignment may be different from the scope of work in the prior one. In addition, rather than duplicating49

steps in the appraisal process, the appraiser can elect to incorporate some of the analyses from the previous50

assignment (those items that the appraiser concludes are credible and in compliance with the applicable51

development Standard) into the new assignment through the use of an extraordinary assumption.52

Reporting Requirements53

For all assignments, the results must be reported in accordance with the requirements of STANDARDS 2,54

3, 5, 6, 8, or 10, as applicable. The new report is not required to have the same level of detail as the55

original report – i.e. a different reporting option may be used. However, the new report must contain56

sufficient information to be meaningful and not misleading to the intended users. There are three ways that57

the reporting requirements can be satisfied for these types of assignments:58

1. Provide a new report that contains all the necessary information/analysis to satisfy the applicable59

reporting requirements, without incorporation of the prior report by either attachment or60

reference.61

2. Provide a new report that incorporates by attachment specified information/analysis from the62

prior report so that, in combination, the attached portions and the new information/analysis added63

satisfies the applicable reporting requirements.64

3. Provide a new report that incorporates by reference specified information/analysis from the prior65

report so that, in combination, the referenced portions and the new information/analysis added66

satisfies the applicable reporting requirements. This option can only be used if the original67

appraiser’s firm and original intended users are involved, since the prior report was issued from68

that appraiser to those intended users, assuring they have access to a copy. When this69

incorporation by reference option is used, the following items from that prior report must be70

specifically identified in the new report to avoid being misleading:71

• subject property72

• client and any other intended users73

• intended use74

• appraiser(s)75

• effective date of value or assignment results76

1 See Advisory Opinion 27, Appraising the Same Property for a New Client.
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• date of report, and77

• interest(s) appraised78

When information is being extended to the report by use of an extraordinary assumption, the requirements79

in USPAP for use of an extraordinary assumption must be met.80

Confidentiality81

In all assignments the appraiser must comply with the Confidentiality section of the ETHICS RULE with82

respect to the handling of confidential information – i.e. if the prior appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal83

consulting report included any confidential information, its disclosure in a new report to a different client or84

intended user might violate the ETHICS RULE. This includes the requirement to comply with “all85

confidentiality and privacy laws and regulations.”86

Record Keeping87

If the assignment includes use of, or reliance upon, all or part of a prior report, that report (or the portions88

used or relied upon) must be retained in the workfile for the new assignment, or its location must be89

properly referenced in the workfile. Refer to the Record Keeping section of the ETHICS RULE for more90

information.91

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual92

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to93

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.94

Approved March 5, 199195

Last Revised June 11, 200296
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ADVISORY OPINION 4 (AO-4)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: Standards Rule 1-5(b)5

APPLICATION: Real Property6

THE ISSUE:7

In developing a real property appraisal, Standards Rule 1-5(b) requires an appraiser to analyze all sales of8

the subject property being appraised that occurred within three (3) years prior to the effective date of the9

appraisal. Must a transfer of title in lieu of foreclosure or a foreclosure sale be analyzed?10

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE:11

The intent of Standards Rule 1-5(b) is to encourage the research and analysis of prior sales of the subject12

property. All sales of the appraised property within the 3 year time period stated in Standards Rule 1-5(b)13

includes transfers in lieu of foreclosure and foreclosure sales.14

Foreclosure sales and voluntary transfers of title by mortgagor to mortgagee in lieu of foreclosure are15

transactions grounded in objective necessity. Nevertheless, they are sales because they transfer ownership16

of and title to property for a valuable consideration. With research and analysis, an appraiser would be able17

to report under STANDARD 2 that a prior sale of the subject property is influenced by undue stimulation18

or that the sale does not reflect typical buyer and seller motivation.19

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual20

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to21

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.22

Approved June 3, 199123

Last Revised June 11, 200224
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ADVISORY OPINION 5 (AO-5)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: Assistance in the Preparation of an Appraisal5

APPLICATION: Real Property, Personal Property, Intangible Property6

THE ISSUE:7

What is the appropriate level of participation for assistants in the appraisal process? Clients that require a8

licensed or certified appraiser, along with the agencies and entities responsible for federally related9

transactions, are concerned about the extent of participation of nonlicensed or uncertified assistants in the10

appraisal process. The issue is often expressed in terms of whether the assistant can conduct the property11

inspection alone, perform other parts of the appraisal process, or prepare an appraisal and appraisal report12

certification that only the principal appraiser signs. The primary area of concern is in situations where the13

typical ratio of assistants to principal appraisers is relatively high. What guidance can be found in the14

Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) on this issue?15

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE:16

Although the parties who raised this issue are primarily concerned with the field of residential appraising,17

the advice applies to all appraising.18

Relevant USPAP & Advisory References19

• The relevant responsibilities of appraisers with regard to this issue in USPAP are stated in the20

Conduct section of the ETHICS RULE, the COMPETENCY RULE, and Standards Rules 2-21

3, 3-3, 6-9, 8-3, and 10-3. Advisory Opinion 2, Inspection of Subject Property, offers22

additional guidance for real estate appraisers.23

• The Comments to Standards Rules 2-3, 6-9, 8-3, and 10-3, as applicable, are the most direct24

references in relation to this issue and require that any appraiser who signs a report prepared25

by another must accept full responsibility for the appraisal and report. The text of each26

Standards Rule is unequivocal and directly addresses the concerns of the parties who raised27

this issue. The purpose of the Comments to Standards Rules 2-3, 6-9, 8-3, and 10-3, as28

applicable, is to prevent a principal appraiser from attempting to avoid full responsibility for29

an appraisal by using a conditional label on or near the signature line.30

• Standards Rules 2-3, 6-9 and 8-3 require each appraiser signing a report to state whether or31

not he or she inspected the subject property and whether anyone not signing the report32

provided significant professional assistance. This mandatory disclosure informs and protects33

the client and other intended users of the appraisal.34

• Advisory Opinion 2 states: “An appraisal report may contain a certification stating that a35

personal inspection was not made by the appraiser. Simply disclosing this fact, however, does36

not relieve the appraiser of the responsibility to determine whether adequate information37

about the subject real estate is available to develop an appraisal that is not meaningless or38

misleading.”
1

39

• The Conduct section of the ETHICS RULE states that “An appraiser must not communicate40

assignment results in a misleading or fraudulent manner. An appraiser must not use or41

communicate a misleading or fraudulent report or knowingly permit an employee or other42

person to communicate a misleading or fraudulent report.”43

1 See Advisory Opinion 2, Inspection of Subject Property.
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Responsibility of Principal Appraisers and Competence of Assistants44

The responsibility of the principal for the work of one or more assistants is inherent in most professions.45

For example, lawyers use associates, paralegals, and researchers, but are ultimately responsible for the46

document presented to the client. Partners in accounting firms often rely on audit assistants and tax47

preparers but are ultimately responsible to the client for the audit or tax return.48

As in other professions, the principal appraiser is responsible for closely supervising the work of assistants,49

for the training and development of assistants, and for exercising judgment as to the level of work the50

assistant is capable of and competent to perform. The assistant, in turn, uses education, experience, and51

work product performed under the direction of the principal appraiser to achieve licensing, certification,52

and/or professional designation.53

Each assistant will demonstrate proficiency in various aspects of the appraisal process at differing time54

intervals during his or her professional development. For example, the new assistant with minimal appraisal55

or related education and experience cannot be allowed to perform any step of the appraisal process alone56

without the guidance of a principal appraiser or a more experienced assistant. In contrast, in the context of57

real property appraisal, an assistant who recently entered the appraisal field but who has previous58

experience as a builder or real estate salesperson may possess the knowledge and experience to adequately59

identify building materials, items of deferred maintenance, and forms of obsolescence. Although this60

assistant may be qualified to complete an inspection of the subject real estate alone, he or she would not be61

competent to relate the inspection to the appraisal approaches, and an inspection by the principal appraiser62

or a more experienced assistant would be required.63

As proficiency is demonstrated by an assistant, it is appropriate for the principal appraiser to place greater64

reliance on the work of that assistant. In the context of a real property appraisal assignment, an assistant65

who has meaningful appraisal education and extensive work experience may well be competent to inspect66

the real estate and prepare the appraisal report alone, subject to an appropriate final reconciliation by the67

principal appraiser who will be signing or cosigning the certification in the report. In this situation, the68

assistant’s contribution is both significant and professional. The appropriate final reconciliation should69

include a discussion of which aspects of the appraisal process were performed by the assistant and the70

principal appraiser.71

If the principal appraiser signs the certification alone, the contribution of the assistant must be72

acknowledged (Standards Rule 2-3, 6-9, 8-3, or 10-3), and the specific tasks performed by the assistant73

should be clearly stated as part of the scope of work disclosure required in Standards Rule 2-2(a)(vii),74

(b)(vii), or (c)(vii); 6-8(j), Standards Rule 8-2(a)(vii), (b)(vii), or (c)(vii), or Standards Rule 10-2(a)(viii), or75

(b)(viii) as applicable. If both the assistant and the principal appraiser sign the certification, the principal76

must accept full responsibility for all aspects of the appraisal process as evidenced by the contents of the77

report (See the Comment to Standards Rules 2-3, 6-9, 8-3, or 10-3, as applicable). In no circumstance is it78

appropriate for the principal appraiser to merely sign the certification in an appraisal report prepared by an79

assistant.80

Illustrations of Proper Use of Assistants in the Appraisal Process81

The following examples illustrate proper use of assistants in the appraisal process. Although the examples82

involve a real estate appraisal firm, personal property and intangible property appraisers should find them83

equally helpful. Standards Rules 8-3 and 10-3 are equal in intent to Standards Rule 2-3.84
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Assistant Smith has been employed by Expert Valuers, Inc., for six months and is assigned to a team with85

Principal Appraiser Jones and four other assistants. Smith was required to complete a company orientation86

program during the first month of employment and has taken and passed course work in appraisal standards87

and principles. Jones or Assistant Brown, a team leader with two years experience, accompanies Smith on88

all real estate inspections and guides her research and analysis activities daily. Smith completes rough89

drafts of various sections of the appraisal report and rewrites them after consultation with Jones or Brown.90

By company policy, Smith is not yet allowed to cosign appraisal reports. Jones signs the certification in91

each report as principal appraiser, acknowledges the specific contributions of Smith and/or Brown in the92

certification (Standards Rule 2-3), and takes full responsibility for the contents of the report (Standards93

Rule 2-2(a)(vii), (b)(vii), or (c)(vii), as applicable). If the certification shows that Brown inspected the real94

estate with Smith and that Jones did not, then Jones must disclose that Brown was relied on for and is95

qualified to perform an inspection of the type of real estate being appraised.96

Assistant Brown has two years of experience working with Expert Valuers, Inc., and is now a team leader97

working under Principal Appraiser Jones. Brown did not begin cosigning appraisal reports with Jones until98

he had successfully completed course work in appraisal standards, principles, and procedures and had99

demonstrated basic proficiency in most steps of the appraisal process. Until that time, he was always100

accompanied on real estate inspections by Jones or another senior person in the firm. Brown is now101

permitted to conduct inspections with less experienced assistants and regularly advises Jones of any unique102

physical attributes of a subject that may require reinspection by Jones. Brown conducts all steps of the103

appraisal process, discusses his findings with Jones, and prepares final drafts of appraisal reports. In104

addition, he guides three other assistants in portions of the appraisal process when Jones is not available. If105

Brown cosigns a certification in a report with Jones, he also acknowledges the specific contributions of106

other assistants in the certification (Standards Rule 2-3) and takes full responsibility for the contents of the107

report (Standards Rule 2-2(a)(vii), (b)(vii), or (c)(vii), as applicable).108

Principal Appraiser Jones is a partner in Expert Valuers, Inc., and is state certified. She has 15 years109

appraisal experience and is responsible for two four-person appraisal teams headed by senior assistants.110

Jones runs the company orientation program for new assistants and conducts weekly team meetings that111

provide her with an opportunity to evaluate the appraisal competence of the assistants working with her.112

Four of the eight assistants have demonstrated a level of education and understanding of the process that113

enable them to conduct most steps of an appraisal. Jones allows these four assistants to conduct real estate114

inspections alone and to cosign the certification in appraisal reports. Detailed interior photographs are115

required by company policy. Jones examines the photos with assistants when discussing preliminary116

conclusions and rough drafts of appraisals, and she always conducts exterior inspections of the subject real117

estate at minimum. If unique characteristics are noted in an interior inspection conducted by an assistant,118

Jones reinspects the real estate before the appraisal process is completed. Jones discloses the type and119

extent of her inspection in the certification of each report (Standards Rule 2-3) and acknowledges and takes120

full responsibility for the contributions of assistants (Standards Rules 2-3 and 2-2(a)(vii), (b)(vii), or121

(c)(vii), as applicable).122

Concluding Comments123

The extent of assistance that can be provided in the appraisal process is directly related to the competence124

of the assistant, and the principal appraiser is responsible for continually evaluating the competence of his125

or her assistants.126

If a client has evidence that a particular appraiser or firm is not taking appropriate responsibility for the127

actions of assistants, a complaint to a state appraiser regulatory body or an appraisal organization would be128

in order. This complaint should be brought against the principal appraiser as well as against the assistant.129
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USPAP requires an appraiser to disclose and accept responsibility. The state regulatory procedures130

established under Title XI of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989131

(FIRREA) and appraisal organizations’ ethics enforcement provide the ultimate recourse when a real132

property appraiser abdicates the responsibility required by USPAP.133

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual134

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to135

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.136

Approved May 1, 1992137

Last Revised September 15, 1999138
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ADVISORY OPINION 6 (AO-6)1

SUBJECT: The Appraisal Review Function2

Approved June 2, 19923

Retired June 15, 20044

Please refer to Advisory Opinion 20, An Appraisal Review Assignment That Includes the Reviewer’s Own5

Opinion of Value, and Advisory Opinion 21, USPAP Compliance for related advice.6
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ADVISORY OPINION 7 (AO-7)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: Marketing Time Opinions5

APPLICATION: Real Property, Personal Property6

THE ISSUE:7

The Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice recognizes that supplemental standards8

applicable to appraisals prepared for specific purposes or property types may be issued by government9

agencies, government sponsored enterprises or other entities that establish public policy. Some of these10

supplemental standards require the appraiser to analyze and report a reasonable marketing period for the11

subject property when developing and reporting an opinion of market value of real or personal property.12

How is this reasonable marketing period opinion developed, and what is the relationship of this opinion of13

marketing time to the appraisal process?14

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE:15

The reasonable marketing time is an opinion of the amount of time it might take to sell a real or personal16

property interest at the concluded market value level during the period immediately after the effective date17

of an appraisal.18

Marketing time differs from exposure time, which is always presumed to precede the effective date of an19

appraisal.120

Rationale and Method for Developing a Marketing Time Opinion21

The development of a marketing time opinion uses some of the same data analyzed in the process of22

developing a reasonable exposure time opinion as part of the appraisal process and is not intended to be a23

prediction of a date of sale or a one-line statement. It is an integral part of the analyses conducted during24

the appraisal assignment. The opinion may be a range and can be based on one or more of the following:25

• statistical information about days on market,26

• information gathered through sales verification,27

• interviews of market participants, and28

• anticipated changes in market conditions.29

Related information garnered through this process includes other market conditions that may affect30

marketing time, such as the identification of typical buyers and sellers for the type of real or personal31

property involved and typical equity investment levels and/or financing terms. The reasonable marketing32

time is a function of price, time, use, and anticipated market conditions, such as changes in the cost and33

availability of funds, and is not an isolated opinion of time alone.34

1 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 6, Reasonable Exposure Time in Real Property and Personal Property Market Value

Opinions.
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Discussion of Marketing Time in the Appraisal Report35

Marketing time occurs after the effective date of the market value opinion and the marketing time opinion36

is related to, yet apart from, the appraisal process. Therefore, it is appropriate for the section of the37

appraisal report that discusses marketing time and its implications to appear toward the end of the report38

after the market value conclusion. The request to provide a reasonable marketing time opinion exceeds the39

normal information required for the appraisal process and should be treated separately from that process.40

It is also appropriate for the appraiser to discuss the impact of price/value relationships on marketing time41

and to contrast different potential prices and their associated marketing times with an appraiser’s market42

value opinion for the subject property.43

Applications to Client Uses of an Appraisal44

Clients concerned with marketing real or personal properties who obtain a market value appraisal as part of45

their decision-making process should be aware that it may be inappropriate to assume that the value46

remains stable during the marketing period. Therefore, it is technically incorrect for the user of an appraisal47

to take a current value opinion, carry it forward to the end of a concluded marketing period, and then48

discount back to the present.49

Some clients attempt to solve their problem by ordering a “120-day market value,” a “six-month market50

value,” or a “one-year market value” from the appraiser. Unless the opinion of reasonable exposure time51

made by the appraiser in the course of such an assignment coincides with the precondition imposed by the52

client, the answer to this assignment cannot be stated as market value under a typical definition of the term.53

In such situations, the appraiser must clearly distinguish between a market value opinion allowing for54

reasonable exposure time and any alternative, appropriately defined, value opinion(s) subject to a special55

limiting condition resulting from the client-imposed marketing time.56

Whether or not the appraiser and client define the appraisal problem to include more than one opinion of57

market value, the roles of the parties must be kept clear. The appraiser provides the client with a supported58

opinion of defined value in an appropriately documented report that includes a section on reasonable59

marketing time and any inherent price/value implications. The ultimate decision on issues like what price to60

ask, when to accept a particular offering price, and how to account for the asset during the interim rests61

with the client.62

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual63

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to64

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.65

Approved September 16, 199266

Last Revised September 15, 199967
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ADVISORY OPINION 8 (AO-8)1

SUBJECT: Market Value vs. Fair Value in Real Property Appraisals2

Approved September 16, 19933

Retired October 28, 20054
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ADVISORY OPINION 9 (AO-9)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: The Appraisal of Real Property That May Be Impacted by Environmental5

Contamination6

APPLICATION: Real Property7

THE ISSUE:8

Appraisals of contaminated properties, or properties suspected of being contaminated, are sometimes9

developed using either a hypothetical condition or an extraordinary assumption that the property is free of10

the contamination. While this is acceptable practice under certain conditions and for certain intended uses,11

there are assignments that require an appraisal of the “as-is” condition of the property, with full12

consideration of the effects of environmental contamination. In these assignments, the appraiser is asked to13

analyze the effects of known environmental contamination on the value of the subject property.14

How does an appraiser comply with USPAP when appraising properties that may be impacted by15

environmental contamination?16

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE:17

Relevant USPAP & Advisory References18

• DEFINITIONS, specifically the definitions of19

Extraordinary Assumption: an assumption, directly related to a specific assignment,20

which, if found to be false could alter the appraiser’s opinions or conclusions.21

Hypothetical Condition: that which is contrary to what exists but is supposed for the22

purpose of analysis.23

• ETHICS RULE, particularly24

Conduct: An appraiser must perform assignments ethically and competently, in25

accordance with USPAP and any supplemental standards agreed to by the appraiser in26

accepting the assignment. … An appraiser must perform assignments with impartiality,27

objectivity, and independence, and without accommodation of personal interests …. An28

appraiser must not communicate assignment results in a misleading or fraudulent29

manner.30

• COMPETENCY RULE: Prior to accepting an assignment or entering into an agreement to31

perform any assignment, an appraiser must properly identify the problem to be32

addressed and have the knowledge and experience to complete the assignment33

competently; or alternatively, must: (1) disclose the lack of knowledge and/or34

experience to the client before accepting the assignment; (2) take all steps necessary or35

appropriate to complete the assignment competently; and (3) describe the lack of36

knowledge and/or experience and the steps taken to complete the assignment37

competently in the report.38

• Standards Rule 1-1(a): In developing a real property appraisal, an appraiser must: (a) be39

aware of, understand, and correctly employ those recognized methods and techniques40

that are necessary to produce a credible appraisal;41

• Standards Rule 1-2(e): In developing a real property appraisal, an appraiser must: (e)42

identify the characteristics of the property that are relevant to the type and definition of43

value and intended use of the appraisal.…44
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• Standards Rule 1-2(f) and (g): In developing a real property appraisal, an appraiser must: (f)45

identify any extraordinary assumptions necessary in the assignment; and (g) identify any46

hypothetical conditions necessary in the assignment.47

• Standards Rule 1-3(b): When necessary for credible assignment results in developing a48

market value opinion, an appraiser must: (b) develop an opinion of the highest and best49

use of the real estate.50

• Standards Rule 1-4: In developing a real property appraisal, an appraiser must collect,51

verify, and analyze all information necessary for credible assignment results.52

Competency and Related Issues53

Consistent with Standards Rule 1-1(a): in the appraisal of a property as impacted by environmental54

contamination, an appraiser must “be aware of, understand, and correctly employ those recognized55

methods and techniques necessary to develop and communicate a credible appraisal.” Accordingly, an56

appraiser must have the requisite knowledge about appropriate methods, and be able to assemble the57

required information. An appraiser who lacks knowledge and experience in analyzing the impact of58

environmental contamination on the value of real property must take the steps necessary to complete the59

assignment competently, as required by the COMPETENCY RULE. However, an appraiser need not be an60

expert on the scientific aspects of environmental contamination, and in most situations the appraiser will61

utilize scientific and other technical data prepared by others, such as environmental engineers. In these62

situations, the appraiser should utilize an extraordinary assumption [see Standards Rule 1-2(f)] regarding63

the information obtained from other experts that is used in the appraisal. Examples of such information64

include items (1) to (10) under the header titled “Relevant Property Characteristics” later in this Advisory65

Opinion. This is especially important in situations where there is conflicting information about such66

information.67

Specialized Terms and Definitions68

The appraisal of properties that may be impacted by environmental contamination involves specialized69

terms and definitions that might not be used in an appraisal assignment in which the effect of the property’s70

environmental condition is not analyzed, or when the property is not contaminated. Though it is recognized71

that there are other valid definitions of these and similar terms, for purposes of this Advisory Opinion, the72

following definitions apply:73

Diminution in Value (Property Value Diminution): The difference between the unimpaired and impaired74

values of the property being appraised. This difference can be due to the increased risk and/or costs75

attributable to the property’s environmental condition.76

Environmental Contamination: Adverse environmental conditions resulting from the release of77

hazardous substances into the air, surface water, groundwater or soil. Generally, the concentrations of these78

substances would exceed regulatory limits established by the appropriate federal, state, and/or local79

agencies.80

Environmental Risk: The additional or incremental risk of investing in, financing, buying and/or owning81

property attributable to its environmental condition. This risk is derived from perceived uncertainties82

concerning:83

1) the nature and extent of the contamination;84

2) estimates of future remediation costs and their timing;85

3) potential for changes in regulatory requirements;86

4) liabilities for cleanup (buyer, seller, third party);87
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5) potential for off-site impacts; and88

6) other environmental risk factors, as may be relevant.89

Environmental Stigma: An adverse effect on property value produced by the market’s perception of90

increased environmental risk due to contamination. (See Environmental Risk)91

Impaired Value: The market value of the property being appraised with full consideration of the effects of92

its environmental condition and the presence of environmental contamination on, adjacent to, or proximate93

to the property. Conceptually, this could be considered the “as-is” value of a contaminated property.94

Remediation Cost: The cost to cleanup (or remediate) a contaminated property to the appropriate95

regulatory standards. These costs can be for the cleanup of on-site contamination as well as mitigation of96

off-site impacts due to migrating contamination.97

Remediation Lifecycle: A cycle consisting of three stages of cleanup of a contaminated site: before98

remediation or cleanup; during remediation; and after remediation. A contaminated property’s remediation99

lifecycle stage is an important determinant of the risk associated with environmental contamination.100

Environmental risk can be expected to vary with the remediation lifecycle stage of the property.101

Source, Non-source, Adjacent and Proximate Sites: Source sites are the sites on which contamination is,102

or has been, generated. Non-source sites are sites onto which contamination, generated from a source site,103

has migrated. An adjacent site is not contaminated, but shares a common property line with a source site.104

Proximate sites are not contaminated and not adjacent to a source site, but are in close proximity to the105

source site.106

Unimpaired Value: The market value of a contaminated property developed under the hypothetical107

condition that the property is not contaminated.108

Relevant Property Characteristics109

The appraisal of a property that includes the effects of environmental contamination on its value usually110

requires data not typically used in an appraisal of an otherwise similar but uncontaminated property or an111

appraisal of a potentially impacted property using either a hypothetical condition or an extraordinary112

assumption that it is uncontaminated or not impacted. The inclusion of these additional relevant property113

characteristics is consistent with Standards Rule 1-2(e). The relevant property characteristics may include,114

but are not limited to:115

1) whether the contamination discharge was accidental or permitted;116

2) the status of the property with respect to regulatory compliance requirements;117

3) the remediation lifecycle stage (before, during or after cleanup) of the property as of the appraisal118

date;119

4) the contamination constituents (petroleum hydrocarbons, chlorinated solvents, etc.);120

5) the contamination conveyance (air, groundwater, soil, etc.);121

6) whether the property is a source, non-source, adjacent or proximate site;122

7) the cost and timing of any site remediation plans;123

8) liabilities and potential liabilities for site cleanup;124
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9) potential limitations on the use of the property due to the contamination and its remediation; and125

10) potential or actual off-site impacts due to contaminant migration (for source sites).126

Since the appraiser is usually not an expert on the scientific aspects of contamination, experts from other127

fields will typically provide this information. Appropriate regulatory authorities should also be consulted to128

confirm the presence or absence of contamination. The appraiser should consider the use of extraordinary129

assumptions when this information serves as a basis for an opinion of value. The appraiser should also130

collect similar data for any comparable sales used in the analysis.131

Valuation Issues – As If Unimpaired132

In some assignments, the appraiser may be asked to appraise a property known to be contaminated under133

the hypothetical condition that the real estate is free of contamination. In these assignments, an appraiser134

may appraise interests in real estate that is known to be contaminated under the hypothetical condition that135

the real estate is free of contamination when:136

1) the resulting appraisal report is not misleading,137

2) the client has been advised of the limitation, and138

3) all the requirements of the ETHICS RULE have been satisfied.139

To avoid confusion in the marketplace, the appraiser should disclose available information about the140

contamination problem, explain the purpose of the hypothetical condition that the real estate is not141

contaminated, and state that the use of the hypothetical condition might have affected the assignment142

results in accordance with SR 2-2(a), (b), and (c)(x).143

In other situations, the appraiser may be asked to appraise a property believed to be free of contamination144

or for which the environmental status is uncertain due to the lack of information or conflicting information.145

For these assignments, the property may be appraised under the extraordinary assumption concerning146

assumed factual information about its environmental condition and status. Indeed, since an appraiser is147

usually not an expert in detecting contamination, or confirming its absence, extraordinary assumptions148

regarding environmental condition may be necessary in many assignments.149

Valuation Issues - As Impaired150

Highest & Best Use Issues: The appraisal of properties that may be impacted by environmental151

contamination usually involves extensive highest and best use analysis. In accordance with Standards Rules152

1-2(e) and 1-3(b), the appraiser must consider relevant factors in developing an opinion of the highest and153

best use of the property in its impaired condition. The valuation of properties impacted by environmental154

contamination usually involves the estimate of two values: the unimpaired value and the impaired. As such,155

two highest and best use analyses are typically required. The first does not consider any limitations on the156

property due to the environmental contamination. The second does consider any limitations due to the157

contamination, its remediation, and any legal use restrictions associated with the cleanup of the158

contamination source. Environmental contamination and its remediation to appropriate regulatory standards159

may affect the feasibility of site development or redevelopment, use of the site during remediation, use of160

the site after remediation, marketability of the site, and other economic and physical characteristics of a161

contaminated property. The appraiser should consider the possibility that site remediation and any162

remaining limitations on the use of the site following remediation may alter or limit its highest and best use163

in the impaired condition. In addition, excessive environmental risk and stigma may deter site development164

or redevelopment and thereby limit the highest and best use until the property’s environmental risk is165

reduced to levels acceptable to the relevant market participants.166
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Satisfying SR 1-4 Requirements: When the appraiser addresses the diminution in value of a contaminated167

property and/or its impaired value, the appraiser must recognize that the value of an interest in impacted or168

contaminated real estate may not be measurable simply by deducting the remediation or compliance cost169

estimate from the opinion of the value as if unaffected (unimpaired value). Rather, cost, use and risk effects170

can potentially impact the value of contaminated property. Cost effects primarily represent deductions for171

costs to remediate a contaminated property. These costs are usually estimated by someone other than the172

appraiser, and should include consideration of any increased operating costs due to property remediation.173

The appraiser should also be aware that the market might not recognize all estimated costs as having an174

effect on value. Use effects reflect impacts on the utility of the site as a result of the contamination. If the175

contamination and/or its cleanup rendered a portion of the site unusable, or limited the future highest and176

best use of the property, then there could be a use effect on value. Risk effects are typically estimated by the177

appraiser and often represent the most challenging part of the appraisal assignment. These effects are178

derived from the market’s perception of increased environmental risk and uncertainty. The analysis of the179

effects of increased environmental risk and uncertainty on property value (environmental stigma) must be180

based on market data, rather than unsupported opinion or judgment.181

In general, the unimpaired value of the property being appraised can be estimated using the sales182

comparison approach [SR 1-4(a)], cost approach [SR 1-4(b)], and income approach [SR 1-4(c)]. Estimating183

the effects of environmental contamination on real property value usually involves the application of one or184

more specialized valuation methods. These methods should be consistent with the requirements related to185

the valuation approaches in USPAP.186

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual187

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to188

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.189

Approved December 8, 1992190

Last Revised June 11, 2002191
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ADVISORY OPINION 10 (AO-10)1

SUBJECT: The Appraiser-Client Relationship2

Approved March 23, 19933

Retired June 27, 20034

Please refer to Advisory Opinion 25, Clarification of the Client in a Federally Related Transaction,5

Advisory Opinion 26, Readdressing (Transferring) a Report to Another Party, and Advisory Opinion 27,6

Appraising the Same Property for a New Client, for related advice.7
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ADVISORY OPINION 11 (AO-11)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: Content of the Appraisal Report Options of Standards Rules 2-2 and 8-2
1

5

APPLICATION: Real Property, Personal Property6

THE ISSUE:7

Standards Rules 2-2 and 8-2 of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) offer8

three written appraisal report options. What information should be contained in each type of report?9

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE:10

Relevant USPAP & Advisory References11

• Under Standards Rules 2-2 and 8-2, an appraiser may communicate the results of the12

appraisal in one of three formats: Self-Contained Appraisal Report (Standards Rules 2-2(a)13

and 8-2(a), Summary Appraisal Report (Standards Rules 2-2(b) and 8-2(b)), or Restricted Use14

Appraisal Report (Standards Rules 2-2(c) and 8-2(c)). Standards Rules 2-2 and 8-2 require15

that the report prominently state which option is used.16

• The Comments to Standards Rules 2-2 and 8-2 state that “the essential difference among the17

three options is in the content and level of information provided.”18

Prominent Statement of Option Used19

The prominent statement of which option was used is a label that indicates to the reader how the appraisal20

is reported. Therefore, the statement should appear at or near the beginning of the report.21

In narrative appraisal reports, the prominent statement of which report option is used could appear with the22

statement of the intended use of the appraisal because the decision on which report option to use is23

primarily related to the intended use of the appraisal. For added prominence, a statement of the report24

option used could also appear on any cover page or transmittal letter, if part of the report.25

In form appraisal reports, the prominent statement of which report option is used could appear in the26

margin at the top of the front of the form.27

Content of the Self-Contained Appraisal Report28

The Self-Contained Appraisal Report should contain all information significant to the solution of the29

appraisal problem. “Describe” is the distinguishing term related to the Self-Contained Appraisal Report.30

Standards Rules 2-2(a)(vii) and 8-2(a)(vii) require a description of the scope of work used to develop the31

appraisal. The intended users of the Self-Contained Appraisal Report should expect to find all significant32

data reported in comprehensive detail.33

1 See Standards Rules 2-2 and 8-2. See also related Advisory Opinion 12, Use of the Appraisal Report Options of Standards Rules 2-2

and 8-2.
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Content of the Summary Appraisal Report34

As noted in the Comments to Standards Rules 2-2(b) and 8-2(b):35

The essential difference between the Self-Contained Appraisal Report and the Summary Appraisal36

Report is the level of detail of presentation.37

The Summary Appraisal Report should contain a summary of all information significant to the solution of38

the appraisal problem. “Summarize” is the distinguishing term related to the Summary Appraisal Report.39

Standards Rules 2-2(b)(vii) and 8-2(b)(vii) require a summary of the scope of work used to develop the40

appraisal. The intended users of the Summary Appraisal Report should expect to find all significant data41

reported in tabular or abbreviated narrative formats.42

Content of the Restricted Use Appraisal Report43

As noted in the Comment to Standards Rules 2-2(c)(i) and 8-2(c)(i):44

The Restricted Use Appraisal Report is for client use only. Before entering into an agreement, the45

appraiser should establish with the client the situations where this type of report is to be used and46

should ensure that the client understands the restricted utility of the Restricted Use Appraisal47

Report.48

The Restricted Use Appraisal Report should contain a brief statement of information significant to the49

solution of the appraisal problem. “State” is the distinguishing term related to the Restricted Use Appraisal50

Report.51

Standards Rules 2-2(c)(vii) and 8-2(c)(vii) requires the report to state the scope of work used to develop the52

appraisal. The client for a Restricted Use Appraisal Report should not expect to find all significant data53

reported.54

The report must reference the existence of specific workfile information in support of the appraiser’s55

opinions and conclusions. The contents of the workfile must be sufficient for the appraiser to produce a56

Summary Appraisal Report. The workfile should be available for inspection by the client (or a client’s57

representative, such as those engaged to complete an appraisal review), state enforcement agencies, and58

such third parties as may be authorized by due process of law, and a duly authorized professional peer59

review committee, except when such disclosure to a committee would violate applicable law or regulation.60

Differences in the Appraisal Report Options61

Each of the appraisal report options has reporting rules that serve as a content outline. The reporting rules62

for the Self-Contained Appraisal Report are Standards Rules 2-2(a)(i)-(xi) and 8-2(a)(i)–(xi). The reporting63

rules for the Summary Appraisal Report are Standards Rules 2-2(b)(i)-(xi) and 8-2(b)(i)–(xi). The reporting64

rules for the Restricted Use Appraisal Report are Standards Rules 2-2(c)(i)-(xi) and 8-2 (c)(i)–(xi).65

The chart on the following page displays a rule by rule comparison of the reporting rules for the three types66

of reports. Space does not permit inclusion of the Comment to the reporting rules in the chart. The67

Comments contain important distinctions that must be considered in the preparation of each type of68

appraisal report, and the reader of this Advisory Opinion should refer to the full text of Standards Rules 2-269

and 8-2.70
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STANDARDS RULES 2-2 AND 8-2 REPORT COMPARISON CHART: The essential difference71

among the three options is in the use and application of the terms “describe,” “summarize,” and “state.”72

“Describe” is used to connote a comprehensive level of detail in the presentation of information.73

“Summarize” is used to connote a more concise presentation of information. “State” is used to connote the74

minimal presentation of information.75

76

77

178

179

80

81

82

83

184

185

86

87

188

89

190

91

92

93

94

195

96

97

198

99

100

101

1102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

a) Self-Contained Appraisal Report b) Summary Appraisal Report c) Restricted Use Appraisal Report

i. state the identity of the client and any

intended users, by name or type;

i. state the identity of the client and any

intended users, by name or type;

i. state the identity of the client b

type; and state a prominent use res

limits use of the report to the clien

that the appraiser’s opinions and

set forth in the report may not be

properly without additional inform

appraiser’s workfile;

ii. state the intended use of the appraisal; ii. state the intended use of the appraisal; ii. state the intended use of the appra

iii. describe information sufficient to identify the

real estate or personal property involved in

the appraisal, including the physical and

economic property characteristics relevant to

the assignment;

iii. summarize information sufficient to identify

the real estate or personal property involved

in the appraisal, including the physical and

economic property characteristics relevant to

the assignment;

iii. state information sufficient to iden

estate or personal property invo

appraisal;

iv. state the property interest appraised; iv. state the property interest appraised; iv. state the property interest appraise

v. state the type and definition of value and cite

the source of the definition;

v. state the type and definition of value and cite

the source of the definition;

v. state the type of value, and cite th

its definition;

vi. state the effective date of the appraisal and

the date of the report;

vi. state the effective date of the appraisal and

the date of the report;

vi. state the effective date of the ap

the date of the report;

vii. describe the scope of work used to develop

the appraisal;

vii. summarize the scope of work used to develop

the appraisal;

vii. state the scope of work used to

appraisal;

viii. describe the information analyzed, the

appraisal methods and techniques employed,

and the reasoning that supports the analyses,

opinions, and conclusions; exclusion of the

sales comparison approach, cost approach, or

income approach must be explained;

viii. summarize the information analyzed, the

appraisal methods and techniques employed,

and the reasoning that supports the analyses,

opinions, and conclusions; exclusion of the

sales comparison approach, cost approach, or

income approach must be explained;

viii. state the appraisal methods and

employed, state the value opin

conclusion(s) reached and ref

workfile; exclusion of the sales

approach, cost approach, or incom

must be explained;

ix. state the use of the property existing as of the

date of value and the use of the real estate or

personal property reflected in the appraisal;

and, when an opinion of highest and best use

was developed by the appraiser, describe the

support and rationale for that opinion ;

ix. state the use of the property existing as of the

date of value and the use of the real estate or

personal property reflected in the appraisal;

and, when an opinion of highest and best use

was developed by the appraiser, summarize

the support and rationale for that opinion;

ix. state the use of the property existi

date of value and the use of the r

personal property reflected in th

and, when an opinion of highest a

was developed by the appraiser

opinion;

x. clearly and conspicuously state all

extraordinary assumptions and hypothetical

conditions; and that their use might have

affected the assignment results; and

x. clearly and conspicuously state all

extraordinary assumptions and hypothetical

conditions; and that their use might have

affected the assignment results; and

x. clearly and conspicuously

extraordinary assumptions and h

conditions; and that their use

affected the assignment results; an

xi. include a signed certification in accordance

with Standards Rule 2-3 or 8-3.

xi. include a signed certification in accordance

with Standards Rule 2-3 or 8-3.

xi. include a signed certification in

with Standards Rule 2-3 or 8-3.

Comments have not been included in this chart

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

a) Self-Contained Appraisal Report b) Summary Appraisal Report c) Restricted Use Appraisal Report

i. state the identity of the client and any

intended users, by name or type;

i. state the identity of the client and any

intended users, by name or type;

i. state the identity of the client by name or

type; and state a prominent use restriction that

limits use of the report to the client and warns

that the appraiser’s opinions and conclusions

set forth in the report may not be understood

properly without additional information in the

appraiser’s workfile;

ii. state the intended use of the appraisal; ii. state the intended use of the appraisal; ii. state the intended use of the appraisal;

iii. describe information sufficient to identify the

real estate or personal property involved in

the appraisal, including the physical and

economic property characteristics relevant to

the assignment;

iii. summarize information sufficient to identify

the real estate or personal property involved

in the appraisal, including the physical and

economic property characteristics relevant to

the assignment;

iii. state information sufficient to identify the real

estate or personal property involved in the

appraisal;

iv. state the property interest appraised; iv. state the property interest appraised; iv. state the property interest appraised;

v. state the type and definition of value and cite

the source of the definition;

v. state the type and definition of value and cite

the source of the definition;

v. state the type of value, and cite the source of

its definition;

vi. state the effective date of the appraisal and

the date of the report;

vi. state the effective date of the appraisal and

the date of the report;

vi. state the effective date of the appraisal and

the date of the report;

vii. describe the scope of work used to develop

the appraisal;

vii. summarize the scope of work used to develop

the appraisal;

vii. state the scope of work used to develop the

appraisal;

viii. describe the information analyzed, the

appraisal methods and techniques employed,

and the reasoning that supports the analyses,

opinions, and conclusions; exclusion of the

sales comparison approach, cost approach, or

income approach must be explained;

viii. summarize the information analyzed, the

appraisal methods and techniques employed,

and the reasoning that supports the analyses,

opinions, and conclusions; exclusion of the

sales comparison approach, cost approach, or

income approach must be explained;

viii. state the appraisal methods and techniques

employed, state the value opinion(s) and

conclusion(s) reached and reference the

workfile; exclusion of the sales comparison

approach, cost approach, or income approach

must be explained;

ix. state the use of the property existing as of the

date of value and the use of the real estate or

personal property reflected in the appraisal;

and, when an opinion of highest and best use

was developed by the appraiser, describe the

support and rationale for that opinion ;

ix. state the use of the property existing as of the

date of value and the use of the real estate or

personal property reflected in the appraisal;

and, when an opinion of highest and best use

was developed by the appraiser, summarize

the support and rationale for that opinion;

ix. state the use of the property existing as of the

date of value and the use of the real estate or

personal property reflected in the appraisal;

and, when an opinion of highest and best use

was developed by the appraiser, state that

opinion;

x. clearly and conspicuously state all

extraordinary assumptions and hypothetical

conditions; and that their use might have

affected the assignment results; and

x. clearly and conspicuously state all

extraordinary assumptions and hypothetical

conditions; and that their use might have

affected the assignment results; and

x. clearly and conspicuously state all

extraordinary assumptions and hypothetical

conditions; and that their use might have

affected the assignment results; and

xi. include a signed certification in accordance

with Standards Rule 2-3 or 8-3.

xi. include a signed certification in accordance

with Standards Rule 2-3 or 8-3.

xi. include a signed certification in accordance

with Standards Rule 2-3 or 8-3.

Comments have not been included in this chart
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Examples of the Application of the Terms “Describe,” “Summarize,” and “State” in the Context of a120

Real Property Appraisal Report121

The following presentations of the zoning section of a commercial appraisal report are used to exemplify122

the content differences in the three appraisal report options. These examples show a relative illustration of123

depth and detail of presentation and are not intended to characterize the format for an entire appraisal124

report. The examples are not intended to imply that information on zoning is necessary in all appraisal125

reports.126

EXAMPLE OF “DESCRIBE”127

Zoning128

The General Business B-4 zoning classification applies to the subject real estate. The purpose of the B-4129

zone is to encourage local commercial development along arterial streets to serve the surrounding130

residential areas. The uses of B-4 zoning and yard and bulk regulations to the B-4 zone are described131

below.132

Principal Permitted Uses133

Banking facilities, houses of worship, public buildings and facilities, service establishments, sit-down134

restaurants serving patrons on the premises, and stores for the sale of goods at retail.135

Special Permit Uses136

Business and professional offices, manufacturing of goods sold on the premises, medical clinics,137

multifamily dwellings (sites in excess of 15,000 sq. ft.), and take-out restaurants (sites in excess of 25,000138

sq. ft.).139

Yard and Bulk Regulations140

Minimum Requirements Lot Area: 10,000 sq. ft.141

Lot Width: 100 feet142

Front Yard: 20 feet143

Side Yards: 10 feet (each)144

Rear Yard: 10 feet145

Off-Street Parking (Stores): 4 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft. of sales area146

Maximum Requirements Building Coverage: 50% of lot area147

Building Height: 2 stories or 20 feet148

Conclusion149

On the basis of a review of the zoning regulations and a discussion with John N. Forcer of the Anytown150

planning and zoning office, the existing use and subject improvements are in conformance with zoning.151

152
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EXAMPLE OF “SUMMARIZE”152

Zoning153

The General Business B-4 zoning classification applies. Its purpose is to encourage local commercial154

development of banking facilities, retail stores, and service establishments along arterial streets on155

minimum lots of 10,000 sq. ft. with a width of 100 feet. Building coverage is limited to 50% of the lot, and156

building height is limited to two stories or 20 feet. John N. Forcer of the Anytown planning and zoning157

office indicates that the existing use and subject improvements conform.158

EXAMPLE OF “STATE”159

Zoning160

General Business, B-4; existing use and subject improvements conform.161

The purpose of the above examples is to show one view of the differences among the application of the162

terms “describe,” “summarize,” and “state.” The examples should not be extended beyond this Advisory163

Opinion to every section of an appraisal report.164

Varying Depth and Detail Within the Report Option Selected165

Standard Rules 2-2(a)(viii) and 8-2(a)(viii) and 2-2(b)(viii) and 8-2(b)(viii) use the words “describe” and166

“summarize,” respectively, as the distinguishing verb, but they contain the identical Comment that each167

item must be addressed in the depth and detail required by its significance to the appraisal. The overall168

depth and detail of information presented to satisfy each Standards Rule, not the length of any specific169

item, determine the proper application of the report option utilized.170

This Advisory Opinion focuses on the content of the appraisal report options and should be read in171

conjunction with Advisory Opinion 12, which focuses on the use of the appraisal report options of172

STANDARD 2 and STANDARD 8.173

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual174

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to175

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.176

Approved July 30, 1993177

Last Revised October 28, 2005178
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ADVISORY OPINION 12 (AO-12)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: Use of the Appraisal Report Options of Standards Rules 2-2 and 8-2
1

5

APPLICATION: Real Property, Personal Property6

THE ISSUE:7

Standards Rules 2-2 and 8-2 of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) offer8

three written appraisal report options. What are appropriate circumstances for the use of these options?9

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE:10

Relevant USPAP & Advisory References11

• Under Standards Rules 2-2 and 8-2, an appraiser may communicate the results of an appraisal12

in one of three formats: Self-Contained Appraisal Report (Standards Rules 2-2(a) and 8-2(a)),13

Summary Appraisal Report (Standards Rules 2-2(b) and 8-2(b)), or Restricted Use Appraisal14

Report (Standards Rules 2-2(c) and 8-2(c)).15

Deciding Which Report Option to Use16

As with other business decisions that involve the application of USPAP, the existence of appraisal report17

options implies a dialogue between the appraiser and the client to define the appraisal problem prior to18

reaching an agreement to perform an assignment. Part of that dialogue is a decision on which report option19

is appropriate for the assignment. This dialogue/decision process can be applied to a single assignment or to20

a series of assignments performed by an appraiser for the same client. In most situations, the client may21

decide which report option is appropriate for the assignment. The appraiser may agree to provide the report22

option suggested by the client as long as the report option is consistent with the intended use of the23

appraisal.24

The decision between using a Self-Contained Appraisal Report and a Summary Appraisal Report is not25

absolute. The following factors should be considered by the appraiser and the client in deciding whether a26

Self-Contained Appraisal Report or a Summary Appraisal Report is appropriate:27

• the intended use of the appraisal;28

• that the appraiser and client understand the differences between the options; and29

• whether the intended use of the appraisal warrants comprehensive or summary disclosure of30

the steps in, and information considered in, the appraisal process.31

A decision to use the Restricted Use Appraisal Report is absolute because the minimum level of32

information required in a Restricted Use Appraisal Report is not designed to address the needs of any third-33

party users. When an appraiser uses the Restricted Use Appraisal Report option, a prominent notice to any34

reader must be provided. The prominent notice must warn any reader of the report that the appraiser’s35

opinions and conclusions set forth in the report may not be understood properly without the additional36

information in the appraiser’s workfile. The Restricted Use Appraisal Report may be useful when:37

1 See Standards Rules 2-2 and 8-2. See also related Advisory Opinion 11, Content of the Appraisal Report Options of Standards

Rules 2-2 and 8-2.
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• the client is the only intended user of the appraiser’s opinions and conclusions set forth in the38

report;39

• the client understands the limited utility of this option;40

• the intended use of the appraisal warrants restricted disclosure about the appraisal process41

steps completed in the assignment; and42

• the client (the only intended user) does not need the level of information required in a Self-43

Contained Appraisal Report or Summary Appraisal Report.44

This Advisory Opinion focuses on the use of the appraisal report options and should be read in conjunction45

with Advisory Opinion 11, which focuses on the content of the appraisal report options of STANDARDS 246

and 8.47

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual48

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to49

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.50

Approved July 20, 199451

Last Revised October 28, 200552
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ADVISORY OPINION 13 (AO-13)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: Performing Evaluations of Real Property Collateral to Conform with USPAP5

APPLICATION: Real Property6

THE ISSUE:7

How can an appraiser operating under the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP)8

develop an evaluation of real property collateral (evaluation)?9

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE:10

Relevant USPAP & Advisory References11

• Under STANDARD 1, in developing a real property appraisal, an appraiser must be aware of,12

understand, and correctly employ those recognized methods and techniques that are necessary13

to produce a credible appraisal14

• The SCOPE OF WORK RULE of USPAP states in part, “Appraisers have broad flexibility15

and significant responsibility in determining the appropriate scope of work for an appraisal,16

appraisal review, and appraisal consulting assignment.”17

Background18

The terms “appraisal” and “evaluation” have special meaning and use for institutions regulated by and19

under the rules and published guidelines of the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), the Board20

of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (FRS), the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), the21

National Credit Union Administration (NCUA), and the Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS) (Agencies).22

The October 27, 1994, Interagency Appraisal and Evaluation Guidelines (Agencies’ Guidelines) discusses23

“evaluation” as a term used to describe an estimate of value for certain real estate-related transactions that24

are exempt from the Agencies’ appraisal requirements. The federal regulators have ruled that an appraisal25

must conform to generally accepted appraisal standards as evidenced by USPAP but that an evaluation26

need not conform to USPAP. This distinction is important because appraisers who are bound by USPAP27

must comply with USPAP whenever they provide an opinion of value.28

Many professional appraisers and state appraiser regulators have expressed uncertainty as to whether29

evaluations of real property collateral comply with USPAP. Appraisers are concerned with the potential30

consequences of a violation of USPAP.31

The October 27, 1994, Interagency Appraisal and Evaluation Guidelines state:32

An institution should establish prudent standards for the preparation of evaluations. At a33

minimum, an evaluation should:34

• be written;35

• include the preparer’s name, address, and signature and the effective date of the evaluation;36

• describe the real estate collateral, its condition, and its current and projected use;37

• describe the source(s) of information used in the analysis;38

• describe the analysis and supporting information; and39

• provide an estimate of the real estate’s market value, with any limiting conditions40
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An evaluation report should include calculations, supporting assumptions, and, if utilized, a41

discussion of comparable sales. Documentation should be sufficient to allow an institution to42

understand the analysis, assumptions, and conclusions. An institution’s own real estate loan43

portfolio experience and value estimates prepared for recent loans on comparable properties44

might provide a basis for evaluations.45

An evaluation should provide an estimate of value to assist the institution in assessing the46

soundness of the transaction. Prudent practices also require that as an institution engages in47

more complex real estate-related financial transactions, or as its overall exposure increases, a48

more detailed evaluation should be performed. For example, an evaluation for a home equity loan49

might be based primarily on information derived from a sales data services organization or50

current tax assessment information, while an evaluation for an income-producing real estate51

property should fully describe the current and expected use of the property and include an52

analysis of the property’s rental income and expenses.53

Appraisers need to be aware that lenders regulated by different agencies may have different interpretations54

of the Agencies’ Guidelines. Lender institutions may have developed different requirements for evaluations55

based on their interpretations of the Agencies’ Guidelines. It is critical that the appraiser and the client have56

a mutual understanding of the intended use and the scope of work for the assignment. One way to enhance57

this mutual understanding is for the appraiser to request copies of the institution’s evaluation standards or58

requirements pertinent to the assignment.59

ASB Opinion on Evaluations of Real Property Collateral60

Appraisers operating under USPAP may accept all requests for evaluations of real property collateral as61

long as the appraiser’s work meets minimum USPAP requirements.62

When an evaluation assignment includes a request for an opinion of value, under USPAP the evaluation63

becomes an appraisal, which USPAP defines as “the act or process of developing an opinion of value; an64

opinion of value.”65

Any request for an opinion of value of real property requires compliance with the SCOPE OF WORK66

RULE, which states in part:67

The scope of work must include the research and analyses that are necessary to develop credible68

assignment results.69

An appraiser must be prepared to support the decision to exclude any investigation, information,70

method, or technique that would appear relevant to the client, another intended user, or the71

appraiser’s peers.72

An appraiser must not allow assignment conditions to limit the scope of work to such a degree that73

the assignment results are not credible in the context of the intended use.74

75
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If the evaluation request does not call for an opinion of value of a specific property, the request might be a75

part of appraisal practice for which there are no specific performance standards in USPAP. If the evaluation76

request requires information that is an aspect of value, but not an opinion of value, the appraiser would then77

be obligated to comply only with the Conduct, Management, and Confidentiality sections of the ETHICS78

RULE, the COMPETENCY RULE, the JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE, and the79

SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE. Examples of requests for services that do not require a value80

conclusion of a specific property include, without limitation:81

• providing sales and rent data, listings, assessments and other similar information, without82

adjustments to indicate the value of a specific property; and83

• providing data describing a neighborhood, community, or any other real estate market84

segment and analyses on real estate market trends.85

Appraisers who believe certain requests for evaluations of real property collateral are inconsistent with86

USPAP or contrary to law should explain their concerns to the potential client. If necessary, additional87

information and advice may be obtained from the appropriate federal regulator regarding the Agencies’88

Guidelines. Issues regarding state law should be directed to those state government regulators with89

jurisdiction.90

Illustrations91

Scenario #1: Market Value92

A potential client requests two evaluations of real property collateral. The client wants as little as93

possible in writing on the current market value of the fee simple interest for each property. The94

client is knowledgeable about the market for the type(s) of property involved.95

In either case, the appraiser should determine the appropriate scope of work to develop credible96

assignment results based on the problem to be solved before considering the reporting options of97

STANDARD 2.98

One evaluation is for an existing single-family residential fee simple property in connection with a99

real estate loan of $250,000 or less. The client requests only the sales comparison approach for100

this residential evaluation.101

If the appraiser determines that the sales comparison approach alone is sufficient to produce102

credible assignment results in the appraisal of the residential property, an evaluation based solely103

on this evidence can be performed in compliance with USPAP.104

The other evaluation is for an existing office building, occupied by the owner (without a lease).105

The lender is considering a business loan of $1,000,000 or less that is not dependent on the sale of106

or rental income derived from real estate as the primary source of repayment. The client requests107

only the income capitalization approach for this office building evaluation.108

If the appraiser determines that the income capitalization approach alone is sufficient to produce109

credible assignment results in the appraisal of the office building property, an evaluation of this110

property based solely on this evidence can be performed in compliance with USPAP.111

Scenario #2: Value/Assessments112

The potential client requests evaluations, including value conclusions, of the same two properties113

based only on their current assessments for real estate taxation purposes.114
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In the example of the residential evaluation, the appraiser should first verify the processes,115

accuracy, and reliability of the assessing agency. Assuming these are sound, the appraiser may be116

able to accept the assignment if the appraiser is competent to employ sales/assessment ratio117

techniques and employs a valid sales/assessment ratio analysis as part of the evaluation.118

In the example of the office building evaluation, if the income approach is not used in determining119

the assessed value, the assessment analysis alone would not appear to be sufficient.120

In either case, the appraiser must be sufficiently diligent to ensure that any value opinion will not121

result in significant errors of omission or commission and the scope of work is sufficient to122

produce assignment results that are credible in the context of the intended use of the assignment.123

Scenario #3: Providing Market Information124

The potential client requests a residential or office property evaluation but asks for an opinion on125

market trends or conditions and not an opinion of value. However, since market trend information126

includes data on aspects of value, these assignments may be completed as a part of appraisal127

practice, in compliance with USPAP, but no specific performance standards apply. USPAP would128

require that when an appraiser provides this service he or she do so competently, impartially,129

independently and without bias or accommodation of personal interests, in recognition of any130

applicable jurisdictional requirements, as well as any supplemental standards. As examples and131

without limitation, the appraiser could provide, as part of appraisal practice, information and/or132

conclusions on:133

• rent, sale, or assessment levels, for such purposes as to address a client’s need for market134

trend conclusions;135

• sales and/or assessment levels at various or certain points in time, for such purposes as to136

address sales/assessment ratio or loan portfolio ratio questions;137

• the rate of market absorption of new or existing properties such as time from listing to sale138

or lease of a property, a set of properties, or a volume of space for such purposes as to139

address questions on market supply/demand balance.140

The above are examples of only a few of the many situations when an appraiser may best serve141

the client’s evaluation-related needs by simply providing market information without indicating a142

value conclusion of a specific property. Such assignments are not appraisals and have no specific143

performance standards in USPAP.144

Scenario #4: Subdivision Lot145

The potential client requests an evaluation on a vacant residential subdivision lot where many146

nearby lots have been sold and improved with new homes within recent years.147

If a value opinion for a specific lot is requested, the evaluation could be performed and reported as148

an appraisal assignment under STANDARDS 1 and 2 of USPAP. Based on the definition of149

“appraisal,” an opinion of value may be expressed as a single point value, a range in value, or a150

value relationship.151

If a value opinion for a specific lot is not required, the appraiser could provide a variety of market152

data, including a listing of sales that have occurred in the subdivision, or information relating to153

assessment values of other lots in the subdivision. Such an assignment is not an appraisal and has154

no specific performance standards in USPAP.155
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Reporting the Results of an Evaluation156

When reporting evaluations, appraisers need to be aware that the evaluation content, described in the157

Agencies’ Guidelines, differs from the content required for appraisal reports under STANDARD 2 (see158

Advisory Opinion 11). It is important that appraisers take care that the contents of their appraisal reports159

satisfy the requirements of STANDARD 2. When reporting the results of an evaluation that includes a160

value conclusion, an appraiser could use the Summary Appraisal Report format, as described in Standards161

Rule 2-2(b). In some instances, and depending on the client’s needs, a Self-Contained or a Restricted Use162

Appraisal Report may also be appropriate.163

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual164

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to165

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.166

Approved July 18, 1995167

Last Revised October 28, 2005168
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ADVISORY OPINION 14 (AO-14)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: Appraisals for Subsidized Housing5

APPLICATION: Real Property6

THE ISSUE:7

Preparation of appraisals for subsidized housing in compliance with the Uniform Standards of Professional8

Appraisal Practice (USPAP) requires knowledge and experience that goes beyond typical residential9

appraisal competency. What guidance does USPAP provide for the appraisal of subsidized housing?10

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE:11

Relevant USPAP & Advisory References12

• The COMPETENCY RULE requires the appraiser to “…properly identify the problem to be13

addressed…” and (in the Comment) “…understand the nuances of the local market and the14

supply and demand factors relating to the specific property type and the location involved.”15

• The Comment to Standards Rule 1-1(a) states: “Important changes in the cost and manner of16

constructing and marketing commercial, industrial, and residential real estate as well as17

changes in the legal framework in which real property rights and interests are created,18

conveyed, and mortgaged have resulted in corresponding changes in appraisal theory and19

practice. Social change has also had an effect…”20

• Standards Rule 1-2, particularly (a), (b), (c)(iv), (e) and (h); Standards Rule 1-3(a) and (b);21

and Standards Rule 1-4(g).22

Identification of Subsidized Housing23

Subsidized housing may be defined as single- or multifamily residential real estate targeted for ownership24

or occupancy by low- or moderate-income households as a result of public programs and other financial25

tools that assist or subsidize the developer, purchaser, or tenant in exchange for restrictions on use and26

occupancy. The United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) provides the27

primary definition of income and asset eligibility standards for low- and moderate-income households.28

Other federal, state, and local agencies define income eligibility standards for specific programs and29

developments under their jurisdictions.30

Competency Issues31

Appraisers should be aware that the competency required to appraise subsidized housing extends beyond32

typical residential appraisal competency. Subsidized housing appraisals require the appraiser to understand33

the various programs, definitions, and pertinent tax considerations involved in the particular assignment34

applicable to the location and development. An appraiser should be capable of analyzing the impact of the35

programs and definitions in the local subsidized housing submarket, as well as in the general market that is36

unaffected by subsidized housing programs. Appraisers should also be aware of possible political changes37

that will affect the durability of the benefits and restrictions to subsidized housing projects and fully38

understand interpretation and enforcement of subsidy programs. An appraiser’s lack of knowledge and39

understanding of the impact of the various influences that affect subsidized housing projects could lead to40

misleading conclusions. For example, subsidized housing projects may have differences in income,41
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expenses, and rates of returns when compared with nonsubsidized housing projects. Appraisers should42

reflect the actions of the participants in the market and avoid any stereotyped or biased assumptions.43

Property Rights Issues44

Subsidies and incentives that encourage housing for low- and moderate-income households may create45

intangible property rights in addition to real property rights and may also create restrictions that modify real46

property rights. The appraiser should demonstrate the ability to discern the differences between the real and47

intangible property rights and value the various rights involved. Low-Income Housing Tax Credits48

(LIHTCs) are an example of an incentive that results in intangible property rights that are not real property49

but might be included in the appraisal. Project-based rent subsidies are an example of a subsidy50

accompanied by restrictions that modify real property rights. Appraisers should be aware that tenant-based51

rent subsidies do not automatically result in a property right to the owner or developer of subsidized52

housing.53

Standards Rule 1-2(e) allows the inclusion of intangible assets that are not real property in the appraisal.54

When personal property, trade fixtures, or intangible items are included in the appraisal, the appraiser55

must analyze the effect on value of such non-real property items, as required by Standards Rule 1-4(g).56

A critical factor in all subsidized housing appraisals is the analysis of whether or not the various subsidies,57

incentives, and restrictions remain with the real property following a sale or foreclosure and thus are58

marketable property rights to be included in the appraisal.59

Value Definition Issues60

The value definition in any appraisal is a controlling factor of the bundle of rights to be considered in the61

appraisal. Standards Rule 1-2(c) requires an appraiser to identify the type and definition of value. Standards62

Rule 1-2(c) further states, if the value opinion to be developed is market value, ascertain whether the value63

is to be the most probable price:64

(i) in terms of cash; or65

(ii) in terms of financial arrangements equivalent to cash; or66

(iii) in other precisely defined terms; and67

(iv) if the opinion of value is to be based on non-market financing or financing with unusual68

conditions or incentives, the terms of such financing must be clearly identified and the69

appraiser’s opinion of their contributions to or negative influence on value must be70

developed by analysis of relevant market data.71

If the appraisal of a subsidized housing assignment is for market value, the appraiser must determine if72

requirement (i), (ii), (iii), or (iv) above applies to the specific definition selected or required by the client.73

The appraiser can then determine if the programs and intangible assets created by the programs affecting74

the subject property qualify under the selected or required market value definition. This determination75

requires competent knowledge of the programs and whether the programs qualify under (i), (ii), (iii), or (iv)76

above.77

USPAP does not mandate market value appraisals, but it does require that the type and definition of value78

be identified. If the type of value for the total property (real property and intangible assets) is not market79

value, then (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) above may not be applicable.80

In appraisal of subsidized housing, the value definition selected or required by the client and the reporting81

techniques used should be discussed with the client prior to the acceptance of the assignment because the82

analyses may be based on general market terms, subsidized housing submarket financing with unusual83

conditions or incentives, both, or some other defined premise.84
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Because Standards Rule 1-2(c) also states that the terms of submarket financing or financing with unusual85

conditions or incentives must be clearly set forth, their contributions to or negative influence on value must86

be developed by analysis of relevant market data.87

Subsidies and incentives should be explained in the appraisal report, and their effect on value, if any, needs88

to be reported in conformity with STANDARD 2.89

Market Analysis Issues90

Certain specific steps should be taken when appraising subsidized property. Research with housing91

organizations and public agencies should be completed to find appropriate data on financing, rental and92

occupancy restrictions, resale restrictions, and sales of comparably subsidized or restricted properties.93

Knowledge of the general markets and the subsidized housing submarkets should be evident in all analyses.94

The market analyses should also address the subject’s ability to attract a sufficient number of subsidized95

tenants. Reversion projections should be based on interviews with market participants; any factual96

information from developments that have reached the expiration of their subsidies, incentives, and97

restrictions; and other relevant information.98

Legal Jurisdictions99

Appraisers should be aware that some jurisdictions may have laws, administrative rules, regulations, or100

ordinances that stipulate requirements in the appraisal of subsidized housing within their jurisdiction. If so,101

the SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE or JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE may apply.102

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual103

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to104

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.105

Approved July 19, 1995106

Last Revised September 16, 1998107
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ADVISORY OPINION 15 (AO-15)1

SUBJECT: Using the DEPARTURE RULE in Developing a Limited Appraisal2

Approved July 26, 19963

Retired October 28, 20054
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ADVISORY OPINION 16 (AO-16)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: Fair Housing Laws and Appraisal Report Content5

APPLICATION: Real Property6

THE ISSUE:7

In developing and reporting an appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting assignment, what should8

an appraiser consider to comply with current fair housing laws?9

BACKGROUND:10

Fair housing law(s) preclude the use of certain specific information or supported conclusions related to11

protected group(s) in some assignments. Accordingly, an appraiser should be knowledgeable about the laws12

that affect the subject property of an assignment. Laws and public policy on fair lending and fair housing13

(such as the Fair Housing Act; the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA), and the laws and public policy14

of applicable federal, state, and local jurisdictions) continue to evolve. Further, appraisers must continue to15

provide appraisals that do not illegally discriminate or contribute to illegal discrimination. The Conduct16

section of the ETHICS RULE states in part, “An appraiser must not use or rely on unsupported17

conclusions relating to characteristics such as race, color, religion, national origin, gender, marital status,18

familial status, age, receipt of public assistance income, handicap, or an unsupported conclusion that19

homogeneity of such characteristics is necessary to maximize value” (bold added for emphasis).20

In some cases, even supported conclusions in assignments relating to characteristics such as race, color,21

religion, national origin, gender, marital status, familial status, age, receipt of public assistance income,22

handicap, or group homogeneity cannot be used because they are precluded by applicable law.23

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE:24

Relevant USPAP & Advisory References25

• The PREAMBLE states, “It is essential that appraisers develop and communicate their26

analyses, opinions, and conclusions to intended users of their services in a manner that is27

meaningful and not misleading.”28

• The Conduct section of the ETHICS RULE states, “An appraiser must perform assignments29

ethically and competently, in accordance with USPAP and any supplemental standards30

agreed to by the appraiser in accepting the assignment. An appraiser must not engage in31

criminal conduct. An appraiser must perform assignments with impartiality, objectivity, and32

independence, and without accommodation of personal interests.”33

• The COMPETENCY RULE states, “…an appraiser must properly identify the problem to be34

addressed and have the knowledge and experience to complete the assignment35

competently….”36

• The Comment to Standards Rule 1-1(a) states, “Social change has also had an effect on37

appraisal theory and practice. To keep abreast of these changes and developments, the38

appraisal profession is constantly reviewing and revising appraisal methods and techniques39

and developing new methods and techniques to meet new circumstances. For this reason, it is40

not sufficient for appraisers to simply maintain the skills and knowledge they possess when41

they become appraisers. Each appraiser must continuously improve his or her skills to42

remain proficient in real property appraisal.”43
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• Standards Rule 2-1(a) states, “Each written or oral real property appraisal report must44

clearly and accurately set forth the appraisal in a manner that will not be misleading.”45

• The content of the certification in Standards Rules 2-3, 3-3, 5-3, 6-9, 8-3, and 10-3 requires46

the following disclosures: “I certify that, to best of my knowledge and belief, … the reported47

analyses, opinions, and conclusions are my personal, impartial, and unbiased professional48

analyses, opinions, and conclusions …[and] my analyses, opinions, and conclusions were49

developed, and this report has been prepared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of50

Professional Appraisal Practice.”51

• The Conduct section of the ETHICS RULE states, “An appraiser must not use or rely on52

unsupported conclusions relating to characteristics such as race, color, religion, national53

origin, gender, marital status, familial status, age, receipt of public assistance income,54

handicap, or an unsupported conclusion that homogeneity of such characteristics is55

necessary to maximize value.”56

• Appraisers must be aware that jurisdictions have laws or public policy that may affect the57

consideration of certain information in the development and reporting process. In some of58

these cases the JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE or SUPPLEMENTAL59

STANDARDS RULE may apply.60

Appraisal Report Content61

An appraiser must ensure that his or her appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting opinions and62

conclusions are impartial and objective and do not illegally discriminate or contribute to illegal63

discrimination through subjective or stereotypical assumptions.64

The use of terms or descriptive phrases in place of factual information in a report imposes particular65

obligations on an appraiser to ensure that the user properly understands the report and is not misled. An66

appraiser needs to have, and should report wherever possible and appropriate, factual information to67

support the use of terms or descriptive phrases that reflect a scale or rating of a market or property that68

affects value or marketability conclusions. If such factual information is absent, an appraiser should clearly69

disclose that the rating or descriptive phrase is the appraiser’s opinion but that no factual information was70

available to support that rating or descriptive phrase and ensure that the use of the term or descriptive71

phrase is not illegally discriminatory.72

An appraiser should research the actions of participants in the subject’s market to identify factors having a73

direct favorable or unfavorable influence on marketability or value. Failure to extract pertinent market74

information (e.g., sales, rents, occupancy rates, expense ratios, capitalization or discount rates, construction75

costs, depreciation, or exposure times) from the subject’s market could produce conclusions that are76

misleading and/or illegally discriminatory.77

Appraisers should exercise care that comments made in a report will not be perceived as illegally biased or78

discriminatory. Factual descriptions, rather than subjective phrases, allow the user of a report to draw his or79

her own conclusions. The use of terms that reflect a scale such as “high,” “low,” “good,” “fair,” “poor,”80

“strong,” “weak,” “rapid,” “slow,” “average,” or the like should also provide contextual information that81

properly explains the frame of reference and the relative position of the subject property on the scale. For82

example, if absorption is stated as “rapid,” the context of the rating should be cited as well (“rapid” relative83

to what?).84

Appraisers should be aware that some jurisdictions may have laws, administrative rules, regulations, or85

ordinances that stipulate requirements within their jurisdiction that address discrimination issues that may86

affect the information an appraiser may consider in developing opinions or conclusions in an assignment.87

In some such cases, the SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE or the JURISDICTIONAL88

EXCEPTION RULE may apply.89
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Competency90

Situations such as those listed below require specific research and competency to avoid the use of91

unsupported conclusions:92

• the property is designed to suit the needs of a protected group;93

• there is little or no transaction information available on similar properties;94

• the property is in a market setting where similar properties have not previously existed;95

• market conditions are not similar to the conditions prevailing during the time frame in which96

previous market transactions occurred; or97

• there are financially subsidized rental or ownership programs.98

Illustrations:99

1. An appraiser is completing an assignment in an area where crime activity has recently been100

publicized. The appraiser considers the use of the term “high-crime area.”101

This is a subjective term that may be understood by the appraiser but may mislead the client.102

This term does not provide the evidence that the appraiser used in making the observation.103

The appraiser may provide a specific reference that is factual and objective (e.g., one crime104

per 100 people or one crime per 1,000,000 people) but may still mislead the client. If the105

appraiser is to be competent with these types of statistics, the crime ratio should be correlated106

to the actions of the market in reflecting a valuation adjustment or other indication of property107

demand. If all of the comparables used by the appraiser are from a market sharing the same108

crime characteristic, the appraiser should question whether the term and/or the statistic(s) are109

relevant to the appraisal assignment.110

2. A religious organization requests an appraiser to determine if a facility offering unique services to111

specific religious members is feasible. The appraiser must research a geographic market and112

identify concentrations of individuals that are members of that specific religion. Is the appraiser113

permitted to complete the assignment under USPAP?114

The assignment is not covered by ECOA or the Fair Housing Act. Under USPAP, the115

appraiser must comply with the ETHICS RULE concerning discrimination.116

The key in this case is not to use or rely on unsupported conclusions. If the appraiser can117

identify the market behavior of the religious members and relate that behavior to the118

assignment, the appraiser is not in violation of USPAP.119

3. An appraiser is requested to review a portfolio of apartment appraisal reports in a market area120

where apartments with public rent subsidies also exist. How does the Conduct section of the121

ETHICS RULE affect the appraisal reviewer’s actions?122

The review and conclusion of acceptance or rejection of the reports should not rely on the123

appraisal reviewer’s unsupported conclusions regarding public assistance projects.124
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4. An appraiser is requested to appraise a house with specific features (e.g., ramps, wider doorways,125

and special plumbing fixtures) designed to accommodate handicapped individuals. How does the126

appraiser analyze the unique improvements?127

The appraiser should reflect market preferences for the components of the structure. However,128

the appraiser should not draw an unsupported conclusion that the fixtures either enhance or129

diminish value.130

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual131

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to132

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.133

Approved June 10, 1996134

Revised September 16, 1998135
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ADVISORY OPINION 17 (AO-17)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: Appraisals of Real Property with Proposed Improvements5

APPLICATION: Real Property6

THE ISSUE:7

Can either a current or a prospective value opinion for a property subject to completion of proposed8

improvements be provided in compliance with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice9

(USPAP)?10

BACKGROUND:11

An appraisal of real property with proposed improvements presents complex analysis and reporting issues12

because some portion of the property appraised does not exist at the time of the appraisal. Consequently, an13

appraiser must use particular care when performing an appraisal of such property to ensure that the results14

are credible and the appraisal report is not misleading.15

A client may have a legitimate need for either a current or a prospective opinion of value (or both)16

concerning proposed improvements to real property. This kind of appraisal may be performed for a variety17

of client types, such as lenders, developers, private investors, trusts, attorneys, government agencies, or18

insurance companies. Further, such an appraisal may be for purposes other than providing an opinion of19

market value.20

Many real property appraisers have been uncertain whether a current value opinion, rather than a21

prospective value opinion, may be provided in compliance with USPAP for a property subject to22

completion of proposed improvements and, if so, which portions of USPAP are most relevant to the23

assignment.24

Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 4 addresses how an appraiser may provide a prospective value25

opinion in a manner that is not misleading. This Advisory Opinion provides guidance in performing an26

assignment involving proposed improvements to real property, whether the purpose of the assignment is to27

develop a current value opinion or to develop a prospective value opinion.28

The value opinion in an appraisal assignment involving proposed improvements is developed on the basis29

of one or more extraordinary assumptions. Using an extraordinary assumption always requires specific30

reporting steps. An appraiser must properly address the requirements set forth in Standards Rule 1-2(f)31

related to use of an extraordinary assumption in developing an appraisal and must address Standards Rules32

2-2(a)(x), (b)(x), and (c)(x) in reporting the appraisal opinions and conclusions so as to ensure that the33

results are credible and not misleading34

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE:35

Relevant USPAP & Advisory References36

The following USPAP references are applicable when completing an assignment involving proposed37

improvements to real property:38
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• COMPETENCY RULE, as it relates to the complexity of an appraisal assignment involving39

proposed improvements;40

• SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE, particularly as to which describes when and under41

what conditions other requirements may augment USPAP;42

• JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE;43

• STANDARD 1, particularly Standards Rules 1-1(a), 1-2(d), 1-2(e), 1-2(h), 1-3(a); and44

• STANDARD 2, particularly Standards Rules 2-1(a), 2-1(c), and Standards Rule 2-2.45

Additional standards information is provided in these Statements on Appraisal Standards:46

• No. 2 , addressing discounted cash flow analysis;47

• No. 4, explaining that three categories of effective appraisal dates may be used—48

retrospective, current, or prospective—according to the intended use of the appraisal49

assignment, and addressing how an appraisal can be prepared and presented in a manner that50

will not be misleading when a prospective value opinion is required; and51

• No. 6, addressing reasonable exposure time in market value opinions.52

Additional guidance appears in Advisory Opinion 7, which addresses marketing time opinions.53

General Comments54

Both current and prospective value appraisals subject to completion of proposed improvements to real55

property are permitted under USPAP. As noted in Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 4, a current value56

appraisal occurs when the effective date of appraisal is contemporaneous with the date of the report, and a57

prospective value appraisal occurs when the effective date of appraisal is after the date of the report.58

Development of a value opinion(s) for a subject property with proposed improvements in a current value59

appraisal involves at least one hypothetical condition, specifically that the described improvements have60

been completed as of the date of value. The use of a hypothetical condition, in turn, imposes additional61

reporting requirements as set forth in Standards Rule 1-2(g) and Standards Rules 2-2(a)(x), (b)(x), and62

(c)(x). The additional reporting requirements are to ensure that an intended user understands that:63

(a) the improved subject property does not yet, in fact, exist as of the date of appraisal;64

(b) the analyses performed to develop the opinion of value are based on a hypothesis, specifically that65

the improved subject property is assumed to exist when in fact it does not exist;66

(c) certain events need to occur, as disclosed in the report, before the property appraised with the67

proposed improvements will in fact exist; and68

(d) the appraisal does not address unforeseeable events that could alter the proposed property69

improvements and/or the market conditions reflected in the analyses.70

Development of a value opinion based on a hypothetical condition is addressed in Standards Rule 1-2(g).71

Use of a hypothetical condition is permitted when it is clearly required for legal purposes, for purposes of72

reasonable analysis, or for purposes of comparison. An analysis based on a hypothetical condition must not73

result in an appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting report that is misleading. The hypothetical74

condition must be clearly and conspicuously disclosed in the report with a description of the hypothetical75

condition and a statement that its use might have affected the assignment results.76

There may be supplemental standards that affect how and when a hypothetical condition may be used in an77

appraisal assignment. An appraiser should consider supplemental standards, but he or she must make78

certain that developing and reporting a current value opinion under a hypothetical condition in accordance79

with supplemental standards still results in an appraisal that complies with USPAP.80

The SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE may apply in assignments when a value opinion based on a81

hypothetical condition is required by applicable law or public policy.82
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Assignment Considerations83

An appraiser asked to complete an assignment involving proposed improvements to real property should84

consider and discuss with the client:85

• the intended use of the appraisal report;86

• the effective date of the appraisal and the date when the proposed improvements are expected to87

be complete;88

• the physical and economic changes to the existing property and changes in the market for the89

property that may result from completion of the proposed improvement; and90

• the possible change in market competition from other properties over the time frame of the91

improvement project.92

It is important for an appraiser to ensure that the client knows that the differences in the information93

considered in the two types of analyses can result in significant differences between a current and a94

prospective value opinion concerning the same subject property.95

Taken together, these factors and the client’s needs determine whether it is most appropriate to develop:96

• a current value opinion on the basis of a hypothetical condition that the proposed improvements97

already have been completed, or98

• a prospective value opinion on the basis of an extraordinary assumption that the property will be99

improved as of a future date, as proposed.100

If a prospective value opinion is the most appropriate, the appraiser must ensure that the requirements set101

forth in Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 4 are properly met in the course of completing the102

assignment.103

As stated in “General Comments” above, an appraisal of a property subject to completion of proposed104

improvements with a current date of value always involves use of at least one hypothetical condition (i.e.,105

the proposed improvements have been completed as of the date of value), and this always requires106

reporting that the proposed improvements are appraised as if completed as described in the report, as of the107

date of value.108

In an appraisal with a prospective date of value, the extraordinary assumption that the proposed109

improvements are complete as of that future date must be disclosed clearly and conspicuously. The110

appraiser also should report that the extraordinary assumption might have affected the assignment results.111

An appraiser should carefully review Standards Rule 1-2(e) and determine whether the information112

available for analysis is sufficient to identify the extent and character of the proposed improvements. If113

sufficient information is not available, an appraiser may use an extraordinary assumption about the extent114

and character of the proposed improvements, if credible assignment results can still be developed. In an115

appraisal with a prospective date of value, the extraordinary assumption about the extent and character of116

the improvements is in addition to the extraordinary assumption about those improvements being117

completed on the future date of value.118

A current value opinion assignment does not require an appraiser to provide a prospective value opinion.119

However, so as to not be misleading the appraisal report should clearly indicate the fact that the value of120

the property that actually exists as of the date of the report would be different from the value concluded for121

the property with the proposed improvements completed as described in the hypothetical condition(s) used122

in the appraisal.123
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Illustrations:124

1. A client is considering financing the construction of a single-family residence. Construction is125

expected to be complete in six to eight months from the date of the appraisal report. No significant126

changes in market conditions are foreseeable during the construction period. The client requests a127

current value opinion based on the hypothetical condition that the improvements are complete as128

of the current date. Can such an appraisal be provided in compliance with USPAP?129

Yes, provided sufficient information about the extent and character of the proposed improvements130

is available or can be reasonably assumed under a hypothetical condition used for purposes of131

reasonable analysis in this case. Given the intended use of the appraisal (construction financing)132

and the lack of significant change in the market conditions during the construction period, in this133

case, a current value appraisal would not be misleading solely on the basis of the hypothetical134

condition that the improvements are complete as of a current date.135

2. A client requests an appraisal to assist in establishing contract rent in a build-to-suit agreement.136

The agreement stipulates that contract rent will be based on a stated percentage of the market137

value of the property as if it were completed as of a current date. The client requests a current138

value opinion based on the hypothetical condition that the improvements are complete as of the139

current date. Can such an appraisal be provided in compliance with USPAP?140

Yes. Given the intended use of the appraisal, the use of the hypothetical condition is necessary for141

purposes of reasonable analysis and would not in itself result in a misleading appraisal.142

3. A client is considering financing a proposed office tower with a loan commitment based on the143

value of the property as though the improvements were complete and occupancy is at stabilized144

market level. Because of the amount of vacant office space available in the subject’s market area,145

it is anticipated that the subject property will take five years to reach stabilized occupancy. The146

client requests a current value opinion that assumes the property is complete and at stabilized147

occupancy. Can such an appraisal be provided in compliance with USPAP?148

No. Because of the combination of the intended use of the appraisal and the market conditions that149

are expected to affect the subject property, the resulting appraisal would most likely be150

misleading. A prospective value opinion could be provided, with an effective date of appraisal as151

of the date when stabilized occupancy is expected to be achieved. This would more realistically152

reflect the market conditions affecting the subject, when completed.153

4. A client is considering construction of a large apartment complex. The client expects construction154

to be complete in about two years. Currently, demand for similar apartment units is strong, but155

because of the amount of new construction under way or planned in the near future, vacancy levels156

are expected to rise from the current level (below 1 percent) to about 20 percent in two years.157

A. The client requests an appraisal with a current value opinion for use in obtaining financing158

from a nonregulated financial institution, based on the hypothetical condition that the159

apartment complex is complete and at stabilized occupancy. Can such an appraisal be160

provided in compliance with USPAP?161

No, because given the intended use and the foreseeable changes in market competition162

during the course of construction, a current value opinion for the property, as if complete,163

would most likely be misleading. A prospective value opinion, with an effective value164

date as of the expected completion date, would more realistically reflect market165

conditions affecting the subject property as proposed.166
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B. The client requests an appraisal with a current value opinion for use in testing project167

feasibility or investment alternatives, based on the hypothetical condition that the168

apartment complex is complete and at stabilized occupancy. Can such an appraisal be169

provided in compliance with USPAP?170

Yes, because the intended use of the appraisal and the hypothesis, in this type of171

assignment, is for purposes of reasonable analysis and comparison. However, so as not to172

be misleading, the appraisal analyses should reflect the market risk resulting from the173

foreseeable trend in vacancy and its probable impact on cash flow and market174

competition, and the appraisal report must clearly indicate the intended use of the175

appraisal.176

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual177

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to178

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.179

Approved July 26, 1996180

Last Revised October 28, 2005181
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ADVISORY OPINION 18 (AO-18)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: Use of an Automated Valuation Model (AVM)5

APPLICATION: Real Property, Personal Property, Intangible Property6

THE ISSUE:7

What steps should an appraiser take when using an AVM as a tool in the development of appraisal,8

appraisal review, or appraisal consulting opinions and conclusions concerning an individual property?9

In addition, what steps should an appraiser take when he or she is using an AVM only to process10

information and communicate the AVM’s output but is not performing an appraisal, appraisal review, or11

appraisal consulting assignment?12

BACKGROUND:13

This Advisory Opinion addresses how an appraiser may use an AVM.14

An AVM is a computer software program that analyzes data using an automated process. For example,15

AVMs may use regression, adaptive estimation, neural network, expert reasoning, and artificial intelligence16

programs.17

The output of an AVM is not, by itself, an appraisal. An AVM’s output may become a basis for appraisal,18

appraisal review, or appraisal consulting opinions and conclusions if the appraiser believes the output to be19

credible for use in a specific assignment.20

An appraiser can use an AVM as a tool in the development of appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal21

consulting opinions and conclusions. However, the appropriate use of an AVM is, like any tool, dependent22

upon the skill of the user and the tool’s suitability to the task at hand.23

This Advisory Opinion applies when an appraiser uses an AVM in connection with an individual property.24

This Advisory Opinion does not apply to mass appraising.25

An appraiser needs to know, before using an AVM, whether it is to be used:26

1. to perform an appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting service, or27

2. solely to provide the client with AVM output.28

When an appraiser uses an AVM to develop his or her own opinions or conclusions in an appraisal,29

appraisal review, or appraisal consulting assignment, all of the USPAP rules governing that assignment30

apply and all of this Advisory Opinion is relevant.31

An appraiser is not performing an appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting assignment when he32

or she simply runs an AVM by using information provided by the client and:33

1. does not alter the input or affect the output of the AVM, and34

2. does not communicate his or her own appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting35

opinions or conclusions regarding the AVM’s output.36
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If the appraiser uses an AVM only to provide the client with the AVM output, the references to the37

Conduct section of the ETHICS RULE and the “Communicating the AVM Output” section in this38

Advisory Opinion are relevant.39

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE:40

Relevant USPAP & Advisory References41

• Conduct section of the ETHICS RULE: “An appraiser must perform assignments42

ethically and competently, in accordance with USPAP and any supplemental43

standards applicable to the assignment. An appraiser must not engage in criminal44

conduct. An appraiser must perform assignments with impartiality, objectivity, and45

independence, and without accommodation of personal interests.” Further, “An46

appraiser must not communicate assignment results in a misleading or fraudulent47

manner. An appraiser must not use or communicate a misleading or fraudulent48

report or knowingly permit an employee or other person to communicate a49

misleading or fraudulent report.”50

• COMPETENCY RULE: “Prior to accepting an assignment or entering into an51

agreement to perform any assignment, an appraiser must properly identify the52

problem to be addressed and have the knowledge and experience to complete the53

assignment competently.”54

• SCOPE OF WORK RULE: “The scope of work must include the research and55

analyses that are necessary to develop credible assignment results… Appraisers56

have broad flexibility and significant responsibility in determining the appropriate57

scope of work for an appraisal, appraisal review, and appraisal consulting58

assignment.” “The appraiser must be prepared to demonstrate that the scope of59

work is sufficient to produce credible assignment results… An appraiser must not60

allow the intended use of an assignment or a client’s objectives to cause the61

assignment results to be biased.”62

• Standards Rule 1-1(a): An appraiser must “be aware of, understand, and correctly63

employ those recognized methods and techniques that are necessary to produce a64

credible appraisal.”65

• Standards Rule 1-1(b): An appraiser must “not commit a substantial error of66

omission or commission that significantly affects an appraisal.”67

• Standards Rule 1-1(c): An appraiser must “not render appraisal services in a68

careless or negligent manner, such as by making a series of errors that, although69

individually might not significantly affect the results of an appraisal, in the70

aggregate affect the credibility of those results.”71

• Standards Rule 1-6(b): An appraiser must “reconcile the applicability or suitability72

of the approaches used to arrive at the value conclusion(s).”73

• STANDARD 2: “In reporting the results of a real property appraisal, an appraiser74

must communicate each analysis, opinion, and conclusion in a manner that is not75

misleading.”76

• STANDARD 3: “In performing an appraisal review assignment, an appraiser77

acting as a reviewer must develop and report a credible opinion as to the quality of78

another appraiser’s work and must clearly disclose the scope of work performed.”79

• Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9: “Although an appraiser must identify and80

consider the intended use of the appraiser’s opinions and conclusions, an appraiser81

must not allow the objectives of the client or other intended users of the report to82

affect the appraiser’s independence and objectivity. An appraiser must not allow the83

objectives of a client or other intended users to cause the analysis or report to be84

biased.”85
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Competency86

When an appraiser is asked to use an AVM in an assignment, the appraiser must ensure that he or she can87

comply with the requirements of the COMPETENCY RULE both prior to accepting the assignment and in88

the course of performing it.89

In an appraisal assignment, an appraiser must have a basic understanding of how the AVM works in order90

to reasonably determine that:91

1. use of the AVM is appropriate for the assignment;92

2. the output of the AVM is credible for use in the assignment; and93

3. the AVM does not exclude relevant market measures or factual information necessary for a94

credible calculation.95

A client may suggest or request the use of an AVM in an appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal96

consulting assignment, but ultimately the appraiser is responsible for the decision to use or not use the97

AVM and its output. The appraiser must be able to reasonably conclude that the AVM’s output is credible98

before deciding to use the AVM or rely on its output. For example, in an appraisal assignment, the99

credibility of the AVM output may be established by comparison to the subject market. If the appraiser100

concludes that using the AVM output in an assignment would be misleading, the appraiser should either101

use other tools to perform the analysis or decline the assignment.102

Under What Conditions May AVMs Be Used?103

There are five critical questions to which the appraiser should answer “yes” before deciding to use an AVM104

in an appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting assignment:105

1. Does the appraiser have a basic understanding of how the AVM works?106

2. Can the appraiser use the AVM properly?107

3. Are the AVM and the data it uses appropriate given the intended use of assignment results?108

4. Is the AVM output credible?109

5. Is the AVM output sufficiently reliable for use in the assignment?110

The answers to these questions may be affected by the degree to which the appraiser can interact with the111

AVM. The decision to use an AVM may also be affected by support information supplied by the AVM’s112

developer, the appraiser’s previous experience in using the AVM, or other available information.113

Database114

Credibility of the AVM output depends on the quality of its database and how well the AVM is designed to115

analyze that database. When using an AVM in an appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting116

assignment, the appraiser must have reason to believe the AVM appropriately uses data that are relevant.117

Understanding and Control of the AVM118

When using an AVM in an appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting assignment, an appraiser119

should have a basic understanding of how the AVM analyzes data to determine whether the AVM120

measures and reflects market activity for the subject property. The appraiser does not need to know, or be121

able to explain, the AVM’s algorithm or intricacies of its statistical or mathematical formulae. However,122

the appraiser should be able to describe the AVM’s overall process and verify that the AVM is consistent in123

producing results that accurately reflect prevailing market behavior for the subject property.124
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AVMs differ in the number and type of data characteristics as well as in the volume of data analyzed. The125

appraiser should know which characteristics (e.g., size, location, quality) are analyzed and how the analysis126

is tested for accuracy and reasonableness. The appraiser should ascertain that the characteristics analyzed127

are those to which the market responds.128

Some AVMs allow the appraiser to select the data analyzed on the basis of, for example, distance from129

subject, size, or age of the improvements. An appraiser’s ability to change the AVM’s selection parameters130

may affect the appraiser’s decision to use or rely on the AVM output.131

The appraiser should be aware that the AVM may not perform consistently given the same input criteria.132

The appraiser should be confident of the AVM’s credibility when applied to a specific property. The133

appraiser decides whether to rely on the AVM output, regardless of the AVM’s overall test performance. In134

some cases, the appraiser may accept the AVM’s output, while in other cases that same AVM’s output135

would not be acceptable.136

Communicating the AVM Output137

An appraiser must ensure that his or her communication of an AVM’s output is not misleading.138

An AVM’s output is not, by itself, an appraisal, and communication of an AVM’s output is not, in itself, an139

appraisal report. When an AVM is used in an appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting140

assignment, information furnished about an AVM in the appraiser’s report must satisfy the reporting141

requirements applicable to the type of report provided (e.g., in the case of a real property appraisal, a Self-142

Contained, Summary, or Restricted Use Appraisal Report). The appraiser should cite the name and version143

of the AVM software and provide a brief description of its methods, assumptions, and level of allowed user144

intervention. The report should, to the extent possible, identify the database (e.g., Multiple Listing145

Services) and the data analyzed.146

An appraiser bound by USPAP may be asked to run an AVM and communicate its output without147

performing an appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting assignment. For example, an appraiser148

may be asked to simply enter property characteristics provided by the client but not alter the input or affect149

the AVM’s output. In this specific instance, the appraiser is not acting in the capacity of an appraiser but150

rather is functioning only as an AVM operator. In such a situation, an appraiser must carefully avoid any151

action that could be considered misleading or fraudulent. The appraiser should take steps to ensure that152

communication of the AVM’s output is not misconstrued as an appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal153

consulting report. For example, the appraiser should:154

1. not communicate his or her opinions or conclusions as an appraiser regarding the credibility155

or reliability of the AVM’s output;156

2. not provide an appraiser’s certification or statement of limiting conditions in connection with157

the AVM’s output; and158

3. ensure that his or her role as only an AVM operator is clearly indicated if his or her signature159

or other identification marks appear on document(s) used to communicate the AVM’s output.160

Analyzing an AVM’s Effectiveness161

An appraiser bound by law, regulation, or an agreement to comply with USPAP may be asked to analyze162

and comment on the effectiveness of an AVM for a stated intended use. Such a request involves an aspect163

of value and thereby this would be an appraisal practice service, but one for which USPAP has no specific164

performance standards. In order to accept such an assignment, an appraiser bound to comply with USPAP165

must ensure compliance with the Conduct, Management and Confidentiality sections of the ETHICS166

RULE, the COMPETENCY RULE, the JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE, and the167

SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE. To meet the COMPETENCY RULE, at a minimum, the168

appraiser should also have a basic understanding of how the AVM works.169
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Review of the Output of an AVM170

An appraiser bound by law, regulation, or an agreement to comply with USPAP may be asked if the output171

of an AVM is credible for a specific property, given the intended use of the AVM’s output. Such a request172

involves an aspect of value and thereby making this determination is an appraisal practice service, but one173

for which USPAP has no specific performance standards. The appraiser must ensure compliance with the174

Conduct, Management and Confidentiality sections of the ETHICS RULE, the COMPETENCY RULE, the175

JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE, and the SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE.176

Review of an Appraisal Report Containing Output of an AVM177

An appraiser may be asked to review an appraisal report that includes an opinion of value based on the178

output of an AVM. This is an appraisal review assignment under USPAP which must follow the179

requirements of STANDARD 3. This kind of appraisal review assignment may be accepted if the appraiser180

performing the review understands how the AVM works and can form an opinion as to the adequacy and181

relevancy of the data and the appropriateness of the analysis, based on the information provided in the182

report under review.183

Use of an AVM in an Appraisal Review Assignment184

An AVM may be used in the process of reviewing a real property appraisal report. The appraisal reviewer185

may use the AVM to test the reasonableness of the value conclusion in the report under review if the186

appraisal reviewer has a basic understanding of how the AVM works, can use the AVM properly,187

determines that use of the AVM is appropriate for the appraisal review assignment, and believes the AVM188

output is credible and sufficient for the appraisal review assignment.189

Illustrations:190

1(a). Staff Appraiser D, who has access to market databases, is asked to use an AVM to process191

information. When Appraiser D runs the AVM, she has done no other appraisal research.192

Appraiser D does not apply any of her appraisal knowledge or judgment in operating the AVM.193

Appraiser D has entered only property characteristics provided by the client and does not know194

how the AVM analyzes the data. Is the AVM output an appraisal?195

No. The AVM output by itself is not an appraisal. Appraiser D did not apply her appraisal196

knowledge, judgment, or expertise, nor did she represent that the output was her own opinion of197

value.198

Appraiser D must be very careful in communicating the AVM output to ensure that there is no199

misunderstanding as to her role in operating the AVM or communicating its output. For example,200

Appraiser D should:201

1. not communicate her opinions or conclusions as an appraiser regarding the credibility or202

reliability of the AVM’s output;203

2. not provide an appraiser’s certification or statement of limiting conditions in connection with204

the AVM’s output; and205

3. ensure that her role as only an AVM operator is clearly indicated if her signature or other206

identification mark appears on documents used to communicate the AVM’s output.207

1(b). Staff Appraiser D receives AVM output from a coworker who is not an appraiser. Appraiser D is208

requested to determine if the AVM output is credible, given the intended use. What can Appraiser209

D do?210
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Appraiser D should not express an opinion regarding value. However, the request involves an211

aspect of value and, therefore, Appraiser D can indicate if the AVM output is credible. USPAP212

includes no specific performance standards for this kind of service. However, because performing213

the service requires an appraiser to consider an aspect of property value, it is part of appraisal214

practice. Appraiser D must, therefore, ensure compliance with the Conduct, Management and215

Confidentiality sections of the ETHICS RULE, the COMPETENCY RULE, the216

JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE, and the SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE.217

1(c). After staff Appraiser D has received the AVM output, can she incorporate the information into the218

appraisal process?219

Yes. However, Appraiser D must be able to understand how the AVM works and determine that220

the information analyzed is credible and reliable.221

2. Appraiser V provides residential appraisals to Client A, whose intended use is to document222

security for equity lines of credit. Appraiser V has determined that Orange Box AVM is223

sufficiently reliable to use as a tool in these appraisals. Orange Box AVM was recently used by224

Appraiser V on a house in a suburban single-family residential subdivision.225

Client B requests Appraiser V to use Orange Box AVM, alone, for a relocation appraisal226

assignment on an identical house in the same subdivision. Can Appraiser V use Orange Box AVM227

alone in this relocation appraisal assignment?228

AVM itself and the AVM output for Client A’s needs may not be appropriate for Client B’s needs.229

Client A’s intended use of the appraisal is to document security for an equity line of credit.230

Typically, Client A’s lending decision is based primarily on the homeowner’s capacity to pay the231

debt and only secondarily on the value of the house. The reliability expectation of the value232

opinion needed by Client A is relatively low.233

The intended use of the relocation appraisal for Client B is to develop an opinion of a sale price of234

the house under very specific conditions. Typically, the reliability expectation of the opinion235

needed by Client B is relatively high because his or her intended use involves a near-term transfer236

of the house, with immediate financial implications. Appraiser V must determine if Orange Box237

AVM’s output is sufficiently reliable to meet Client B’s stated expectations.238

3(a). Appraiser A developed a regression analysis model that suggests a relationship between the size239

of a residence and the price per square foot of similar residences in a specific market. This240

relationship has been confirmed by market behavior, and the database used is believed to be241

reliable. Can the appraiser use the regression analysis model in other appraisal assignments of242

similar properties in the same market?243

Yes, because the appraiser knows how the regression analysis model works, has independently244

tested the conclusions it provides, and believes the database is reliable. However, the appraiser245

must consider whether the AVM output is credible and reliable for each assignment on a case by246

case basis.247

3(b). Appraiser A’s friend, Appraiser B, works in a different market area. Appraiser B is impressed248

with Appraiser A’s model and wants to use the model in Appraiser B’s market area. Can249

Appraiser B use Appraiser A’s model?250
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Yes, if Appraiser B understands how Appraiser A’s model works and verifies by independent251

testing that the model produces reliable results in Appraiser B’s market area and that the database252

used by Appraiser B reflects behavior in Appraiser B’s market area. However, the appraiser must253

consider whether the AVM output is credible and reliable for each assignment on a case-by-case254

basis.255

4(a). A client of Appraiser A requests that Appraiser A use Blue Box AVM. The client says, “Since we256

are only doing residential appraisals, you can skip the cost and income approach. To lower the257

cost of the appraisal just use the Blue Box AVM results as the basis for your value conclusion.”258

The client also says, “Blue Box AVM makes thirteen adjustments, and that is all that the appraiser259

needs to be concerned with.” The Blue Box AVM developer feels that appraisers cannot260

understand this new technology and that appraisers do not need to know how the thirteen261

adjustments are made. What should Appraiser A do?262

Appraiser A should:263

1. learn how the Blue Box AVM works;264

2. determine if he can use the AVM properly; and,265

3. given the intended use, determine if the output of Blue Box AVM is credible and sufficiently266

reliable for use in the assignment.267

If Appraiser A cannot understand how the Blue Box AVM works or concludes that the results are268

not credible, given the intended use, Appraiser A should discuss the issue with the client. This269

discussion may result in a modified scope of work or in the appraiser declining the assignment.270

4(b). Another client requests that Appraiser A consider Green Box AVM. The client indicates that271

Appraiser A can modify six of the thirteen items analyzed in Green Box AVM, such as the272

distance within which the comparables are selected and the size range (square footage) of the273

comparables. The developer of Green Box AVM will also describe how the AVM works and274

provide the results of test data, which indicate that the model is reliable. What should Appraiser A275

do?276

Appraiser A needs to follow the same steps described in 4(a).277

5. Appraiser C’s client has licensed the Red Box AVM. The client requests that Appraiser C use the278

Red Box AVM as a tool in an appraisal consulting assignment. The client knows that Appraiser C279

has a reliable internal residential database. The client also knows that Appraiser C has tested Red280

Box AVM and has found it to be reliable. Further, the software developer of Red Box AVM has281

given Appraiser C information about how Red Box AVM works and test data showing its results.282

Can Appraiser C apply the Red Box AVM in the appraisal consulting assignment?283

Yes, if the Red Box AVM is used for that part of the process for which it has been determined to284

be credible and reliable. However, the appraiser must consider whether the AVM output is285

credible and reliable for each assignment.286

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual287

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to288

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.289

Approved July 9, 1997290

Revised September 16, 1998291
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ADVISORY OPINION 19 (AO-19)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: Unacceptable Assignment Conditions in Real Property Appraisal Assignments5

APPLICATION: Real Property6

ISSUE:7

All real property appraisal assignments involve conditions that affect the appraiser’s scope of work and the8

type of report. What types of assignment conditions are unacceptable?9

BACKGROUND:10

Many residential property appraisers report requests for service where the caller includes statements or11

information in the request similar to the following:12

1. We need comps for (property description) that will support a loan of $___________; can you13

provide them?14

2. Sales Price: ___________.15

3. Approximate (or Minimum) value needed: __________.16

4. Amount needed: ______________.17

5. Owner’s estimate of value: ___________.18

6. If this property will not appraise for at least ___________, stop and call us immediately.19

7. Please call and notify if it is NOT possible to support a value at or above ___________,20

BEFORE YOU PROCEED!!!!21

Appraisers report that the caller usually makes it clear that they do not want the appraiser to do any22

fieldwork. Some callers refer to the service requested as a “comp check” while others refer to it as a23

“preliminary appraisal” or use some terms other than appraisal (such as preliminary evaluation, study,24

analysis, etc.). Some callers indicate that if the numbers will not work, the appraiser can send a bill for25

research services or a “preliminary” inspection. Other callers promise future assignments if the appraiser26

can make the present deal work.27

Appraisers ask, “Can I respond to such requests without violating USPAP and, if so, how?”28

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE:29

Relevant USPAP & Advisory References30

Appraisers receiving requests for services that include the kind of information and situations described in31

the Background section of this Advisory Opinion should carefully review:32

• The Conduct and Management sections of the ETHICS RULE, particularly in regard to33

assignments offered under condition of “predetermined opinions or conclusions” or34

compensation conditioned on the reporting of a predetermined value result, a direction in35

assignment results that favors the cause of the client, the amount of a value opinion, the36

attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the37

appraiser’s opinions and specific to the assignment’s purpose.38

• The definitions of “Appraisal,” “Appraisal Practice,” “Assignment” and “Scope of Work” in39

the DEFINITIONS section of USPAP.40
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• Standards Rule 1-1(b), particularly as it relates to diligence in the level of research and41

analysis necessary to develop credible opinions and conclusions.42

• Standards Rules 1-2(f), (g), and (h), regarding identification of the scope of work necessary to43

complete an assignment and any extraordinary assumptions or hypothetical conditions44

necessary in an assignment.45

• Standards Rules 1-5(a) and (b), regarding the analysis of current or historical market activity46

regarding the property appraised.47

• The SCOPE OF WORK RULE, with particular attention to the appraiser’s responsibility in48

connection with the scope of work decision and disclosure obligations.49

• As guidance, Advisory Opinions 11, 12, and 13.50

Unacceptable Conditions51

Certain types of conditions are unacceptable in any assignment because performing an assignment under52

such conditions violates USPAP. Specifically, an assignment condition is unacceptable when it:53

• precludes an appraiser’s impartiality. Because such a condition destroys the objectivity and54

independence required for the development and communication of credible results;55

• limits the scope of work to such a degree that the assignment results are not credible, given56

the intended use of the assignment; or57

• limits the content of a report in a way that results in the report being misleading.58

Accepting Assignment Conditions59

The intended use of the assignment results affect whether assignment conditions are acceptable. Some60

assignment conditions may be acceptable in one type of assignment but not in another. An appraiser should61

carefully consider the information provided by the client in a prospective assignment before accepting or62

declining the assignment. (See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9.)63

In the highly competitive financial services market, cost versus benefit is always an issue. Residential64

appraisers, particularly, have seen an increase in the use of sophisticated loan application screening tools by65

their lender-clients. Many lenders believe an appraiser can enhance their screening efforts by doing66

“preliminary work” that they do not view as an “appraisal.”67

Other client groups also ask appraisers to provide services under conditions that limit the appraiser’s scope68

of work. Investors, trust administrators, and portfolio account managers often require opinions and data69

from appraisers in order to make decisions. Attorneys often rely on appraisers in counseling their clients70

and in preparing for litigation.71

When considering a request for service, appraisers should ascertain:72

• whether the service involves an appraisal,73

• what levels of risk are associated with the service, and74

• whether there are any unacceptable conditions attached to the assignment.75

Appraisers should take care to communicate with prospective clients to reach a common understanding76

about assignment conditions. Further, the appraiser and client need to recognize that:77

1) the type of assignment in each request described in the Background section of this Advisory78

Opinion is an appraisal.79
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If an appraiser is asked whether a specific property has a value (a point, a range, or a relationship to some80

benchmark), that request is for an opinion of value (an appraisal). Appraisers, obligated to comply with81

USPAP, must develop a real property appraisal in accordance with STANDARD 1. Communicating that82

value opinion must be accomplished in accordance with STANDARD 2.83

Appraisers, like other professionals, must ensure that those who use their services recognize the amount of84

work required—and the expertise needed—to develop a credible value conclusion about a property.85

However, this does not mean that the appraiser cannot provide an economic and competitive service.86

Indeed, the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice recognize the need for different kinds of87

appraisals. A competent appraiser can vary the scope of work in an assignment, in accordance with the type88

and definition of value and intended use of the appraiser’s opinions and conclusions in the assignment, and89

remain in compliance with USPAP.90

2) assignment limitations affect the level of risk accepted by each party in an assignment;91

Appraisers and users of appraisals should recognize that assignment limitations affect the reliability of an92

appraiser’s opinions and conclusions. In some assignments, an appraiser can reasonably apply93

extraordinary assumptions to compensate for assignment limitations. In other situations, the use of the same94

assumptions may not be acceptable.95

When the intended use is to screen a potential business for feasibility, the use of assumptions or96

extraordinary assumptions is more appropriate than when the intended use is for loan documentation or97

loan settlement. Because intended users’ reliance on an appraisal may be affected by the scope of work, the98

report must enable them to be properly informed and not misled.99

3) assignment conditions that compromise an appraiser’s impartiality and objectivity in an100

assignment are unacceptable.101

While a client may feel that offering preference in current or future assignments on the basis of “making102

the numbers work” in a specific assignment is appropriate, attaching such a condition to an assignment103

compromises an appraiser’s impartiality and destroys the appraiser’s credibility.104

The Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice is explicit about such matters. Accepting an105

appraisal assignment under such a condition violates the Conduct section of the ETHICS RULE in USPAP,106

which states:107

An appraiser must perform assignments ethically and competently, in accordance with USPAP108

and any supplemental standards applicable to the assignment. An appraiser must not engage in109

criminal conduct. An appraiser must perform assignments with impartiality, objectivity, and110

independence, and without accommodation of personal interests.111

An appraiser must not accept an assignment that includes the reporting of predetermined opinions112

and conclusions.113

Furthermore, accepting compensation for completing an appraisal assignment under such a condition114

violates the Management section of the ETHICS RULE in USPAP, which states:115

It is unethical for an appraiser to accept an assignment, or to have a compensation arrangement116

for an assignment, that is contingent on any of the following:117

1. the reporting of a predetermined result (e.g., opinion of value);118

2. a direction in assignment results that favors the cause of the client;119

90
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3. the amount of a value opinion;120

4. the attainment of a stipulated result; or121

5. the occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the appraiser’s opinions and specific122

to the assignment’s purpose (bold added for emphasis).123

Illustrations:124

Some of the requests shown in the Background section of this Advisory Opinion share common125

characteristics. Possible responses to each common group of requests could be:126

1. We need comps for (a specific property) that will support a loan of ___________; can you provide127

them?128

“Maybe, but I’ll need to research the market to know whether the ‘comps’ will support a value129

range relative to the loan amount. In doing this, I will be deciding which sales are ‘comps’ and130

what those ‘comps’ mean. Those decisions will result in a range of value for your prospective131

borrower’s property, which is an appraisal.132

You also need to recognize that there are risks in this kind of assignment. You should realize that133

my value conclusion could change if I subsequently perform an appraisal. Under the research and134

analysis limitations you suggest, I would not have verified some of the data and would have to use135

extraordinary assumptions about the market data and your borrower’s property information. I136

would not have performed some of the analyses steps I might complete in an appraisal assignment137

without those limitations. If all of that is agreeable to you, we can proceed.”138

2. Sales Price: ___________.139

“As long as the amount is only to inform me of the pending contract [or of the sale price] and is140

not a condition for your placement of this assignment with me, we can proceed. However, if that141

amount is a condition of this assignment, accepting an assignment under that condition violates142

professional ethics.”143

Note: A sale price (in a pending or a settled transaction) is part of the information an appraiser is144

required to ascertain in accordance with Standards Rules 1-5(a) and (b). Receiving this145

information with a request for service is appropriate, but accepting an assignment with the price in146

an agreement of sale, option, or listing or a sale price in a settled transaction as a predetermined147

value in the assignment violates USPAP.148

3. Approximate (or Minimum) value needed: __________.149

4. Amount needed: ______________.150

5. Owner’s estimate of value: ___________.151

“As long as the amount is only to inform me of your objectives or someone else’s opinion and is152

not a condition for your placement of this assignment with me, we can proceed. However, if that153

amount is a condition of this assignment, accepting an assignment under that condition violates154

professional ethics.”155

6. If this property will not appraise for at least ___________, stop and call us immediately.156

7. Please call and notify if it is NOT possible to support a value at or above ___________, BEFORE157

YOU PROCEED!!!!158
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“Your request is acknowledged, but it is important for you to be aware that I must develop an159

appraisal before I can tell you whether the property will support the value indicated. It is also160

important for you to be aware that your statement of that amount with this request for service does161

not, in my view, establish a ‘condition’ for my performing the appraisal. If you intend it to be a162

condition for performing the assignment, I cannot accept the assignment because it violates163

professional ethics.”164

Research Illustration:165

The foregoing illustrations all include an appraisal assignment. In some situations, a client will request a166

service that is not an appraisal, appraisal review or appraisal consulting assignment as defined in USPAP.167

The service to be performed by the appraiser in the following illustration is:168

• not an appraisal assignment (the appraiser does not develop a value opinion);169

• not a real property appraisal consulting assignment (a value opinion is not a component170

of the analysis); and171

• not a real property appraisal review (there is no appraisal to review).172

The caller in this illustration is usually in the process of making a business decision and needs impartial and173

objective information but has not yet decided whether to pursue the matter at hand. The caller knows there174

is the potential for needing an appraisal, depending, in part, on what the sales data shows. The caller also175

believes that, if the data indicates that an appraisal is worthwhile, having that work completed by the176

appraiser in that subsequent assignment will lessen the time required to perform an appraisal. The177

prospective client may ask:178

“We want you to check your data resources to see if there are sales within the past six months that179

are within one mile of [address]. If you find some, we may order an appraisal from you.”180

One possible response would be:181

“If what you want is only the sales of properties shown in the databases available to me with the182

criteria you specified, I can do that research and send you the result. Then you can decide what183

you think your client’s property is worth. If I do only that, it is just research and is not an184

appraisal.185

However, you need to recognize that there are risks if you decide to have the research done that186

way. If you decide to limit my work to just gathering the sales data using the research criteria you187

set, you are taking the risk that those criteria are both adequate and appropriate to find all of the188

market data relevant to your client’s property. You also take the risk that any appraiser’s analysis189

of that data would result in a value conclusion within the price range suggested by the sales data190

assembled using your criteria. There is no assurance that such would be the case.”191

Staff or Multi-Appraiser Firm Context192

The foregoing illustrations reflect communications between a client and an appraiser in the context of the193

appraiser as an independent contractor (fee appraiser).194

In a staff context, such as where the appraisal function is established as a business or agency unit, the part195

of the entity that uses the appraiser’s opinions and conclusions represents the “client” (intended user) and196

the part that completes the assignment represents the “appraiser.”197

In that context, the “assignment” originates from the “intended user” part of the entity. The appraisal unit’s198

response to an “intended user” in situations like those in the foregoing illustrations reasonably could be199

similar because imposing assignment conditions that compromise an appraiser’s impartiality and200

objectivity is unacceptable, whatever the setting.201
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However, the example responses in the illustrations do not apply to the customary interaction and dialogue202

that occurs between appraisers within organizations or peers in multi-appraiser firms. Such interaction and203

dialogue within the unit or group that develops the opinions and conclusions in an assignment is not the204

same as communicating opinions and conclusions to an intended user.205

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual206

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to207

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.208

Approved September 15, 1999209
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ADVISORY OPINION 20 (AO-20)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: An Appraisal Review Assignment That Includes the Reviewer’s Own Opinion of Value5

APPLICATION: Real Property, Personal Property, Intangible Property6

THE ISSUE:7

A client may want an appraiser, functioning as a reviewer, to develop and report his or her own opinion of8

value (i.e., an appraisal) within an appraisal review assignment. This leads to two questions:9

How does the assignment change when the reviewer’s scope of work includes the development of10

his or her own opinion of value?11

What language in appraisal review reports indicates when the reviewer did or did not develop his12

or her own opinion of value?13

BACKGROUND:14

Appraisal review is a specialized area of appraisal practice. Appraisal reviews are used in a variety of15

business, governmental, and legal situations and also have an important role in the enforcement of16

professional standards.17

STANDARD 3 allows the reviewer to address all or part of the work under review (also referred to in this18

Advisory Opinion as the “original work”). In every appraisal review assignment, the reviewer is required to19

“… develop and communicate an opinion or conclusion about the quality of another appraiser’s work.”20

The reviewer’s opinion about the quality of the work under review includes addressing its completeness,21

relevance, appropriateness, and reasonableness, all in the context of the requirements applicable to that22

work.23

However, a client may also want the reviewer to develop and report his or her own opinion of value (an24

appraisal) within an appraisal review assignment. In this instance, the appraisal review assignment is25

actually a two stage assignment: an appraisal review plus a value opinion by the reviewer.26

The purpose and intended use together, of an appraisal review assignment, affect the scope of work in an27

assignment. Therefore, it is essential that reviewers clearly identify the purpose and intended use of the28

appraisal review and establish a well defined scope of work with their client to ensure a clear understanding29

of what steps are and are not necessary in an assignment.30

This Advisory Opinion provides guidance to help appraisers, clients, and other users or readers of an31

appraisal review report:32

A. recognize how terminology and nomenclature used in STANDARD 3 and in this Advisory Opinion33

prevents confusion as to the function the reviewer is fulfilling in an appraisal review assignment;34

B. understand how the purpose of the appraisal review and the intended use of the appraisal review35

results affect the scope of work in an appraisal review assignment;36

C. recognize how the scope of work changes when an appraisal review assignment includes a37

requirement for the reviewer to develop and report his or her own opinion of value concerning the38

subject property of the work under review; and39
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D. understand how the language in an appraisal review report can be used to indicate whether a value40

opinion was or was not developed by the reviewer.41

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE:42

Relevant USPAP & Advisory References43

• DEFINITIONS section, specifically the definition of “Appraisal,” “Appraisal Review,” and44

“Assignment”45

• Standards Rule 3-1, particularly SR 3-1(a) and SR 3-1(c), including the Comment in both46

Rules47

• Standards Rule 3-2, particularly SR 3-2(a) and SR 3-2(d), including the Comment in the latter48

Portions of the referenced material are cited in this Advisory Opinion. An appraiser performing an49

appraisal review assignment should carefully study the complete text to ensure a proper understanding of50

the requirements and the text in STANDARDS 1, 4, 6, 7, or 9, as applicable.51

A. TERMINOLOGY AND NOMENCLATURE52

When reading the references cited above, appraisers performing appraisal review assignments (referred to53

as “reviewers” in USPAP) should note that the terminology and nomenclature used in STANDARD 3 have54

very specific meanings.55

The term “Appraisal Review” is used in USPAP to identify the activity of a reviewer in an appraisal review56

assignment. Appraisers sometimes use such terms as “Desk Review,” “Field Review,” “Complete Review,”57

“Limited Review,” “Technical Review,” and “Administrative Review.” However, without appropriate58

explanation, these terms and phrases can result in misunderstanding about the function being performed by59

a reviewer. While such terms may be convenient labels for use in a business setting, they do not necessarily60

impart the same meaning in every situation.61

Rather than simply using labels, reviewers should also accurately define the scope of work — in fact, the62

Comment to Standards Rule 3-1(c) requires the reviewer to”…determine the scope of work necessary to63

produce credible assignment results in accordance with the SCOPE OF WORK RULE” and Standards64

Rule 3-2(c) requires the reviewer to “state the scope of work used to develop the appraisal review…”65

These requirements are designed to ensure that an intended user of appraisal review results is not misled as66

to the reviewer’s scope of work and the basis for his or her opinions and conclusions.67

The terms “Review Appraisal” and “Review Appraiser” are also sometimes used in practice, primarily to68

refer to the marketing of services or to an appraiser’s functional status in employment. These phrases are69

not used in STANDARD 3, in part to avoid giving confusing implications, such as, for example, the70

impression that an appraisal is always part of a review.71

B. HOW PURPOSE AND INTENDED USE AFFECT SCOPE OF WORK72

A reviewer’s scope of work in an appraisal review assignment is determined primarily by the purpose(s) of73

the assignment and the intended use of the assignment results. Standards Rule 3-1(a) requires, in part, that74

the reviewer “identify … the intended use of the reviewer’s opinions and conclusions and the purpose of75

the assignment.”76

Examples of intended use include (without limitation) quality control, audit, qualification, or confirmation.77

Each type of intended use affects the scope of work that may be appropriate for a particular appraisal78

review assignment.79
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As examples, a client may want the reviewer to develop and report an opinion as to the quality of another80

appraiser’s work, and:81

1. only state the corrective action to be taken by the appraiser with regard to curing any deficiency,82

leaving the client to decide whether to interact with the appraiser to accomplish the correction; or83

2. act on behalf of the client to interact with the appraiser that prepared the original work to ensure84

any deficiency is appropriately corrected by that appraiser; or85

3. make corrections to cure an error, such as a mathematical miscalculation, by showing what the86

calculation would have been if correct but without expressing the result as the reviewer’s own87

opinion of value; or88

4. make corrections to cure a deficiency, expressing the result as the reviewer’s own opinion of89

value, which is to be developed within the same scope of work as was applicable in the90

assignment that generated the original work; or91

5. make corrections to cure a deficiency, expressing the result as the reviewer’s own opinion of92

value, which is to be developed using a different scope of work than was applicable in the93

assignment that generated the original work; or94

6. regardless of the appraisal review result, develop his or her own opinion of value using the same95

scope of work as was applicable in the assignment that generated the original work; or96

7. regardless of the appraisal review result, develop his or her own opinion of value using a different97

scope of work than was applicable in the assignment that generated the original work.98

In Examples 1, 2, and 3 the reviewer has not taken any steps to offer his or her own opinion of value, and99

therefore, has not bridged over into the appraisal stage.100

In Examples 4, 5, 6, and 7, the appraisal review assignment is actually a two stage assignment—an101

appraisal review plus a value opinion by the reviewer. It is also important to note that this second stage102

occurs even if the reviewer concurs with the value opinion in the original work. This is because a103

reviewer’s concurrence in a value opinion developed by another appraiser converts it to the reviewer’s own104

opinion of value—in effect, the reviewer is taking ownership of that value by concurring with it. As such, it105

constitutes a value opinion (i.e., appraisal) by the reviewer.106

In Examples 6 and 7, the client might, alternatively, engage the reviewer (as an appraiser) in a separate107

assignment to perform an appraisal outside the context of the appraisal review assignment.108

In any case, the reviewer must carefully develop the scope of work as required by SR 3-1(c) and state the109

scope of work in the report as required by SR 3-2(c). The concluding language used (see illustrations to110

follow) should also be consistent with the scope of work decision.111

C. SCOPE OF WORK AND THE REVIEWER’S OPINION OF VALUE112

An appraisal review assignment that includes a requirement for the reviewer to develop his or her own113

opinion of value imposes on the reviewer an expanded scope of work. This additional scope of work114

requirement is set forth in the Comment to SR 3-1(c), which states, in part:115

When the reviewer’s scope of work includes developing his or her own opinion of value, the following116

apply:117

• The reviewer’s scope of work in developing his or her own opinion of value may be different118

from that of the work under review.119
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• The effective date of the reviewer’s opinion of value may be the same or different from the120

date of the work under review.121

• The reviewer is not required to replicate the steps completed by the original appraiser. Those122

items in the work under review that the reviewer concludes are credible and in compliance123

with the applicable development standard (STANDARD 1, 4, 6, 7, or 9) can be extended to124

the reviewer’s value opinion development process on the basis of an extraordinary125

assumption by the reviewer. Those items not deemed to be credible or in compliance must be126

replaced with information or analysis by the reviewer, developed in conformance with127

STANDARD 1, 4, 6, 7, or 9, as applicable, to produce a credible value opinion.128

• The reviewer may use additional information available to him or her that was not available to129

the original appraiser in the development of his or her value opinion, however, the reviewer130

must not use such information as the basis to discredit the original appraiser’s opinion of131

value.132

Compliance with STANDARD 1, 4, 6, 7, or 9 through the Use of Extraordinary Assumption(s)— The133

development of the reviewer’s opinion of value requires compliance with STANDARD 1, 4, 6, 7, or 9 as134

applicable. The reviewer’s use of those items from the work under review that the reviewer concludes are135

credible and in compliance with the applicable development standard is based on an extraordinary136

assumption. This is because, unless the reviewer actually replicates the steps necessary to develop those137

items, the reviewer is assuming the integrity of that work without personal verification. If those138

assumptions were found to be false, the reviewer’s appraisal-related opinions and conclusions would be139

affected. As such, this situation constitutes an extraordinary assumption (refer to requirements for proper140

application in SR 1-2(f), 4-2(f), 6-2(i), 7-2(f), or 9-2(f) as applicable). Those items not deemed to be141

credible or in compliance must be replaced with information or analysis by the reviewer, developed in142

conformance with STANDARD 1, 4, 6, 7, or 9, as applicable, to produce a credible value opinion.143

Altering the Scope of Work in Developing the Reviewer’s Opinion of Value—In some appraisal review144

assignments, the client needs a reviewer’s opinion of value to be developed under a different scope of work145

than in the original appraisal.146

If the reviewer’s assignment has a different scope of work than does the original work, or if the reviewer147

relies on different information not available to, or not used by, the original appraiser, then it is possible that148

the two appraisal results could also differ. This does not mean that either set of results is “wrong” per se; in149

any event, the reviewer should not use this as the basis to discredit the original appraiser’s opinion of value.150

If there is a difference between the appraiser’s opinion of value and the reviewer’s opinion of value, the151

reviewer should use care to ensure correct identification of the cause of that difference in the appraisal152

review process. The reviewer should also use care to not mislead an intended user when providing support153

for the reviewer’s conclusions in the appraisal review report. This is critical from an enforcement154

perspective as well as in a business setting. Incorrectly characterizing the cause of a deficiency can erode155

the credibility of appraisal review conclusions and of the reviewer’s value opinion.156

D. APPRAISAL REVIEW REPORT CONTENT157

The reviewer’s opinions and conclusions stated in compliance with SR 3-2(d) can vary significantly,158

depending on the purpose and intended use of the appraisal review. A reviewer should carefully compose159

the particular language stating his or her opinions and conclusions to avoid misleading the user of the160

appraisal review report as to the scope of work completed in the assignment and the meaning of the161

reviewer’s stated opinions and conclusions. Note that any additional information relied upon and the162

reasoning and basis for the reviewer’s opinion of value must be summarized, in contrast to the other163

requirements in this section that must only be stated. Additionally, changes to the report content by the164
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reviewer to support a different value conclusion must match, at a minimum, the reporting requirements for165

a Summary Appraisal Report.166

An Appraisal Review Assignment WITHOUT an Opinion of Value—If the assignment is only to167

develop an opinion as to the quality of another appraiser’s work, the appraisal review report content must168

include:169

1. the information set forth in Standards Rules 3-2(a)–(f); and170

2. the reviewer’s certification shown in Standards Rule 3-3.171

When the appraisal review is only for ascertaining quality, the reviewer should use extreme care to ensure172

the appraisal review report does not include language that implies the reviewer developed an opinion of173

value concerning the subject property of the original work. When the reviewer uses language to signify174

concurrence with the value or a different value opinion, the reviewer has additional appraisal development175

and reporting obligations.176

Illustrations of the Language in an Appraisal Review Report WITHOUT an Opinion of Value177

The following are examples of language that might be used in an appraisal review report that does not178

express an opinion of value and thus does not constitute evidence of an appraisal by the reviewer:179

• “the value opinion stated in the appraisal report is (or is not) adequately supported”180

• “the value conclusion is (or is not) appropriate and reasonable given the data and analyses181

presented”182

• “the value opinion stated in the report under review was (or was not) developed in183

compliance with applicable standards and requirements”184

• “the content, analyses, and conclusions stated in the report under review are (or are not) in185

compliance with applicable standards and requirements”186

• “I reject the value conclusion as lacking credibility due to the errors and/or inconsistencies187

found”188

• “the value conclusion is not appropriate due to (for example) a significant math error in the189

Sales Comparison Approach—if calculated properly, the value conclusion would change to190

$XXX; however, the reader is cautioned that this solely represents a recalculation and not a191

different opinion of value by the reviewer”192

• “I accept (or approve) the appraisal report for use by XYZ bank (or agency).”193

Such language, or language that conveys similar meanings to the intended s of the appraisal review report,194

relates to the quality of the work under review, including the opinion of value stated in that work, but does195

not suggest either concurrence or a different opinion of value by the reviewer. It is also important that this196

language be consistent with the scope of work described in the appraisal review report.197

An Appraisal Review Assignment WITH an Opinion of Value - When the appraisal reviewer develops198

an opinion as to the quality of another appraiser’s work PLUS the reviewer’s own opinion of value, the199

appraisal review report content must include:200

1. the information set forth in Standards Rules 3-2(a)–(f); and201

2. the reviewer’s certification shown in Standards Rule 3-3.202

The appraisal-related content of the appraisal review report, in combination with the content of the original203

work under review that the reviewer concludes is in compliance with the Standards applicable to that work,204

must at least match the report content required for a Summary Appraisal Report.205

The reviewer is not required to replicate or duplicate in the appraisal review report the material in the work206

under review that the reviewer concludes is in compliance with the Standards applicable to that work. The207
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reviewer can incorporate by reference those portions of the work under review that he or she concludes are208

in compliance with the applicable Standards by use of an extraordinary assumption.209

Illustrations of the Language in an Appraisal Review Report WITH an Opinion of Value210

The following are examples of language that signify a value opinion (i.e., either by concurrence or by211

indication of a numeric point, a range, or a relationship to a numeric benchmark). These examples DO212

constitute evidence of a value opinion (i.e., appraisal) by the reviewer, thereby making the appraisal review213

one that includes an appraisal.214

• “I concur (or do not concur) with the value”215

• “I agree (or disagree) with the value”216

• “in my opinion, the value is (the same)”217

• “in my opinion, the value is incorrect and should be $XXX”218

• “in my opinion, the value is too high (or too low)”219

Such language, or language that conveys similar meanings to the intended users of the report, represents220

that the reviewer has completed the steps required to develop his or her own value opinion. Such language221

indicates the reviewer has either concurred with the appraiser’s value opinion in the underlying work, and222

thus has adopted that value opinion as his or her own, or has developed a different opinion of value—223

hence, this (or similar) language constitutes an opinion of value (i.e., appraisal) by the reviewer. It is also224

important that this language be consistent with the scope of work described in the appraisal review report.225

Note that if a reviewer rejects the value, he or she should use care in how that result is stated. If the226

language of such rejection is based on errors or inconsistencies in the original work and does not include227

any qualifiers that would relate to a direction in value, it does not imply an appraisal by the reviewer.228

However, if such rejection is stated in relation to a value or value range, such as indicating a direction in229

value (i.e., more than, less than) or to an established benchmark, that language indicates the appraisal230

review has taken on the “opinion of value” characteristic of an appraisal. This is an important distinction231

that must be kept in mind by the reviewer when composing any language regarding the original appraiser’s232

opinions or conclusions. In addition, whichever category such language may fall under, it must also be233

consistent with the purpose, scope of work, and intended use of the appraisal review assignment results.234

The following list summarizes the requirements in a real property appraisal review assignment with the235

reviewer’s opinion of value. The sequence of steps completed in this type of assignment is presented in236

order.237

1. The reviewer develops opinions and conclusions about the quality of the work under review.238

2. The reviewer develops an opinion of value for the subject property of the work under review.239

3. The reviewer then communicates the opinions and conclusions developed in the first two steps240

in the report.241
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The sequence of steps is illustrated in the following table.242

APPRAISAL REVIEW THAT INCLUDES THE REVIEWER’S OPINION OF VALUE

1

2

3

REVIEW

DEVELOPMENT

SR 3-1(a)

SR 3-1(b)

SR 3-1(c)

SR 3-1(d)

SR 3-1(e)

SR 3-1(f)

SR 3-1(g)

REVIEW

REPORTING

SR 3-2(a)

SR 3-2(b)

SR 3-2(c)

SR 3-2(d)

SR 3-2(e)

SR 3-2(f)

NOTE:

The reviewer’sdevelopmentofa

value opinion occursafter completing

the stepsrequired to develop an

opinion about the qualityof the work

under review .

APPRAISAL

DEVELOPMENT

SR 1-1

SR 1-2

SR 1-3

SR 1-4

SR 1-5

SR 1-6

Using STANDARDS 1 and 2 asexamples , the processflowsasfollows :

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual243

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to244

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.245

Approved July 10, 2000246

Revised June 11, 2002247
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ADVISORY OPINION 21 (AO-21)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: USPAP Compliance5

APPLICATION: Real Property, Personal Property, Intangible Property6

THE ISSUE:7

Individuals perform numerous roles within the broad realm of valuation services. Examples include8

appraisal, brokerage, auctioning, property management, advocate consulting, appraisal consulting and9

collecting market data. Some valuation services are part of appraisal practice and require compliance with10

USPAP. What are the USPAP compliance requirements for these various services? More specifically:11

1. When should an individual comply with USPAP?12

2. What is the relationship between Valuation Services and Appraisal Practice?13

3. What does acting “as an appraiser” or performing a service “as an appraiser” mean?14

4. Why does an expectation for an individual to act as an appraiser indicate an obligation to comply15

with USPAP?16

5. What are the responsibilities of an appraiser regarding intended user expectations?17

6. What are the USPAP obligations for appraisal practice outside of appraisal, appraisal review, and18

appraisal consulting?19

7. What are the USPAP obligations for valuation services outside of appraisal practice?20

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE:21

1. When should an individual comply with USPAP?22

The PREAMBLE states that compliance with USPAP is required when either the service or the appraiser23

is obligated to comply by law or regulation, or by agreement with the client or intended users. An24

obligation to comply with USPAP is created by law, regulation, or agreement with intended users.1 In such25

cases an appraiser must follow USPAP. The PREAMBLE also states that when not obligated, individuals26

may still choose to comply with USPAP. The ETHICS RULE states that an individual should comply any27

time that individual represents that he or she is performing the service as an appraiser.
2 An ethical28

obligation to comply with USPAP is created by choice, that is, by choosing to represent one’s self as an29

appraiser.30

Therefore,31

• When required by law, regulation, or agreement, an individual must comply with USPAP.32

• When choosing to represent one’s self as an appraiser, an individual should comply with USPAP.33

1 USPAP gains legal authority through adoption by the various state and federal jurisdictions. Consequently, the legal requirement to
follow USPAP is rooted in federal and state laws or regulations.

2 The PREAMBLE states that the appraiser’s responsibility is to protect the overall public trust and it is the importance of the role of
the appraiser that places ethical obligations on those who serve in this capacity. However, the PREAMBLE also states that USPAP
does not establish who or which assignments must comply. Neither The Appraisal Foundation nor its Appraisal Standards Board is

a government entity with the power to make, judge, or enforce law.
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2. What is the relationship between Valuation Services and Appraisal Practice?34

A key to distinguishing an appraiser’s obligations is understanding the relationship between “valuation35

services” and “appraisal practice” in USPAP. Appraisal practice is a subset of valuation services.36

“Valuation services” are services pertaining to aspects of property value. Appraisers and others for whom37

value is an issue provide valuation services. Examples include appraisal, brokerage, auctioning, property38

management, advocate consulting, appraisal consulting and collecting market data.39

“Appraisal practice” is defined as valuation services performed by an individual acting as an appraiser.40

Only appraisers may offer services that are considered appraisal practice. Examples include appraisal,41

appraisal consulting, and collecting market data (acting as an appraiser).42

Since USPAP obligations apply to those who are acting as appraisers, USPAP applies to appraisal practice.43

3. What does acting “as an appraiser” or performing a service “as an appraiser” mean?44

An “appraiser” is defined as one who is expected to perform valuation services competently and in a45

manner that is independent, impartial, and objective (bold added for emphasis). Therefore, an individual46

“acting as an appraiser” is expected, in part, to be competent in the service being provided. Also, an47

individual “acting as an appraiser” is expected to provide the service in a manner that is independent,48

impartial, and objective. Performing a service in a manner that is independent, impartial, and objective is an49

ethical requirement within USPAP.50

“Acting as an appraiser” means representing oneself as an appraiser. Many individuals have other51

professional roles in addition their appraiser role. For example, some appraisers are also brokers,52

consultants, or leasing agents. Individuals who have appraiser roles as well as other professional roles must53

be careful to explain their role in performing a given valuation service (see question #7 below).54

Law, regulation, agreement, or representation (choice) each prescribes when a valuation service is to be55

provided by an appraiser as part of appraisal practice. Emphasizing another portion of the definition of an56

“appraiser” is one who is expected to perform valuation services competently and in a manner that is57

independent, impartial, and objective (bold added for emphasis). The Comment to the definition goes on to58

state that the expectation [for ethical and competent performance] occurs when individuals, either by choice59

or by requirement… represent that they comply. Expectation is the crucial element in determining when60

one is acting as an appraiser.61

4. Why does an expectation for an individual to act as an appraiser indicate an obligation to comply62

with USPAP?63

Public trust requires that when an individual is expected to perform with the ethics and competency of an64

appraiser, he or she will do so. An individual who agrees to perform a valuation service as an appraiser has65

a duty to comply with the ethics and competency that the public expects from an appraiser. This obligates66

the individual to comply with USPAP in performing the service.67

The definition of an appraiser in conjunction with the need for public trust establishes the “expectation” as68

the basis for the obligation to comply with USPAP.69

Intended user expectations for valuation services performed in compliance with USPAP are created when70

an individual represents that he or she is acting as an appraiser in a service. For example, these expectations71

can arise when an individual advertises or solicits as an appraiser (such as telephone listings, professional72

directories, business cards, stationery, or office signage), holds appraiser accreditation from a licensing73

agency, or maintains membership in a professional appraiser organization. An individual’s identification as74
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an appraiser in a given valuation service establishes a justifiable expectation that the valuation service will75

be performed in compliance with USPAP.76

In summary, expectation is the basis for determining when an individual providing a valuation service is77

acting as an appraiser. Because of the need to preserve public trust and confidence in appraisal practice, the78

expectations of the client and other intended users for ethical and competent performance create an79

obligation to comply with USPAP.80

5. What are the responsibilities of an appraiser regarding intended user expectations?81

The appraiser has a professional responsibility to recognize the capacity in which he or she is performing.82

The responsibility includes inquiry about, and recognition of, the intended users’ expectations. When an83

individual’s appraisal expertise and reputation for providing services without bias induce the client or other84

intended users to select the individual to provide a valuation service, there is a justifiable expectation that85

the valuation service will be performed in compliance with USPAP.86

When an individual who acts as an appraiser in some circumstances chooses to provide a valuation service87

in some other capacity (i.e., not as an appraiser and outside of appraisal practice), he or she must not88

represent himself or herself to be acting in the capacity of an appraiser. Since choice is an instrument to89

create USPAP obligations, it follows that when an individual has an opportunity to choose the capacity in90

which he or she will provide a valuation service, he or she is free to provide the valuation service as an91

appraiser or in some other capacity. However, an individual who is recognized as an appraiser must use92

great care not to violate the public trust.93

6. What are the USPAP compliance obligations for appraisal practice outside of appraisal, appraisal94

review, and appraisal consulting?95

Within appraisal practice, there are some assignments that are addressed by Standards (i.e. STANDARDS 196

through 10). The Standards describe the requirements for appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal97

consulting assignments.98

However, STANDARDS 1 through 10 do not apply in the performance of all appraisal practice services.99

Examples include assignments (performed as an appraiser) to teach appraisal courses, provide sales data,100

collect market data, analyze specific elements of value (e.g., reproduction cost or functional utility), and101

develop educational texts. (As defined in USPAP, assignments are performed by an individual acting as an102

appraiser. Therefore, all assignments fall within appraisal practice.)103

Assignments to which STANDARDS 1 through 10 do not apply must still comply with the portions of104

USPAP that apply generally to appraisal practice. These include the DEFINITIONS, PREAMBLE, the105

Conduct, Management, and Confidentiality sections of the ETHICS RULE, the COMPETENCY RULE,106

the JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE and the SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE. As a107

result, such assignments must be provided without bias or accommodation of personal interest by108

competent appraisers who recognize the jurisdictional requirements for their work as well as any applicable109

supplemental standards.110

The Record Keeping section of the ETHICS RULE applies to appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal111

consulting assignments (i.e. STANDARDS 1 through 10). For other assignments, there are no workfile or112

record keeping requirements in USPAP. The SCOPE OF WORK RULE also applies only to appraisal,113

appraisal review, and appraisal consulting assignments.114

115
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7. What are the USPAP obligations for valuation services outside of appraisal practice?115

As previously stated, many individuals have other professional roles in addition to their appraiser role. For116

example, some appraisers are also attorneys, accountants, brokers, or consultants. USPAP also places an117

obligation on an individual who sometimes acts as an appraiser even when he or she provides a valuation118

service in some other capacity – that obligation being not to mislead the users of the valuation service about119

the capacity in which he or she is acting. The ETHICS RULE states that an appraiser must not120

misrepresent his or her role when providing valuation services that are outside of appraisal practice. If a121

valuation service is premised on advocacy or compensation arrangements that are contrary to the ETHICS122

RULE, the valuation service is not consistent with the objectives of USPAP and cannot be performed by123

the individual acting as an appraiser.124

An individual who sometimes provides services as an appraiser, but who is currently acting in another role,125

must ensure that intended users are not misled as to the individual’s role in providing that valuation service.126

This can be accomplished through such means as disclosure, notification, or careful distinction when127

providing the valuation service as to the individual’s role. Additionally, clear representation of the128

valuation services to be rendered in the engagement communication, scope of work description, or contract,129

as well as in written and oral correspondence with the client should assist in ensuring intended users are not130

misled.131

Relationships and Application132

The relationship between valuation services and appraisal practice can be illustrated as follows.133
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134

Valuation Services (large light-shaded oval): When providing valuation services, the obligation for an135

individual recognized in some circumstances as an appraiser is not to misrepresent his or her role.136

Appraisal Practice (dotted-line oval): Within valuation services is appraisal practice (i.e., valuation services137

provided by an individual acting as an appraiser). All services performed as part of appraisal practice must138

comply with USPAP. The portions of USPAP that apply generally to appraisal practice include the139

DEFINITIONS, PREAMBLE, the Conduct, Management, and Confidentiality sections of the ETHICS140

RULE, the COMPETENCY RULE, the JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE and the141

SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE.142

Appraisal, Appraisal Review, Appraisal Consulting (dark-shaded oval within Appraisal Practice oval):143

Within appraisal practice, there are requirements that apply to developing and communicating appraisal,144

appraisal review, or appraisal consulting assignments in addition to those that apply to all appraisal145

practice. These requirements are described by STANDARDS 1 – 10, the SCOPE OF WORK RULE, and146

the Record Keeping section of the ETHICS RULE.147

148
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148

VALUATION SERVICES

Appraisal PracticeOther Roles

(e.g. brokerage, property

management) Other

Services

Appraisal, Appraisal Review

& Appraisal Consulting

Pertains to aspects of value

Performed by individual acting as an
appraiser

Obligation to comply with USPAP

Performance and reporting

requirements (STANDARDS 1-10)

Record keeping and workfile

requirements

Summary149

• An individual must comply with USPAP when required by law, regulation, or agreement.150

• An individual should comply with USPAP when choosing to represent one’s self as an appraiser.151

• Appraisal practice is a subset of valuation services. Since USPAP obligations apply to those who act as152

appraisers, USPAP applies to appraisal practice.153

• The definition of appraiser and need for public trust establish the factor of “expectation” as the basis154

for the obligation to comply with USPAP.155

• An individual’s public identification as an appraiser establishes a justifiable expectation that valuation156

services will be performed in compliance with USPAP. Because of the need to preserve public trust157

and confidence in appraisal practice, the expectations of the client and other intended users for ethical158

and competent performance create an obligation to comply with USPAP.159

• The appraiser has a professional responsibility to recognize the capacity in which he or she is160

performing. The responsibility includes inquiry about, and recognition of, the client’s expectations.161

• When an individual has an opportunity to choose the capacity in which he or she will provide a162

valuation service, he or she is free to provide the valuation service as an appraiser or in some other163

capacity.164

• An individual who is recognized as an appraiser must use great care not to violate the public trust. An165

appraiser acting in another role must ensure that intended users are not misled as to the individual’s166

role in providing that valuation service.167

• USPAP also places an obligation on an appraiser even when he or she provides a valuation service in168

some other capacity – that obligation being to not mislead the intended users of the valuation service169

about the capacity in which he or she is acting.170
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• If a valuation service is premised on advocacy, or compensation arrangements that are contrary to the171

ETHICS RULE, an individual acting as an appraiser cannot perform the valuation service.172

• Within appraisal practice, there are Standards that describe the requirements for developing and173

communicating appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting assignments. Appraisers who174

provide valuation services for which there are no Standards need to comply with the portions of175

USPAP that apply generally to appraisal practice.176

• The Record Keeping section of the ETHICS RULE applies to appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal177

consulting assignments. For other assignments, there are no USPAP record keeping or workfile178

requirements.179

• The SCOPE OF WORK RULE applies only to appraisal, appraisal review, and appraisal consulting180

assignments.181

Illustrations182

Brokerage and Appraisal183

1. Liz Ross is an individual who provides both appraisal and brokerage services. When seeking a new184

brokerage client, Liz often prepares a market analysis to help establish an asking price for the client’s185

property. What are Liz’s obligations under USPAP?186

Answer: Many states’ brokerage and appraiser licensing laws have specific provisions for187

appraisers who are also brokers. In the absence of such laws, USPAP provides flexibility for188

brokers/appraisers and others who have multiple professional roles.189

The critical element in determining whether Liz should comply with USPAP is the expectation of190

her brokerage client. If Liz includes her appraiser status in her brokerage marketing materials,191

such as advertisements, business cards, or letterhead, it is likely that her client expects her to bring192

to her brokerage practice the ethics and competence associated with an individual acting as an193

appraiser. By allowing her client to believe that her appraisal expertise adds credibility to her price194

estimate, Liz has created an obligation to comply with USPAP in the preparation of a price195

estimate for the client.196

The extent of Liz’s USPAP obligation depends on the intended use of the price estimate. The197

distinction between “price” and “value” is crucial here: within USPAP, “price” is a fact3 while198

“value” is an opinion4. If Liz recommends an asking price for a specific property owner, under199

specific circumstances, she is analyzing price as defined by USPAP. STANDARDS 1, 7 and 9200

apply to the development of an appraisal, which is defined as an opinion of value. Therefore, the201

obligations of STANDARDS 1, 7 and 9 do not apply to estimates of price. However, as an202

individual acting as an appraiser, Liz is obligated to comply with the remainder of USPAP (i.e.,203

DEFINITIONS, PREAMBLE, the Conduct, Management, and Confidentiality sections of the204

ETHICS RULE, the COMPETENCY RULE, the JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE and205

the SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE). For example, her estimate of price must be206

ethically and competently prepared, as part of appraisal practice.207

3 Price is defined as the amount asked, offered, or paid for a property. The Comment goes on once stated, price is a fact, whether it is
publicly disclosed or retained in private. Because of the financial capabilities, motivations, or special interests of a given buyer or

seller, the price paid for a property may or may not have any relation to the value that might be ascribed to that property by others.
4 Value is defined as the monetary relationship between properties and those who buy, sell, or use those properties. The Comment
goes on to state, value expresses an economic concept. As such, it is never a fact but always an opinion of the worth of a property
at a given time in accordance with a specific definition of value. In appraisal practice, value must always be qualified for example,

market value, liquidation value, or investment value.
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If Liz’s recommendation represents the relationship between typical buyers and sellers, she is208

analyzing value. Her recommendation is an opinion of value and is by definition an appraisal. It209

must be ethically and competently prepared in accordance with STANDARDS 1, 7 or 9 and210

reported in compliance with STANDARDS 2, 8, or 10.211

Alternatively, if Liz has been careful to separate her roles as broker and appraiser, she would be212

able to prepare price estimates as a valuation service, outside of appraisal practice. Liz should213

have sound reasons to believe that her brokerage client does not expect her to act as an appraiser.214

Further, she should not characterize her conclusions in any manner as representing a “value” or, an215

“opinion of value” of any kind.216

Appraisal Review217

2. Dan Williams is an appraiser. He was asked by a client to perform an “administrative screening218

review” of an appraisal report to determine if a more thorough review is warranted. The client would219

like Dan to check the math calculations and determine whether the appraisal report complies with the220

client’s basic content specifications. What are Dan’s obligations under USPAP?221

Answer: The client has engaged Dan because of his identification as an appraiser; this clearly222

creates an expectation by the client that the service will be provided in compliance with USPAP.223

Therefore, this service is part of appraisal practice; at a minimum Dan must comply with the224

portions of USPAP that apply generally to appraisal practice (i.e. DEFINITIONS, PREAMBLE,225

the Conduct, Management, and Confidentiality sections of the ETHICS RULE, the226

COMPETENCY RULE, the JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE and the SUPPLEMENTAL227

STANDARDS RULE.)228

Dan must next decide if compliance with STANDARD 3 is required. To do this, Dan must229

consider the intended use, intended user, and type and definition of value for the assignment.230

These factors are the basis of Dan’s scope of work decision. If the appropriate scope of work231

includes developing or communicating an opinion about the quality of another appraiser’s work232

that was performed as part of an appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting assignment,233

then that assignment is by definition an appraisal review. The label placed on the service cannot234

support acting outside of STANDARD 3. The client may call the assignment an “administrative235

screening review,” but it is the extent of the service that defines it.5 Dan must decide, based on the236

problem to be solved and scope of work, if the assignment is an appraisal review as defined by237

USPAP. If the assignment is an appraisal review, then Dan must comply with the development238

and reporting requirements of STANDARD 3.239

There may be circumstances when Dan is not acting as an appraiser. If Dan acts in other roles, say240

as a mortgage underwriter, then Dan may be in position to provide the valuation service outside of241

appraisal practice. If Dan acts outside of appraisal practice, he must ensure that he does not242

misrepresent his role and that the client and any other intended users do not expect him to act as an243

appraiser.244

Rent Survey245

3. A client has asked Mike Black to perform a rent survey. The client owns the Acme Office Building246

and wants to know if he is charging enough rent. The client asked Mike to perform this work because247

5 The Comment to the definition of appraisal practice states that the use of other nomenclature for an appraisal, appraisal review, or
appraisal consulting assignment (e.g., analysis, counseling, evaluation, study, submission, or valuation) does not exempt an

appraiser from adherence to the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.
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he knows Mike is an appraiser; therefore, this valuation service is included in appraisal practice and248

USPAP applies. How can Mike provide this service in compliance with USPAP?249

Answer: Mike should fully investigate the client’s expectations before determining the scope of250

work for this assignment. Does the client want only to know what rental rates are being charged251

for other office buildings in the area? If so, this is likely a service for which USPAP has no252

Standards (i.e., STANDARDS 1 and 2 when providing real property appraisals). Mike would then253

be obligated to comply with the portions of USPAP that apply generally to appraisal practice (i.e.,254

DEFINITIONS, PREAMBLE, the Conduct, Management, and Confidentiality sections of the255

ETHICS RULE, the COMPETENCY RULE, the JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE and256

the SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE). The development and reporting of the assignment257

results would be entirely at his discretion, and a workfile would not be required.258

However, if the client expects Mike to collect rental rate and lease term information and to analyze259

them to conclude the market rental terms for the Acme Building, this is an appraisal. This260

assignment is an appraisal because it includes a specific subject property (i.e., the right to use261

space in the building) and the problem to be solved in the assignment is a value opinion (i.e., the262

market rental terms for that space). The appraisal assignment should then be completed in263

compliance with STANDARDS 1 and 2.264

Appraisal and Market Information265

4. Steven Andrews is a residential appraiser. One day, when attending a backyard barbecue, Steven is266

approached by a neighbor, who says, “Hey, Steven, I know you’re an appraiser. What do you think my267

house is worth?” What should Steven say?268

Answer: Steven should recognize immediately that his neighbor expects him to respond as an269

appraiser; therefore, Steven’s answer should comply with USPAP. Steven can, of course, always270

decline to answer.271

Alternatively, Steven could provide data, such as, “I’ve been keeping track of the house sales in272

our subdivision, and they have been from $100,000 to $150,000 over the past couple of years.”273

Giving such information is a part of appraisal practice for which there are no Standards (i.e.,274

STANDARDS 1 and 2 when providing real property appraisals). Steven should be certain that he275

is acting ethically and competently in giving this kind of information, but he doesn’t need to276

prepare a workfile for it.277

Steven should be careful, though, about applying any judgment in answering his neighbor’s278

question. If Steven says, “House sales in our subdivision in the last year have been from $100,000279

to $150,000. I know that you’ve done lots of interior improvements to your house and, besides,280

it’s the more desirable two-story model, so its value should be near the high side of the range,” he281

has just performed an appraisal. In this case, he should comply with STANDARDS 1 and 2 and282

prepare a workfile. If Steven only provides data, he is acting within appraisal practice, but if he283

relates that data to a specific property, he has provided an appraisal.284

Litigation Services285

5. Marie Vaughn has a diverse appraisal practice with a specialization in litigation services. She286

commonly aids attorneys in developing cross-examination strategies for expert witness testimony from287

appraisers. How does USPAP apply to Marie’s “litigation services?”288

Answer: In order to determine Marie’s obligation, it is necessary to understand the nature of her289

role. If she is acting as an appraiser, her litigation services are part of appraisal practice and the290

ethics and competency requirements of USPAP apply. Marie must comply, at a minimum, with291
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the portions of USPAP that apply generally to appraisal practice. These include the292

DEFINITIONS, PREAMBLE, the Conduct, Management, and Confidentiality sections of the293

ETHICS RULE, the COMPETENCY RULE, the JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE and294

the SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE. As an appraiser, Marie cannot act as an advocate295

for any party or issue.296

If Marie’s services include providing an opinion of value, she must comply with the appropriate297

appraisal standards (STANDARDS 1 and 2, 7 and 8, or 9 and 10). If Marie’s services include298

providing an opinion about the quality of another appraiser’s work, the appraisal review299

requirements of STANDARD 3 apply. If the service includes providing analysis,300

recommendation, or an opinion to solve a real property problem where an opinion of value is a301

component of the analysis leading to the assignment results, then Marie must adhere to the302

appraisal consulting requirements of STANDARDS 4 and 5.303

On the other hand, if Marie provides litigation services as an advocate, then she is providing a304

valuation service outside of appraisal practice. When performing services outside of appraisal305

practice, Marie can act as an advocate and accept contingent compensation. The only USPAP306

obligation is that she not misrepresent her role. She must use care to distinguish her role from307

other roles that would carry an expectation of being impartial, objective, and independent, i.e.,308

acting as an appraiser.309

Marie may provide litigation services by either acting as an appraiser or acting as an advocate for310

the client’s cause; however, she must not perform both roles in the same case.311

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual312

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to313

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.314

Approved July 10, 2000315

Revised June 15, 2004316
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ADVISORY OPINION 22 (AO-22)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: Scope of Work in Market Value Appraisal Assignments, Real Property5

APPLICATION: Real Property6

THE ISSUE:7

How does “market value” affect the scope of work in a real property appraisal assignment?8

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE9

Relevant USPAP & Advisory References10

• COMPETENCY RULE11

• SCOPE OF WORK RULE12

• DEFINITIONS section: Appraisal, Intended Use, Market Value, and Scope of Work13

• STANDARD 114

• Statements on Appraisal Standards No. 6 and No. 915

Scope of Work in a Market Value Appraisal16

This Advisory Opinion provides guidance that appraisers, users of appraisals, and enforcement bodies can17

use when making decisions about the scope of work in market value appraisal assignments (called a18

“market value assignment” or a “market value appraisal” in this Advisory Opinion).19

Competently determining the scope of work is an essential step in all assignments performed under20

USPAP. In a real property appraisal assignment, Standards Rules 1-2(a)–(h) set forth eight identification21

actions or steps that an appraiser must understand and complete in performing any appraisal assignment.22

Completing the first seven action steps provides support for the eighth step, the appraiser’s scope of work23

decision.24

25
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The Sequence and Relationship of Action Steps Required by SR 1-2 in a Real Property Appraisal—25

The following table illustrates the sequence and relationship of the action steps leading to the appraiser’s26

scope of work decision and the steps taken after that decision through to completion of the appraisal27

process.28

Client/Users

1-2(a)

Intended Use

1-2(b)

Type/Definition

of Value

1-2(c)

Effective Date

1-2(d)

Use

1-3

Analyses

1-4

Listing/Prior Sales

1-5

Reconciliation

1-6

Reporting

STANDARD 2

Relevant

Characteristics

1-2(e)

Hypothetical

Conditions

1-2(g)

Extraordinary

Assumptions

1-2(f)

Scope of

Work

1-2(h)

It is important to recognize that the action of identifying the client and intended users, the intended use, the29

type and definition of value, and the effective date of value (SR 1-2(a)-(d)) affects the appraiser’s decisions30

as to the subject’s relevant characteristics, the scope of work, and extraordinary assumptions or31

hypothetical conditions (SR 1-2(e)–(h)). The appraiser’s decisions about the last four elements to be32

identified follow from, and must be consistent with, factual information identified in the first four elements33

shown in the table.34

The sequence illustrated in the table requires the appraiser to begin the decision-making process in the early35

stages of an assignment. It also means the appraiser has a burden of proof for conclusions about which36

property characteristics are relevant and which are not.37
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Sequence and Relationship of Action Steps Required by SR 1-2 in a Real Property Appraisal38

Competency and the Scope of Work Decision - Accomplishing the first four action steps (SR 1-2(a)39

through (d)) illustrated in the table provides the basis for deciding which of the property’s characteristics40

are relevant in the assignment. This information, together with the appraiser’s competency (knowledge and41

expertise) in appraising the specific type of property involved, permits the appraiser to determine whether42

any extraordinary assumptions or hypothetical conditions are necessary to complete the assignment and to43

make a reasonable and supportable scope of work decision.44

It is important to note here that the appraiser’s competency in performing similar assignments is a key45

factor in the scope of work decision. Without competency, the appraiser is not prepared to correctly46

interpret the information gathered in response to SR 1-2(a)–(e) or to make well reasoned decisions based on47

that information in response to the requirements set forth in SR 1-2(f)–(h). Moreover, without competency,48

the appraiser is not aware of or capable of understanding how the information gathered in compliance with49

SR 1-2(a)–(e) and the conclusions formed in compliance with SR 1-2(f) and (g) affect the decision about50

which of the analyses steps set forth in Standards Rules 1-3 and 1-4 are necessary in an assignment.51

Understanding which analyses, methods and techniques are necessary and what data are necessary to52

correctly complete the analyses is an integral part of the scope of work decision. This decision cannot be53

made competently without understanding how the “conditions” in a market value definition work together54

with the other factors identified in compliance with Standards Rule 1-2 to determine what kind of data are55

relevant and which types of analyses are applicable and necessary in the assignment.56

General Comment on Market Value Definitions57

Market value appraisals are distinct from appraisals using other types of value because market value58

appraisals are based on a market perspective and on a normal or typical premise. These criteria are59

illustrated in the following definition of Market Value*, provided here only as an example.60

Market value means the most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and61

open market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller each acting62

prudently and knowledgeably, and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus. Implicit63

in this definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and the passing of title from64

seller to buyer under conditions whereby:65

1. buyer and seller are typically motivated;66

2. both parties are well informed or well advised and acting in what they consider their own best67

interests;68

3. a reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market;69

4. payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in terms of financial arrangements70

comparable thereto; and71

5. the price represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by special or72

creative financing or sales concessions granted by anyone associated with the sale.73

* This example definition is from regulations published by federal regulatory agencies pursuant to74

Title XI of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act (FIRREA) of 198975

between July 5, 1990, and August 24, 1990, by the Federal Reserve System (FRS), National Credit76

Union Administration (NCUA), Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), the Office of Thrift77

Supervision (OTS), and the Office of Comptroller of the Currency (OCC). This definition is also78

referenced in regulations jointly published by the OCC, OTS, FRS, and FDIC on June 7, 1994, and79

in the Interagency Appraisal and Evaluation Guidelines, dated October 27, 1994.80

The market perspective replaces a user’s (e.g., buyer, seller, lender, agent, etc.) perspective that might81

apply in other appraisals, such as for investment value or insurable value. This market perspective directly82
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affects the scope of work necessary to develop credible opinions and conclusions in market value83

appraisals. The public’s expectation that a market value appraisal reflects only the perspective of the84

marketplace, and is not affected by such other criteria as an intended user’s objectives, is important.85

Meeting this expectation serves to foster and promote public trust in professional appraisal practice, a86

fundamental purpose of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice and one that applies to87

all work performed under USPAP.88

A market value appraisal is also based on whatever the “normal” or “typical” conditions are in the89

marketplace for the property appraised in a time frame that is consistent with the date of value in the90

appraisal. If the definition of value used in an appraisal contains criteria that are different from those that91

are “normal” or “typical,” the use of the term “Market Value,” alone, to characterize the assignment result92

is not appropriate. For example, a value opinion developed to reflect the most probable price in a sale under93

forced conditions is a forced-sale value and not consistent with the “normal” or “typical” premise to be94

reflected in a market value appraisal.95

Importance of Identifying the Specific Definition of Market Value—The definition of the value to be96

developed in an appraisal establishes specific conditions. These conditions impose parameters on the97

appraisal assignment that are necessary to ensure that the results of the assignment are meaningful in the98

context of that definition of value.99

There are many definitions of value, some of which are market value definitions. Other definitions of value100

appear to be related to market value but are not called market value. For example, it is common practice in101

appraisals for intended use in employee relocation assignments to use a value definition based on102

“anticipated sales price” rather than “market value.” The “anticipated sales price” definition contains very103

specific marketing, property condition, and terms of sale requirements that replace normal or typical market104

conditions. Thus, while the development process under the specific conditions may appear similar to105

market value assignments, the result is a value to the property user—the relocation company—under that106

client’s specific criteria and is not market value.107

Importance of Identifying the Source of a Market Value Definition—Definitions of market value from108

different sources contain different conditions. Those differences can directly affect the scope of work that is109

necessary to develop credible assignment results. Each definition is unique, with authority only in a specific110

jurisdiction or to a specific client group. Therefore, identification of the source for the definition of value to111

be applied in an assignment is essential.112

The source must be consistent with the jurisdiction having authority over the transaction in which the113

appraisal is to be used. For example, using a definition of market value other than the definition specified in114

regulations published pursuant to Title XI of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement115

Act of 1989 (FIRREA) may invalidate that appraisal for use in a federally related transaction. Likewise, if116

an appraisal is prepared for use in litigation, using a definition of value other than the definition specified117

by the court having jurisdiction over the matter being litigated may disqualify that appraisal for use in that118

court.119

How the “Conditions” in a Market Value Definition Affect the Scope of Work Decision120

Market Value is defined in USPAP as a general concept. But in an appraisal assignment, Market Value is121

defined by a specific jurisdiction (e.g., a court, a regulatory body or public agency with legal authority), or122

by a client group (e.g., Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac).123

In a market value appraisal, the appraiser’s conclusions about how best to analyze the market and what data124

are necessary for the development of credible results must be consistent with the conditions set forth in the125

specific definition of market value applicable in the assignment. The definition of market value included in126

this Advisory Opinion as an example illustrates the type of conditions that might be part of a specific127

market value definition used in an assignment.128
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Market value always presumes the transfer of a property as of a certain date, under specific conditions. The129

“Conditions” stated in market value definitions generally fall into three categories:130

1. the relationship, knowledge, and motivation of the parties (i.e., seller and buyer);131

2. the terms of sale (e.g., cash, cash equivalent, or other terms); and132

3. the conditions of sale (e.g., exposure in a competitive market for a reasonable time prior to sale).133

Market value appraisals focus on understanding how buyers and sellers are most likely to respond to a134

subject property under the conditions stated in a specific value definition. Not all market value definitions135

contain the same conditions, though most contain a common subset of elements. Experienced appraisers136

understand the nuances in the various definitions and develop their assignments using data and analyses137

that match the conditions required by the specific definition used in an appraisal.138

The “knowledge” referred to in a market value definition is knowledge about the property appraised, about139

the market for that property, and about alternatives available in the marketplace that the appraiser140

concludes are reasonable competition for the property appraised.1141

An appraiser is expected to be at least as knowledgeable as the typical market participant is about the142

market for the type of property to be appraised. By completing research and verification steps while143

performing the assignment, the appraiser is expected to become as knowledgeable about the subject144

property and its comparables as the typical market participants.145

Knowledge of the Subject Property—Of the three areas typical market participants are presumed to be146

knowledgeable about (subject, market, and competition), the first area that the appraiser must address is147

knowledge of the subject property, which is accomplished by gathering and verifying information about the148

subject property. This action step may or may not require a personal inspection.149

In a market value assignment, the relevant characteristics (SR 1-2(e)) are those that have a significant150

impact on the property’s marketability. These features include legal, economic and physical characteristics.151

The decision as to which characteristics are relevant cannot be made without knowledge of the market in152

which the property is sold. This is why competency in appraising a specific type of property and knowledge153

of the subject property’s market are essential in an assignment.154

Knowing the property’s relevant characteristics also provides the basis for deciding the applicability of an155

approach to value.156

Knowledge of the Market—The scope of work necessary to ensure an adequate knowledge of the market157

for the subject property may range from very little (in addition to what the appraiser already knows) to158

extensive new research. If the subject property is of a type frequently appraised and in a locality where the159

appraiser regularly provides services, there may be little need for extensive market research beyond160

confirmation that the data available for analysis is current, adequate, relevant, and credible.161

However, if the property involved is not of a type regularly appraised by the appraiser or if the market area162

is not familiar to the appraiser, the extent of research needs to be sufficient for the appraiser to acquire163

competency. As stated in the COMPETENCY RULE, this can be achieved in several ways (self-study,164

association with a locally knowledgeable and competent appraiser, etc.).165

The critically important aspect of this factor in the scope of work decision is to recognize when additional166

research is necessary. A competent, professional appraiser will not assume knowledge merely for the sake167

of convenience. Even though the appraiser might be actively involved in appraising a particular type of168

1 See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 6, Reasonable Exposure Time in Real Property and Personal Property Market Value
Opinions.
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property in a given locality, self-imposed professional discipline will prompt that individual to ensure that169

the scope of work includes verification that the market data used in the analyses is credible, relevant,170

appropriate, adequate, and as current as possible.171

This is consistent with the requirement stated in SR 1-1(b), which is designed to ensure that the scope of172

work completed in an appraisal is sufficient to produce credible opinions and conclusions, given the173

intended use of the appraisal.174

Knowledge of Alternatives—An understanding of market behavior requires a scope of work that includes175

research and analyses that is sufficient to ensure competent knowledge of the supply and demand176

relationships that are relevant to the time frame and the type of property involved in the appraisal. In a177

market value appraisal, this means gathering, verifying, and evaluating data about sales, listings, and failed178

efforts to sell “competitive” property, as well as more generalized market data.179

Conditions of Sale—A market value appraisal requires research and analysis of market data sufficient to180

develop a reasonable opinion of exposure time (see the Comment to SR 1-2(c) and Statement on Appraisal181

Standards No. 6 with the property marketed in whatever manner is typical for that type of property in its182

locality. An appraiser working in different market areas should guard against presuming that a marketing183

process common in one area is typical in all areas. For example, in some markets, property is customarily184

sold through an auction arrangement, while in others professional brokerage is the norm, and in still others185

so called “for sale by owner” is the typical process. Each process, in a given time period and locality for the186

type of property involved, can be “normal.” The identification of the marketing process and exposure time187

requires an understanding of the subject’s market.188

Market value definitions imply a sale of the property wherein the buyer and seller are “typically189

motivated.” This condition requires that the level of research in a market value assignment is sufficient to190

understand the motivations of the buyers and sellers for the sales used in the approaches to value. The191

motivations that lead to a sale play a critical role in establishing the relevancy or irrelevancy of a sale as a192

comparable one in an assignment.193

Analysis of sales data can yield numeric results, but the numbers lack real meaning without an194

understanding of the market conditions that generated the sales involved. Without an understanding of what195

the market conditions were at the time of a sale, as well as the conditions of a particular sale, an appraiser196

cannot reasonably conclude that the sale price, or any element of comparison based on that price, is a197

reliable indicator of market value.198

Subject’s Marketing and Sale History, and Reconciliation199

The appraiser’s scope of work decision in a market value appraisal needs to recognize the research and200

analyses steps that are necessary to comply with the requirements stated in SR 1-5 and SR 1-6. Those201

requirements have two objectives, both of which are especially important in a market value appraisal.202

The first is to ensure that the appraiser makes the effort to obtain relevant information about current and203

recent market activity involving the subject property (SR 1-5(a) and (b)). This due diligence effort is204

consistent with the requirement stated in Standards Rule 1-1(b). It also serves as a safeguard against205

confusing the price in a contract (agreement of sale or option) or an offering with market value and as a206

safeguard against the appraiser being inadvertently involved in an effort to conceal the facts in regard to207

one or more recent sale transactions.208

The second is to ensure that the appraiser reconciles the indications of value resulting from the various209

approaches utilized to arrive at the value conclusion (SR 1-6).210

211
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SUMMARY211

The scope of work decision is a critical step in any appraisal. That decision must result in a match between212

the extent of the research and analyses completed in an assignment with the conditions specified in the213

definition of value used in that assignment.214

In a market value appraisal, the appraiser’s scope of work decision carries a burden of proof to support the215

appraiser’s conclusion about how he or she addresses each “condition” in the market value definition used216

in the appraisal. The definition includes conditions that often require a high degree of knowledge,217

competency, and judgment, which are necessary to effectively develop the appraisal process. An appraiser218

cannot meet his or her obligations in a market value assignment without having competently identified and219

then completed a scope of work that enables development of credible opinions and conclusions.220

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual221

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to222

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.223

Approved July 10, 2000224
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ADVISORY OPINION 23 (AO-23)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: Identifying the Relevant Characteristics of the Subject Property of a Real Property5

Appraisal Assignment6

APPLICATION: Real Property7

THE ISSUE:8

How does an appraiser determine which characteristics of a real property are relevant to its appraisal?9

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE:10

Relevant USPAP & Advisory References11

DEFINITIONS, specifically the definitions of12

APPRAISAL: (noun) the act or process of developing an opinion of value; an opinion of13

value.14

…15

Comment: An appraisal must be numerically expressed as a specific amount, as a16

range of numbers, or as a relationship (e.g., not more than, not less than) to a17

previous value opinion or numerical benchmark (e.g., assessed value, collateral18

value).19

ASSIGNMENT: a valuation service provided as a consequence of an agreement between an20

appraiser and a client.21

REAL ESTATE: an identified parcel or tract of land, including improvements if any.22

REAL PROPERTY: the interests, benefits, and rights inherent in the ownership of real estate.23

VALUE: the monetary relationship between properties and those who buy, sell, or use those24

properties.25

Comment: Value expresses an economic concept. As such, it is never a fact but26

always an opinion of the worth of a property at a given time in accordance with a27

specific definition of value. In appraisal practice, value must always be qualified for28

example, market value, liquidation value, investment value.29

Standards Rule 1-2(e): An appraiser must identify the characteristics of the property that are30

relevant to the type and definition of value and intended use of the appraisal, including:31

(i) its location and physical, legal, and economic attributes;32

(ii) the real property interest to be valued;33

(iii) any personal property, trade fixtures, or intangible items that are not real property but34

are included in the appraisal;35

(iv) any known easements, restrictions, encumbrances, leases, reservations, covenants,36

contracts, declarations, special assessments, ordinances, or other items of a similar37

nature; and38
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(v) whether the subject property is a fractional interest, physical segment, or partial holding.39

The Subject of a Real Property Appraisal Assignment40

The subject of a real property appraisal has both physical and legal characteristics. In combination, these41

characteristics define the subject property and, together with the type and definition of value and intended42

use of the assignment results, provide the basis for deciding what data and analyses should be included in43

the scope of work.44

Appraisers and property owners often discuss a subject property in physical terms, such as my home, the45

residence, my land, or the building. However, a physical object, alone, is not what is being appraised.46

Taken together, the definitions of real and real estate provided in USPAP require that the subject of a real47

property appraisal is a specific ownership of a right (or rights) in identified real estate.48

The right or rights might be owned in part, as a fractional interest, or in full. Further, real estate can take49

many forms, such as land, land and improvements, improvements without the underlying land, or an50

infinite variety that involve one or more of the physical aspects of real estate. Alternatively, a type of51

property, such as Class A Office Space, does not signify specific ownership rights in identifiable real estate.52

Consequently, surveys or studies relating to a class of property do not constitute the “subject” of a real53

property appraisal under STANDARD 1. In such situations, the service provided by completing the survey54

or study is not an appraisal assignment because there is no “subject property.”55

Understanding these different characteristics is essential for correct identification of the subject of a real56

property appraisal and for determining which characteristics of the property are relevant in the assignment.57

How the Characteristics of the Subject Affect the Scope of Work Decision58

As discussed above, real property can have many different characteristics, each of which can significantly59

affect the scope of work in an assignment. Consider the following illustrations:60

1. The subject is the fee simple interest owned in a single-family residence situated on an improved site.61

These components (the land, the improvements, and the ownership) are, together, the subject property62

of the appraisal assignment. In this assignment the appraiser is developing and reporting a market63

value opinion.64

The scope of work in this assignment should include gathering data about the characteristics of the65

subject that are significant in the market for this type of property under its highest and best use. Given66

the characteristics of the subject property, the analysis should include sales of other properties held in67

fee simple ownership situated in the subject’s market area that are similar to the subject in as many68

other respects as possible.69

2. If all of the same characteristics of the property in Illustration No. 1 apply, except that the land is a70

leased site, the subject property becomes:71

• leasehold interest, if the intended user needs to know the value of the rights in the real estate72

owned by the lessee in the lease, or73

• leased fee interest, if the intended user needs to know the value of the rights in the real estate74

owned by the lessor in the lease.75

Note that the subject real estate (physical asset) was the same, but the ownership interest of the subject76

changed. The impact of this change on the scope of work and on the relevant data in each assignment77

is significant. For example, in a market value appraisal:78
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• If the subject property is the leasehold interest, the relevant analysis should include sales of79

leasehold interest properties that are as similar to the subject as possible, both physically and80

in terms of its lease (cash flow) characteristics.81

• If the subject is the leased fee interest, the relevant data should include sales of leased fee82

interest properties with similar physical and cash flow characteristics. The subject lease terms83

determine whether the improvements’ characteristics are significant in this type of84

assignment. If the lease ends before the improvements reach the end of their economic life,85

the improvements’ characteristics can be important to the appraisal problem. If the tenant86

must remove the improvements upon termination of the lease, the improvements’87

characteristics likely have little significance in the assignment.88

3. Next, assume the same subject property characteristics as in Illustration No. 1 but change the89

ownership to an undivided one-third interest in the fee simple title. The scope of work in this90

Illustration is significantly different than that in either Illustration No. 1 or No. 2. (See the Comment to91

Standards Rule 1-4(e)).92

If available, the most relevant analysis would be of sales of similar fractional interests in similar real93

estate. In the absence of such sales, the research might extend to secondary sources or other less direct94

analyses to develop, test, and support the fractional interest value conclusion.95

4. A prospective client is considering a loan secured by a portfolio of properties owned in fee simple by a96

loan applicant. The real property offered as loan security is an ownership, held by one party, of several97

nearly identical properties in different locations.98

In this situation, the appraiser must pay particular attention to the intended use of the assignment99

results and how that use affects the property configuration that will be relevant in the analyses. This is100

essential because assignment results must be meaningful to the client and analyses of the market for101

the subject must reflect the intended use.102

If the client intends to use the appraisal to secure a single loan secured with all of the properties held103

by the client’s loan applicant, the subject property is the entire holding (i.e., the portfolio). In this104

situation, the appraiser must include research and analyses to address the impact of all of the subject’s105

individual parts appearing in the market at the same time, to be sold by one owner to one buyer. The106

intended use drives this configuration of the subject’s characteristics.107

Alternatively, if the same client intended to use the appraisal to secure one loan under loan conditions108

that would allow each property in the holding to be released (sold) on its own, the assignment is109

actually for several appraisals communicated in one report or possibly in several reports. In this110

configuration, each individual property is a subject property to be sold by one seller in the same time111

frame to (potentially) different buyers. The analyses must still address the potential impact, if any, of112

having all of the properties in the loan applicant’s portfolio on the market at one time but without the113

necessity of selling to one buyer in one transaction.114

The intended use of the assignment results alters the characteristics of the subject that are relevant to115

the appraisal and clearly alters the appropriate scope of work. In the first instance, the relevant data116

about the subject and about its market must reflect the subject’s characteristics as a property portfolio117

rather than as an individual property within a community. In the latter case, the relevant data must118

address the relevant characteristics and market conditions for each individual property. Analyzing a119

portfolio of properties as if each property were a separate element or increment of value when the120

subject of the assignment is the portfolio fails to recognize distinct differences between the markets for121

individual properties and portfolios. Specifically, the value of the subject, as a portfolio, is not122

necessarily the sum of the values for each of the properties in that portfolio; it could be less or it could123

be more.124
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5. A prospective client finances real estate development projects and requests an appraisal for use in a125

single-family residential tract development financing package. The client needs an opinion of value for126

the project and values for each of four individual floor plans as if each was a finished property on a127

typical or so-called “base” lot within the development. The project involves acquisition of finished128

sites and the construction and sale of finished homes in phases over a period of years. All of the values129

are to be market value and the effective date of value is to be a current date, all for the intended use of130

securing the development loan and the take-out loan commitment.131

It is important to recognize that in this illustration the assignment actually involves five properties: the132

entire project plus each of the four floor plans. In this case, the subject that is the project includes the133

land and the entitlements that allow development of the residential tract on the land. Each of the four134

floor plans becomes a subject under the hypothetical condition that the finished home on the typical or135

base lot actually exists as a finished property as of a current date of value. The appraiser must then136

develop and report five appraisals of five different subject properties.137

For the development loan, the subject’s relevant characteristics are those of the project, not the homes,138

and the scope of work to analyze the market for the project must address the entire project’s139

characteristics.140

For each take-out loan, the relevant subject property is an individual finished home, not the project,141

and the summation of the value for those individual homes is not meaningful in terms of the value of142

the project. Indeed, summation of the value of the individual homes to indicate the market value of the143

project is incorrect development, and reporting such a summation as market value of the project is144

misleading.145

The scope of work necessary to analyze the market for an individual home as a subject property is146

significantly different from that necessary to analyze the market for the project as a subject property.147

SUMMARY148

Identifying the relevant subject property characteristics, together with the other information gathered in149

response to Standards Rule 1-2, enables an appraiser to make a sound scope of work decision.150

Accepting a prospective assignment on the basis of incomplete information can result in a significant151

mismatch between the scope of work and the valuation problem to be solved in the appraisal assignment.152

The lack of clear communication with the client before deciding to accept or forego an assignment can lead153

to an excessive or deficient scope of work. When the scope of work is excessive, appraisers might154

unnecessarily forego valuation service opportunities. When the scope of work is inadequate or the subject155

property characteristics are not appropriately analyzed given the intended use of the assignment results, the156

results are not likely to be credible or meaningful.157

An appraiser should, by communicating with a prospective client, gather information about the type and158

definition of value, the intended use, and the effective date of the appraisal, as well as characteristics of the159

subject of a real property appraisal assignment, before deciding which characteristics are relevant and the160

appropriate scope of work.161

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual162

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to163

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.164

Approved July 10, 2000165
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ADVISORY OPINION 24 (AO-24)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: Normal Course of Business5

APPLICATION: Real Property, Personal Property6

THE ISSUE:7

Standards Rules 1-5 and 7-5 require an appraiser to analyze certain information about the subject property8

if the information is “available to the appraiser in the normal course of business.” How does one9

determine the “normal course of business” for a given assignment?10

BACKGROUND:11

The analysis that is required in SR 1-5 and SR 7-5 promotes a certain degree of due diligence on the part of12

the appraiser. Appropriate due diligence increases public trust in the appraisal profession. The intent is to13

ensure that the research of past sales and current listings, options, or agreements of sale of the subject14

property is sufficient to promote public trust, without creating undue hardship on the appraiser.15

The availability of the data necessary to comply with the requirements in SR 1-5 and SR 7-5 varies greatly.16

In some situations, this data is available from multiple sources. In other instances, sales and listing data is17

not readily available.18

The “normal course of business” is controlled to a large degree by the scope of work in a specific19

assignment. Differences in intended use, intended users, the type and definition of value, or other factors20

can dramatically alter the scope of work. Therefore, the “normal course of business” for one assignment21

might not be the “normal course of business” for a seemingly similar assignment.22

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE:23

Relevant USPAP & Advisory References24

• The following USPAP references are applicable when ascertaining the “normal course of25

business” in an assignment:26

— Standards Rules 1-2(h) and 7-2(h)27

— Standards Rules 1-5 and 7-528

• For additional advice, refer to Advisory Opinion 1, Sales History29

General Comments30

The “normal course of business” is determined by the actions of an appraiser’s peers and by the31

expectations of parties who are regularly intended users for similar assignments; it is not any one32

appraiser’s practices or any one appraisal firm’s policies.33

To fully understand this concept one must examine the definitions of “Scope of Work” and “Appraiser’s34

Peers.”35

“Scope of Work” is addressed in the SCOPE OF WORK RULE, Standards Rules 1-2(h) and 7-2(h), and is36

defined in USPAP as:37
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the type and extent of research and analyses in an assignment38

Researching the subject’s sales history is an aspect of the scope of work. The Comment to the Scope of39

Work Acceptability section in the SCOPE OF WORK RULE states:40

The scope of work is acceptable when it meets or exceeds:41

• the expectations of parties who are regularly intended users for similar assignments; and42

• what an appraiser’s peers’ actions would be in performing the same or a similar assignment.43

Therefore, it is not the work habits of an individual appraiser that define the “normal course of business” in44

an assignment. Rather, it is the requirements of the Standards Rules measured against the actions of the45

appraiser’s peers and the expectations of parties who are regularly intended users for similar assignments.46

“Appraisers Peers” is defined as:47

other appraisers who have expertise and competency in a similar type of assignment.48

In addition to the concept of “normal course of business” in an assignment, an appraiser has the obligation49

to perform research and analysis appropriate to the intended use of the assignment. Standards Rules 1-1(b)50

and 7-1(b) state:51

In developing a[n]…appraisal, an appraiser must:52

not commit a substantial error of omission or commission that significantly affects an appraisal…53

The Comments to these Standards Rules state, in part:54

Diligence is required to identify and analyze the factors, conditions, data, and other information55

that would have a significant effect on the credibility of the assignment results.56

Illustrations57

1. A reviewer noted that a real property appraisal report did not include an analysis of a sale of the58

subject real property that had occurred six months prior to the effective date of the appraisal. The59

sale was reported in the local Multiple Listing Service (MLS), which is available to appraisers in60

the area and to which most area appraisers subscribe. When contacted about the matter, the61

appraiser stated that he did not subscribe to the MLS, and checking that data source was not within62

his normal course of business. Is this an appropriate response?63

Answer: No. The fact that the individual appraiser does not subscribe to this data source64

does not excuse the lack of analysis. Since most appraisers in the market area do65

subscribe, and informed market participants would be aware of this and expect this level66

of diligence, the appraiser’s lack of research and analysis did not reflect the normal67

course of business in this market.68

2. A real property appraiser is engaged to appraise a property that is located in a rural area. Sales69

prices are a matter of public record, but the records are not computerized, and personal analysis of70

the public records requires a trip to the municipal building and a great deal of time searching71

records. Local officials will not provide this information over the telephone. Most appraisers in72

the area analyze sales data by using information provided by a local on-line data provider and73

quarterly sales reports that are mailed out by the local jurisdiction. In this situation, what action is74

necessary by the appraiser to comply with the requirement to analyze the subject’s sales history?75
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Answer: In this case, the normal course of business is to use the information from the76

local data provider and the quarterly sales reports. If a trip to the municipal building does77

not reflect the typical actions of most other appraisers in this market for this property78

type, or the expectations of clients for this specific type of assignment, then it is not79

required as part of the research and analysis in this assignment.80

3. A personal property appraiser is engaged to appraise a painting by a well-known artist for estate81

tax purposes. Neither the heirs nor the executor of the estate could locate the documentation for82

the purchase by the decedent, even though the painting had been bought less than six months83

before the appraisal was ordered. However, the sale was widely reported, both in newspapers and84

trade publications, since the painting had been purchased at public auction and at a price that set a85

new high for that artist’s work. The appraiser used sales of other paintings by the same artist to86

support the final opinion of value, but not the recent sale of the subject property, stating in the87

report that the documentation was not available. Does this comply with the sales history88

requirements of Standards Rule 7-5?89

Answer: No. This would not comply with the requirements of Standards Rule 7-5.90

Competent fine art appraisers would research relevant sections of newspapers and trade91

magazines and likely keep files or create databases of significant transactions. Therefore,92

this appraiser should have known at least the details of the sale that had been made public93

in the press.94

4. During an appraisal assignment, the appraiser was informed by the owner that the subject property95

was listed for sale on a prominent Internet site. The appraiser did no additional research, and in96

the appraisal report indicated only that the property was listed for sale. Does this comply with the97

requirements of USPAP?98

Answer: No. The appraiser must analyze the current listing and report the findings99

within the appraisal report. Since the listing was placed on the Internet, where it would100

be available to the general public, it would be available to the appraiser in the normal101

course of business.102

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual103

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to104

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.105

Approved June 27, 2003106

Last revised October 28, 2005107
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ADVISORY OPINION 25 (AO-25)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: Clarification of the Client in a Federally Related Transaction5

APPLICATION: Real Property6

THE ISSUE:7

The appraisal rules adopted by the Federal Financial Institutions Regulatory Agencies in August 1990 to8

comply with Title XI of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 19899

(FIRREA) impose a requirement on regulated institutions that “if an appraisal is prepared by a fee10

appraiser, the appraiser shall be directly engaged by the regulated institution or its agent
…….”1

11

In some cases, however, a property owner might directly engage the services of an appraiser for one12

intended use, but later desire to use the appraisal report in a federally related loan transaction. This and13

other similar scenarios lead to the question: “Does an appraiser have an obligation to ensure that his or her14

services are directly engaged by a federally insured depository institution?”15

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE:16

Relevant USPAP & Advisory References17

• DEFINITIONS, specifically those of “client,” “intended user,” and “intended use.”18

• The Confidentiality, Conduct, and Management sections of the ETHICS RULE.19

• SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE, which requires an appraiser to ascertain whether20

any supplemental standards apply to the assignment.21

• Standards Rules 1-2(a) and 1-2(b), which require an appraiser to identify the client, intended22

user, and intended use.23

• Standards Rule 2-1(a), which requires an appraiser to clearly and accurately set forth the24

appraisal in a manner that is not misleading.25

• Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, which addresses intended use and intended users in26

an assignment.27

• Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 10, which describes the applicability of USPAP in28

federally related transactions.29

• Advisory Opinion 26 which covers readdressing (transferring) a report to another party.30

• Advisory Opinion 27 which addresses appraising the same property for a new client.31

USPAP requires an appraiser to identify the intended use and intended users in an appraisal assignment.32

USPAP also requires that an appraiser not be misleading in the marketing of their services (see33

Management section of the ETHICS RULE). Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 10 provides34

clarification, interpretation, explanation, and elaboration on the appraiser’s USPAP obligations when35

performing assignments for use by a federally insured depository institution in a federally related36

transaction. SMT-10 discusses supplemental standards issued by federal financial institution regulatory37

agencies for appraisers, as well as requirements imposed on lenders that the lender or their agents directly38

engage the appraiser in such assignments.39

1 National Credit Union Administration – 2 CFR 722.5(b)

Federal Reserve System – 12 CFR 225.65(b)
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation – 12 CFR 323.5(b)
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency – 12 CFR 34.45(b)

Office of Thrift Supervision – 12 CFR 564.5(b)
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In order to not be misleading when contacted by a prospective client the appraiser’s obligation is one of40

proper disclosure. Before an appraiser accepts an assignment knowing the intended use of the appraisal is,41

or may be, for a federally related transaction by a federally insured depository institution, it is that42

appraiser’s responsibility to disclose to the prospective client that the lender or its agent is required to43

directly engage the appraiser. The appraiser should also disclose to the prospective client that it is unethical44

for the appraiser to later “readdress” or otherwise change the report to indicate a federally insured45

depository institution was the client when the appraisal was performed for another party (see AO-26 titled46

“Readdressing [Transferring] a Report to Another Party” and AO-27, titled “Appraising the Same Property47

for Another Client” for related advice on this issue).48

If the client still wishes to proceed with the appraisal after the appraiser has properly fulfilled these49

disclosure obligations, the appraiser can accept the assignment. It would be prudent to recite disclosures in50

the engagement letter and in the report. (Also refer to SMT-9 for additional information relating to intended51

use and intended users).52

Illustrations:53

1. Homeowner Susan Daly contacts appraiser John Hunt to perform an appraisal of her residence. She is54

considering refinancing and wants to determine the amount of equity in the residence before55

completing a loan application. Assuming the refinancing would be a federally related transaction at a56

federally insured depository institution, what is John’s responsibility to this potential client?57

Answer: Before John accepts this assignment, it is his responsibility to disclose to Susan that a58

lender or its agent is required to directly engage the services of an appraiser in a federally related59

transaction and should not accept his appraisal report. If Susan still wants to engage John, his60

disclosure allows him to accept the assignment.61

2. A buyer of a commercial building contacts appraiser Jane Johnson about appraising the property for62

financing. The buyer explains that he will likely be providing the report to an insurance company that63

is interested in financing the property. The insurance company has no problem with the buyer being64

the client, as long as the insurance company is identified as an intended user in this assignment.65

However, the buyer says that he may also make application to his local bank, a federally insured66

depository institution. Can Jane accept this assignment? If so, does she have any disclosure67

obligations?68

Answer: Jane has an obligation to disclose to the buyer that the federally insured depository69

institution should not accept her appraisal report because a lender or its agent is required to70

directly engage the services of an appraiser in a federally related transaction. If the buyer still71

wants to engage Jane, her disclosure allows her to accept the assignment.72

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual73

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to74

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.75

Approved June 27, 200376
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ADVISORY OPINION 26 (AO-26)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: Readdressing (Transferring) a Report to Another Party5

APPLICATION: Real Property, Personal Property, and Intangible Property6

THE ISSUE:7

After an assignment has been completed and the report has been delivered, an appraiser may be asked to8

“readdress” (transfer) the report to another party. Does USPAP allow an appraiser to “readdress” (transfer)9

a report by altering it to indicate a new recipient as the client or additional intended user when the original10

report was completed for another party?11

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE:12

Relevant USPAP & Advisory References13

• The Confidentiality and Conduct sections of the ETHICS RULE.14

• Standards Rules such as 1-2(a) and 1-2(b); 7-2(a) and 7-2(b); and 9-2(a), which require an15

appraiser to identify the client, intended users, and intended use.16

• Standards Rules such as 2-1(a), 8-1(a), 10-1(a), which require an appraiser to clearly and17

accurately set forth the appraisal in a manner that is not misleading.18

• SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE, which requires an appraiser to ascertain whether19

supplemental standards apply to the assignment in addition to USPAP.20

• Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, which requires the appraiser to identify and disclose21

the client and intended users and the intended use in an appraisal, appraisal review, or22

appraisal consulting assignment.23

• Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 10, which describes applicability of USPAP in24

federally related transactions.25

• Advisory Opinion 25, which covers clarification of the client in a federally related transaction.26

• Advisory Opinion 27, which addresses appraising the same property for a new client.27

No. Once a report has been prepared for a named client(s) and any other identified intended users and for28

an identified intended use, the appraiser cannot “readdress” (transfer) the report to another party.29

USPAP defines the Client as:30

The party or parties who engage an appraiser (by employment or contract) in a specific31

assignment (bold added for emphasis).32

Assignment is defined as:33

A valuation service provided as a consequence of an agreement between an appraiser and a34

client (bold added for emphasis).35

Intended Use is defined as:36

the use or uses of an appraiser’s reported appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting37

assignment opinions and conclusions, as identified by the appraiser based on communication with38

the client at the time of the assignment (bold added for emphasis).39
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Intended User is defined as:40

the client and any other party as identified, by name or type, as users of the appraisal, appraisal41

review, or appraisal consulting report by the appraiser on the basis of communication with the42

client at the time of the assignment (bold added for emphasis).43

Identification of the client, any other intended users, and the intended use are key elements in all44

assignments. Because these identifications drive the appraiser’s scope of work decision, as well as other45

elements of the assignment, they must be determined at the time of the assignment. They cannot be46

modified after an assignment has been completed. See Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9 for further47

clarification.48

Illustrations:49

Question #150

An appraiser was engaged by Client A to appraise a property. The appraiser delivered the appraisal report51

to Client A. The client has decided not to pursue the transaction that generated the need for the appraisal52

report. The appraiser is contacted by Client B. Client B requests that the original report be readdressed53

(transferred) by replacing Client A’s name with Client B’s name in the report. Is this acceptable?54

Answer: No. Simply changing the client name on the report cannot change or replace the original55

appraiser-client relationship that was established with Client A. Therefore, this action is misleading.56

Question #257

How can this circumstance be handled according to Standards?58

Answer: The appraiser can consider Client B’s request as a new assignment. In so doing, the appraiser59

may establish a new appraiser-client relationship with Client B and appraise the property for this new60

client. Important considerations, i.e., confidential information and other factors are further addressed61

in AO-27 – “Appraising the Same Property for a New Client”.62

Question #363

Why might Client B want their name on the report that was completed for Client A?64

Answer: Client B may want to establish an appraiser-client relationship because it provides all the65

rights, obligations, and liabilities such a relationship places on the appraiser.66

A prudent method to establish an appraiser-client relationship is to have a written engagement letter or67

contract with any client at the time of the assignment.68

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual69

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to70

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.71

Approved June 27, 200372
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ADVISORY OPINION 27 (AO-27)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: Appraising the Same Property for a New Client5

APPLICATION: Real Property, Personal Property, and Intangible Property6

THE ISSUE:7

Situations often arise in which appraisers who have previously appraised a property are asked by a different8

party to appraise the same property. In some instances this request arises very soon after the first appraisal;9

in others, it may be months or years later. Under what circumstances can an appraiser accept an assignment10

to appraise a property for a prospective client when that appraiser has previously completed an appraisal of11

the same property for another client?12

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE:13

Relevant USPAP & Advisory References:14

• Confidentiality section of the ETHICS RULE.15

• Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 9, which addresses intended use and intended users in16

an assignment.17

• Advisory Opinion 25 which covers clarification of the client in a federally related transaction.18

• Advisory Opinion 26 which addresses reappraising/transferring a report to another party.19

Accepting the assignment from the second potential client is not prohibited by USPAP, assuming any20

existing confidential information is handled properly.21

Several parts of the Confidentiality section of the ETHICS RULE are pertinent to this matter.22

An appraiser must not disclose . . . assignment results prepared for a client to anyone other than23

the client and persons specifically authorized by the client . . .24

An appraiser cannot disclose the results of a particular assignment, performed for a particular client, to25

anyone other than those designated by that client. However, an understanding of the definitions of26

assignment, assignment results, and client are key to a complete understanding of this requirement.27

Assignment – a valuation service provided as a consequence of an agreement between an appraiser28

and a client29

Client – the party or parties who engage an appraiser (by employment or contract) in a specific30

assignment31

Assignment Results – an appraiser’s opinions and conclusions developed specific to an assignment32

As can be seen in the definitions, both the client and the assignment results are specific to an assignment.33

If there is a new potential client, valuation services performed for that new client would constitute a new34

assignment and the assignment results would be specific to that new assignment. Therefore, acceptance35

and performance of the new assignment to appraise the same property would not be considered revealing36

the first client’s assignment results to the second client, even if the value conclusions were the same. It37

should be noted that the value conclusion could easily be different if the effective date or the scope of work38
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changed in any manner. It should also be noted that USPAP requires the appraiser to provide an unbiased39

opinion of value to each client.40

Obtaining a Release:41

As a matter of business practice, some appraisers request a release from a prior client before accepting an42

assignment to appraise the same property for a new client or to disclose the assignment for the second43

client to the first client. However, USPAP does not require this. Also, appraisers should be aware that, in44

some cases, informing a client about the existence of another client and the fact that the property was45

appraised for that other client may not be compliant with the portion of the Confidentiality section of the46

ETHICS RULE, which states:47

An appraiser must protect the confidential nature of the appraiser-client relationship.48

Confidential Information:49

In all assignments the appraiser must comply with the Confidentiality section of the ETHICS RULE with50

respect to the handling of confidential information. Confidential information is defined in USPAP as:51

information that is either52

• identified by the client as confidential when providing it to an appraiser and that is not53

available from any other source; or54

• classified as confidential or private by applicable law or regulation55

The Confidentiality section of the ETHICS RULE states:56

An appraiser must be aware of, and comply with, all confidentiality and privacy laws and57

regulations applicable in an assignment.58

An appraiser must not disclose confidential information . . . . to anyone other than the client and59

persons specifically authorized by the client . . .60

If a prior assignment included any confidential information, its disclosure to a different client or intended61

user would violate the ETHICS RULE if the information were still classified as confidential information.62

This includes the requirement to comply with all confidentiality and privacy laws and regulations.63

Client Expectations:64

At times, an appraiser’s client may believe that his or her legitimate business intent could be harmed by that65

appraiser providing an appraisal of the subject property of that assignment to another client. In such cases,66

the client and the appraiser may stipulate in their service agreement the conditions under which the67

appraiser may or may not appraise the same subject property. A client involved in litigation may stipulate68

that the appraiser cannot appraise a subject property for the opposing party in that litigation. As another69

example, if an appraiser is providing the value of a property to a client who is planning to sell that property70

in an auction, the appraiser and client may agree that the appraiser will not appraise the same property for a71

party planning to participate in the bidding process.72

Illustrations:73

Example A – Litigation74

An appraiser performs an appraisal for a client involved in litigation and then is requested to appraise the75

same property for the opposing party. Is accepting the assignment for the second client prohibited by76

USPAP?77
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No, assuming confidential information is handled correctly. However, there are common business78

practices in such circumstances. Often, the opposing parties each hire an appraiser to appraise the subject79

property. If the opposing parties do not plan to hire one appraiser jointly, each party could make it a part of80

the agreement between the appraiser and the client (the engagement letter or contract) that the appraiser is81

not to appraise the property for anyone representing the opposing side of the legal action.82

In the absence of such an agreement between the client and the appraiser, the appraiser should consider the83

presence of confidential information. The knowledge of confidential information may prevent the84

appraiser from accepting the second assignment. The appraiser must decline the second assignment if:85

1) the appraiser used confidential information in performing the first assignment;86

2) that information would not be available from any other source; and87

3) credible results cannot be derived without the use of this confidential information.88

However, the appraiser may accept the second assignment, making sure to not disclose any confidential89

information from the original assignment to the second client, if90

1) the information is available from another source (meaning it is not confidential information, as91

defined); or92

2) the confidential information is not material to deriving credible assignment results.93

However, the appraiser must ensure that confidential information is not disclosed, even if it has no impact94

on the assignment results (such as the litigation strategy of attorneys representing the first client).95

Example B – Competing Banks96

If an appraiser has appraised a property for Bank A and then is approached by Bank B to appraise the same97

property, does USPAP prohibit acceptance of the second assignment?98

No, assuming confidential information is handled correctly. This constitutes a second assignment, a new99

client and a new agreement between a client and an appraiser.100

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual101

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to102

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.103

Approved June 27, 2003104
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ADVISORY OPINION 28 (AO-28)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: Scope of Work Decision, Performance, and Disclosure5

APPLICATION: Real Property, Personal Property, Intangible Property6

THE ISSUE:7

The SCOPE OF WORK RULE states:8

For each appraisal, appraisal review, and appraisal consulting assignment, an appraiser must:9

1. identify the problem to be solved;10

2. determine and perform the scope of work necessary to develop credible assignment11

results; and12

3. disclose the scope of work in the report.13

How are the requirements in the SCOPE OF WORK RULE incorporated into the process of developing14

and reporting assignment results?15

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE16

Problem Identification17

Problem identification is the beginning point of every assignment. The appraiser must gather and analyze18

the information needed to properly recognize the appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting19

problem to be solved. The information necessary for problem identification is presented in each Standard20

that addresses the development process for an appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting21

assignment. For example, Standards Rules 1-2, 6-2, 7-2 and 9-2 provide the assignment elements that must22

be defined and analyzed in order to identify the problem to be solved in an appraisal assignment. These23

assignment elements include the:24

• client and any other intended users;25

• intended use of the appraiser’s opinions and conclusions;26

• type and definition of value;27

• effective date of the appraiser’s opinions and conclusions;28

• subject of the assignment and its relevant characteristics; and29

• assignment conditions.30

Identifying the problem to be solved is required in order to make critical judgments in determining the31

appropriate scope of work. Therefore, the assignment elements necessary for problem identification in an32

appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting assignment also serve as reference points in determining33

whether the scope of work performed was appropriate to provide credible assignment results.134

35

1 See Advisory Opinion 29, An Acceptable Scope of Work.
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Additionally, proper identification of the problem to be solved is required for compliance with the35

COMPETENCY RULE, which states:36

Prior to accepting an assignment or entering into an agreement to perform any assignment, an37

appraiser must properly identify the problem to be addressed and have the knowledge and38

experience to complete the assignment competently; or alternatively, must… (bold added for39

emphasis).40

One of the assignment elements that affects the scope of work is assignment conditions. Some assignment41

conditions are not a matter of choice, such as an inability to inspect a property because it has been42

destroyed. Other assignment conditions are a matter of choice, such as a client’s request to perform a43

desktop appraisal of machinery and equipment to reduce fees.44

Determining and Performing the Scope of Work45

USPAP recognizes that the appropriate scope of work may differ significantly for different assignments;46

the SCOPE OF WORK RULE provides flexibility in determining the scope of work. The competency47

necessary to determine an appropriate scope of work within the allowed flexibility resides with the48

appraiser. Therefore, while it is common and reasonable for the client to provide input to the appraiser49

regarding a desired scope of work, the responsibility for determining the appropriate scope of work resides50

with the appraiser.51

The flexibility and responsibility are linked in the SCOPE OF WORK RULE when it states:52

Appraisers have broad flexibility and significant responsibility in determining the appropriate53

scope of work for an appraisal, appraisal review, and appraisal consulting assignment.54

This responsibility is described when the SCOPE OF WORK RULE states:55

The appraiser must be prepared to demonstrate that the scope of work is sufficient to produce56

credible assignment results.57

The client, for example, might request that the appraiser include, or exclude, specific inspections, data58

collection, or analysis in the scope of work. The appraiser may accept an assignment with these types of59

assignment conditions provided that the assignment results are credible in the context of the intended use.60

The SCOPE OF WORK RULE addresses this issue in the Scope of Work Acceptability section:61

An appraiser must not allow assignment conditions to limit the scope of work to such a degree that62

the assignment results are not credible in the context of the intended use.63

An appraiser must not allow the intended use of an assignment or a client’s objectives to cause the64

assignment results to be biased.65

Determining the appropriate scope of work requires judgment. This judgment rests on the appraiser’s66

identification of the assignment elements and understanding of what is required to solve the identified67

problem. In many assignments, experienced appraisers are able to make this judgment about the68

appropriate scope of work quickly because they have performed many assignments addressing a similar69

problem to be solved (assignment with similar assignment elements). In other assignments, the70

determination of the appropriate scope of work may require more analysis by the appraiser because the71

problem to be solved has certain unusual characteristics. In yet other assignments, the appraiser may begin72

with a planned scope of work but in the course of the assignment find that the planned scope of work must73

be modified in order to produce credible assignment results.74

The SCOPE OF WORK RULE recognizes that the scope of work actually performed may differ from the75

scope of work initially planned, when it states:76
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Determining the scope of work is an ongoing process in an assignment. Information or conditions77

discovered during the course of an assignment might cause the appraiser to reconsider the scope78

of work.79

Disclosing the Scope of Work Performed80

The SCOPE OF WORK RULE explains that proper disclosure of the scope of work:81

…is required because clients and other intended users rely on the assignment results.82

The Rule also states that:83

The report must contain sufficient information to allow intended users to understand the scope of84

work performed.85

An appraiser must disclose research and analyses not performed when such disclosure is necessary for86

intended users to understand the report properly and not be misled.87

These disclosure requirements apply to the scope of work performed, rather than the scope of work initially88

planned by the appraiser. The appraiser must disclose the type and extent of research and analyses that89

were actually completed in the development process. Additionally, the information required to allow90

intended users to understand the scope of work may include disclosure of research and analyses not91

performed. There is no requirement for the scope of work description to be in a particular or separate92

section of the report.93

Illustrations:94

1. A real property appraiser is engaged to appraise the market value of a twelve-unit apartment building.95

The appraiser initially decided that the scope of work should include the inspection of two of each of96

the three unit types (studio, one- and two-bedroom). In the course of conducting the inspection, the97

property manager had a key for only one of the two-bedroom units; thus the appraiser was not able to98

inspect one of the two-bedroom units as planned.99

The scope of work, which includes the degree of inspection, was affected in this assignment because of100

lack of access. If the appraiser decides that she has sufficient information to produce credible101

assignment results, the appraiser can complete the appraisal based on the inspection completed. The102

report would include a description of the scope of work performed, stating that five units had been103

inspected.104

2. A personal property appraiser was engaged to appraise four sets of china. The intended use of the105

report was for litigation regarding an estate. The client requested that all pieces of each set of china be106

inspected, since one cause of action claimed that several pieces were damaged.107

When the appraiser contacted the estate’s administrator to arrange for inspection, he was told that one108

set of china was in storage and could not be retrieved until after the Court’s deadline for the109

submission of expert reports.110

In this case, assignment conditions have changed the appraiser’s scope of work. The appraiser may not111

have sufficient information to produce credible assignment results in the context of the intended use.112

The appraiser should consult with the client on the proper course of action. The appraiser may alter the113

scope of work to include the appraisal of only the three sets of china available for inspection or use an114

extraordinary assumption regarding the condition of the fourth set.115

3. A business appraiser is appraising a closely held business enterprise with real property and personal116

property assets. In the course of the assignment, the appraiser’s research indicates that the market for117
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the company’s product is declining and management’s projections are not supported. Therefore, the118

appraiser believes the company might be worth more in liquidation than as a going concern, which119

would make performance of the work addressed in Standards Rule 9-3 necessary for credible120

assignment results.121

The scope of work must be modified because of what the appraiser learned in the course of performing122

research and analyses.123

4. A real property appraiser is contacted by a potential client to appraise an occupied manufacturing124

facility. The client requests that the occupants not be disturbed by a property inspection. Additionally,125

the client requests that the cost approach be performed in the appraisal of the building. These requests126

are assignment conditions and will be part of the appraiser’s identification of the problem to be solved127

and determination of the appropriate scope of work.128

Accepting and completing this assignment requires the appraiser to:129

• Determine that the client’s assignment conditions do not limit the scope of work to such a130

degree that assignment results are not credible in the context of the intended use;131

• Gather information on relevant characteristics by means other than inspection and/or use132

extraordinary assumptions;133

• Include a cost approach in the scope of work, even if this approach is not otherwise necessary134

for credible assignment results; and135

• Properly reconcile the applicability or suitability of the cost approach in arriving at the value136

conclusion.137

5. A real property appraiser accepted an assignment to appraise a three-unit residential property. The138

intended use of the appraisal was for mortgage financing. The client requested that the appraiser not139

verify the legal status (e.g., compliance with zoning, building codes, use permits) of the three units140

with municipal officials.141

The appraiser withdrew from the assignment because she concluded that the client’s assignment142

condition limited the scope of work to such a degree that assignment results are not credible in the143

context of the intended use. The use of an extraordinary assumption about the legal use of the property144

would not produce credible assignment results in the context of the mortgage financing use.145

6. An appraiser was engaged to appraise a one-unit residence. Based on the appraiser’s identification of146

the appraisal problem, the appropriate scope of work was determined to include development of the147

sales comparison approach and cost approach. However, at the time of the inspection the appraiser148

discovered that the property was not a one-unit, but instead a three-unit property.149

150
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Based on this new information, the appraiser re-considered the appraisal problem and the appropriate150

scope of work. The change in relevant property characteristics for the subject property significantly151

changes the appropriate scope of work; the initially planned scope of work is no longer suitable and152

would not produce credible assignment results. The type of data to be researched and the type of153

analysis to be applied changed when the property type changed from a single-unit to a three-unit.154

A new appraisal problem requires reexamination of the scope of work. The appropriate scope of work155

for the new appraisal problem includes an income approach, and the cost approach is not necessary for156

credible assignment results.157

The appraiser should consult with the client since the appraisal problem has changed.158

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual159

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to160

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.161

Approved October 28, 2005162
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ADVISORY OPINION 29 (AO-29)1

This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or interpret2

existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in3

specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems.4

SUBJECT: An Acceptable Scope of Work5

APPLICATION: Real Property, Personal Property, Intangible Property6

7

THE ISSUE:8

The SCOPE OF WORK RULE states that an appraiser’s scope of work is acceptable when it meets or9

exceeds:10

• the expectations of parties who are regularly intended users for similar assignments; and11

• what an appraiser’s peers’ actions would be in performing the same or a similar assignment.12

What makes an assignment similar?13

Who are an appraiser’s peers?14

Must an acceptable scope of work satisfy both benchmarks?15

ADVICE FROM THE ASB ON THE ISSUE16

Similar Assignments17

Assignment elements define and characterize the problem to be solved in appraisal, appraisal review, and18

appraisal consulting assignments. The assignment elements necessary for proper identification of the19

appraisal problem are addressed in the applicable Standards Rules (i.e., SR 1-2, SR 3-1, SR 4-2, SR 6-2, SR20

7-2 and SR 9-2). The applicability of Standards Rules depends on the type of asset being appraised (real21

property, tangible personal property, or intangible property including business interests) and the type of22

assignment (appraisal, appraisal review, real property appraisal consulting).23

Assignments are similar when the assignment elements used to identify the appraisal problem are24

comparable. Assignment elements include such things as the intended use, intended users, type and25

definition of value, effective date, relevant characteristics of the subject property, and assignment26

conditions.27

The information gathered about the assignment elements is used by the appraiser to identify the problem to28

be solved and determine an acceptable scope of work. The greater the commonality among assignment29

elements, the more similarity there is between assignments.30

An Appraiser’s Peers31

USPAP defines Appraiser’s Peers as:32

other appraisers who have expertise and competency in a similar type of assignment.33

To be an appraiser’s peer for a particular assignment, one must have the competency to address the34

appraisal problem presented in that assignment. This includes the knowledge and experience to:35

• properly identify the appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting problem to be solved;36

• determine the type and extent of research and analyses to include in the development process; and37
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• perform the required research and analyses properly.38

Because assignments can require different types of expertise and competency, it is possible to be39

considered an appraiser’s peer for some assignments, but not for others. Identifying an appraiser’s peer is40

always done in the context of a particular assignment.41

Within appraisal practice there are three disciplines (real property, tangible personal property, and42

intangible property including business interests), and within those disciplines there are many areas of43

specific expertise. An appraiser can have a focused area of expertise and competency or a wide variety of44

expertise and competency. Merely holding the same type or level of credential does not make one an45

appraiser’s peer.46

Determining if an individual is an appraiser’s peer requires examining the individual’s expertise regarding47

each of the elements that define the assignment. For example, solely having expertise in appraising the48

same type of property is not sufficient to make someone an appraiser’s peer.49

Application50

The scope of work is acceptable when it leads to credible assignment results. The SCOPE OF WORK51

RULE establishes two benchmarks for measuring the acceptability of the scope of work, both of which52

need to be met. The scope of work is acceptable when it meets or exceeds both (1) the expectations of53

parties who are regularly intended users for similar assignments; and (2) what an appraiser’s peers’ actions54

would be in performing the same or a similar assignment. An acceptable scope of work must satisfy both55

benchmarks.56

Illustrations:57

1. An appraiser has been engaged to perform an “exterior only” appraisal of a single-family home for a58

potential home equity loan. Another appraiser has been asked to appraise a single-family home in the59

same development for an FHA loan. Since the subject properties are similar, would the assignments60

require the same scope of work?61

No. The subject of the assignment and its relevant characteristics is just one of several assignment62

elements that define an appraisal problem. Because of critical differences in the intended use and the63

appraisal problem to be solved, the scope of work that is acceptable for the first assignment would not64

be acceptable for the second assignment. For example, an appraisal performed for an FHA loan is65

subject to additional inspection requirements.66

2. A state certified general appraiser is appraising a highly specialized industrial facility, and is concerned67

that the assignment is so complex that many appraisers who are knowledgeable about industrial68

property would not be qualified to judge whether or not the scope of work was appropriate. Who69

would be considered the appraiser’s peers in this assignment?70

The appraiser’s peers for this assignment would be other appraisers competent to complete a similar71

assignment. If special expertise is required, other state certified general appraisers without the required72

expertise and knowledge would not be the appraiser’s peers for this assignment. Identifying appraisers73

with expertise and competency in appraising similar complex property types or unusual intended uses74

may require seeking appraisers from other geographic areas.75

3. A business appraiser is engaged to value a 25% minority interest in the equity of a small privately held76

company for estate tax reporting purposes. The standard of value is fair market value as defined in the77

tax regulations. The engagement requires that a second appraiser, meeting the definition of an78

appraiser’s peer, be retained to review the work and to opine on the value of the subject interest.79

Another appraiser is experienced in valuing companies in the same industry, but typically appraises80

them for purposes of sale, valuing 100% of the equity and has never performed appraisals of minority81
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interests for estate tax reporting purposes. Is this other appraiser an appraiser’s peer for this82

assignment?83

No. Part of problem identification for a business appraisal includes identification of the extent to which84

the subject interest contains elements of ownership control. Part of the appraisal process includes85

analyzing the effect on value, if any, of the extent to which the interest appraised contains elements of86

ownership control. Individuals who meet the definition of appraiser’s peers would need to have87

expertise and competency in valuing minority interests. Additionally, the fact that the second appraiser88

has not performed appraisals for the same intended use could also render him or her to not be a peer in89

this assignment.90

4. An appraiser has agreed to complete an assignment in the next two days. While conducting research,91

the appraiser discovers that the primary data source for the assignment, a regional computer database,92

is off-line and will not be available for three days. What is the appropriate course of action?93

If an appraiser is unable to perform research that the appraiser’s peers would conduct and intended94

users would expect, the appraiser must modify the assignment to allow time for the research to be95

conducted, or withdraw from the assignment.96

This Advisory Opinion is based on presumed conditions without investigation or verification of actual97

circumstances. There is no assurance that this Advisory Opinion represents the only possible solution to98

the problems discussed or that it applies equally to seemingly similar situations.99

Approved October 28, 2005100
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INDEX

The attached Index to words or phrases is not an integral part of the Uniform Standards of Professional

Appraisal Practice (USPAP), but is a form of “other communications” the Appraisal Standards Board

(ASB) is authorized to issue in accordance with the by-laws of The Appraisal Foundation.

The references are to the words or phrases as they appear in kind or as a topic in the 2006 Edition of

USPAP.

Entries listed correspond to the 2006 Edition of USPAP identified as:

PREAMBLE PRE DEFINITIONS DEF

ETHICS RULE ER Standards STD

COMPETENCY RULE CR Standards Rules SR

SCOPE OF WORK RULE SWR Statements on Appraisal Standards SMT

JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE JER Advisory Opinions AO

SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE SSR

Advisory Opinions do not establish new standards or interpret existing standards. Advisory Opinions

illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in specific situations and offer advice from the ASB.

A

Acting as an Appraiser
Appraisal Practice, DEF ................................. 1

Obligations, AO-21 ..................................... 183

Ad Valorem Tax

Documentation, SR 6-8(b)............................ 52

Models, SR 6-8(k) ......................................... 53

STANDARD 6 Applies, STD 6 ................... 45

Administrative Review

Example ....................................................... 189

Terminology, AO-20................................... 176

Advertising

Expectations, AO-21................................... 183

Misleading, ER................................................ 8
Advocacy

Defined, DEF................................................... 1

In Services, AO-21...................................... 185

Prohibited, ER ................................................. 7

Agreement of Sale............................................ 113

Analyze, SR 1-5(a)........................................ 21

Analyze, SR 7-5(a)........................................ 60

and Sales History, AO-1 ............................. 113

Failure to Analyze, SMT-10......................... 99

Anticipated Improvements
SR 1-4(f).........................................................21

SR 6-6(e) ........................................................51

Appraisal ...............................................................1

Appraisal Report ..............................See Report

Benchmark, DEF .............................................1

Business Appraisal, STD 9 ...........................70

Credible .........................................See Credible

Defined, DEF ...................................................1

Effective Date of .................See Effective Date

in Appraisal Practice, DEF..............................1

Intangible Asset, STD 9 ................................70

Mass Appraisal, STD 6 .................................45
Numerically Expressed, DEF..........................1

Personal Property Appraisal, STD 7 ............56

Range of Value, DEF ......................................1

Real Property Appraisal, STD 1 ...................17

Reviewer's Own Opinion of Value

AO-20 ......................................................175

Update.............................See Appraisal Update

Workfile............................................................9
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Appraisal Consulting

Defined, DEF................................................... 1

Development, STD 4..................................... 38

in Appraisal Practice, DEF ............................. 1

Reporting, STD 5 .......................................... 41

Workfile, ER.................................................... 9
Appraisal Consulting Report

Required Content, SR 5-2............................. 41

Appraisal Practice

Defined, DEF................................................... 1

Relationship to Standards, AO-21.............. 184

Relationship to Valuation Services, AO-21

................................................................... 183

Appraisal Procedures ... See Recognized Methods

and Techniques

Appraisal Process ..............See also, Methods and

Techniques

and Assistants, AO-5................................... 123
Diagram, AO-22.......................................... 193

Appraisal Report

AO-16 .......................................................... 154

in Business Appraisal

Required Content, SR 10-2(a) ................. 74

Report....................................................See also

Appraisal Review .. See Appraisal Review Report

Defined, DEF................................................... 1

Development and Reporting, STD 3............ 32

Development, SR 3-1.................................... 32

Illustration, AO-21 ...................................... 189
in Appraisal Consulting, SR 5-2(g).............. 42

in Appraisal Practice, DEF ............................. 1

Issues in Federally Related Transaction,

SMT-10 ....................................................... 99

Reporting Results, SR 3-2 ............................ 34

Reviewer’s Own Opinion of Value

Advisory Opinion, AO-20 ..................... 175

SR 3-1(c) ................................................... 33

SR 3-2(d)................................................... 35

Separate Report, STD 3 ................................ 32

Subject of, SR 3-1(b) .................................... 33

Use of an AVM, AO-18.............................. 166
vs Cosigning, STD 3 ..................................... 32

Workfile, ER.................................................... 9

Appraisal Review Report

Report Content, AO-20............................... 178

Required Content, SR 3-2............................. 34

Appraisal Update

Advisory Opinion, AO-3 ............................ 119

Appraiser

Acting As, AO-21 ....................................... 183

Defined, DEF................................................... 1

Ethical Obligations, PRE ................................ 6
Expectations, Obligations, AO-21 ............. 183

Public Trust, PRE............................................ 6

Appraiser Independence

Issues in Federally Related Transactions,

SMT-10......................................................101

Appraiser’s Peers

Defined, DEF ...................................................2

Normal Course of Business, AO-24 ...........203
Test of Scope of Work Acceptability

AO-29 ......................................................218

SCOPE OF WORK RULE.......................13

Appraiser-Client Relationship

Appraiser, DEF ................................................1

Client, DEF ......................................................2

Confidential Nature, ER..................................8

Illustrations, AO-26 .....................................209

Party Receiving Report, SMT-9 ...................96

Appraising the Same Property for a New Client

Advisory Opinion, AO-27...........................210

Approaches Excluded
SR 10-2(a)(ix) ................................................76

SR 10-2(b)(ix) ................................................77

SR 2-2(a)(viii) ................................................25

SR 2-2(b)(viii)................................................28

SR 2-2(c)(viii) ................................................29

SR 8-2(a)(viii) ................................................63

SR 8-2(b)(viii)................................................65

SR 8-2(c)(viii) ................................................67

Assemblage

SR 1-4(e) ........................................................21

SR 6-6(d) ........................................................51
SR 7-4(e) ........................................................59

Assignment

Defined, DEF ...................................................2

Assignment Conditions

Jurisdictional Exception, DEF ........................3

Unacceptable

AO-19 ......................................................169
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Defined, DEF ...................................................2

Not Misleading, ER .........................................7

Assistance
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in Certification

SR 10-3 ..................................................... 78

SR 2-3 ....................................................... 31

SR 3-3 ....................................................... 36

SR 5-3 ....................................................... 43

SR 6-9 ....................................................... 54
SR 8-3 ....................................................... 68

in Preparation, AO-5 ................................... 123

Assumption(s)

Defined, DEF................................................... 2

Disclose All

SR 10-1(c)................................................. 74

SR 2-1(c) ................................................... 23

SR 5-1(c) ................................................... 41

SR 6-8(c) ................................................... 52

SR 8-1(c) ................................................... 61

State All, SR 3-2(d)....................................... 35

Assumptions, Extraordinary .... See Extraordinary
Assumptions

Automated Valuation Model

Advisory Opinion, AO-18 .......................... 162

Avoiding Error .....................See Error Avoidance

B

Bias

Defined, DEF................................................... 2

Unsupported Conclusions, ER ....................... 7

Brokerage and Appraisal

Illustration, AO-21 ...................................... 188

Business Appraisal
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Reporting, STD 10 ........................................ 74
Business Enterprise

Defined, DEF................................................... 2

Business Equity

Defined, DEF................................................... 2

Buy-Sell Agreement

Identify, SR 9-2(e)(iii) .................................. 71

C

Carelessness (Avoiding)

SR 1-1(c)........................................................ 17

SR 4-1(c)........................................................ 38

SR 6-1(c)........................................................ 46

SR 7-1(c)........................................................ 56

SR 9-1(c)........................................................ 70

Cash Equivalency
in Market Value, DEF..................................... 4

Certification

Appraisal Consulting Report, SR 5-3 .......... 43

Appraisal Review Report SR 3-3 ................. 36

Business Appraisal Report, SR 10-3............ 78

Mass Appraisal Report, SR 6-9 ....................54

Oral Report

Signed and Dated Certification, ER...........9

Personal Property Appraisal Report, SR 8-368

Real Property Appraisal Report, SR 2-3 ......30

Signed Certification Required
SR 10-3 ......................................................78

SR 2-3 ........................................................30

SR 3-3 ........................................................36

SR 5-3 ........................................................43

SR 6-9 ........................................................54

SR 8-3 ........................................................68

Clear and Accurate .............See Report, Clear and

Accurate

Client ......Also See Appraiser-Client Relationship
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SMT-9........................................................95

SR 10-2(a)(i) .............................................75
SR 10-2(b)(i) .............................................76

SR 2-2(a)(i) ...............................................24

SR 2-2(b)(i) ...............................................26

SR 2-2(c)(i) ...............................................28

SR 5-2(a) ...................................................41
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Defined, DEF ...................................................2

Expectations, AO-27 ...................................211
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AO-22 ......................................................193

SR 1-2(a) ...................................................18

SR 3-1(a) ...................................................32

SR 4-2(a) ...................................................39

SR 6-2(a) ...................................................46

SR 7-2(a) ...................................................57

SR 9-2(a) ...................................................70

In a Federally Related Transaction, AO-25

....................................................................206
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State the Identity

SR 10-2(a)(i) .............................................75
SR 10-2(b)(i) .............................................76

SR 2-2(a)(i) ...............................................24

SR 2-2(b)(i) ...............................................26

SR 2-2(c)(i) ...............................................28

SR 3-2(a) ...................................................34

SR 5-2(a) ...................................................41

SR 6-8 (d) ..................................................52

SR 8-2(a)(i) ...............................................62

SR 8-2(b)(i) ...............................................64

SR 8-2(c)(i) ...............................................66

Client-Appraiser Relationship ...... See Appraiser-
Client Relationship

Comments
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Same Weight, PRE ..........................................6
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Comp Check

Service Requested, AO-19.......................... 172

Compensation

Contingent, ER ................................................ 8

Competency

COMPETENCY RULE................................ 11
Disclose Lack of Knowledge/Experience, CR

..................................................................... 11

Geographic, CR............................................. 11

In a Federally Related Transaction, SMT-10

................................................................... 100

COMPETENCY RULE..................................... 11

Complete Review

Terminology, AO-20................................... 176

Compliance

Must Certify Compliance with USPAP, ER.. 7

Required by Law, Regulation, Agreement

Appraiser Obligated, ER............................ 7
USPAP Does Not Establish, PRE ............. 6

Required, SMT-10......................................... 98

USPAP Compliance, AO-21 ...................... 182

Concurring with Value

Appraisal Review, SR 3-1(a)........................ 32

Illustrations, AO-20 .................................... 180

Conduct section of ETHICS RULE .................... 7

Confidential Information

Act in Good Faith in Use of, ER .................... 8

Defined, DEF................................................... 2

Must Not Disclose, ER ................................... 8
Redaction, ER.................................................. 9

Confidentiality section of ETHICS RULE......... 8

ContaminationSee Environmental Contamination

Contingent Compensation .......See Compensation

Contrary to Law

JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE,

JER .............................................................. 15

Jurisdictional Exception, DEF........................ 3

Copy

Electronic Copy, ER ....................................... 9

Photocopy, ER................................................. 9

True Copy, ER................................................. 9
Cost

Defined, DEF................................................... 2

Remediation Cost, AO-9............................. 133

Cost Approach

SR 1-4(b)........................................................ 20

SR 6-6(a)........................................................ 50

SR 7-4(b)........................................................ 59

Credible

Appraisal, Business Valuation, STD 9 ........ 70

Appraisal, Personal Property, STD 7 ........... 56

Appraisal, Real Property, STD 1.................. 17
Assignment Results ............ See Credible, DEF

AO-29...................................................... 219

SWR .......................................................... 12

Defined, DEF................................................... 3

Mass Appraisals, STD 6................................45

Opinion of Quality, STD 3............................32

Results, STD 4 ...............................................38
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Date of the Report
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SR 10-2(b)(vii) ..........................................77

SR 2-2(a)(vi) .............................................25

SR 2-2(b)(vi) .............................................27
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SR 5-2(e) ...................................................42

SR 6-8(g) ...................................................52

SR 8-2(a)(vi) .............................................62

SR 8-2(b)(vi) .............................................64
SR 8-2(c)(vi) .............................................67

Definition of Value ....See Type and Definition of

Value, See Standard (type) and Definition of

Value

Describe

Example, AO-11 ..........................................140

Desk Review ..............Also See Appraisal Review

Terminology, AO-20 ...................................176

Diminution in Value (Property Value

Dimunition)

Defined, AO-9..............................................132
Discounted Cash Flow Analysis

SMT-2.............................................................82

Discrimination

Fair Housing Laws, AO-16 .........................153

Drive-By Inspection .................See Exterior-Only

Inspection

Due Diligence

SR 1-1(c) ........................................................17

SR 6-1(c) ........................................................46

SR 7-1(c) ........................................................56

SR 9-1(c) ........................................................70

E

Effective Date
Current Appraisal

SMT-3........................................................85

SMT-4........................................................87

Exposure Time, SMT-6.................................90
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SR 1-2(d) ...................................................18

SR 3-1(b)(ii) ..............................................33

SR 4-2(d) ...................................................39

SR 6-2(d) ...................................................46
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SR 9-2(d)................................................... 71

In Appraisal Review, AO-20...................... 178

Marketing Time, AO-7 ............................... 128

Prospective Appraisal

SMT-3 ....................................................... 85

SMT-4 ....................................................... 87
Prospective Value Opinions

SMT-4 ....................................................... 87

Retrospective Appraisal

SMT-3 ....................................................... 85

SMT-4 ....................................................... 87

Retrospective Value Opinions

SMT-3 ....................................................... 85

Same or Different

(in Appraisal Review), SR 3-1(c)............ 33

Set Forth

SR 6-8(g)................................................... 52

State
SR 10-2(a)(vii).......................................... 75

SR 10-2(b)(vii) ......................................... 77

SR 2-2(a)(vi) ............................................. 25

SR 2-2(b)(vi)............................................. 27

SR 2-2(c)(vi) ............................................. 29

SR 5-2(e) ................................................... 42

SR 8-2(a)(vi) ............................................. 62

SR 8-2(b)(vi)............................................. 64

SR 8-2(c)(vi) ............................................. 67

Electronic Copy

True Copy, ER................................................. 9
Environmental Contamination

Appraisal of

Real Property Impacted by, AO-9......... 131

Defined, AO-9 ............................................. 132

Environmental Risk

Defined, AO-9 ............................................. 132

Environmental Stigma

Defined, AO-9 ............................................. 133

Error Avoidance

SR 1-1(b)........................................................ 17

SR 4-1(b)........................................................ 38

SR 6-1(b)........................................................ 46
SR 7-1(b)........................................................ 56

SR 9-1(b)........................................................ 70

STD 3 ............................................................. 32
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SR 1-1(b)........................................................ 17

SR 4-1(b)........................................................ 38

SR 6-1(b)........................................................ 46

SR 7-1(b)........................................................ 56

SR 9-1(b)........................................................ 70

STD 3 ............................................................. 32

ETHICS RULE..................................................... 7
Conduct section ............................................... 7

Confidentiality section .................................... 8

Management section ....................................... 8

Record keeping section ................................... 9

Evaluations of Real Property Collateral

AO-13...........................................................144

Expectations

of an Appraiser, AO-21 ...............................183

Exposure Time

Develop an Opinion of
SR 1-2(c) ...................................................18

SR 7-2(c) ...................................................57

Prior to the Effective Date, SMT-6 ..............90

Reasonable Exposure Time, SMT-6.............90

vs Marketing Time, AO-7 ...........................128

Exterior-Only Inspection

Extent of Inspection, SWR............................12

Illustration, AO-2.........................................117

Extraordinary Assumption

in Appraisal Review, AO-20.......................178

Extraordinary Assumptions

Conditions of Use
SR 1-2(f)....................................................19

SR 3-1(c) ...................................................33

SR 4-2(f)....................................................39

SR 6-2(i) ....................................................48

SR 7-2(f)....................................................58

SR 9-2(f)....................................................71

Defined, DEF ...................................................3

Disclose All

SR 10-1(c) .................................................74

SR 2-1(c) ...................................................23

SR 5-1(c) ...................................................41
SR 6-8(c) ...................................................52

SR 8-1(c) ...................................................61
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SR 5-2(i) ....................................................43
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Fair Housing Laws

AO-16...........................................................153
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Feasibility Analysis

Defined, DEF................................................... 3

Federally Related Transaction

Assignments for Use In, SMT-10 ................ 98

Field Review.............. See Also Appraisal Review

Terminology, AO-20................................... 176

H

Highest and Best Use
Analyze Effect

in Real Property, SR 6-3(a) ..................... 48

Describe Support

SR 2-2(a)(ix)............................................. 26

SR 8-2(a)(ix)............................................. 63

Develop an Opinion of, SR 1-3(b) ............... 20

Discuss How Determined, SR 6-8(n)........... 53

Identify Effect of

in Personal Property

SR 6-3(b).............................................. 49

SR 7-3(a) ................................................... 58

State
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SR 8-2(c)(ix)............................................. 67

Summarize Support
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Hypothetical Conditions

Conditions for Use
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SR 6-2(i).................................................... 48
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SR 9-2(g)................................................... 71
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Disclose All
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SR 5-1(c) ................................................... 41

SR 6-8(c) ................................................... 52

SR 8-1(c) ................................................... 61
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SR 1-2(g)................................................... 19

SR 4-2(g)................................................... 40
SR 6-2(i).................................................... 48

SR 7-2(g)................................................... 58

SR 9-2(g)................................................... 71
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SR 6-2(e), Comment ................................ 47

SR 7-2(e), Comment ................................ 58
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SR 5-2(i) ....................................................43

SR 6-8(c) ...................................................52
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Identification of the Problem ............See Problem

Identification

Impaired Value

Defined, AO-9..............................................133

Income Approach

SR 1-4(c) ........................................................20

SR 6-6(a) ........................................................50
SR 7-4(c) ........................................................59

Inspection

Extent of, SWR..............................................12

Exterior-Only, AO-2....................................117

of Subject, AO-2 ..........................................116
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Certification

SR 2-3 ...................................................30

SR 3-3 ...................................................36

SR 5-3 ...................................................43

SR 6-9 ...................................................54
SR 8-3 ...................................................68

Intangible Asset Appraisal

Development, STD 9 .....................................70

Reporting, STD 10.........................................74
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Defined, DEF ...................................................3
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Defined, DEF ...................................................3

Intended Use

and Problem Identification

SMT-9........................................................94
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and Reporting Requirements.................. 41, 74

SR 2-2 ........................................................23

SR 8-2 ........................................................61
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Defined, DEF ...................................................3
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SR 6-2(b)................................................... 46

SR 7-2(b)................................................... 57
SR 9-2(b)................................................... 70
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SR 10-2(a)(ii)............................................ 75
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SR 5-2(c) ................................................... 42

SR 6-8(e) ................................................... 52
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SR 8-2(b)(ii).............................................. 64
SR 8-2(c)(ii).............................................. 66

STATEMENT, SMT-9 ................................. 94

Intended User(s)

and Problem Identification

SMT-9 ....................................................... 94

SWR .......................................................... 12

and Reporting Requirements ........................ 61

SR 10-2 ..................................................... 74

SR 2-2 ....................................................... 23

STD 5 ........................................................ 41

Appraiser Responsibilities Regarding, AO-21
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Client, DEF ...................................................... 3
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SR 9-2(a) ................................................... 70
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DEF ............................................................. 3
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SMT-9 ....................................................... 96
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SR 5-2(a) ................................................... 41
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STATEMENT, SMT-9 ................................. 94
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Jurisdictional Exception

Defined, DEF ...................................................3

None in Agencies’ Appraisal

Regulations and Guidelines, SMT-10 ...100

JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE........15

in Ad Valorem Taxation, STD 6...................45

L

Lack of Knowledge/Experience

Must Disclose, CR.........................................11

Law
Defined, JER ..................................................15

Fair Housing, AO-16 ...................................153

Privacy, ER ......................................................8

Limiting Conditions

Disclose All

SR 10-1(c) .................................................74

SR 2-1(c) ...................................................23

SR 5-1(c) ...................................................41

SR 6-8(c) ...................................................52

SR 8-1(c) ...................................................61

State All
SR 3-2(d) ...................................................35

Listings (of Subject Property)

AO-1 .............................................................113

SMT-10 ........................................................106

SR 1-5(a) ........................................................21

Litigation Services

Illustration, AO-21.......................................190

M

Management section of ETHICS RULE.............8

Market Value

Definition in FIRREA .................................195

Described, DEF................................................4

Exposure Time, SMT-6.................................90

Scope of Work in
Market Value Assignments, AO-22 ......192

vs Anticipated Sales Price, AO-22 .............195

Marketing Time Opinions, AO-7 ....................128

Mass Appraisal

Defined, DEF ...................................................4

Development and Reporting, STD 6 ............45

Mass Appraisal Model

Defined, DEF ...................................................4

Mass Appraisal Report
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Methods and Techniques .............See Recognized

Approaches, Methods and Procedures for

Business Appraisals

Describe

SR 2-2(a)(viii)........................................... 25

SR 8-2-(a)(viii) ......................................... 63
Employ Recognized

SR 1-1(a) ................................................... 17

SR 4-1(a) ................................................... 38

SR 6-1(a) ................................................... 45

Employ RecognizedSR 7-1(a) ...................... 56

State

SR 2-2(c)(viii)........................................... 29

SR 8-2(c)(viii)........................................... 67

Summarize

SR 2-2(b)(viii) .......................................... 28

SR 5-2(g)................................................... 42

SR 8-2 (b)(viii) ......................................... 65
Misleading Communications

Must Avoid, PRE ............................................ 6

Unethical, ER .................................................. 7
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Negligence

SR 1-1(c)........................................................ 17

SR 4-1(c)........................................................ 38

SR 6-1(c)........................................................ 46

SR 7-1(c)........................................................ 56

SR 9-1(c)........................................................ 70
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SR 4-2(c)(ii)................................................... 39

SR 6-2(c)(iv).................................................. 46
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SR 8-2(a)(v) ................................................... 62

SR 8-2(b)(v)................................................... 64
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Defined, AO-9 ............................................. 133

Normal Course of Business

Advisory Opinion, AO-24 .......................... 203

If Available in the
SR 1-5 ....................................................... 21

SR 7-5 ....................................................... 60

Illustrations, AO-24 .................................... 204

Sales History, AO-1 .................................... 113

Not Misleading .........See Report, Not Misleading

Numerical Benchmark

Definition of Appraisal, DEF ......................... 1

O
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Appraiser, Personal, ER ..................................7

Established by Intended Use, SMT 9 ...........95

Ethical, PRE .....................................................6

in Appraisal Practice, AO-21 ......................182

Intended Use, Intended Users, SMT 9 .........95

Outside of Appraisal Practice, AO-21........185
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Offers to Sell

Analyze, SR 7-5(a) ........................................60
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Analyze

SR 1-5(a) ...................................................21

SR 7-5(a) ...................................................60

Sales History, AO-1.....................................113

Oral Reports ..........................See Also, Testimony

Report, DEF .....................................................4
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SR 10-4 ......................................................79

SR 2-4 ........................................................31
SR 3-4 ........................................................37

SR 5-4 ........................................................44

SR 8-4 ........................................................69

Signed and Dated Certification
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Summary in Workfile, ER...............................9

P

Peer Review Committee.......................................8

Peers, Appraiser's................ See Appraiser's Peers

Personal Interest

Without Accommodation of, ER ....................7

Personal Property

Defined, DEF ...................................................4
Personal Property Appraisal

Development, STD 7 .....................................56

Reporting, STD 8...........................................61

Photocopy

True Copy, ER .................................................9

Plans, Specifications

SR 1-2(e), Comment......................................19

SR 6-2(e)(iii), Comment ...............................47

SR 7-2(e), Comment......................................58

PREAMBLE .........................................................6

Predetermined Results
Prohibited, ER..................................................7
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Defined, DEF ...................................................4

vs. Value, Illustration, AO-21.....................188

Prior Sales ..................................See Sales History
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Problem Identification

and Acceptable Scope of Work, AO-29 .... 218

and COMPETENCY RULE, AO-28 ......... 214

and Intended Use and Intended Users, SMT-9

..................................................................... 94

Assignment Elements, Necessary for, SWR12
Identify the Problem

STD 1 ........................................................ 17

STD 4 ........................................................ 38

STD 7 ........................................................ 56

STD 9 ........................................................ 70

Required, AO-28 ......................................... 213

Problem Identification section

SWR............................................................... 12

Proposed Improvements

Appraisal of Real Property With, AO-17 ..157

Prospective Value Opinions

Proposed Improvements, AO-17................ 157
SMT-4 ............................................................ 88

Proximate Sites

Defined, AO-9 ............................................. 133

R

Range of Value

Definition of Appraisal, DEF ......................... 1

Readdressing (Transferring) a Report

Altering Title Page,

Transmittal Letter, SMT-10.............99, 102

Prohibited, AO-26 ....................................... 208

Real Estate

Defined, DEF................................................... 4

Real Property
Defined, DEF................................................... 4

Real Property Appraisal
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Reporting, STD 2 .......................................... 23

Recertification of Value

Term Explained, AO-3................................ 119

Recognized Approaches, Methods and

Procedures

SR 9-1(a)........................................................ 70

Reconciliation

in Development, SR 1-6................................ 22
in Development, SR 6-7(a) ........................... 51

in Development, SR 7-6................................ 60

in Development, SR 9-5................................ 73

Reporting, SR 10-2(a)(ix) Comment ........... 76

Reporting, SR 2-2(a)(viii), Comment .......... 25

Reporting, SR 2-2(b)(viii), Comment .......... 28

Reporting, SR 6-8(p)..................................... 54

Reporting, SR 8-2(a)(viii), Comment .......... 63

Reporting,SR 8-2(b)(viii) Comment ............ 65

Record Keeping section of ETHICS RULE....... 9

Release

of an Appraisal Report, AO-27...................211

Relevant Characteristics

Contaminated Property, AO-29 ..................133

Describe

SR 2-2(a)(iii) .............................................24
SR 8-2(a)(iii) .............................................62

Identify

SR 1-2(e) ...................................................18

SR 4-2(e) ...................................................39

SR 6-2(e) ...................................................47

SR 7-2(e) ...................................................57

of the Subject Property, AO-23 ..................199

Summarize

SR 2-2(b)(iii) .............................................26

SR 8-2(b)(iii) .............................................64

Remediation Cost

Defined, AO-9..............................................133
Remediation Lifecycle

Defined, AO-9..............................................133

Rent Survey

Illustration, AO-21.......................................189

Report ..................................................................61

Appraisal Consulting ..................See Appraisal

Consulting Report

Appraisal Review..........See Appraisal Review

Report

Clear and Accurate

SR 10-1(a) .................................................74
SR 2-1(a) ...................................................23

SR 5-1(a) ...................................................41

SR 6-8(a) ...................................................51

SR 8-1(a) ...................................................61

Defined, DEF ...................................................4

Mass Appraisal......SeeMass Appraisal Report

Not Misleading

SR 2-1(a) ...................................................23

SR 5-1(a) ...................................................41

SR 6-8(a) ...................................................51

SR 8-1(a) ...................................................61

STD 3.........................................................32
Options ...............................See Report Options

Oral .......................................... See Oral Report

Restricted Use Appraisal Report.................See

Restricted Use Appraisal Report

Self-Contained Appraisal Report.......See Self-

Contained Appraisal Report

Sufficient Information

SR 10-1(b) .................................................74

SR 2-1(b) ...................................................23

SR 5-1(b) ...................................................41

SR 6-8(b) ...................................................52
SR 8-1(b) ...................................................61

Summary Appraisal Report........See Summary

Appraisal Report

True Copy in Workfile, ER.............................9
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Report Date........................See Date of the Report

Report Options

Business or Intangible Asset Appraisal

SR 10-2 ..................................................... 74

Chart, AO-11 ............................................... 138

Content of Reports
in Real and Personal Property, AO-11..137

Deciding Which to Use, AO-12 ................. 142

Personal Property, SR 8-2............................. 61

Real Property, SR 2-2 ................................... 23

Statement of Report Option

AO-11...................................................... 137

SR 10-2 ..................................................... 74

SR 2-2 ....................................................... 23

SR 8-2 ....................................................... 61

Reporting

Appraisal Consulting, STD 5 ....................... 41

Appraisal Review, SR 3-2, 3-3 and 3-4 ....... 34
Business Appraisal, STD 10......................... 74

Intangible Asset Appraisal, STD 10 ............ 74

Mass Appraisal, STD 6 ................................. 45

Personal Property Appraisal, STD 8 ............ 61

Real Property Appraisal, STD 2................... 23

Restricted Use Appraisal Report

Content of, AO-11....................................... 138

Required Content

SR 10-2(b)................................................. 76

SR 2-2(c) ................................................... 28

SR 8-2(c) ................................................... 66
Use of, AO-12 ............................................. 142

Workfile Inspection by Client, ER............... 10

Workfile Sufficient to Produce

Summary Appraisal Report

or Appraisal Report, ER........................ 9

Retrospective Value Opinions

SMT-3 ............................................................ 85

Reviewer's Own Opinion of Value

SR 3-1(c)........................................................ 33

SR 3-2(d)........................................................ 35

S

Sales Comparison Approach

SR 1-4(a)........................................................ 20
SR 6-6(a)........................................................ 50

SR 7-4(a)........................................................ 59

Sales History..................................................... 106

Advisory Opinion, AO-1 ............................ 113

Analyze

SR 1-5(b)................................................... 21

SR 7-5(b)................................................... 60

Foreclosure Sale AO-4................................ 122

Normal Course of Business, AO-24 .......... 203

Report

SR 2-2(a)(viii)........................................... 26

SR 2-2(b)(viii)...........................................28

SR 2-2(c)(viii) ...........................................30

SR 8-2(a)(viii) ...........................................63

SR 8-2(b)(viii)...........................................65

SR 8-2(c)(viii) ...........................................67

Scope of Work
Acceptable

Advisory Opinion, AO-29......................218

SR 1-2(h) ...................................................19

SR 4-2(h) ...................................................40

SR 6-2(j) ....................................................48

SR 7-2(h) ...................................................58

SR 9-2(h) ...................................................72

SWR, Acceptability ..................................13

and Relevant Characteristics, AO-23 .........200

Defined, DEF ...................................................4

Describe

SR 2-2(a)(vii) ............................................25
SR 6-8(j) ....................................................53

SR 8-2(a)(vii) ............................................63

Determine

AO-28 ......................................................214

SR 1-2(h) ...................................................19

SR 3-1(c) ...................................................33

SR 4-1(h) ...................................................40

SR 6-2(j) ....................................................48

SR 7-2(h) ...................................................58

SR 9-2(h) ...................................................72

SWR...........................................................12
Disclosure, SWR............................................14

Effect of Purpose, Intended Use

in Appraisal Review, AO-20..................176

in Appraisal Review, AO-20.......................175

In Market Value Assignments, AO-22.......192

Includes Reviewer's Opinion

of Value, SR 3-1(c)..................................33

Normal Course of Business, AO-24 ...........203

SCOPE OF WORK RULE............................12

State

SR 10-2(b)(viii).........................................77

SR 2-2(c)(vii) ............................................29
SR 3-2(c) ...................................................35

SR 5-2(f)....................................................42

Summarize

SR 10-2(a)(viii) .........................................75

SR 2-2(b)(vii) ............................................27

SR 8-2(b)(vii) ............................................65

SCOPE OF WORK RULE

Disclosure Obligations section .....................14

Problem Identification section ......................12

Scope of Work Acceptability section ...........13

Self-Contained Appraisal Report
AO-11...........................................................137

Required Content

SR 2-2(a) ...................................................24

SR 8-2(a) ...................................................62
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Use of, AO-12 ............................................. 142

Signature

Defined, DEF................................................... 5

Software Responsibility

AO-18 .......................................................... 162

SMT-2 ............................................................ 83
Soliciting .......................................See Advertising

Source, Non-source, Adjacent and Proximate

Sites

Defined, AO-9 ............................................. 133

Specifications ..................See Plans, Specification

Standard (type) and Definition of Value

Identify

SR 9-2(c) ................................................... 70

State Standard and Cite Source

SR 10-2(a)(vi)........................................... 75

SR 10-2(b)(vi)........................................... 77

Standard of Value...... See Type and Definition of
Value

State

in Reporting, AO-11 ................................... 141

Subjective Phrases

vs Factual Descriptions, AO-16 ................. 154

Subsidized Housing

AO-14 .......................................................... 151

Appraisals For, AO-14................................ 149

Sufficient Information........See Report, Sufficient

Information

Summarize
in Reporting, AO-11 ................................... 141

Summary Appraisal Report

Content of, AO-11....................................... 138

Required Content

SR 2-2(b)................................................... 26

SR 8-2(b)................................................... 64

Use of, AO-12 ............................................. 142

Supplemental Standards

Defined, DEF................................................... 5

Who May Issue, SSR .................................... 16

SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS RULE....... 16

T

Technical Review
Terminology,

AO-20...................................................... 176

Techniques..............SeeMethods and Techniques

Testimony

Summary required in Workfile, ER ............... 9

Transferring a Report ................See Readdressing

(Transferring) a Report

True Copy .......................................Also See Copy

Required in Workfile, ER ............................... 9

Type and Definition of Value

Appropriate Market

(Personal Property), SR 7-3(b).................58

Identify

SR 1-2(c) ...................................................18

SR 4-2(c)(ii) ..............................................39

SR 6-2(c) ...................................................46

SR 7-2(c) ...................................................57
State and Cite Source

SR 2-2(a)(v) ..............................................24

SR 2-2(b)(v) ..............................................27

SR 6-8(h) ...................................................52

SR 8-2(a)(v) ..............................................62

SR 8-2(b)(v) ..............................................64

State Type and Cite Source

SR 2-2(c)(v) ..............................................29

SR 8-2(c)(v) ..............................................66

Type of Value .See Type and Definition of Value

U

Undisclosed Fees

Procurement of an Assignment, ER ...............8

Unimpaired Value
Defined, AO-9..............................................133

Unsupported Conclusions

Fair Housing Laws, AO-16 .........................153

Must Not Rely On, ER ....................................7

Update of an Appraisal........... Also See Appraisal

Update

New Assignment, AO-3 ..............................120

Requirements, AO-3....................................120

V

Validated Offers

Analyze, SR 7-5(a) ........................................60

Valuation Services

Defined, DEF ...................................................5
Outside of Appraisal Practice, AO-21........184

Relationship to Appraisal Practice, AO-21183

Value

Defined, DEF ...................................................5

W

Workfile

Defined, DEF ...................................................5

Must Include, ER .............................................9

Prior to Issuance of Report, ER ......................9

Restricted Use Appraisal Report

Inspection by Client, ER ..........................10

Retain at least five (5) years, ER ....................9

True Copy of Report, ER ................................9
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2006 PUBLICATIONS

UNIFORM STANDARDS OF PROFESSIONAL APPRAISAL 
PRACTICE (USPAP)

The Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act 
of 1989 recognizes    USPAP as the generally accepted appraisal 
standards and requires USPAP compliance for appraisers in 
federally related transactions. State Appraiser Certifi cation and 
Licensing Boards; federal, state, and local agencies, appraisal 
services; and appraisal trade associations require compliance 
with USPAP. 

Standards: Provide performance standards for real property, 
mass, business and personal property appraisal and consulting. 

Statements: Clarify, interpret, explain, and elaborate on 
appraisal standards.

Advisory Opinions: Offer advice and resolutions for 
appraisal issues.

USPAP is available in the following options:
• Paperback – Item No. 232
• Paperback with spiral binding – Item No. 233 
 (limited quantities available)

USPAP 2006 • $30.00

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQS)

Answers to Many of Your USPAP Questions!
This publication is an excellent reference tool for appraisers, 
regulators and users of appraisal services. It contains over 
100 commonly asked questions and answers regarding 
USPAP. These FAQs are opinions of the Appraisal Standards 
Board (ASB) and are issued to illustrate the applicability of 
appraisal standards in specifi c situations and offer 
advice for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems. 

The FAQs are published annually in conjunction with the 
annual edition of USPAP.

Order both (USPAP and FAQs) and SAVE 20%  
See Item No. 235 or 236

FAQs 2006 • Item No. 234 • $20.00

Order online at www.appraisalfoundation.org/store or call 800-348-2831



NATIONAL USPAP COURSE STUDENT MANUALS

15-HOUR NATIONAL USPAP COURSE

The National Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal 
Practice (USPAP) material is designed to aid appraisers in all 
areas of appraisal practice seeking competency in the USPAP. 
This course is intended to fulfi ll the 15-hour requirement as 
established by the Appraiser Qualifi cations Board (AQB) of 
The Appraisal Foundation.

A copy of the 2006 edition of USPAP should also be 
purchased to accompany the student manual.
 
15-Hour National USPAP Course • 
Item No. 237 • $25.00

7-HOUR NATIONAL USPAP UPDATE COURSE

The 7-hour course material focuses on the changes to the 
2006 edition of the Uniform Standards of Professional 
Appraisal Practice (USPAP). This course is intended to fulfi ll 
the 7-hour requirement as established by the Appraiser 
Qualifi cations Board (AQB) of The Appraisal Foundation.

A copy of the 2006 edition of USPAP should also 
be purchased to accompany the student manual.

7-Hour National USPAP Update Course • 
Item No. 238 • $22.00

THE APPRAISER’S SOURCEBOOK
A Guide to Understanding the Regulation of Real Property Appraisers

This publication was created as a reference guide to be utilized by 
state regulatory agencies, real property appraisers, instructors, appraiser 
associations, and users of appraisal services. It contains a State Agency 
Directory listing basic contact information and regulatory information 
regarding temporary practice, reciprocity and education. In addition, 
it provides an in-depth study of the history of appraisal regulation 
within the U.S.

The Appraiser’s Sourcebook • Item No. 182 • $20.00

Order online at www.appraisalfoundation.org/store or call 800-348-2831



2006 ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS

e

e

e
Order online at www.appraisalfoundation.org/store or call 800-348-2831

                        Download electronic documents from www.appraisalfoundation.org/store

E-UNIFORM STANDARDS OF PROFESSIONAL 
APPRAISAL PRACTICE (USPAP)

Now you can purchase the 2006 USPAP Electronically! Right at 
your fi ngertips, you will have a searchable, indexed, user-friendly 

reference to the Standards, Statements and Advisory Opinions.
 
E-USPAP Interactive • Item No. 240 • $30.00

E-USPAP PDF • Item No. 239 • $24.95

E-DIGEST OF CASES AND ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS

This compilation contains a summary of state and federal cases 
as well as administrative decisions in which USPAP played a 

role. The earliest cite case is from 1991.

Order both (E-USPAP and E-Digest) and SAVE — See item No. 245

E-Digest of Cases and Administrative Decisions • 
Item No. 244 • $25.00

E-FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQS)

Answers to Many of Your USPAP Questions!
This publication is an excellent reference tool for appraisers, 

regulators and users of appraisal services. It contains over 100 
commonly asked questions and answers regarding USPAP. These FAQs 
are opinions of the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) and are issued to 
illustrate the applicability of appraisal standards in specifi c situations and 
offer advice for the resolution of appraisal issues and problems. 

The FAQs are published annually in conjunction with the annual edition 
of USPAP.

Order both (E-USPAP and E-FAQ)  
See item No. 242 or 243

E-FAQs PDF • Item No. 241 • $14.95



SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE

Your Complete Appraisal Standards Source. Keep informed of the latest standards and qualifi cations. This 
service provides all the vital information you need to stay on top of your profession. You’ll be the fi rst to 
hear about important issues impacting your business. You’ll receive updates about crucial appraisal issues 
from the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) and Appraiser Qualifi cations Board (AQB) on a regular basis. 
And, with the subscription service, you have the opportunity to make comments on important issues. You 
will also receive the latest, revised USPAP and FAQs.

YOUR BENEFITS
• Annual Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP)
• Annual Compilation of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
• ASB and AQB Exposure Drafts of Action Proposal (for your review and comment)
• ASB monthly USPAP Question and Answer Bulletins
• ASB and AQB Meeting Notices and Summaries
• The Appraisal Foundation Board Executive Summary
• Regulatory and Legislative Updates

You have the option of receiving this service through the mail or via an email address.

SUBSCRIPTION PAPER SERVICE
(Includes paper copy of USPAP and FAQs)
1 Year   $150 (Item No. 071)
2 Year   $250 (Item No. 045)
3 Year   $350 (Item No. 076)

Subscription Electronic Service*
(Includes paper and electronic copies of USPAP and FAQs)
1 Year   $ 99 (Item No. 148)

*Be sure to include your email address on the order form.

FOUR WAYS TO ORDER
1. Phone toll free 800.348.2831 or call 240.646.7010

2. Fax your order form with credit card information to 301.206.9789

3.  Mail your order form and payment to:
   The Appraisal Foundation
   Distribution Center
   P.O. Box 381
   Annapolis Junction, Maryland 20701-0381

4. Online at the Foundation Store at www.appraisalfoundation.org.

Order online at www.appraisalfoundation.org/store or call 800-348-2831



INFORMATION SERVICE

Get the Basics. Be the First to Know! You need to stay informed. This service will provide you with the basic 
knowledge you need to keep on top of the standards and qualifi cations for your profession. Compliance is 
mandatory — so don’t miss out on this vital information. With the Information Service, you will receive the 
latest, revised USPAP every year.

YOUR BENEFITS
• Annual Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP)
• ASB and AQB Meeting Notices and Summaries
• Regulatory and Legislative Updates

INFORMATION SERVICE (includes paper copy of USPAP)
1 Year $ 60 (Item No. 032)
2 Year $100 (Item No. 066)
3 Year $130 (Item No. 068)

SHIPPING AND HANDLING

STANDARD DELIVERY
All orders are shipped standard ground delivery. Processing and shipping time averages between 7-10 
business days. Our standard carrier requires a street address. Please place your order allowing adequate 
time for delivery. Rush services are available.

For deliveries outside the contiguous U.S., call for shipping rates. Additional charges apply.

RUSH DELIVERY
Rush services are available for an additional fee of $10.00. Actual shipping costs also apply. Orders 
placed by 1:00 p.m. (Eastern) can be shipped the same day for overnight, 2nd day, 3rd day air delivery 
and for regular ground rushes. Be sure to request rush delivery services.

SHIPPING AND HANDLING
Applies to each order  $8.50
Additional charge for 2-99 copies  $1.00 each
100 or more copies  Call for shipping rates
Rush Fee  $10 additional

RETURNS AND REFUNDS
Returns accepted within 60 days only. Merchandise must be returned in good condition for a refund. 
Authorization for the return is required.

Shipping Charges Are Non-Refundable Once Your Order Has Shipped.

Returns should be shipped to (authorization required) The Appraisal Foundation
        c/o PMDS
        9050 Junction Drive
        Annapolis Junction, Maryland 20701

Order online at www.appraisalfoundation.org/store or call 800-348-2831





THE APPRAISAL FOUNDATION 2006 PUBLICATIONS AND SERVICES

Order online at www.appraisalfoundation.org/store or call 800-348-2831

2006 PUBLICATIONS

ITEM No. PRODUCT COST PER MANUAL QUANTITY TOTAL
232 Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice 

  1-99 copies $30.00   

  100-499 copies $20.00  

  500-999 copies $17.00

  1,000 copies or more $15.00

233 Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice - Spiral Binding (limited quantities available)

  1-99 copies $30.00   

  100-499 copies $20.00  

  500-999 copies $17.00

234 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

  1-99 copies $20.00

  100 copies or more $15.00

235 USPAP (bound) and FAQ Combo $39.95

236 USPAP (spiral) and FAQ Combo $39.95

237 15-Hour National USPAP Course Student Manual

  1-99 copies $25.00

  100-499 copies $20.00

  500-999 copies $18.00

  1,000 copies or more $16.00

238 7-Hour National USPAP Update Course Student Manual 

  1-99 copies $22.00

  100-499 copies $18.00

  500-999 copies $16.00

  1,000 copies or more $14.00

182 The Appraiser’s Sourcebook

  1-99 copies $20.00

  100 copies or more $15.00

2006 SERVICES

ITEM No. PRODUCT UNIT PRICE QUANTITY TOTAL

148 Electronic Subscription Service $99.00

71 1 Year Subscription Service $150.00

45 2 Year Subscription Service $250.00

76 3 Year Subscription Service $350.00

32 1 Year Information Service $60.00

66 2 Year Information Service $100.00

68 3 Year Information Service $130.00

Note: Shipping and handling charges are listed on page 2 of this form.             Publications and Services Subtotal: $





FOUR WAYS TO ORDER

1.  Phone toll free 800.348.2831 or call 240.646.7010

2.  Fax your order form with credit card information to 301.206.9789

3.  Mail your order form and payment to:
   The Appraisal Foundation
   Distribution Center
   P.O. Box 381
   Annapolis Junction, Maryland 20701-0381

4.  Online at the Foundation Store at www.appraisalfoundation.org.

2006 ORDER FORM

ORDER INFORMATION  

Subtotal from Publications and Services List (Subtotal from page 1)  $

Shipping and Handling Charges ($8.50 for one copy)  $         8.50

Plus $1.00 for each additional copy up to 99 (Call for shipping charges for 100 or more copies) $

Rush Fee (additional $10.00)  $

Order Total:  $

PAYMENT INFORMATION (Prepayment Required)

q  Check/Money Order enclosed (Make checks payable to The Appraisal Foundation)

q  Credit Card:   q  VISA     q  MasterCard

Card No.  Expiration Date:

Signature

SHIP TO INFORMATION:

Name:

Organization:

Shipping Address:

City:   State: Zip:

Telephone Number: Email Address:
   (Required for electronic subscription service)  USPAP6

Prices effective 1/1/06. Subject to change without notice.

Order online at www.appraisalfoundation.org/store or call 800-348-2831



Do you fully understand USPAP?
Do you have the tools to answer USPAP questions?

• Can an appraiser disclose that he or she previously

  appraised a property?

 

• Does USPAP allow an appraiser to issue a “reliance  

 letter” to parties that were not originally intended 

 users of assignments?

 

• Are appraisers allowed to appraise only 5 acres of 

 a larger parcel?

 

• When may a Hypothetical Condition be used?

These FAQs are opinions of the Appraisal Standards 

Board (ASB) and are issued to illustrate the applicability 

of appraisal standards in specifi c situations and to 

offer advice for the resolution of appraisal issues 

and problems.

This offer applies to the paper copy only and 
cannot be combined with other offers.

SAVE 50% SAVE 50% on the 2006 FAQson the 2006 FAQs

Get the answers to these questions and more, by ordering the 
Frequently Asked Questions.

Order online at www.appraisalfoundation.org/store or call 800-348-2831



Frequently Asked Questions – Quick Order Form
Yes, please send me one copy of the 2006 edition of the FAQs for $10.00 plus $8.50 for 
shipping and handling (total $18.50). That’s 50% OFF the cover price. Offer limited to one 
      paper copy only. To order multiple copies,       please use the Publications Order Form.   Item No. 234

q

Payment Information
q Check/Money order enclosed. Please make checks payable to The Appraisal Foundation

q Charge my:  q Visa     q MasterCard

 Card No:      Exp Date:

 Signature:

Shipping Information
Name:

Organization:

Address:

Phone:       

Email:

1. Phone toll free 800.348.2831 or call 240.646.7010 
 (Mention promotional code UFAQ06 to receive a 50% discount)

2. Fax your order form with credit card information to 301.206.9789

3. Mail your order form and payment to:
  The Appraisal Foundation Distribution Center
  P.O. Box 381
  Annapolis Junction, Maryland 20701-0381

4. Online at the Foundation Store at www.appraisalfoundation.org.

Four Ways to Order – Prepayment Required

Order online at www.appraisalfoundation.org/store or call 800-348-2831

UFAQ06
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